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Disease on the Run
Migratory animals can spread infections—includ-
ing human pathogens such as West Nile, avian 
infl uenza, Hendra, and Ebola viruses—to new 
geographic areas. The physiological stress of 
migration can lead to immunocompromise and 
consequent high rates of infection, but, in other 
contexts, migration can allow escape from para-
sites. Altizer et al. (p. 296) review the ecological, 
immunological, and evolutionary mechanisms 
by which migration can alter the spatial spread, 
prevalence, and severity of infectious disease in 
animal populations.

Making Neurons
Transcription factors are essential drivers of spe-
cifi c terminal differentiation programs. However, 
the ability of transcription factors to drive dif-
ferentiation programs upon ectopic expression is 
often restricted by cellular context, which hinders 
our ability to generate cell types at will. Using 
a genetic screening approach in the nematode 
Caenorhabditis elegans, Tursun et al. (p. 304, 
published online 9 December; see the Perspective 
by Strome) found that removal of a chromatin 
factor allowed transcription factors to reprogram 
germ cells directly into specifi c neuron types, in a 
relatively fast and effi cient manner.

Methane Oxidation 
at Deepwater
The Deepwater Horizon blowout in June 2010 
in the Gulf of Mexico has provided a site for 

studying a number of marine processes in situ 
that would not otherwise have been possible. The 
release of massive amounts of methane from the 
wellhead resembles rare but potentially danger-
ous massive outgassing events from natural seeps 
or gas hydrates along the ocean fl oor. Kessler et 

al. (p. 312, published online 6 January) surveyed 
waters during the leak and after the wellhead was 
sealed and found that bacteria degraded all of 
the methane released from the well within ~120 
days of the initial blowout—and within only ~40 
days once the well was sealed. The presence of 
low oxygen anomalies in the water column and 
a shifted bacterial community structure toward 
methanotrophy suggests that the ecological 
response to such large events can be faster and 
more effi cient than anticipated. 

Processing the 
Moon’s Core 
The Apollo Passive 
Seismic Experiment 
measured lunar 
ground motion 
until the mid-
1970s. Since then, 
various efforts have 
attempted to extract 
all possible information 
about the interior of the 
Moon from this unique data set. Recent computa-
tional and methodological advances suggest that 
reprocessing the aging seismic data may provide 
previously inaccessible information buried within. 
To that end, Weber et al. (p. 308, published 

online 6 January) reanalyzed the Apollo data 
using a method typically reserved for processing 
seismic array data on Earth. The data indicate 
that the lunar core, like Earth’s, consists of a solid 
inner core and molten outer core. Unlike Earth, 
however, the Moon also has a thick partial melt 
layer resting above the outer core. 

Spinning in Water
Nearly a century ago, Stern and Gerlach demon-
strated that the electrons bound to atoms have 
an unusual binary property, termed spin, which 
causes their defl ection in one of two directions 
on passage through uneven magnetic fi elds. 
Certain nuclei were soon discovered also to pos-
sess spin, leading to the development of nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Kravchuk 

et al. (p. 319) have now used a magnetic 
apparatus similar to the Stern-Gerlach setup 
to separate the nuclear spin isomers of water. 
Specifi cally, a cold, rapid beam of water diluted 
in a carrier gas was sent through the magnetic 
fi eld region. The ortho isomers (in which both 
H atoms in the H

2
O share the same spin orienta-

tion) were focused toward the center while the 
para isomers followed a divergent path, allowing 
their separation. The technique could also be 
applied to methane, showing promise for future 
in-depth studies on spin-pure ensembles of 
small molecules.

His and Hers Fossils
Evidence of sex, let alone details of the modes 
of reproduction, are scarce in fossils, hampering 
understanding of sexual dimorphism and the life 
of extinct species and groups. Lü et al. (p. 321) 
have discovered an indisputably female fossil 
pterosaur that includes an egg next to its pelvis. 

The fossil Darwinopterus dates to 160 million 
years ago and was collected from sedimen-

tary rocks in Liaoning Province, China, 
and lacks a crest, indicating that crests 
are likely to have been characteristic of 
males. The egg is relatively small com-
pared to the pterosaur body size, and 
its shell was not hard like those of bird 

eggs, but the egg was instead probably 
covered in parchment, more like the eggs 

of some other reptiles.

On the Move
In general, as global temperatures increase, 
plant and animal species will shift their distri-
butions uphill or away from equatorial latitudes 

Phenotypic signals such as plumage patches are com-
mon among animals and indicate reproductive quality. 
Animals are also able to advertise their quality by build-
ing structures from materials gathered from their envi-
ronment. In a comprehensive study of nest decorating 
behavior in black kites, Sergio et 

al. (p. 327) found that birds that 
placed the most white plastic 
in their nest not only produced 
more offspring but also had bet-
ter territories and were better at defending them in ag-
gressive encounters. The amount of decoration placed 
decreased with age and, surprisingly, lower-quality indi-
viduals do not “cheat,” going out of their way to remove 
material experimentally placed in their nests. 

Not Purely Decorative >>
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to maintain their climatic niche. However, exceptions have been noted to the uphill pattern, with 
a minority of species showing downhill trends in their distribution. By comparing vegetation data 
from the 1930s with present-day data, Crimmins et al. (p. 324) show that the optimum elevations 
for a majority of mountain plant species in California, USA, have moved downhill by approximately 
80 m, despite widespread and substantial increases in temperature during the 20th century. This 
seeming anomaly could be explained by linking plant species’ altitudinal positions to climatic water 
balance. Increases in precipitation during the 20th century have outpaced increases in plants’ 
evaporative demand owing to temperature rises and have led to increased water availability across 
northern California. 

Immune Evasion Tactic
Pattern recognition receptors are critical to allow cells to sense invading viruses and initiate antiviral 
immune responses, but viruses deploy a myriad of tactics to avoid detection and induction of antivi-
ral immunity. Gregory et al. (p. 330) found that Karposi’s sarcoma–associated herpesvirus (KSHV), 
the etiological agent of several human cancers, encodes a gene (Orf63) homologous to NLRP1, a 
member of the nucleotide-binding domain, leucine-rich repeat (NLR) containing a family of pattern 
recognition receptors. Orf63 interacted with NLRP1, prevented its oligomerization, and inhibited 
activation of downstream antiviral responses. Thus, KSHV can evade the immune response by inhibit-
ing an important viral detection pathway in the host.

Playing the Game
Experts in various cognitive fi elds, including board 
games, show superior abilities not only for the quick 
perception of relevant input patterns but also for the 
rapid generation of appropriate responses. Largely 
unconscious automatic, or “intuitive,” processes are 
essential for this superior performance. Wan et al. 

(p. 341) analyzed the brain activity of subjects play-
ing shogi (Japanese chess). Compared to amateurs, 
professional players showed specifi c brain activation 
in the parietal lobe during rapid perception of shogi 
patterns. When pushed to come up with the next best 
move extremely quickly, the experts showed activation 

in the caudate nucleus. However, when the players took their time and consciously evaluated a given 
board pattern, brain activation was limited to the prefrontal cortex and other cortical areas in both 
professional and amateur players. 

Living Life in the Extreme
Haloarchaea are commonly found tinting salt evaporation pans pink with carotenoid pigments. These 
prokaryotes have an array of distinctive characteristics needed to live in an extreme environment, 
including various molecular strategies for water retention, for example, by accumulating osmopro-
tectant compounds like glutamate and polyesters. Khomyakova et al. (p. 334; see the Perspective 
by Ensign) now describe an alternative route by which osmoprotectant storage compounds can feed 
into carbon assimilation. In Haloarcula morismortui, the classical citric acid and glyoxylate cycles 
are diverted into a methylaspartate cycle at isocitrate by acquisition of the key enzymes, glutamate 
mutase and methylaspartate ammonia-lyase. 

Clostridium to the Rescue
The gastrointestinal (GI) tract is home to a diverse population of commensal bacteria that works with 
the immune system to protect against infection but is also critical for maintaining immune homeo-
stasis. How specifi c microfl ora infl uence immune cell homeostasis in the GI tract is only beginning 
to be understood. Working in mice, Atarashi et al. (p. 337, published online 23 December; see the 
cover; see the Perspective by Barnes and Powrie) now show that indigenous Clostridium species 
promote the generation of regulatory T cells (T

reg
 cells) in the colon. Germ-free mice had reduced 

numbers of colonic T
reg

 cells, which were rescued by colonization with Clostridium. 

Continued from page 259
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  Tuberculosis in North Korea  
TENSIONS ON THE KOREAN PENINSULA ARE HIGH. HOW SOUTH KOREA, THE UNITED STATES, 

and other countries, including China, engage North Korea remains a sensitive issue, as policies 

tying aid to denuclearization are debated. This month, the United States, South Korea, Japan, 

and China have been discussing the situation, including a meeting between Chinese President 

Hu Jintao and U.S. President Obama in Washington. These conversations, focused on conven-

tional security concerns, would benefi t from the articulation of mutual humanitarian goals. 

Although North Korea’s nuclear ambitions are the focus of international security concerns, 

the global community has also recognized that this nation of 24 million people is plagued by 

crippling food, medical, and energy shortages. Aid from the United Nations and nonprofi t 

groups has largely aimed at reducing malnutrition and communicable disease in a near-starving 

population. Since the famines of the 1990s, rates of tuberculosis (TB), a disease that exploits 

malnutrition and other immunocompromising conditions, have risen 

dramatically. Based on World Health Organization (WHO) estimates 

for 2009, the country’s TB incidence rate of 345 cases per 100,000 peo-

ple is among the highest in the world outside of sub-Saharan Africa, 

being more than three times the TB rates for South Korea and China.*

For the past 2 years, the Stanford School of Medicine, the Bay Area 

TB Consortium, and Christian Friends of Korea (CFK) have worked 

with the North Korean Ministry of Public Health to develop the coun-

try’s fi rst modern TB laboratory. With funding from the Global Health 

and Security Initiative (administered by the Nuclear Threat Initia-

tive, an international nonprofi t organization), equipment was selected 

based on a standard WHO inventory and then approved for export by 

the U.S. Department of Commerce. Since the spring of 2009, Stan-

ford-CFK teams have completed seven visits to the site to install the 

lab and conduct training workshops with North Korean physicians. 

These efforts were supported by the Ministry of Public Health and other government offi cials. 

The new facility enables public health offi cials to carry out drug susceptibility testing for the 

fi rst time. Presently, the extent of drug resistance in North Korea is unknown but is believed 

by WHO experts to be substantial,† based in part on reported retreatment rates, a well-known 

proxy for drug resistance risk. 

The successful collaboration of a major U.S. medical institution, a U.S. nongovernmental 

organization (CFK), WHO, and North Korean public health offi cials stands in sharp contrast to 

the downturn in North Korea’s diplomatic relations with the West, now at their lowest level in 

20 years. Why should we care about controlling an infectious disease in North Korea? TB is a 

lethal disease: Untreated TB kills 50% of its victims, and each case produces 10 to 20 additional 

cases. In the pre-drug era, TB epidemics could rage for centuries. In the antibiotic era, condi-

tions that foster economic isolation and disrupt drug supplies can ignite “hot zones” of drug-

resistant disease. Thus, for example, drug-resistant strains may have emerged during the period 

of economic destabilization that accompanied the collapse of the Soviet bloc in the 1980s.‡ In 

parts of western Russia today, as many as 25% of  TB patients harbor multiple drug–resistant TB 

(MDR-TB) strains. Since the end of the Cold War in Europe, drug-resistant strains emanating 

from this epicenter have been tracked into Western Europe, the Middle East, and South Africa. 

The modern MDR-TB epidemic reminds us that the loss of TB control leaves costly lega-

cies, for which the world community is ultimately responsible. As discussions continue about 

how to deal with North Korea, it is important to remember that decisions made in a narrow secu-

rity arena can have far-reaching global health consequences. Efforts such as the TB laboratory 

project are evidence that engagements based on mutual health interests are not only possible, 

but also crucial to sustain. 

10.1126/science.1201892

 – Sharon Perry, Heidi Linton , and Gary Schoolnik       
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*WHO, www.who.int/tb/publications/global_report/2010/gtbr10_a2.pdf (accessed 1/10/2011). 
†WHO, http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2010/9789241599191_eng.pdf (accessed 1/10/2011). 
‡O. S. Toungoussova et al., Tuberculosis 86, 1 (2006).   
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internal structure with a metallic core as the planet 
continued to grow. An evolving composition of the 
impactors may explain Earth’s internal structure 
and composition, but inconsistencies exist be-
tween various isotope systems and compositional 
estimates that are typically used to explain Earth’s 
earliest history. A new model by Rubie et al., 
based on mass balances of average compositions 
of chondritic meteorites, attempts to reconcile 
Earth’s accretion history with existing geochemical 
evidence. Among many simulations, the best-fi t 
model predicts that the proto-Earth experienced a 
series of collisions with relatively large volatile-
poor impactors of increasingly oxidized composi-
tion. This explanation requires minimal mixing 
between the metallic cores of the late impactors 
and silicate-rich magma on Earth before their 
heavier elements were incorporated into Earth’s 
core as a consequence of equilibrium between 
metals and silicates at high pressures. According 
to this sequence of events, and a late addition 
of volatiles, the minor element composition of 
Earth’s present-day iron-rich core is approximately 
8% Si, 5% Ni, 2% S, and 0.5% O. — NW 

Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 301, 31 (2011).

E C O L O G Y

Floral Cure-All

A traditional Chinese medicine, Shih-chun-tze, 
used to treat infections with the large parasitic 
nematode Ascaris has as its active ingredient 
L-quisqualic acid, a known but rare agonist of 
excitatory amino acids. 
Unexpectedly, when 
Ranger et al. were 
looking for explana-
tions for the well-known 
phenomenon of Japanese 
beetle (Popilia japonica) 
paralysis, they found this 
agonist in the fl owers of 
ornamental pelargoni-
ums (zonal geraniums). 
Ingestion causes the 
beetles to be paralyzed for several hours, increas-
ing their vulnerability to predation, desiccation, 
and lost reproduction. The beetles fi nd the petals 
irresistible, however, because after recovery they 
come back for more. Japanese beetle damage 
costs horticulture hundreds of millions of dollars 

annually, but since the zonal geranium phenome-
non was fi rst described in the 1920s, the paralytic 
agent had not been identifi ed. Silica gel fl ash 
chromatography was used to characterize the 
active ingredients in petals, and the active com-
ponents were tested in agar plugs fed to beetles. 
Consumption of about 5 ng of L-quisqualic acid 

(thought to mimic the neurotransmitter 
L-glutamic acid), equivalent to one or two 
petals, is suffi cient to paralyze the beetles. 
The work indicates that zonal geraniums 
may be a promising natural source of a 
novel pest control agent. — CA

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 108, 

10.1073/pnas.1013497108 (2011).

P L A N E T A R Y  S C I E N C E

Crashing to the Core

Earth began to form through the accumulation 
and accretion of material in a disk of dust and 
gas that orbited the newly formed Sun. Once the 
so-called proto-Earth reached a certain size—
through impacts with several other planetary 
bodies—gravity induced the differentiation of an 

EDITED BY KRISTEN MUELLER AND JAKE YESTON

EDITORS’CHOICE

Adaptation to local environments accompanied by reproductive isola-

tion can result in ecological speciation among populations. One ex-

ample of such adaptation is the color variation seen in several reptile 

species found in the gypsum sands of White Sands, New Mexico. Ani-

mals living within the white or dark sand environments are light- or 

dark-colored, respectively. By simultaneously comparing multiple ge-

netic and phenotypic traits, Rosenblum and Harmon tested whether 

this divergence has led to ecological speciation in three replicate liz-

ard species that display this pattern (Aspidoscelis inornata, Sceloperus 

undulatus, and Holbrookia maculata). They detected signals of eco-

logical speciation in all three species, including the clear divergence 

in color phenotype, but also in body shape and size. The degree to 

which speciation has progressed (as evidenced by genetic divergence), 

however, varied substantially. Phenotypical adaptations to local envi-

ronmental variation were observed in all species, but thus far, only 

H. maculata showed evidence of true ecological speciation. Overall, 

these results provide insight into the variety of ways species can re-

spond to apparently similar selective regimes. — SNV

Evolution 10.1111/j.1558-5646.2010.01190.x (2010).

E V O L U T I O N

Same But Different
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P S Y C H O L O G Y

I’m Free, You’re Not

A seemingly universal belief is that people 
consider that their capacity to act freely is greater 
than that of others. Pronin and Kugler supply a 
set of experiments in support of this proposition. 
Ivy League undergraduates reported that their 
own past (choice of college to attend and choice 
of fi eld of concentration) and futures (place to 
live and profession) were less predictable than 
those of a roommate, and a similarly broader 
scope of futures was claimed by restaurant waiters 
for themselves in comparison to a co-worker. 
These asymmetries could not be explained simply 
as self-optimism, because the larger set of future 
scenarios comprised both positive and negative 
outcomes. Finally, and in contrast to the tendency 
to attribute one’s own actions to situational infl u-
ences and another’s actions to dispositional traits, 
they found that where the undergraduates dif-
fered from their roommates was in the apportion-
ment of causal motivations to intentions versus 
personality; that is, we see our actions as the 
product of changeable desires, and the sense that 
we could have acted otherwise had we so desired 
is what underpins our belief in free will. — GJC

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 107, 22469 (2010).

G E O C H E M I S T R Y

Caves in 2D

Vast expansive un-
derground caves start 
out meagerly as small 
fractures in carbon-
ate-rich bedrock 
such as limestones or 
dolostones. As slightly 
acidic water, which 
is undersaturated 
in carbonate, slowly 
percolates through 
the rock, carbonate 
dissolves according 
to the direction of fl ow. Geochemical models, 
however, predict this scenario to break down at 
depth because undersaturated solutions have 
very low penetration depths. Models designed 
to overcome this discrepancy are successful at 
explaining cave formation but treat fractures 
as simplifi ed one-dimensional (1D) objects 
from which dissolution uniformly propagates, 
and rely on complicated chemical kinetics. By 
performing simulations of dissolution using a 
2D model, Szymczak and Ladd observed that 
uniform dissolution fronts generated in just 
one dimension are mathematically unstable as 
soon as the fracture has any width. Instead, the 
model predicts that dissolution along fractures 

occurs at smaller, highly localized hot spots 
spaced out along a semi-regular wavelength. 
These hot spots can eventually develop into 
channels according to the size and orientation of 
the fracture relative to the fl ow direction. Over 
time, a single channel can eventually grow into 
a large cave or system of caves. — NW

Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 301, 424 (2011).

C L I M A T E  S C I E N C E

First Warm, Then Wet

Data derived from Asian loess sequences and 
stalagmites from caves in China have provided 
a valuable record of changes in the East Asian 
monsoon since the Last Glacial Maximum but 
have not been equally informative about the 
relationship between the timing of monsoon 
precipitation and warming in that region. Know-
ing the relative timing of those changes is an 
important part of understanding how climate 
changed during the last deglaciation. Peterse 
et al. present a record of temperature in central 
China for the past 34,000 years, in an effort to 
better defi ne its relation to monsoon activity 
there. They fi nd that the intensifi cation of east 
Asian summer monsoon precipitation lagged 
deglacial warming and the increase of Northern 

Hemisphere summer insolation by 
about 3000 years. Intense soil forma-
tion, which depends on both higher 
temperatures and available moisture, 
lagged deglacial warming by even 
longer, around 7000 years. — HJS

Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 

301, 256 (2011).

D E V E L O P M E N T

Enucleation Regulation

Mammalian mature red blood cells 
lack nuclei. Enucleation results from 
asymmetric cell division in which the 
condensed nucleus, surrounded by a 
plasma membrane, buds off from the 

immature erythroblast. Micro- (mi) RNAs are im-
portant regulators of erythroid cell development 
and homeostasis; thus Zhang et al. used RNA-seq 
technology to examine whether they also regulate 
erythroid maturation. Their analysis revealed 
that the majority of miRNAs are down-regulated 
during this process. In particular, expression of 
miR-191 decreased sharply. Overexpression of 
miR-191 resulted in defective cell enucleation, 
but differentiation was unaffected. Reduction of 
miR-191 expression allowed for the expression 
of target erythroid genes Riok3 and Mxi1, which 
are required for chromatin condensation and 
enucleation.  — BAP

Genes Dev. 10.1101/gad.1998711 (2010).
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From Tanning to Tannins
In the same cave complex in southern Armenia where researchers uncovered the world’s oldest leather shoe 
last year (Science, 18 June 2010, p. 1461), archaeologists have found evidence for the world’s oldest winery.

University of California, Los Angeles, archaeologists Hans Barnard and Gregory Areshian, who was part 
of the leather shoe team, found the ancient vintner’s supplies during a 2007 National Geographic Society 
expedition. The stash included grape seeds from Vitis vinifera (the species still used in winemaking today), 
desiccated grape vines, a wine press, a clay fermentation 
vat, and earthen drinkware. Chemical analysis of a gray rime 
clinging to potsherds revealed the plant pigment malvidin, 
which in the region is only found in grapes and pomegran-
ates. As the site contained no pomegranate remains, the 
pigment pointed to grape juice. And because fresh grape 
juice didn’t last very long before the advent of mechanical 

refrigeration some 5700 years later, the cave dwellers likely fermented it into wine, the research-
ers reported online last week in the Journal of Archaeological Science. 

The site dates to approximately 4100 B.C.E., making it the oldest known winemaking facility, 
although traces of wine itself have been found in sites 4000 years older. Little is known about 
who used this cave system, but its numerous gravesites indicate that the caves may have played 
a ceremonial funerary role. The proximity to graves fi ts with many traditions of imbibing wine 
during burial rituals, says Patrick McGovern, a biomolecular archaeologist at the University of 
Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology who has studied ancient Egyptian beer 
and wine. The fi nding shows how advanced winemaking was in these early stages of human civi-
lization, he says. “I just hope they took their leather shoes off before they trod on the grapes.”

The World on a Screen
You can read your e-mail on your phone, but 
how do you check on forest fi res in Bolivia or the 
cloud cover over Nepal at a moment’s notice?

Well, now there’s an app for that. On 
23 December, Columbia University’s Lamont-
Doherty Earth Observatory in Palisades, New 
York, released EarthObserver, an application for 
the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. Beginning with 
a fi nely detailed relief map of landmasses and 
the sea fl oor, users can overlay maps displaying 
human-interest data such as the relative number 
of underweight children under age 5, geophysical 
features such as tectonic plates, or even the color 
of ocean sediments. The data sets are updated 
daily, weekly, or monthly and include 
explanations and source information.

Local values of variables are often 
available at the tap of a fi nger. This tac-
tile form of querying a map is “a richer 
educational experience, instead of just 
looking at a paper map with numbers 
written on the corners,” says Lamont-
Doherty oceanographer William Ryan, 
the app’s inventor. Ryan, who has spent 
much of his life mapping the sea fl oor, 
prepared the data sets while recent 
Rochester Institute of Technology 
graduate Justin Copeland did the cod-
ing. So far, EarthObserver has logged 

30,000 downloads, starting with “a huge spike 
on Christmas Day,” Ryan says.

“I see all the young folks at the mall, stand-
ing around, and they all have their little phones 
in their hands,” says Ryan. “I thought, ‘What if 
they’re exploring the planet while waiting for 
their friends or between tweets?’ ”

Driving the Locals Crazy
Skiing and snowshoeing may be a great way to 
decompress, but in the German and Swiss Alps, 
those sports are stressing out local endangered 
bird populations. A study recently published 
online in the journal Ibis reported higher levels 
of stress hormones in droppings of capercail-

lies the closer they 
were found to winter 
recreation areas. The 
birds, a type of grouse 
famous for their 
mating displays and 
distinctive calls, may 
be particularly sensi-
tive during the winter, 
when they subsist on 
hard-to-digest and 
low-nutrient conifer 
needles, says lead 
author Dominik Thiel 
of the Swiss Ornitho-

“The crossing of this threshold 

transcends mere symbolism and 

should be profoundly disturbing to 

all Californians.”

—University of California (UC) President 

Mark Yudof. In an open letter to California 

residents released last week, he lamented 

Governor Jerry Brown’s proposed budget, 

which would slash the state’s contribution 

to the UC system by 16.4%, making it 

less than student fees for the fi rst time. 

Yudof said he would try to absorb the 

$500 million budget shortfall without 

raising tuition or reducing fi nancial aid.

logical Institute in Sempach. The researchers 
don’t yet know how the additional stress affects 
the birds’ reproductive success, Thiel says, but 
what’s clear is that the species is in trouble in the 
region. Between 1970 and 2000, the population 
fell by half, and it has disappeared in much of 
its former range. Thiel and his colleagues recom-
mend keeping core capercaillie wintering areas 
off-limits to winter revelers.

“
THEY SAID IT

A team member stands next 

to the ancient wine press. 

A clay fermentation vat.
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Statistics and 
extraordinary 
claims

Food safety law 
tests FDA science

When the Department of Energy (DOE) 
decided last week to shut down the atom 
smasher at the last dedicated U.S. particle 
physics lab this fall, some scientists breathed 
a sigh of relief because the move opens the 
way to pursue a variety of new projects. But, 
hang on! U.S. particle physicists still face a 
bumpy ride along an uncertain road. 

It wasn’t long ago that U.S. particle physi-
cists formulated a broad, coherent, and real-
istic road map to carry the fi eld through the 
next decade. But that program has now been 
hit with bureaucratic snags, delays, and unex-
pected expenses. Some observers even won-

der whether DOE, which embraced the plan 
for its $810-million-a-year high-energy phys-
ics program, is capable of implementing it. 
“I’m not saying it’s impossible, but it’s going 
to be very diffi cult,” says Michael Lubell, a 
lobbyist with the American Physical Society 
in Washington, D.C.

Four years ago, particle physicists in the 
United States faced a crisis. They knew that 
the Tevatron collider at Fermi National Accel-
erator Laboratory (Fermilab) in Batavia, Illi-
nois, would be eclipsed by the higher-energy 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the Euro-
pean particle physics laboratory, CERN, near 

Geneva, Switzerland. U.S. researchers hoped 
to build an even bigger machine, known as the 
International Linear Collider (ILC), to follow 
on the LHC, which started taking data last 
March. But DOE offi cials blanched when, in 
February 2007, physicists estimated that the 
ILC would cost at least $7 billion. Warning 
that the machine could not be built until the 
mid-2020s, DOE then asked the community 
to propose less-ambitious projects that would 
fi ll the gap.

In a May 2008 report, researchers laid out 
a three-pronged approach for DOE-backed 
particle physics. The fi rst priority, labeled the 
“energy frontier,” would be U.S. participation 
in the LHC. Fermilab would shift its focus to 
the “intensity frontier,” using a new proton 
accelerator to generate neutrinos and other 
familiar particles and study them in exqui-
site detail. At the same time, particle physi-
cists would join cosmologists and astrophysi-
cists on the “cosmic frontier” to identify the 
mysterious dark matter whose gravity binds 
the galaxies and the bizarre, space-stretching 
dark energy that’s accelerating the expansion 
of the universe.

The plan was designed to sustain the 
fi eld after the 25-year-old Tevatron was shut 
down, and some researchers were anxious 
to get on with it. DOE offi cials reiterated the 
department’s commitment to go in that direc-
tion when they announced that there wasn’t 
enough money to run the Tevatron until 
2014, 3 years past its scheduled end (Science, 
14 January, p. 131). “I think that it’s good 
there’s a clear path ahead,” says Mark Messier, 
a physicist at Indiana University, Blooming-
ton, and co-spokesperson for NOνA, a neu-
trino experiment based at Fermilab.

But recent developments have left ques-
tion marks around two of the biggest projects 
in the DOE road map. In particular, a dustup 
at the National Science Foundation (NSF) 
could crimp Fermilab’s new studies of neu-
trinos. The elusive particles come in three 
types—electron neutrinos, muon neutri-
nos, and tau neutrinos—that morph into one 
another as they zing along.

Fermilab scientists already study such 
“neutrino oscillations” in the MINOS exper-
iment, in which they fire muon neutrinos 
through 730 kilometers of earth to a detector 
in the Soudan mine in northern Minnesota. 
And NOνA, already under construction, aims 
to nail down the last parameters describing 

Deep Potholes Block the Road 
To Discovery for U.S. Science

H I G H - E N E R G Y  P H Y S I C S

The Large Hadron  New machine has attracted 1200 of the United States’s 
Collider at CERN >> 2800 particle experimenters

R&D for Researchers continue to prepare for the next 
a future collider great accelerator

THE ROAD AHEAD IN PARTICLE PHYSICS

Who Will Lead the Way The Challenges

INTERNATIONAL

U.S. PHYSICS COMMUNITY

FERMILAB

THE ENERGY FRONTIER

THE INTENSITY FRONTIER

COSMIC FRONTIER 

Wide-Field Infrared  The $1.6 billion project to probe dark energy
Survey Telescope may be snuffed out by cost overruns by 
(with NASA) NASA‘s Webb space telescope >> 

Large Synoptic Survey  SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory will 
Telescope (with NSF) build camera for top-rated ground-based 
 facility over the next decade

Dark Energy Survey A ground-based dark energy study headquartered at Fermilab

Dark matter searches  Small experiments to see dark-matter particles could be  
 based at DUSEL

NOνA neutrino experiment This $260 million experiment hopes to begin collecting data in 2013 

Long-Baseline Neutrino Experiment A $1 billion detector to be housed in an underground lab 
 that NSF may not build

Project X proton accelerator A $1.8 billion machine to generate intense beams of neutrinos 
 and other particles 

Mu2e Finding a muon changing into an electron would violate 
 current theory

Experiments with K mesons Exceedingly rare decays of these familiar particles 
 could offer unprecedented insights

Sticking points. Two of the biggest projects in the U.S. domestic particle physics program, LBNE and WFIRST, 

face potentially fatal obstacles.
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neutrino oscillations. Starting in 2013, a team 
of 180 researchers will begin firing twice 
as many neutrinos at a detector weighing at 
least 15,000 tons 800 kilometers away in Ash 
River, Minnesota.

Around the same time, Fermilab 
researchers hope to begin building the 
center pieces of their new program. They are 
a detector, called the Long-Baseline Neu-
trino Experiment (LBNE), that weighs up to 
200,000 tons and a $1.8 billion proton accel-
erator, called Project X, that would gener-
ate neutrino beams three times more intense 
still. LBNE would compare neutrinos and 
antineutrinos in search of a difference that 
could explain why the universe contains so 
much matter and so little antimatter.

LBNE may be homeless, however. It is 
supposed to reside in the $875 million Deep 
Underground Science and Engineering Labo-
ratory (DUSEL) that researchers want NSF 
to build in an abandoned gold mine in Lead, 
South Dakota. But last month, the National 
Science Board, which sets policy for NSF, 
turned down a request for $29 million to fi n-
ish DUSEL design work, objecting to NSF’s 
plan to spend $480 million on infrastructure 
(Science, 17 December 2010, p. 1596).

DOE and NSF are mulling new ways to 
split costs, says Young-Kee Kim, Fermilab’s 
deputy director. And Fermilab does not plan 
to lay off any of its 1900 staff members after 
the Tevatron shuts down, she says. But that 
could change if its future fl agship program is 
signifi cantly delayed.

There’s trouble for the largest project 
on the cosmic frontier as well. In 1998, two 
teams of scientists probed the expansion of 
the universe by studying stellar explosions 
called type Ia supernovae and discovered that 
it is accelerating. That fi nding suggested that 
some bizarre dark energy is stretching space. 
Saul Perlmutter, a physicist at Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory in California 
and the leader of one team, realized that sci-
entists, to fi gure out what the stuff is, needed 
a dedicated space telescope to spot superno-
vae and probe dark energy in other ways. In 
1999, his team proposed that DOE build the 
$600 million Supernova Acceleration Probe. 
In 2003, the proposed space telescope 
evolved into the Joint Dark Energy Mission, a 
$1 billion project funded jointly with NASA.

Last August, it looked like the idea 
might finally get off the ground when a 

National Academies’ panel ranked it as the 
most desired space-based instrument for 
the coming decade in astronomy and astro-
physics (Science, 20 August 2010, p. 894). 
The panel actually suggested combining it 
with two missions needing similar techni-
cal capabilities and renaming it the Wide-
Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST). 
But 3 months later, hopes of an early launch 
for the now $1.6 billion project were dashed 
when NASA offi cials revealed that the cost 

of another mission, the James Webb Space 
Telescope, had ballooned from $5.1 bil-
lion to as much as $6.8 billion (Science, 
19 November 2010, p. 1028).

Facing a huge budget crunch, NASA 
has convened a “science defi nition team” to 
come up with something more affordable. 
“There have been fairly strong indications 
from NASA that they would be able to go for-
ward with the mission in this decade only if it 
were less than $1.6 billion,” Perlmutter says. 
The team hopes to reduce the mission’s cost 
to below $1 billion, he says. But the science 
defi nition team, led by James Green of the 
University of Colorado, Boulder, answers to 
NASA alone, Perlmutter notes. It’s not clear 
what role, if any, DOE may play.

Some fret that U.S. participation in the 
LHC experiments could also be at risk if the 
domestic parts of DOE’s particle physics pro-
gram wither. Scientists say the United States 
got a bargain when it bought into the $5.5 bil-

lion LHC program by agreeing to provide 
$531 million in hardware. Already, 1200 of 
the 2800 U.S. experimental particle physi-
cists are working on the LHC’s four large 
particle detectors, which could spot massive 
new particles such as the long-sought Higgs 
boson, the prize Fermilab physicists hoped to 
nab with the Tevatron.

But APS’s Lubell worries that U.S. leg-
islators may lose interest in particle physics 
if all the action shifts to Europe. “Will Con-

gress be amenable to funding a high-
energy physics program that’s based in 
Geneva?” he says. “I’d be concerned.”

DOE may also struggle to meet 
sudden new demands on its particle 

physics budget. DOE officials shut down 
the Tevatron because they could not fi nd the 
$35 million per year needed to keep it going. 
DUSEL developers may need several million 
dollars in short order to stay afl oat. And last 
month, the Italian government announced 
that it would build a $520 million electron-
positron collider, called SuperB, using 
$170 million worth of parts from a defunct 
machine called PEP-II at SLAC National 
Accelerator Laboratory in Menlo Park, Cal-
ifornia. If U.S. researchers want to do more 
than just donate equipment to the project, 
DOE may have to pony up a few million dol-
lars to support any experiments they propose. 

Nobody expects that U.S. particle phys-
icists will end up driving Chicago taxi-
cabs after the Tevatron closes. But thanks 
to some unforeseen new curves, they 
may need to carry out some deft political 
maneuvers to continue down the road to 
scientifi c discovery. –ADRIAN CHO

The way forward. Particle phys-
icists hope to probe the origins 
of the universe with experiments 
at (counterclockwise from top 

left) the LHC and Fermilab and 
on space-based facilities like 
WFIRST.
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Contaminated food kills more than 3000 peo-
ple each year in the United States and sickens 
more than 48 million, and recalls can cost 
the food industry many millions of dollars. 
A major food safety bill signed into law this 
month gives the U.S. Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA) new powers and aims to shift 
the focus from response to prevention of 
food-borne illness. “It’s a big step forward,” 
says Marion Nestle of New York University. 
But achieving the goals of the law is going 
to be a stretch for FDA scientists, who are 
already spread thin.

The law, called the Food Safety Modern-
ization Act, calls for science-based guidance 
to help farmers and food processors prevent 
contamination, and it moves FDA toward a 
risk-based approach to monitoring the food 
supply. But FDA research is underfunded, 
lacks needed expertise, and faces serious hur-
dles in gathering data to meet these targets, 
according to recent reviews by the FDA’s sci-
ence advisory board and the National Acad-
emies. “They’re not in a great position to 
do what this act requires them to do,” says 
Douglas Archer of the University of Florida, 
Gainesville, an author of the June 2010 acad-
emies’ report.

FDA regulates the safety of all domestic 
and imported food except poultry, egg prod-
ucts, and meat, which fall under the jurisdic-
tion of the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA). A reaction to high-profi le contam-
ination of peanut butter, cookie dough, and 
other foods in recent years, the law requires 
more frequent inspections of food process-
ing facilities—as often as every 3 years—
based on the level of risk they pose. Now 

56% of facilities go more than 5 years with-
out inspection. In addition, FDA offi cials can 
now force companies to recall food products.

The food industry will have to step up, too. 
Under the new law, FDA will require every 
facility in the food supply chain to devise 
and institute policies to lower the chance 
of contamination. Within 18 months, FDA 
must issue regulations for how companies 
should analyze and minimize hazards. “This 
is going to prompt the private sector to invest 
more in food safety research,” predicts for-
mer director of FDA’s Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition (CFSAN) Robert 
Brackett, now of the Illinois Institute of Tech-
nology in Chicago. Although large food pro-
cessors and manufacturers employ scien-
tists, midsize operations may need to turn to 
outside experts for help assessing risk. “It’s 
going to require fairly massive input,” says 
Glenn Morris of the University of Florida, 
Gainesville. Operations that sell less than 
$500,000 worth of food are exempt.

There will also be more work for the 
roughly 170 FDA scientists. For fruits and 
vegetables, FDA must create safety standards 
for farmers intended to prevent contamina-
tion from microbes or environmental pollut-
ants. In 2006, for example, Escherichia coli

in California spinach killed three people, 
prompting FDA to issue a nationwide warn-
ing not to eat bagged spinach. Investigators 
suspect that the microbes came from wild 
pigs wandering into the fi elds or irrigation 
water contaminated by cattle feces. 

It’s a big job to create safety standards for 
all types of fruits and vegetables. Scientists 
will have to evaluate a range of questions, 

such as whether different water quality will 
be required for various crops; standards may 
vary depending on the type of irrigation used, 
for example. FDA must start its rulemak-
ing process for these safety standards within 
9 months, but it will likely take several years 
to complete. (Again, small farms are exempt.)

Every 2 years, FDA scientists will have 
to rank the greatest risks to food safety and 
offer suggestions to industry on prevention. 
This will mean developing ways to com-
pare the relative risk of various hazards—
Salmonella in tomatoes versus hepatitis A 
in green onions, for example. “This is going 
to be a very steep learning curve,” says 
Robert Buchanan of the University of Mary-
land, College Park, who was a science adviser 
at CFSAN from 1999 to 2008. 

A larger problem is obtaining the data 
to evaluate risks. Information technology at 
FDA has critical shortcomings, Archer says: 
“They’ll need a huge overhaul.” The com-
puter systems used by FDA to track problems 
with the food supply, for example, aren’t 
compatible with those of USDA’s food safety 
investigators or those of the U.S. Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, which keeps 
tabs on food-borne illness in humans. Unlike 
most nations, the United States doesn’t have a 
comprehensive surveillance system to moni-
tor food safety nationally, Morris says—
because it is the only industrialized country 
that splits its food safety regulatory authority 
among agencies. Nor does FDA have the nec-
essary expertise in epidemiology, statistics, 
and mathematical modeling. 

Perhaps the biggest hurdle will be fund-
ing the new mandates—estimated to cost an 
additional $1.4 billion over 5 years—given a 
new Congress intent on cutting budgets. Rep-
resentative Jack Kingston (R–GA), who will 
head the agriculture appropriations subcom-
mittee, which is responsible for FDA, told 
The Washington Post last month that “the case 
for a $1.4 billion expenditure isn’t there.” 

FDA Commissioner Margaret Hamburg 
said in a press conference last week that FDA 
will be able to partner with industry and states 
to accomplish some of the goals. “There’s a 
lot that we can do both quickly and meaning-
fully” she said, pointing to progress in devel-
oping new standards for fruits and vegeta-
bles. But this will be just piecemeal progress 
unless Congress ponies up, Buchanan says: 
“If they don’t give them the resources to do 
this, they’re putting FDA in a totally unten-
able situation.” 

–ERIK STOKSTAD

New leaf.  Science-based standards will help farm-

ers prevent food-borne disease.

NEWS OF THE WEEK

Food Safety Law Will Likely 
Strain FDA Science

F O O D  SA F E T Y
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Pandas Prefer Old-Growth Forests

Giant pandas are picky about what they 
eat—and where they live, too, according to a 
new analysis published online in Biology Let-

ters. Using data from China’s National Panda 
Survey, a 1999–2003 census of all the pandas 
in China, ecologist Wei Fuwen of the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences’ Institute of Zoology in 
Beijing and colleagues examined how differ-
ent variables such as forest age and tree diam-
eter corresponded to the numbers of pandas 
in different habitats. They found that pandas 
tend to live where bamboo is most plentiful 
and, given a choice, in forests undisturbed by 
logging, also known as old-growth forests. 

The fi nding 
argues for prefer-
ential protection of 
these old-growth 
forests, says Wei. 
He may already 
have something to 
celebrate: In late 
December, the gov-
ernment decided to 
extend a decade-old 

ban on logging in state forests throughout the 
upper reaches of the Yellow and Yangtze 
rivers—panda country—through 2020. 
http://scim.ag/panda-forest 

Planck Reveals Stellar Hatcheries

The European Planck satellite has released 
its fi rst results since its 2009 launch. Among 
them is a catalog of more than 10,000 cold, 
dense dust clouds in which star formation 
takes place. Many of these clouds, the coldest 
known objects in the universe, are much larger 
than expected, the Planck team reported last 
week at the American Astronomical Society 
meeting in Seattle, Washington. 

Planck’s ultimate goal is to learn more 
about the evolution of the universe by map-
ping the cosmic background radiation, the 
faint afterglow of the big bang. That could 
take another year or two, say the researchers. 
In the meantime, astronomers are using the 
Herschel space observatory to study the size 
and structure of these cold clouds. The catalog 
includes objects that correspond to different 
stages in stars’ prenatal evolution, say Planck 
researchers, allowing astronomers to investi-
gate the mysterious fi nal steps leading up to 
stellar birth. http://scim.ag/planck-clouds  

Black Hole a Record Breaker

Even among cosmic heavyweights, the black 
hole in the core of galaxy M87 stands out. New 
observations reveal that the object weighs in 
at a whopping 6.6 billion suns, making it the 
most massive black hole for which a precise 
mass has ever been measured. 

Previous measurements of the giant didn’t 
compensate for the blurring effects of Earth’s 
atmosphere. So astronomer Karl Gebhardt of 
the University of Texas, Austin, and colleagues 
utilized the adaptive optics capability of the 

8.1-meter Frederick C. Gillett Gemini Tele-
scope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, to measure the 
speed of stars orbiting the hole. This allowed 
them to calculate the hole’s mass—the most 
accurate ever obtained for such an object. The 
black hole’s event horizon—the edge from 
within nothing can escape, not even light—is 
four times as large as the orbit of Neptune, the 
outermost planet in our solar system, the team 
reported last week at the American Astronomi-
cal Society meeting in Seattle, Washington.

Finding the most massive black hole isn’t 
just a highlight for the record books. Gebhardt 
says studying extreme black holes like the one 
in M87 gives astronomers their best chance of 
understanding black hole physics, including 
gathering direct observational evidence for the 
existence of event horizons. 
http://scim.ag/big-black-hole

Read the full postings, comments, and more at 
http://news.sciencemag.org/sciencenow.

Metal fl ipper bands used by scientists to identify and track individual penguins in the 

wild could be hurting their wearers, according to a paper published in Nature. 

Inspired by studies suggesting that the bands had a negative impact, physiologist 

Yvon Le Maho of the French National Center for Scientifi c Research’s Centre d’Ecologie 

et Physiologie Energétiques in Strasbourg, France, and colleagues placed bands on 

half of a group of 100 electronically tagged king penguins living on Possession Island 

near Antarctica. After 10 years, 36% of the unbanded birds were still alive, compared 

with only 20% of the banded birds. The banded birds also produced fewer chicks. 

The researchers suggest several explanations, including the possibility that the 

bands slow the king penguins down while swimming. It is unclear whether the bands 

are equally harmful to other species of penguin, how environmental factors come into 

play, or how long it takes the bands to have an effect. http://scim.ag/penguin-bands

FLIPPER BANDS HARM PENGUINS

From Science’s  
Online Daily News Site

Published by AAAS
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The decision by a top psychology journal 

to publish a paper on extrasensory percep-

tion (ESP) has sparked a lively discussion 

on blogs and in the mainstream media. The 

paper’s author, Daryl Bem, a respected social 

psychologist and professor emeritus at Cor-

nell University, argues that the results of nine 

experiments he conducted with more than 

1000 college students provide statistically 

signifi cant evidence of an ability to predict 

future events. Not surprisingly, word that the 

paper will appear in an upcoming issue of the 

Journal of Personality and Social Psychol-

ogy (JPSP) has provoked outrage from pseu-

doscience debunkers and counteraccusations 

of closed-mindedness from those willing to 

consider the possibility of psychic powers. 

It has also rekindled a long-running debate 

about whether the statistical tools commonly 

used in psychology—and most other areas of 

science—too often lead researchers astray. 

“The real lesson to be learned from this is not 

that ESP exists, it’s that the methods we’re 

using aren’t protecting us against spurious 

results,” says David Krantz, a statistician at 

Columbia University.

Bem says his interest in ESP sprang from 

his sideline as a stage magician, which taught 

him to design tricks that made it look as if he 

had psychic powers. “I knew how to fake it, 

but I didn’t believe it was real,” he says. But 

an invitation to perform for the Parapsychol-

ogy Association and a subsequent visit with a 

parapsychology researcher in the mid-1980s 

prompted him to review the research on the 

topic. Impressed by what he saw as a number 

of strong fi ndings, he began experiments of 

his own. 

In the new study, Bem says his goal was 

to design simple experiments, many of them 

based on common lab tests used by psy-

chologists. In one experiment, subjects saw 

two curtains on a computer screen and had 

to guess which of the two had an erotic pic-

ture behind it. In this experiment and seven 

others, Bem found statistically signifi cant 

evidence suggesting his subjects had uncon-

scious knowledge of future events. For exam-

ple, subjects picked the correct curtain about 

53% of the time, 

and a standard sta-

tistical test (a t test) 

indicated a p-value 

of less than .01, well 

below the .05 thresh-

old typically used to 

determine statistical 

signif icance. Bem 

says he intentionally 

stuck to familiar sta-

tistical methods: “If 

you use fancy sta-

tistics, people think 

you’re hiding some-

thing in the weeds.”

But statisticians 

have long argued 

that there are prob-

lems lurking in the 

weeds when it comes 

to standard statisti-

cal methods like the 

t test. What scientists generally want to 

know is the probability that a given hypoth-

esis is true given the data they’ve observed. 

But that’s not what a p-value tells them, says 

Adrian Raftery, a statistician at the Univer-

sity of Washington, Seattle. In Bem’s erotic 

photo experiment, the p-value of less than 

.01 means, by defi nition, that there’s less than 

a 1% chance he would have observed these 

data—or data pointing to an even stronger 

ESP effect—if ESP does not exist. “Some 

people would turn that around and say there’s 

a 99% chance there’s something going on, but 

that’s wrong,” Raftery says.  

Not only does this type of thinking refl ect 

a misunderstanding of what a p-value is, but 

it also overestimates the probability that an 

effect is real, Raftery and other statisticians 

say. Work by Raftery, for example, suggests 

that p-values in the .001 to .01 range refl ect a 

true effect only 86% to 92% of the time. The 

problem is more acute for larger samples, 

which can give rise to a small p-value even 

when the effect is negligible for practical pur-

poses, Raftery says.

He and others champion a different 

approach based on so-called Bayesian statis-

tics. Based on a theory developed by Thomas 

Bayes, an 18th century English minister, 

these methods are designed to determine the 

probability that a hypothesis is true given the 

data a researcher has observed. It’s a more 

intuitive approach that’s conceptually more in 

line with the goals of scientists, say its advo-

cates. Also, unlike the standard approach, 

which assumes that each new experiment 

takes place in a vacuum, Bayesian statistics 

takes prior knowledge into consideration. 

That’s important when the effect in ques-

tion is something like ESP, for which prior 

knowledge of physics and biology sug-

gests no possible mechanism, says Eric-Jan 

Wagenmakers, a mathematical psychologist 

at the University of Amsterdam in the Neth-

erlands. He says the bar should be higher for 

such “extraordinary claims.” Wagenmakers 

and three colleagues have written a critique 

of Bem’s paper that will appear in the same 

issue of JPSP. It includes a Bayesian reanaly-

sis of Bem’s data that concludes that, if any-

thing, they support the hypothesis that ESP 

does not exist. 

Jeffrey Rouder, a quantitative psycholo-

gist at the University of Missouri, Columbia, 

says he agrees with the gist of Wagenmakers’s 

critique but thinks his reanalysis understates 

the evidence. Rouder and a colleague have 

done their own Bayesian reanalysis of Bem’s 

data, which they plan to submit to another 

journal. Unlike Wagenmakers, who consid-

ered each of Bem’s experiments indepen-

dently, Rouder pooled the evidence for ESP 

across all nine experiments to come up with 

a “Bayes factor” of 40. That number, which 

Rouder considers an upper limit, gives people 

an indication of how much they should adjust 

their prior beliefs about ESP, he says. For 

example, a skeptic who thinks the odds are 

1 in a million should update his odds, at most, 

to 40 in a million; someone who believes ESP 

is twice as likely to exist as not, should raise 

his odds to 80 to 1. The bottom line, Rouder 

says, is that Bem’s evidence is worth consid-

ering, but unlikely to convert a skeptic. 

Because Bayesian statistics requires 

information about the prior odds that a 

ESP Paper Rekindles Discussion About Statistics

STAT I ST I C S

                            
  p(D|H1)p(H1)

                  p(D|H0)p(H0) + p(D|H1)p(H1)

     

p(H1|D)  =

Do the math. In the wake of a controversial paper about ESP, some statisticians 
are arguing that social scientists should use statistical methods based on Bayes’ 
theorem (above).

Published by AAAS
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hypothesis is true, critics contend that the 

methods are too subjective because research-

ers can set the prior odds higher or lower 

to produce the outcome they want, notes 

Jessica Utts, a statistician at the University 

of California, Irvine. But that fl exibility may 

actually be an advantage in contentious areas 

like parapsychology, Utts says: “Everybody 

has a prior opinion on this.” (Utts has argued 

previously that the statistical evidence for 

ESP-like phenomena is strong.) The Bayes-

ian approach can tell people how much they 

should be swayed by new data, regardless of 

their initial beliefs, Utts says. She’s collabo-

rating with Bem to reanalyze his data with 

Bayesian statistics. 

Enthusiasm for Bayesian statistics has 

come and gone over the years. They’ve 

been used in many fi elds from astronomy to 

clinical trials (Science, 19 November 1999, 

p. 1460) but have replaced the standard sta-

tistics in only a few. Sociology, which often 

deals with large sets of survey data for 

which p-values can be especially treacher-

ous, is one area in which Bayesian methods 

are widely used, says Raftery, who works in 

sociology. He hopes the publicity around 

the Bem paper will encourage researchers 

in other fi elds to consider using Bayesian 

methods in their work. 

But no statistical method can safeguard 

completely against erroneous results, and 

none can substitute for clear thinking, cau-

tions Krantz: “One can’t expect statistics to 

do the job of human inductive inference.” 

–GREG MILLER

BERLIN—Scientists love open-access papers 

as readers, but they are less enthusiastic about 

submitting their papers to open-access jour-

nals, according to a new study. The European 

Union–sponsored Study of Open Access Pub-

lishing (dubbed the SOAP project) surveyed 

50,000 researchers last year for their opinions 

on open-access journals, which make all their 

papers freely available online and usually 

charge authors a fee for each published paper. 

The study found overwhelming support 

for the concept, with 89% of respondents say-

ing that open access is benefi cial to their fi eld. 

But that support didn’t always translate into 

action: Although 53% of respondents said 

they had published at least one open-access 

article, overall only about 10% of papers are 

published in open-access journals. “We can-

not ignore this gap anymore,” says Salvatore 

Mele, project leader for open access at CERN 

near Geneva, Switzerland, and a member of 

the study team.

The study, which released its results last 

week at a symposium here, found two main 

reasons researchers don’t submit to open-

access journals: Almost 40% said that a lack 

of funding for publication fees was a deter-

rent, and 30% cited a lack of high-quality 

open-access journals in their fi eld. For the 

majority of scientists, “journal quality and 

impact factor is most important—not [open 

access]—when deciding where to submit,” 

says Peter Strickland of the International 

Union of Crystallography, which publishes 

the fully open-access Structure Reports 

Online as well as seven subscription-based 

journals. 

The study also found that open-access 

journals are proliferating, especially among 

small publishers: One-third of open-access 

papers were published by the more than 1600 

open-access publishers that publish only a 

single journal. Several hundred new open-

access journals are being launched each year, 

noted Caroline Sutton of the Open Access 

Scholarly Publishers Association in The 

Hague. “It’s really diffi cult to launch a new 

subscription-based journal, but the open-

access fee model is scalable,” she says. “As 

you receive more submissions and publish 

more papers, you get more fees.” 

Large publishers are also catching on. The 

study identifi ed 14 that publish either more 

than 50 journals or more than 1000 articles 

per year, accounting for roughly one-third of 

open-access publications. Several other large 

scientific publishers have announced new 

open-access journals in the past 6 months, 

notes Mark Patterson, director of publishing 

at the Public Library of Science (PLoS). All 

are modeled on PLoS ONE, the publisher’s 

biggest journal (and main revenue genera-

tor). The journal publishes papers after peer 

review in which experts check for scientifi c 

rigor but not overall importance. 

Mele says the entire data set and the team’s 

analysis, as well as videos of the symposium, 

will be available this week via the SOAP proj-

ect Web site (http://project-soap.eu/). 

–GRETCHEN VOGEL 

Open Access Gains Support; Fees and 
Journal Quality Deter Submissions

S C I E NT I F I C  P U B L I S H I N G

From the Science 
Policy Blog

Achilleas Mitsos has resigned as head of 
research and technology within the Greek 
education ministry. Mitsos, a former E.U. 
research chief, had hoped to set up a peer-
reviewed grant system. But a year after 
Mitsos took the post, no money has been 
awarded and only one call for applications 
has been issued. Mitsos said in his resigna-
tion letter that disagreements with the dep-
uty minister of education, Yiannis Panaretos, 
prevented him from doing his job. 
http://scim.ag/mitsos

The World Health Organization (WHO) has 
released a plan to tackle the growing problem 
of resistance to the key malaria drug arte-

misinin. The multipronged strategy, which 
would cost $175 million, involves confronting 
the spread of resistant pathogens in Cambo-
dia, where it has fi rst appeared, with better 
monitoring and malaria control. Scientifi c 
tasks include fi nding molecular markers for 
resistance, speeding up the development of 
alternative drugs, and studying how mass 
screening and treatment might eliminate 
malaria in places where resistance is found. 
http://scim.ag/malaria_resist

A meeting last week of more than 200 cli-
mate scientists in Tsukuba, Japan, marked 
the offi cial start of the 2013 Working Group 
II report for the Intergovernmental Panel 

on Climate Change (IPCC). Updated proce-
dures for the panel, which focuses on climate 
impacts and is one of three components in 
the overall report, include new guidance for 
authors grappling with contentious issues 
such as using non–peer-reviewed sources 
and describing areas of uncertainty. 
http://scim.ag/ipcc_tskuba

Two students were murdered earlier this 

month near a manatee study along the 
coast of Colombia. “My idea about the [secu-
rity situation] and how that has improved 
conditions for fi eld biology just changed radi-
cally,” said Carlos Daniel Cadena, a prominent 
ornithologist at the University of the Andes 
in Bogotá, which both victims attended. One 
of the students was scheduled to begin a 
6-month research project on manatees. 
http://scim.ag/colombia-deaths

For more science policy news, visit 
http://news.sciencemag.org/scienceinsider.

Published by AAAS
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ONE MORNING IN MAY 2006, WHILE 

onboard a boat anchored at Unimak Island 

in the Gulf of Alaska, cetacean biologists 

Lance Barrett-Lennard and Craig Matkin 

spotted something unusual: half a dozen 

gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) mill-

ing about. They were migrating mother-

and-calf pairs heading northwest from their 

birthing lagoons in Baja California, Mexico. 

The mothers were surely exhausted; they 

had eaten very little for 2 to 3 months and 

were still nursing their young. Now, nearly 

at the end of their 2000-kilometer journey, 

they should have been steaming through a 

narrow channel in the Aleutian Islands into 

the food-rich Bering Sea. What was holding 

them up?

“We dropped a hydrophone in the water,” 

says Barrett-Lennard of the Vancouver 

Aquarium in British Columbia, Canada. 

“Sure enough, there were the feeding calls 

of killer whales.” The sounds came from 

the northwest, just where the gray whales 

needed to go. The biologists took their boat 

to the site and found a frenzied pod of orcas 

(Orcinus orca) feeding on the carcass of a 

gray whale calf. “That’s when it hit home: 

the huge effect the killer whales have on the 

grays,” says Barrett-Lennard. Not only had 

the orcas killed a calf, they were blocking the 

other grays’ migration. 

“Every migrating gray whale faces this 

gauntlet of killer whales,” says Barrett-

Lennard, who, with his colleagues, reports 

on the predatory tactics of this previously 

unstudied population of mammal-eating 

orcas in this week’s issue of Marine Ecology 

Progress Series. 

“We’re only just beginning to under-

stand how killer whales affect their prey’s 

numbers, distribution, behaviors, and evolu-

tion—as well as the overall marine ecosys-

tem,” he says. For example, the researchers 

documented that such calf carcasses end up 

feeding a host of other species: seabirds, bald 

eagles, fi sh, and sleeper sharks in the sea, and 

Alaskan brown bears and red foxes on shore. 

This study comes at a time when scien-

tists are rethinking the role and effect of killer 

whales in marine communities, including 

the possible threat they pose to some of their 

endangered cetacean cousins. Researchers are 

now recording killer whale attacks on sev-

eral species of great whales, as well as seals, 

narwhals, sea lions, walruses, and even pen-

guins. From Russia’s Chukotka Peninsula to 

South Africa’s coastal waters to the icy seas of 

Antarctica—even in Canada’s Hudson’s Bay, 

where they had rarely been seen before—

scientists are fi nding mammal-eating killer 

whales on the prowl. 

“There was a long-held belief that killer 

whales didn’t eat the large whales to any 

great extent, but that is weakening because 

of these new, eyewitness studies,” says Alan 

Springer, a marine ecologist at the University 

of Alaska, Fairbanks, and the lead author of 

a controversial hypothesis that certain types 

of killer whales shifted their diet from whales 

and turned to Steller sea lions and then to sea 

otters after humans hunted the large whales 

nearly to extinction (Science, 4 April 2008, 

p. 44). “We’re still dealing with the legacy 

of industrial whaling and sealing,” explains 

Robert Pitman, a marine biologist at the 

Southwest Fisheries Science Center in San 

Diego, California. “People used to think that 

because of the [1972] Marine Mammal Pro-

tection Act the numbers of whales, seals, and 

sea otters were just going to keep increasing. 

That’s not necessarily the case. We need to 

think ecologically—and that means we have 

to add killer whales to the mix.”

Picky eaters
Certain killer whales, including all in captiv-

ity, eat fi sh. But whalers in the 19th and early 

20th century knew that some killer whales 

(which are actually members of the Delph-

inidae family, the marine dolphins) ate other 

whales; they wrote about orcas boldly swim-

ming in to feed on whale carcasses tied up 

to whaling vessels. In Eden, Australia, one 

family of whalers relied on a local pod of 

orcas to tell them via enthusiastic tail slaps 

that humpbacks or other whales were near 

shore, according to the Eden Killer Whale 

NEWSFOCUS
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Biologists are recognizing the dramatic impact that some killer whales 

have on everything from endangered whales to penguins 

Killer Whales Earn Their Name
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Museum. But these intelligent hunters are 

hard to observe and extremely mobile; killer 

whales are the most widely distributed mam-

mal on Earth, except for humans. Only in 

recent years have scientists begun to appre-

ciate the extent and impact of their predation 

on other marine mammals.  

This new appreciation stems in part from 

the emerging realization that killer whales are 

picky eaters. Different populations specialize 

on certain prey, to the point that scientists now 

classify orcas into different ecotypes, with dis-

tinct ecologies, morphologies, and genetics, 

all dependent upon their prey preference. For 

instance, in the Pacifi c Northwest, researchers 

who have observed and tagged orcas say that 

three types coexist: the near-shore residents, 

which feed only on fi sh, primarily salmon; 

the highly mobile transients, which prey on 

marine mammals; and the offshores, whose 

habits are poorly known but which eat sharks, 

halibut, and possibly other fi sh. Each ecotype 

is genetically and socially isolated from the 

other, and each sticks strictly to its preferred 

prey. They even look different: Transients are 

larger than the fi sh-eating residents, are often 

heavily scarred, and make different vocaliza-

tions. (In 1970, before these differences were 

understood, a captured transient from British 

Columbia refused fi sh in captivity for 75 days 

and died.) 

Orca ecotypes have been identified in 

many parts of the world. In different parts 

of the pack ice in Antarctica, Pitman and his 

team have identifi ed three ecotypes—special-

ists on minke whales, seals, and fi sh, respec-

tively—as well as a “dwarf form” of killer 

whale, which was identifi ed in 2007. In a 2009 

paper in Molecular Ecology, other researchers 

identifi ed two ecotypes in the North Atlantic: 

herring and mackerel feeders, which occa-

sionally kill seals and have worn teeth, and 

strict mammal eaters with almost no tooth 

wear. And in a study released this month in 

Aquatic Biology, scien-

tists report observing 

offshore orcas killing 

and eating 16 Pacific 

sleeper sharks (Somnio-

sus pacifi cus), the fi rst 

confi rmed prey for this 

ecotype. Scientists are 

still gathering data to 

determine whether the 

types should be treated 

as separate species. And 

although they estimate 

that there are 40,000 

to 60,000 orcas world-

wide, they don’t know 

the populations of each 

ecotype, or how their 

numbers may have fl uc-

tuated in the past. 

All orca watch-

ers marvel over how 

skillfully each type takes (and fi llets) its pre-

ferred prey, and their unique hunting strate-

gies, which are thought to be learned behav-

iors. Antarctic seal killers hunt almost exclu-

sively by working together to create waves to 

wash seals into the water, for example, says 

Pitman. Those that hunt whales use other tac-

tics, such as avoiding echolocation (some-

thing the fi sh eaters rely on), and ramming 

prey with their heads while swimming at full 

speed. For example, at 7 a.m. one morning 

in 1997, Pitman watched in disbelief as 35 

orcas decimated a pod of nine sperm whales 

(Physeter macrocephalus) off the coast of 

California. The sperm whales had formed a 

tight rosette with their heads pointing in and 

tails out. But the orcas had their way, biting 

and ramming the larger whales. Prior to that 

attack, scientists thought sperm whales, with 

their toothed jaws and deep-diving abilities, 

were invincible to killer whales. “That was 

my fi rst inkling that killer whales have the 

means to change things in their environment,” 

says Pitman. “This could be happening to the 

gray whales [now]. We may end up with sig-

nifi cantly fewer gray whales.” During the gray 

whale migration, orcas are often seen killing 

gray calves in Monterey Bay, California, and 

in Pacifi c coastal waters from Washington to 

southeast Alaska.

Following a lead from a fi sher, Barrett-

Lennard’s team headed to Unimak Island in 

2002. “On our very fi rst morning, 13 killers 

swam right by the dock, and we saw 40 swim-

ming together the next day. It was more than 

I’d ever seen together,” says Barrett-Lennard. 

The team started to collect skin biopsies via 

darts as well as a photographic record of 

the orca population, which now stands at 

150 known individuals. Three of these orcas 

were later photographed in Alaska’s Pribilof 

Islands, where they killed and ate a northern 

fur seal.  

That fi rst season, Barrett-Lennard’s team 

witnessed their fi rst killer whale pod attack 

on a gray whale calf. As the orcas chased the 

gray toward the beach, they left the scientists’ 

boat, which could only travel at 7.5 knots, “in 

the dust.” When the researchers caught up, 

they saw a slick of oil, a typical sign of an 

injured or dying whale, and scraps 

of blood and blubber on the water’s 

surface; seabirds and bald eagles 

were already dining on the scraps. 

For a moment, the calf’s rostrum 

poked up from the water, then sank 

again as the killer whales pulled 

the carcass around.  

During the 102 days (spread 

over 4 years) the scientists spent 

in the fi eld, they saw seven more 

attacks, including three kills. 

Teams of three or four orcas work 

in tight coordination to herd their 

Battle of the titans. A team of orcas attacks a juvenile gray whale near 
Unimak Island; this one got away but may have died of its injuries later.
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Pow! Orcas ram a minke whale near Unimak 
Island (on map, above) on the gray whales’ 
migration path through the Aleutian Islands.

Ready to rumble. A pod of mammal-eating killer 
whales on the prowl at Unimak Island. “Every migrating 

gray whale faces 

this gauntlet of 

killer whales.”
—LANCE BARRETT-

LENNARD,

VANCOUVER AQUARIUM
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prey into water about 30 

meters deep, while attempt-

ing to separate the calf from 

its mother, just as wolf packs 

do when pursuing bison or 

elk. Some of the 8-meter-

long orcas then bite at the 

10-meter calf ’s pectoral fi ns 

to pull it below the surface, 

while another swims onto its 

head and over its blowhole to 

drown it. They also bite at its 

throat and tongue, which can 

cause the gray to die from loss 

of blood. 

By killing the calf in rel-

atively shallow water, the 

orcas are able to feed on the carcass for sev-

eral days. “It’s like an underwater refrigera-

tor,” says Barrett-Lennard. He notes that 

after feeding, the orcas may leave the site 

for 24 hours or more but then return, and he 

suspects that they are somehow caching their 

prey as leopards do, perhaps beneath rocky 

ledges. If so, it would be the fi rst time such 

food-storing behavior has been discovered in 

marine mammals. 

The scientists mapped each site where 

they saw orcas harassing or killing grays and 

where oil slicks from carcasses had accu-

mulated. They suspect that the sea fl oor by 

Unimak Island is littered with hundreds if 

not thousands of gray whale skeletons, a 

suggestion that has excited specialists in 

the organisms that colonize whale bones. 

“If 100 [whale] carcasses are accumulating 

each year,” it will be “defi nitely a hot spot for 

whale-bone communities,” says Craig Smith, 

a biological oceanographer at the Univer-

sity of Hawaii, Manoa, who hopes to explore 

waters off Unimak with a remotely operated 

vehicle. “We’ve found the same species of 

whale-bone-eating worms in Monterey Bay 

as there are in Japan, something that’s puzzled 

us,” adds Robert Vrijenhoek, an evolution-

ary biologist at the Monterey Bay Research 

Institute in Moss Landing, California. “But 

if there are enough carcasses like these, the 

worms and other species could be using them 

like steppingstones to cross the Pacifi c.” 

The orcas weren’t always successful in 

their attacks. They gave up if gray whale 

mothers were especially aggressive (a large 

whale can severely injure or kill an orca with 

a blow of its tail fl ukes), or if the grays man-

aged to reach water less than 3 meters deep. 

Twice, the team saw grays free themselves 

by swimming into shallow waters while roll-

ing. Another time, a gray whale mother and 

calf partially beached themselves to escape 

their predators. 

Bearing scars 
How much of an effect are the killer 

whales having on the gray whale popula-

tion? Although the researchers saw only a 

few successful kills, Barrett-Lennard says 

they knew numerous others had occurred 

because of carcasses that washed up on 

shore and because they found killer whales 

lingering by oil slicks and surfacing with 

whale blubber in their mouths. Overall, 

based on the number of orca attacks seen, 

Barrett-Lennard says they are likely remov-

ing at least 33% of the gray whale calf popu-

lation annually.

Indeed, photographs of gray whale adults 

all show the telltale rakelike scars left by 

killer whale teeth. Barrett-Lennard and oth-

ers think that nearly every gray calf fi nds 

itself in an orca’s jaws at some point, as do 

many humpbacks and bowheads.  

The Eastern Pacifi c grays have largely 

recovered from whaling with a popula-

tion of about 19,000 “and should be able 

to withstand that level of predation,” says 

Steven Swartz, a cetacean biologist with 

the Laguna San Ignacio Ecosystem Science 

Program in Baja California. “But it really 

depends on the number of breeding [gray] 

females,” which have recently been produc-

ing fewer calves for unknown reasons. Gray 

whale and killer whale researchers agree 

that the constant threat from the orcas has 

undoubtedly affected the gray whale’s evo-

lution and behaviors. 

Killer whales are prob-

ably the reason the gray 

whales hug the coastline 

while traveling, say Bar-

rett-Lennard and his col-

leagues. Where killer whales 

are likely to be present, the 

grays adopt cryptic ways of 

swimming, barely surfacing 

to breathe. They also pre-

fer traveling near or in kelp 

beds, where the kelps’ gas 

bladders act as “acoustic 

reflectors, interfering with 

the calls of killer whales,” 

says Swartz. 

In other parts of the world, 

the hunting strategies of various populations 

of killer whales are just coming to light. In 

the Antarctic, they’re now known to hunt 

penguins: In a 2010 study in Polar Biol-

ogy, Pitman reported watching two pods of 

orcas kill gentoo and chinstrap penguins, 

while ignoring minke whales. He specu-

lates that killer whales may have caused the 

unexplained 50% decline of emperor pen-

guins in eastern Antarctica in the late 1970s. 

Killer whales also regularly kill humpback 

whale calves along the Queensland coast of 

Australia. Off the coast of Namibia, pods 

have been seen killing seabirds and were 

once observed to kill (but not eat) 268 juve-

nile cormorants over a 2-day span. In the 

Arctic, where climate change is thinning 

the pack ice that once kept them out, the 

mammal-hunting killers now have access 

to the rich marine mammal life in Hudson’s 

Bay, says Steven Ferguson, a marine biologist 

with Fisheries and Oceans Canada in Winni-

peg. “There has been an exponential increase 

in sightings, and we think they are causing 

trouble for the narwhals,” whose numbers are 

declining, and who are likely adapted to a life 

in the ice as a way to avoid the orcas. Fergu-

son’s unpublished data suggest that during 

their 3-month annual visits, 25 orcas could 

kill about 5% (or almost 250 individuals) 

of the 5000-strong narwhal population. “It’s 

something to consider in conservation plans 

for marine mammals,” he says.

“There’s a reason killer whales have this 

savage name,” says Springer, who notes that 

in the summer of 2008, researchers from 

the North Gulf Oceanic Society in Homer, 

Alaska, recorded the carcasses of eight hump-

back whales, some with their tongues torn 

out, killed by orcas in Alaskan waters. “Killer 

whales do kill whales.” And that could very 

well leave some cetacean biologists with a 

problem: Which whale should they root for? 

–VIRGINIA MORELL 

Danger below. Steller sea lions keep a wary eye on mammal-eating killer whales.
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Free lunch. 

The orcas’ kill 
feeds bears, 
too. 
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A year and a half ago, nuclear medicine phy-

sicians were hit with a double whammy. On 

9 May 2009, the High Flux Reactor in Petten, 

the Netherlands, was shut down to fi x cor-

roded pipes. Ten days later, a heavy-water leak 

forced a shutdown at the National Research 

Universal reactor in Chalk River, Canada.

The twin problems created a temporary 

shortage of technetium-99, a radioisotope 

used in more than 30 million procedures a 

year worldwide for imaging everything from 

blood fl ow through the heart to bone cancer. 

Physicians were forced to use less Tc-99 for 

many procedures, ration what scant supplies 

remained, and fi nd less desirable substitutes.

The reactors came back on line by fi ts 

and starts and were both running again by 

late 2010. But the return to normalcy—the 

two reactors produce 60% of the world’s 

radioactive molybdenum-99, which decays 

into Tc-99—may not last long. With both 

the Chalk River and Petten reactors decades 

beyond their intended life expectancy, “the 

current global Mo-99 supply infrastruc-

ture is fragile and aging,” says Parrish Sta-

ples, who directs the offi ce of European and 

African Threat Reduction for the National 

Nuclear Security Administration’s (NNSA’s) 

Global Threat Reduction Initiative in Wash-

ington, D.C.

The situation isn’t just a problem for doc-

tors and patients. Governments around the 

world are working to phase out civilian uses 

of the technology to produce nearly all Mo-99 

today because of concerns that the highly 

radioactive material used in the process could 

be diverted to make nuclear weapons. And 

fi nding replacement technologies to produce 

the Mo-99, and companies willing to take the 

fi nancial risk of generating it, is proving chal-

lenging. As a result, “the clock is ticking for 

the crisis to reoccur,” says Staples.

Less is more
In one sense, the crisis is a sign of how impor-

tant nuclear medicine has become in diag-

nosing and treating diseases. The 

discipline debuted after the fi rst 

reactors were built in the 1940s 

and 1950s and grew slowly before 

taking off sharply in the past 2 

decades. The number of nuclear 

medicine procedures has tripled 

since 1996, to well over 30 million a year 

today. A dozen different radioactive isotopes 

are now in standard use, and another dozen 

are in advanced development. By far the big-

gest players are Tc-99 and fl uorine-18, used 

in positron emission tomography (PET) for 

brain scans.

The widespread use of Tc-99 has put 

enormous pressure on a handful of reac-

tors. Just fi ve reactors—Chalk River, Petten, 

and facilities in Belgium, France, and South 

Africa—produce more than 99% of the 

world’s Mo-99. Demand is measured in units 

called 6-day curies, referring to the isotope’s 

half-life. Today, medical imagers use roughly 

12,000 6-day curies of Mo-99 worldwide 

annually, a number increasing between 1.5% 

and 2.5% a year, according to Steve McQuar-

rie, a medical physicist at the University of 

Alberta in Edmonton, Canada, who spoke at 

a meeting of the American Nuclear Society 

(ANS) on the topic in November 2010. The 

United States, which accounts for roughly 

half of that demand, has for years imported 

all of its medical Mo-99 and 

other medical isotopes.

When operating at full tilt, the 

current reactors can keep up with 

this demand. But in addition to 

being hobbled by their age and 

need for frequent maintenance, 

most make their Mo-99 using weapons-grade 

uranium. This uranium is enriched in ura-

nium-235, 6% of which decays into Mo-99 

during fi ssion. Last April, the United States 

and 46 other countries signed an agreement 

to phase out this highly enriched uranium 

(HEU) for civilian uses to reduce prolifera-

tion concerns.

Now engineers at the facilities are scram-

Core strength. Belgium’s BR2 reactor can 
produce one-quarter of the world’s 

Mo-99, a key medical isotope.

Scrambling to Close 
The Isotope Gap
New technologies are needed urgently to assure the continued supply of radioactive 

materials essential for diagnosing and treating millions of patients around the world

N U C L E A R  M E D I C I N E
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Podcast interview 

with author 

Robert F. Service.
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bling to determine how to continue to make 
Mo-99 and other key medical isotopes with 
low enriched uranium (LEU) and other alter-
natives that don’t require fission. On the 
HEU-to-LEU conversion, there has already 
been good news. Earlier this year, NNSA 
announced that it had awarded $25 million 
to the Nuclear Energy Corp. of South Africa 
(Necsa) to help it retool its Safari-1 reactor to 
produce Mo-99 using LEU targets.

Reactors normally make Mo-99 by fir-
ing neutrons at plates coated with uranium, 
part of which turns into Mo-99. Technicians 
then dissolve the plates in acid and chemi-
cally separate out the molybdenum. The pro-
cess is fraught with pitfalls. Both Mo-99 and 
Tc-99 decay too quickly to be stockpiled, so 

new targets must be delivered continuously. 
The amount of U-235 in the targets—as much 
as 90% at HEU facilities—raises concern that 
some of it could be diverted for weapons. To 
make matters worse, the chemical processing 
needed to recover the Mo-99 generates high-
level radioactive waste, which poses prolifera-
tion risks of its own.

The Safari-1 reactor used targets enriched 
only to about 45% U-235. Switching to LEU 
enabled it to run on 20%. In July, Necsa 
delivered the fi rst commercial-sized Mo-99 
shipment to the United States for a series of 
quality tests. And last month, after receiv-
ing the U.S. Food and Drug Administra-
tion’s approval, a Necsa subsidiary made its 
fi rst commercial shipment of LEU-produced 
Mo-99 to Lantheus Medical in North Biller-
ica, Massachusetts.

Safari-1’s success is good news, but 
Staples cautions that the solution isn’t a 
panacea. To compensate for lower con-
centrations of U-235, which produces less 
molybdenum, targetmakers are using more 
uranium overall, are making targets denser, 

and are trying different metal alloys in the 
targets. But such changes also change the 
chemical-separation process needed to 
recover the Mo-99. “Each [reactor] is more 
or less a unique facility,” Staples says. “It’s 
difficult to just transition the solution in 
South Africa to other reactors, because they 
use different separation chemistries.”

Beyond fi ssion?
Retooled Mo-99 facilities aren’t the only ones 
battling for a piece of the business. Another 
strategy would revive a decades-old reac-
tor technology called aqueous homogeneous 
reactors (AHRs). Whereas most nuclear plants 
today run on solid uranium fuel rods, AHRs 
are fueled by a uranium salt in an acidic solu-

tion. Last year, NNSA gave $9 million to Bab-
cock and Wilcox (B&W) Technical Services 
Group in Charlotte, North Carolina, to work 
on ways of using AHRs with LEU to generate 
the neutrons needed to produce Mo-99.

Frank Hahne, B&W’s director of busi-
ness development, says the company’s cur-
rent design is about the size of a 55-gallon 
(200-liter) drum. One advantage, Hahne says, 
is that Mo-99 produced in solution can eas-
ily be extracted with “wet” chemical tech-
niques, whereas typical solid targets must be 
dissolved in acid fi rst. Hahne says the com-
pany has completed its conceptual design and 
licensing through the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission and plans to start construction in 
2012, with production of Mo-99 in 2014.

Another option does away with fission 
altogether. Researchers place targets enriched 
with Mo-98—another naturally occurring 
isotope—in a nuclear reactor that produces a 
high fl ux of neutrons. When Mo-98 atoms in 
the target absorb neutrons, they are converted 
to Mo-99, which can then be separated out.

Last year, NNSA awarded $2 million to 

GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy in Wilmington, 
North Carolina, to speed up efforts to com-
mercialize Mo-99 production through neu-
tron capture. At the ANS meeting, Jennifer 
Varnedoe, an engineer with GE Hitachi, said 
scaling up the approach could provide half of 
the Mo-99 used in the United States.

Producing Mo-99 by absorbing neutrons 
eliminates the need for U-235. The separa-
tion process also generates far less radio-
active waste than traditional methods do. 
It does require extremely powerful neutron 
sources, however, such as the High Flux Iso-
tope Reactor at Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory in Tennessee. Those sources are already 
in heavy demand for neutron scattering work 
and other scientifi c techniques. So GE Hita-
chi is also exploring the possibility of carry-
ing out its neutron capture work at commer-
cial nuclear power reactors.

Mo-98 neutron capture also requires new 
equipment to transport the reaction products, 
which contain lower concentrations of Mo-99 
than those created by the traditional fi ssion 
process. Once produced, Mo-99 is loaded 
onto an affinity column in a technetium 
“generator” and sent to hospitals. There, the 
Tc-99 is eluted from the column as the Mo-99 
decays. A lower Mo-99 concentration would 
require larger columns, says Robert Atcher, 
a radiopharmacist at Los Alamos National 
Laboratory in New Mexico who directs the 
U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) virtual 
National Isotope Development Center. But 
because the current generators are standard-
ized, the changeover would likely be costly for 
Tc generator companies as well as for the hun-
dreds of radiopharmacies around the world.

Instead of adding a neutron to Mo-98, sci-
entists can also make Mo-99 by removing a 
neutron from Mo-100, a stable isotope that 
makes up about 10% of natural molybdenum. 
Researchers at the Institute for National Mea-
surement Standards in Ottawa, Canada, are 
using a room-sized electron linear accelera-
tor to fi re energetic electrons through a tung-
sten target. The interactions produce gamma 
rays that can knock a neutron out of Mo-100 
atoms, transmuting them into Mo-99.

At the ANS meeting, Raphael Galea, 
a radiation metrology specialist with the 
institute, reported that he and colleagues 
had demonstrated all of the steps needed to 
convert Mo-100 to Mo-99. The researchers 
calculate that the process could meet all of 
Canada’s demand for Mo-99 and Tc-99 with 
just two electron accelerators, at costs below 
what the market charges today. In addition to 
the Canadian group, in October 2010, NNSA 
awarded $500,000 each to two Wiscon-
sin companies—NorthStar Medical Radio-

Fragile and aging. The small number of production sites makes consistent Mo-99 supplies vulnerable.

HFR
Petten, The Netherlands

BR2
Mol, Belgium

Osiris
Saclay, France

NRU
Ontario, Canada

Safari
Pelindaba, South Africa

OPAL
Sydney, Australia

WHERE MOLYBDENUM-99 IS MADE
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isotopes LLC and Morgridge Institute for 
Research—to pursue variations on the use of 
accelerators to produce Mo-99.

The biggest remaining downside to con-
verting Mo-100 is scale. Canada uses only 
one-tenth as much Tc-99 as the United States. 
Producing enough Mo-99 for the United 
States would require about 54 linacs, says 
Yaron Danon, a nuclear physicist at Rens-
selaer Polytechnic University in Troy, New 
York, who has been working on a similar 
Mo-100 transmutation effort. Having a dis-
tributed network of Mo-99 producers would 
prevent a crisis if any one facility had to shut 
down. But the logistics of building such a 
large network could be complicated. “So it 
may make more sense [for Canada] than for 
the U.S.,” Danon says.

Perils of success

Several other Mo-99 production schemes 
are also under investigation, including one 
that would use medical cyclotrons that cur-
rently make radioisotopes for PET. With so 
many candidate technologies in the running, 

says J. David Robertson, a radiochemist at the 
University of Missouri, Columbia, “I’m pretty 
confi dent one or more will pan out.”

Once the technical side falls into place, 
the policy questions move to the forefront, 
in particular, who will build the new facili-
ties and at what cost? Historically, medical 
isotopes have been produced at government-
sponsored research reactors. Last year, the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
released an economic analysis showing that 
companies were at a competitive disadvan-
tage because of the millions of dollars in gov-
ernment support for research reactors world-
wide. With aging reactors going off line and 
governments looking for ways to cut costs, 
however, those subsidies could soon end. 
Either way, the IAEA study recommended 
that governments move to charge full price 
for their Mo-99 production services in order 
to give companies an incentive to develop 
technologies capable of providing Mo-99 at 
a cheaper price. A very different sort of prob-
lem could arise if multiple technologies suc-
ceed and the world winds up with a glut of 

Mo-99. That could cause prices to crash, forc-
ing some suppliers out of business. 

As a way through some of these issues, the 
last U.S. Congress passed legislation autho-
rizing DOE to spend $165 million on the 
development of new Mo-99 production tech-
nologies. Then-Senator Kit Bond (R–MO) 
blocked a similar bill in the Senate out of con-
cern that it could disrupt HEU shipments from 
the United States to other countries. But Bond 
has retired, and his departure bolsters the 
chances that the new Congress will approve 
alternative Mo-99 production technologies.

With Mo-99 production technology, 
fi nancing, and policy all up in the air, many 
nuclear medicine experts are concerned. In 
July 2010, a coalition of nine professional 
nuclear medicine organizations suggested 
that the combination of potential changes 
threatens to put patients worldwide in harm’s 
way. They concluded: “Forcing a change to a 
new, and as yet unproven, technology without 
proper research and development, or regula-
tory and fi nancial support will most certainly 
cause harm.” –ROBERT F. SERVICE

A Field Back in Vogue

Radioisotopes aren’t the only bottleneck confronting nuclear medicine. 
For years, the United States has struggled to train enough nuclear engi-
neers, radiochemists, and medical physicists to keep the fi eld healthy.

Students shunned nuclear sciences in the wake of the nuclear accidents 
at Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania in 1979 and Chornobyl in 1986. By 
the mid-1990s, only 600 nuclear engineering students were enrolled in 
graduate and undergraduate programs in the United States—down two-
thirds from a decade earlier, says John Gutteridge, who runs the education 
grants program for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in Bethesda, 
Maryland. Much of that decline probably occurred because fewer nuclear 
plants were being commissioned and built. Even so, a mid-1990s study by 
the University of Michigan suggested an annual shortfall of 400 nuclear 
engineers needed to keep up with attrition and retirement in the fi eld.

Among radiochemists, the output of Ph.D.s dropped from between 30 
and 40 per year in the 1970s to as few as three in some years in the early 
2000s. “I would say the situation was desperate,” Gutteridge says. Now 
numbers are up again, and Gutteridge and others say recently minted doc-
torates have been awash in job offers. “Our Ph.D. graduates are snapped 
up right away,” says John Gilligan, a nuclear engineer at North Carolina 
State University in Raleigh, who also directs the Department of Energy’s 
(DOE’s) Nuclear Energy University Programs integration offi ce.

To combat the downward trend, beginning in 1998 DOE launched a 
dozen different grant programs amounting to about $30 million a year to 
support different constituencies within nuclear sciences: universities, fac-
ulty members, and Ph.D., master’s, and bachelor’s students. Those pro-
grams continued until 2007, when DOE offi cials in the Bush Administration 
decided to shift the money elsewhere. In 2008, NRC launched its own pro-
gram to support education and training in the fi eld at about $20 million a 
year. And more recently, the Obama Administration and Congress restarted 
the DOE programs, which now spend $50 million to $80 million a year on 
student, faculty, and research support.

The rebound has been dramatic: Enrollments in undergraduate and 
graduate nuclear engineering programs have nearly doubled since 2004, 
to 4752 in 2010. As many as 30 Ph.D.s in radiochemistry are likely to be 
awarded in 2011, R. Craig Williamson, who directs the South Carolina Uni-
versities Research and Education Foundation in Aiken, told at a November 
2010 meeting of the American Nuclear Society in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Crisis averted? “By no means,” says Rolf Zeisler, a radiochemist with 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology in Gaithersburg, 
Maryland. “Right now we are catching up with the demand of the last 
decade.” J. David Robertson, a radiochemist at the University of Missouri, 
Columbia, cites health physics—a training ground for radiation safety 
offi cers—as one area of concern. But he and others agree that, like the 
production of medical isotopes, the training of students in the fi eld has 
stepped back from the abyss. –R.F.S.
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Rebound. More than a decade of support programs have helped bolster 
the number of students earning degrees in nuclear engineering.
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Time was when footballers (soccer players, 

to Americans) prided themselves on playing 

tough. They took their knocks and played on 

without complaint. But these days it’s com-

mon to see a player fake a collision with an 

opponent and writhe on the ground in hopes 

of getting a free kick. Such “dives” are “very 

frustrating to watch,” says Christopher Rose 

of James Madison University in Harrison-

burg, Virginia, and goals have been scored 

and games won on wrongly awarded free 

kicks. To Gwendolyn David, Robbie Wil-

son, and Daniel Ortiz-Barrientos, however, 

the deceptive practice provided a unique 

research opportunity. Working at the Uni-

versity of Queensland in Brisbane, Austra-

lia, they have found empirical support in the 

antics of footballers for game-theory pre-

dictions about dishonest signals. And they 

have come up with ways the game might 

be improved. “It’s a very clever way of test-

ing the predictions of signaling theory,” says 

Simon Lailvaux, an integrative biologist at 

the University of New Orleans in Louisiana. 

“Finding a system where you can actually 

quantify or categorize deceptive signals is 

very exciting.” 

Biologists have long argued about how 

dishonesty arises and persists in a popu-

lation. “Game theory suggests that most 

signals should be honest”; otherwise, the 

receiver of the signal will stop paying atten-

tion, Wilson says. Consider the case of the 

boy who cried wolf too many times. But 

trickery can be very beneficial. A fiddler 

crab brandishing a supersized claw may 

get the mate even though the claw lacks the 

muscle needed to be effective. The bottom 

line is, if the reward is great enough, there’s 

an incentive to fudge the truth. 

Game theory predicts that deception 

should occur at low frequencies but should 

increase in proportion to the benefi t as well 

as to the degree to which the deceived party 

fails to discriminate between real and fake 

signals. But these tenets have had mixed sup-

port or have not been tested in real organ-

isms, Wilson says. “There are still a lot of 

questions to be asked about how dishonesty 

can be maintained in a population,” notes 

physiologist Gary Wassmer of Bloomsburg 

University in Pennsylvania. 

Wilson and David, footballers themselves, 

decided to examine whether diving con-

formed to game-theory predictions. David 

surveyed falls from 60 games, 10 each from 

the Spanish, German, Australian, Dutch, Ital-

ian, and French leagues, replaying them on 

TV to decide which were dives. She classi-

fi ed them as legitimate, slightly deceptive (the 

player was touched by the opponent but exag-

gerated the consequences), or highly decep-

tive. She also tracked where the fall occurred 

on the fi eld, at what point in the game it hap-

pened, the score at the time, and whether it 

was an at-home player who fell.

MEETINGBRIEFS>>
SOCIETY FOR INTEGRATIVE AND COMPARATIVE BIOLOGY   |   3–7 JANUARY 2011   |   SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

Soccer and the Art of Deception

Getting to the Guts 

Of Tadpole Carnivory

Faked fall? Near goals, 

referees are more easily 

tricked by players 

pretending to have 

been fouled.

As game theory predicts, legitimate falls 

far outnumber fake falls, Wilson reported at 

the meeting. Only 6% of the 2800 falls were 

highly deceptive dives. Players were two to 

three times as likely to dive when close to 

the goal, where the payoff was huge: Sta-

tistics show that there is an 80% chance of 

scoring from penalty kicks. Almost none of 

the highly deceptive dives resulted in free 

kicks against the diver. And referees were 

most likely to reward dives that occurred 

close to the goals—perhaps because the 

players were farther away and the deception 

harder to detect, he noted. 

“All leagues, and especially those with 

higher levels of diving, will want to consider 

increasing the frequency at which they pun-

ish divers for their deception,” says behavioral 

ecologist Timothy Wright of New Mexico 

State University in Las Cruces. Wilson also 

suggested that more referees could be posi-

tioned where dives are most likely to occur.

Rebecca Safran, an evolutionary ecolo-

gist at the University of Colorado, Boul-

der, cautions that the work is really a study 

of cultural evolution and not the evolution 

of traits with a genetic basis. Nonetheless, 

notes Lailvaux, “I think people will be 

reading and thinking about this study for a 

long time.”  –ELIZABETH PENNISI

Known in the aquarium trade as Budgett’s 

frog, Lepidobatrachus laevis is not your typ-

ical tadpole. Most frogs at this early stage 

of life are primarily plant eaters, only later 

metamorphosing into quick fly catchers. 

But from day one, Budgett’s frog is a car-

nivore, swallowing whatever wiggles by, 

including fellow tadpoles. Its gut refl ects this 

voracious lifestyle: It has a very large, well-

defi ned stomach and a short intestine, quite 

the contrast from the long, winding tube of 

most tadpoles. Nanette Nascone-Yoder now 

knows how it gets that way.

A developmental biologist at North 

Carolina State University College of Vet-

erinary Medicine in Raleigh, Nascone-

Yoder reported that the inhibition of a single 

developmental signal—retinoic acid—can 

yield the carnivorelike gut morphology in a 

tadpole species that’s normally mostly veg-

etarian. That suggests that it didn’t take 

much for the Budgett’s frog tadpole to C
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loop shifted forward and the pancreas and 

liver being more asymmetrically positioned. 

They traced the positional shifts of the gut 

loops to a gene called Pitx2, whose pattern of 

expression was altered when they changed the 

amount of retinoic acid.

“The evidence was quite convincing,” 

says Günter Wagner, an evolutionary devel-

opmental biologist at Yale University. But 

Scott Gilbert, a developmental biologist 

at Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania, 

wants more proof. “I am not prepared to say 

this is an important story until I know that it 

is actually tied in with actual gut changes,” 

he says.

Meanwhile, Nascone-Yoder’s colleague 

James Hanken of Harvard University is 

trying to f igure out how these changes 

evolved. He suggests that the Budgett’s frog 

tadpole may simply be fast-forwarding gut 

development, skipping the larval gut mor-

phology altogether. If that’s the case, then 

thyroid hormone, which regulates meta-

morphosis, is likely also involved. That’s 

the next line of investigation for Nascone-

Yoder and her team. – E.P. 

evolve its unusual eating habits. “Revealing 

the molecular mechanism contributing to 

evolutionary change in development is sig-

nifi cant,” says Mihaela Pavlicev of the Uni-

versity of Oslo. But it’s “particularly inter-

esting that the change is 

relatively simple, involv-

ing a single factor [that 

explains] so much of what 

appears to be a complex 

morphological change.”

Nascone-Yoder and 

her colleagues tested the 

effects of 200 small mol-

ecules on the development 

of the gut in Xenopus lae-

vis embryos, a frog often 

studied in the lab. These 

embryos are transparent, 

so the digestive tract can 

be monitored as the embryo grows. The 

researchers applied the chemicals after the 

head, heart, and nervous system formed but 

before the gut started to appear. 

Several chemicals altered the Xenopus 

gut from a standard long, 

winding tube to a shorter 

one with more obvious 

stomach—and two were 

inhibitors of retinoic acid. 

They also reoriented the 

folding pattern of the intes-

tine, shifting a right-left 

loop backward to give the 

stomach more room and 

center the liver and pan-

creas. “This looked remark-

ably like what we normally 

see in the carnivorous tad-

pole,” Nascone-Yoder said. 

Furthermore, when her 

group added retinoic acid to 

developing Budgett’s frog 

embryos, the guts looked a 

lot like a Xenopus embryo 

gut, with their right-left 

Big gulp. A tadpole is being 
digested inside the enlarged 
stomach (lower right) of a 
Budgett’s frog (upper right) 
tadpole.  C
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In southeastern Florida, silver 

dollar–sized sea turtles scramble 

down the beach after emerging 

from their nests and head out to 

sea. There they get caught up in 

the Gulf Stream and disappear, 

returning years later as adults. 

Biologists, who call this fi rst part 

of a sea turtle’s life the “lost years,” have long assumed that the 

turtles simply catch a ride in the circulating currents of the North 

Atlantic Ocean, which takes them north, east, down along north-

ern Africa, and fi nally back around to Florida again. Now seven 

turtles have demonstrated that they do more than simply follow 

the currents. 

Jeanette Wyneken and Kate Mansfi eld of Florida Atlantic 

University, Boca Raton, collected loggerhead sea turtle hatch-

lings from local beaches. After much testing, they determined 

that once hatchlings reached 300 grams—about the size of a large 

grapefruit—the turtles could swim comfortably with a 15-gram 

solar-powered satellite transmitter attached to their backs. 

Wyneken and her colleagues released radio-toting turtles 

into the Gulf Stream offshore from their nests. The transmit-

ters turned on for 8 hours every 2 days, relaying each turtle’s 

location for up to 172 days before falling off. “This is very 

exciting work, as it’s the fi rst successful long-term tracking of 

neonate loggerhead sea turtles using satellite telemetry,” says 

Kristina Williams, director of the Caretta Research Project in 

Savannah, Georgia.

Mansfi eld mapped the move-

ments of the turtles together with 

satellite and oceanographic data 

on currents, plankton, and sea-

surface temperatures. Instead of 

sticking to the fastest part of the 

Gulf Stream, the turtles often 

moved toward the edges, where 

they would hang out in eddies. One individual left the Gulf Stream 

completely and headed to Bermuda for 2 months before rejoining 

the Gulf Stream. The satellite information also showed that they 

all stayed in water above 17°C, Wyneken reported at the meet-

ing. “This study shows them actively pursuing different routes 

after reaching the Gulf Stream, perhaps to areas with better food 

resources, instead of just fl oating wherever the currents guided 

them,” Williams says.

These results fit in well with work by Nathan Putman, a 

behavioral ecology graduate student at the University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill, and his advisers, Kenneth and Catherine 

Lohmann. They have shown that turtles will orient to the mag-

netic fi elds they experience in the Atlantic Ocean, which suggests 

that they use the magnetic fi eld to help guide them. And Putman 

has been testing virtual turtles in a computer model of ocean cur-

rents to see what paths they take. “The tracks of the real turtles of 

Wyneken and Mansfi eld looked a lot like the ones from my own 

research,” he says. 

Wyneken has recently released 10 more tagged turtles. You can 

follow their progress at http://scim.ag/sea-turtles. –E.P.

Tagged turtle. Satellite transmitters 
are now small enough for young 
loggerheads to wear. 

Turtles Are Not 

Just Drifters
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Fighting Liverfl ukes with 

Food Safety Education

MORE THAN 45 MILLION PEOPLE IN ASIA ARE 
infected with liverfl ukes (trematodes), which 
cause diseases such as chlonorchiasis and 
opisthorchiasis (1–3). Opisthorchis viver-

rini, the parasite that causes opisthorchia-
sis, is a recognized type one carcinogen that 
leads to a fatal cancer of the bile duct (1). 
Opisthorchiasis, which affects at least 10 mil-
lion people in the Thailand and Laos alone (1), 
is not considered one of the major neglected 
tropical diseases in the Southeast Asia region 
by the World Health Organization (4). Past 
efforts to control this disease have lacked suf-
fi cient funding and institutional backing typi-

cally provided to combat well-known mala-
dies such as leprosy, lymphatic filariasis, 
visceral leishmaniasis, schistosomiasis, and 
onchocerciasis. Thus, the threat of this con-
dition and the resultant cancer lingers in the 
region. More important, the threat extends 
globally through the export of contaminated 
fi sh products and through infected tourists 
and overseas workers residing or visiting 
regions where intermediate hosts exist (5–7). 
Throughout Asia, up to 750 million people 
are at risk by infection from fi sh-borne liv-
erfl ukes (1, 3). Food safety education may be 
the most expedient way to control the spread 
of infections because prevalence is inherently 
linked to human behavior.

Opisthorchiasis persists today largely 
because raw fi sh consumption is linked to 

cultural identity in Southeast Asia. Every 
day millions of people eat infected fi sh that 
have not been cooked properly. The lack of 
hygienic toilet facilities completes the epide-
miological cycle by facilitating the return of 
O. viverrini eggs to waterways, where they 
are fi rst consumed by Bithynia snails and later 
passed to cyprinid fi sh species.

Medical interventions have had only lim-
ited success in treating O. viverrini. Praziqu-
antel, for example, kills the adult worms 
in the human host, but it does not prevent 
reinfection (8). It may also compromise the 
immune system or cause liver complications 
when taken repeatedly after reinfection (9, 
10). Rapid land-cover and land-use modifi ca-
tions now taking place in the region, coupled 
with uncertainties regarding future climate 

Make a Bid for Bird Biodiversity
 ON 7 DECEMBER 2010, THE HAMMER DROPPED AT LONDON AUCTION 
House Sotheby’s auction of James Audubon’s Birds of America. The 
fi nal bid: 7,321,250 pounds (US$11.6 million), making this work the 
most expensive book ever sold (1). The book of life-size bird illus-
trations, painted between 1827 and 1838, is perhaps as rare as some 
of the birds Audubon himself illustrated—the critically endangered 
California condor, for example, now consists of fewer than 200 birds 

in the wild (2). This 
homage to the dwin-
dling avian fauna of the 
world was predicted to 
attract the attention of 
a select group of hedge 
fund executives, oil 
billionaires, and retail 
billionaires, but the 
fi nal bid was made by 
a London art dealer.

Audubon himself 
was an avid hunter and 
taxidermist, shooting 
his subjects and then 
wiring them up in life-

like poses. Yet the US$11.6 million in proceeds from the sale of his 
work would surely do a lot for bird conservation. The Royal Society for 
the Protection of Birds (RSPB), the UK bird conservation charity, is the 
largest conservation organization in Europe, and its annual expenditure 
for conservation at RSPB reserves—US$42.8 million in 2010 (3)—is 
just a few times the price of Audubon’s book. In other parts of the world 
where conservation action is more pressing and costs of conservation 
are lower, one would get a lot more for such a bid (4). BirdLife Interna-
tional is “the World’s largest partnership of conservation organisations” 
(5), with a total income in 2009 of US$16.7 million, of which $5.2 
million was spent on conservation action in 2009. 

This is a call to all those billionaires with a penchant for birds: 
Global biodiversity is dwindling fast, despite global efforts (6). Why 
not make a bid for these birds instead, so future generations might 
actually see some of them in fl ight?

CHRIS J. KETTLE 

Institute of Terrestrial Ecosystems, ETH Zürich, CHN G 73.1, Universitätstrasse 16, Zurich 
8092, Switzerland. E-mail: chris.kettle@env.ethz.ch
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Pricey pages. James Audubon’s Birds of 

America was auctioned off in December for 
a record-breaking price. 
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change, prevent tackling the problem effi -

ciently at the ecosystem level.

Education has been successful in the 

past.  Between 1981 and 2001, outreach pro-

grams that included food safety education 

in rural communities in northeast Thailand 

helped reduce O. viverrini prevalence from 

about 35 to 16% (11). Unfortunately, out-

reach was patchy at best, and it lacked the 

momentum to withstand political adminis-

trative changes. Consequently, O. viverrini 

prevalence leveled in the past decade, and 

continues to remain very high (>80%) in 

some localized areas.

Similar health education programs are now 

needed to raise the level of awareness across 

the region to the dangers of eating improp-

erly cooked fi sh. Many still believe that the 

O. viverrini parasite can be killed through fer-

mentation, preparation of raw fi sh with chil-

ies or lime, or consumption with alcohol. In 

reality, parasites can survive all these strate-

gies, as well as drying, salting, and freezing 

(7, 8). Some see praziquantel as a panacea, 

allowing reckless consumption of raw fi sh. 

Others simply ignore the health risk—a situa-

tion analogous to cigarette smoking. 

As with smoking, schoolchildren are 

an obvious priority. When infected at a 

young age, the resulting cancer can poten-

tially develop 30 to 40 years later during 

the prime income earning years (8). Given 

the high prevalence in the region, the pro-

jected economic impact is catastrophic. 

New approaches are also needed to reach the 

elderly and adult men—two groups that tend 

to ignore the risks, yet serve as role models 

for younger generations.  

We believe that food and health safety edu-

cation should be promoted through participa-

tory activities in schools, the lessons of which 

children will then bring into their homes. The 

program will thereby have a major infl uence 

at the village level. This approach will likely 

be more effective than relying on national 

administrative interventions and/or the agen-

das of international agencies.  
ALAN D. ZIEGLER,1* ROSS H. ANDREWS,2 
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TREVOR N. PETNEY3
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HIV Prevention in 
Women: Next Steps 
THE RECENTLY PUBLISHED CAPRISA 004 TRIAL 
of tenofovir 1% gel used intravaginally to 
prevent HIV was an impressive success 
(“Effectiveness and safety of tenofovir gel, 
an antiretroviral microbicide, for the preven-
tion of HIV infection in women,” Q. Abdool 
Karim et al., Research Articles, 3 September 
2010, p. 1168). The gel, when used once up to 
12 hours before and once up to 12 hours after 
coitus with a maximum of two doses per 24 
hours, was 50% effective at preventing HIV 
infection, based on a follow-up 12 months 
later. At 2.5 years, the protective effectiveness 
was lower (39%), likely due to lower adher-
ence over time. Among those who were high 
(>80%) adherers, based on counting used and 
unused applicators, the effectiveness estimate 
was 54% at 2.5 years. No viral resistance in 
breakthrough infections was seen, a concern 
in ongoing oral pre-exposure prophylaxis 
trials such as iPrEX and PEM-PrEP [see the 
Research Article as well as (1, 2)].

A confi rmatory trial is needed to empower 
licensure approval by regulatory bodies such 
as the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 
the European Medicines Agency, and the 
South African Medicines Control Council 
(3). Confi rming safety is especially impor-
tant with a prevention method used by 
healthy women, given that there is a lower 
threshold for acceptable side effects com-
pared with the use of antiviral products by 
HIV-infected persons.  

CAPRISA 004 was the fi rst Phase 3 trial 
of a topical antiretroviral product, providing 
a proof of concept that the right microbicide 
could prevent HIV acquisition by women (4, 
5). Only one other phase 3 trial of tenofovir 
gel is ongoing: “VOICE” of the NIH-funded 
Microbicide Trials Network (MTN 003) (6, 
7). VOICE compares fi ve arms: oral teno-
fovir, oral tenofovir combined with emtric-
itabine (Truvada™), oral placebo, vaginal 
tenofovir 1% gel, and placebo vaginal gel. 
Women in the topical microbicide arms are 
instructed to use the gel every day, a more 
laborious and costly strategy than CAPRISA 
004’s coitally dependent use. Daily use has 
been thought to be more effective than inter-
mittent use, because it provides higher and 
more consistent topical drug levels. However, 
we believe that daily use may be less effective 
in real-world usage than coitally dependent 
use because of potential nonadherence to a 
tiresome daily regimen. If nonadherence is 
“random,” drug levels should indeed at least 
equal the levels obtained in CAPRISA 004; 
however, levels may be much less to non-

existent if women (or their husbands) tire of 
the daily gel and stop its use completely. If 
VOICE indicates a lower effi cacy level than 
did CAPRISA 004, it will not serve to con-
fi rm CAPRISA 004 and would paradoxically 
retard product licensure. 

Two groups plan a response to con-
firm CAPRISA 004 results with placebo-
controlled, randomized clinical trials of 
tenofovir 1% topical gel: the FACTS 001 
group in South Africa and the Microbicide 
Development Programme MDP 302 proto-
col.  FACTS 001 proposes a two-arm trial 
to replicate the CAPRISA 004 design, albeit 
with a lower eligibility age (16 years). The 
study has garnered partial support from the 
South African government, USAID (origi-
nal funders of CAPRISA 004), and the CDC 
for conduct in six South African sites and 
one Kenyan site. The MDP-302 seeks to 
assess the same coitally dependent regimen 
as CAPRISA 004, as well as a third arm to 
assess the effectiveness of only one dose per 
sexual act, a cheaper, simpler approach that 
might increase adherence. The MDP group 
will recruit a majority of volunteers outside 
of South Africa. 

We believe that the global donor commu-
nity should respond aggressively to support 
one or both of these trial concepts of a coitally 
dependent dosing approach for tenofovir 1% 
gel. The trial cost of about $40 million is 
about 0.1% of the NIH budget. We suggest 
that this low-risk, high-yield trial will repre-
sent an historic investment toward a vital new 
woman-controlled prevention tool in the fi ght 
against HIV/AIDS (8–10).
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Hopes for Merit-Based 

Grants in China

IN THEIR EDITORIAL “CHINA’S RESEARCH 
culture” (3 September 2010, p. 1128), 
Y. Shi and Y. Rao commented on the plight 
of research in China. The situation is even 
worse than that described in the Editorial. 
Hundreds of thousands of grassroots profes-
sors and researchers are struggling, lacking 
suffi cient fi nancial support for research. As 
an ordinary professor, I have never sensed 
that “[g]overnment research funds in China 
have been growing at an annual rate of more 
than 20%,” as claimed by the Editorial. The 
sad fact is that about 30% of full professors 
and 70% of associate professors in Sichuan 
University do not have funds for a single 
research project left in their charge (1). In 
addition, among those professors with proj-
ects, the distribution of funding is extremely 
biased in favor of offi cials.

I agree with the Editorial that “[a] sim-
ple but important start would be to distribute 
all of the new funds based on merit, with-
out regard to connections.” Without such a 
change, seeking connections to win grants, 
either big or small, will by necessity con-
tinue to be rampant in China.

QIZHI WANG

College of Architecture and Environment, Sichuan Uni-
versity, Chengdu, Sichuan 610065, China. E-mail: 
qzwang2004@163.com
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS

Reports: “Rewiring of genetic networks in response to DNA damage” by S. Bandyopadhyay et al. (3 December 2010, 
p. 1385). On page 1389, in the fi rst column, third paragraph, the notation SQ145-146 (representing Ser145 and Gln146) 
and the word “conserved” were incorrect. The sentence should have been “...Cbf1 is hyperphosphorylated at a serine-
glutamine motif (SQ45-46).”

Reports: “Broken-symmetry states in doubly gated suspended bilayer graphene” by R. T. Weitz et al. (5 November 2010, 
p. 812). The x axis of Fig. 1D should read “Electric fi eld (mV/nm)” instead of “Electric fi eld (V/nm).”

Reports: “A tricyclic aromatic isomer of hexasilabenzene” by K. Abersfelder et al. (29 January 2010, p. 564). The last
sentence of the fi rst paragraph is inaccurate because there is at least one isomer, fulvene, which according to reference 4 
is only 30.9 kcal per mole higher in energy than benzene.
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ecause he believed that the human 

soul required a stable corporeal 

address, René Descartes concluded 

that it must reside in the pineal gland. His rea-

soning was possibly not less sound than that 

routinely used in science today—the pineal 

gland was the only structure in the brain that 

did not occur as a pair and 

was thus a potential site of 

unity. Although his idea 

was disputed almost imme-

diately (it may not have 

helped to use the words 

“soul” and “gland” in the 

same sentence), in pro-

posing it Descartes deftly 

illustrated two of the major 

philosophical questions at the core of neu-

roscience: What is the relationship between 

the mind and the body? And what is the rela-

tionship between structure and function? The 

existence of what Gilbert Ryle famously dis-

missed as the “ghost in the machine” is no lon-

ger openly debated among scientists, which 

leaves the brain itself to create the mind out 

of soft tissue and electricity. The structure of 

this tissue is the subject of Carl Schoonover’s 

Portraits of the Mind: Visualizing the Brain 

from Antiquity to the 21st Century.

As the title hints, this is, in essence, a pic-

ture book for nerds. Schoonover (a Ph.D. 

student in neuroscience at Columbia Uni-

versity) has put together a visual history that 

resembles an art book as much as a science 

text. Sketches from the Middle Ages start a 

roughly chronological series of scientists’ 

depictions of the structure of the brain, which 

continues to examples from cutting-edge 

imaging techniques. Many of the portraits, 

as they absolutely deserve to be called, are 

breathtaking. A lone nerve cell sprawls like 

a beached octopus on a desolate culture dish, 

its delicate tentacles revealed in exquisite 

relief by an electron microscope. Blood ves-

sels dangle like mangrove roots, the retina of 

a fi sh is watercolor-wavy, and the cells of the 

hippocampus, whose coils process space and 

memory, are lit up in a spectacular fl uorescent 

rainbow. No knowledge of the source or sub-

ject matter of these images is necessary; the 

book is justifi ed by their beauty alone.

As Schoonover notes in his introduction, 

neuroscientists have a long history of express-

ing their admiration for the elegant structure 

of the nervous system through thoughtfully 

composed tableaux. The Renaissance anato-

mist Andreas Vesalius and the 19th-century 

neurobiologist Santiago Ramón y Cajal were 

both talented artists, and their 

painstakingly accurate draw-

ings incorporate a passion-

ate emphasis on the graceful 

complexity of their subjects. 

Something of the process and 

experience of neuroscience is 

also evident in these images. 

The meticulous sketches of the 

19th-century scientists hint at 

the patience required of those working before 

the availability of powerful microscopes 

and cameras. The because-we-can exuber-

ance of modern neuroanatomists is clear in 

the overabundance of brilliant fluorescent 

colors lighting up rainbows of cells and net-

works and in the array of dye-fi lled test tubes 

lined up in military formation. A Warhol-like 

composition of 24 repeating electron micro-

graphs suggests the obsessive attempt to map 

the connections of the entire brain. Not 

only the subjects but also the creators 

are present in these images.

The changing attitudes toward the 

brain’s functional mechanisms and 

the influence of contemporary soci-

ety are evident as well. The persis-

tence of ancient emphasis on fl uids and 

humours is plainly visible in Leonardo 

da Vinci’s interest in the liquid cen-

ter of the brain. Descartes, inspired by 

the advances in mechanical engineer-

ing in his era, envisioned the brain as a 

machine, and the ubiquity of computers 

is refl ected in the neat circuit diagrams 

and network models of today’s theoreti-

cal neuroscientists. In spite of the ideal 

of objective pursuit of truth, the infl u-

ence of the cultural environment on sci-

entists’ imaginations is betrayed in the 

pictures they create.

Revealing the beauty of the ner-

vous system is not the book’s only goal. 

Schoonover explains in the preface that 

he fi nds the ingenious methods used to 

create many of these images as beauti-

ful and fascinating as the images them-

selves. The text is devoted to proving 

this point. An essay by a prominent neurosci-

entist introduces each section. These range 

from folksy (Joy Hirsch) to technical (Joshua 

Sanes). Most, in particular those by Javier 

DeFelipe and by Maryann Martone and Mark 

Ellisman, successfully describe the context 

and scientifi c value of the images with min-

imal jargon. The general pitch, however, is 

toward a scientifi cally savvy audience—one 

having knowledge not only of basic science 

but also of science culture. (For example, 

Sanes makes a beautifully deadpan pitch for 

nonapplied research funding.)

In addition, Schoonover discusses each 

image. These paragraphs are dense and tech-

nical despite his apparent efforts to make 

them simple, and the intense just-let-me-tell-

you-this-one-more-thing tone can be exhaust-

ing. The author has a somewhat patronizing 

solution for those who may fi nd this mate-

rial intimidating: don’t read it. In the pref-

ace, he earnestly suggests that such readers 

skip the text and simply look at the pictures 

(“you won’t be missing much”). After stating 

his intent to make images of the brain acces-

sible to lay readers, Schoonover proceeds to 

deliver inaccessible, overly detailed expla-

nations. His enthusiasm for creative techni-

cal approaches is obvious and at times even 

charming, but his expectation that nonsci-

entists can be persuaded to share it may be 

misguided. After all, an obsession with the 

mechanical explanations for apparent magic 
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Color-coding. Photomicrograph of motor neuron axons 

in a transgenic Brainbow mouse.
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is a trait of scientists, whereas many others 

would prefer to enjoy the magic.

Portraits of the Mind provides a unique 

illustration of both the history and the current 

state of neuroscience. It also introduces the 

startling reality of the brain in a way that text-

books cannot. The images reveal structures 

that are not only stunningly complex but also 

utterly alien, and these otherworldly views of 

our internal workings are eerie. In the sec-

tion on the brain’s electrical activity, the spiky 

chart recordings picked up by eavesdropping 

electrodes bring to mind the buzz and static 

of paranormal-activity detectors. While the 

carefully delineated cells and circuits in these 

images give a sense of having deconstructed 

the machine, the vibrancy and joy in the 

images also suggest the satisfaction of having 

photographed the ghost.   

A Means for Ought 

from Is?    

I 
like to believe that my knowledge of sci-

ence gives me special insight into fi elds 

like bioethics. After all, it seems like one 

must at least understand the science behind 

stem cell research before one criticizes or 

condemns it. I try to put a rational spin on 

the subject whenever I can, but I know I live 

in a society that isn’t always sympathetic to 

cold, calculated, scientifi c reason. Sam Har-

ris, in The Moral Landscape: How Science 

Can Determine Human Values, takes matters 

several steps further, to the outright condem-

nation of the faith-based religions that have 

been both a pillar and a fl aw of human civili-

zation since its dawn. At once, I shrink before 

the impudence of his conclusions, and I 

admire his brutal honesty. Harris speaks from 

an impressive background—he holds doc-

toral degrees in both philosophy and neurobi-

ology, and he has written two previous books 

on related topics ( 1,  2).

Although religion is squarely in Harris’s 

sights, the real battle he describes is not so 

much that between science and religion as 

the arbiters of morality but between reason 

and faith. And his dispensation is that “Faith, 

if it is ever right about anything, is right by 

PHILOSOPHY

Michael A. Goldman 

accident.” In applying reason to questions 

of morality, Harris claims that we can defi ne 

morality only as it relates to the well-being 

of conscious organisms and that such well-

being is completely measurable using the 

methods of neurobiology. This suggests to 

him that any action can be clearly classifi ed as 

moral (increasing well-being) 

or immoral (decreasing well-

being) without ambiguity. 

However, it doesn’t mean that 

there is only one answer to a 

question of morality. He con-

tends that “the existence of 

multiple peaks on the moral 

landscape does not make 

them any less real or wor-

thy of discovery. Nor would 

it make the difference between being on a 

peak and being stuck deep in a valley any less 

clear or consequential.” But Harris firmly 

disagrees with the moral relativist views that 

there is no clearly defi ned morality that cuts 

across different societies and that therefore 

all views of morality are equally meritorious. 

He writes, “Multiculturalism, moral relativ-

ism, political correctness, tolerance even of 

intolerance—these are the familiar conse-

quences of separating facts and values on the 

left.” “My goal,” he states, “is to convince you 

that human knowledge and human values can 

no longer be kept apart.”

A self-avowed atheist, Harris isn’t choosy 

when it comes to vilifying religions. He notes 

the willingness of many to ignore genocide or 

cases of sexual abuse within their churches 

while taking strong actions against indi-

viduals who perform abortions (or refuse to 

prohibit them). He also draws from history 

examples of undeniably immoral choices in 

the name of religion. Harris criticizes scien-

tists for persisting in their faith and for failing 

to confront head-on a society that he thinks is 

mired in superstition.

Francis Collins, a devout Christian who 

led the public Human Genome Project and 

now directs the National Institutes of Health, 

bears the brunt of Harris’s fury. Harris fi nds 

Collins’s best-selling The Language of God 

( 3) “a genuinely astonishing book. To read it 

is to witness nothing less than an intellectual 

suicide.” He doesn’t stop there: “The fact that 

Collins, as both a scientist and an infl uen-

tial apologist for religion, repeatedly empha-

sizes the silly fi ction of Jesus’ singular self-

appraisal is one of many embarrassing signs 

that he has lived too long in the echo chamber 

of Evangelical Christianity.” Harris goes on 

to remark that “Collins’s … appointment is 

one of President Obama’s efforts to split the 

difference between real science and real eth-

ics on the one hand and religious superstition 

and taboo on the other.”

Harris thinks too many scientists have 

compromised on principles. “Many of our 

secular critics worry that if we oblige peo-

ple to choose between reason and faith, they 

will choose faith and cease to support scien-

tifi c research.” Even the jour-

nal Nature upholds the idea of 

nonoverlapping magisteria of 

Gould. Harris complains, “It 

is one thing to be told that the 

pope is a peerless champion 

of reason and that his opposi-

tion to embryonic stem-cell 

research is both morally prin-

cipled and completely uncon-

taminated by religious dogma-

tism; it is quite another to be told this by a 

Stanford physician who sits on the President’s 

Council on Bioethics.”

Although intellectually exciting, the book 

isn’t what one would call inspiring. Harris 

tries for a more uplifting fi nal chapter but 

only goes as far as saying that “Today, we 

are surely more likely to act for the benefi t of 

humanity as a whole than at any point in the 

past.” He contends that “The claim that sci-

ence could have something important to say 

about values (because values relate to facts 

about the well-being of conscious creatures) 

is an argument made on fi rst principles.” Of 

course, the book’s claim is that science has 

everything to say about human values—a far 

more controversial position.

One might conclude that although at one 

time the best way to defi ne and enforce moral 

behavior was through revealed faith, as sci-

ence and reason advance, we can chip away 

at the old edifi ce and build anew. Stories of a 

young-Earth creation now look rather unten-

able, but in the past they might have been the 

only way to instill awe and teach a new and 

meaningful moral code. Rather than nonover-

lapping magisteria, the domains of science 

and religion are intermingling all the time. The 

Moral Landscape may represent a new beach-

head in this quest. In practical terms, however, 

this is perhaps just a different version of Col-

lins’s view that a creator set in motion a set of 

scientifi c laws, including an evolutionary pro-

cess, that are still with us today.
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POLICYFORUM

   “T
he irony is, if you had asked me, I 

probably would have consented” 

( 1). So said Andrea Beleno, a 

plaintiff suing the Texas Department of State 

Health Services over its role in the use of new-

born screening blood samples in research. 

Carletta Tilousi, a plaintiff in the Havasupai 

tribe’s lawsuit against the Arizona Board of 

Regents, expressed similar sentiments: “I’m 

not against scientifi c research. I just want it 

to be done right. They used our blood for all 

these studies, people got degrees and grants, 

and they never asked our permission” ( 2).

A spate of recent events—e.g., other con-

fl icts over newborn blood samples ( 3– 5), the 

return of biospecimens to the Yanomamö 

people ( 6), and the best-selling account 

of the origins of the HeLa human cell 

line widely used in research ( 7)—has 

raised questions about trustworthiness of 

the research process at a time when new 

approaches to genomic research place a pre-

mium on study participation. Although many 

related issues deserve attention—e.g., ethi-

cal use of “leftover” clinical samples, public 

attitudes about data sharing, and appropriate 

consent for general-purpose repositories—

we focus on repurposing of existing research 

data and samples.

Harms to Dignity

Many potential harms that might arise from 

participation in genomic research and how 

likely they are to occur are not well known. 

This should not imply, however, that harms 

to dignity have not occurred. Claims of harm 

include breaches of autonomy and privacy, 

stigmatization or other negative social con-

sequences, and uninvited challenges against 

deeply held beliefs [e.g., ( 8– 11)]. Financial 

settlements, restrictions on research, and 

destruction of samples have been used to 

make amends, but they cannot undo injury 

to individuals and their communities. Such 

“solutions” may delay scientifi c advances 

that could improve human health.

These issues are especially fraught for 

genomic research, where new, high-through-

put approaches require massive data inputs. 

To achieve needed sample sizes and increase 

effi ciency, genome scientists have begun to 

pool biospecimens and data from prior stud-

ies. However, neither the Common Rule ( 12), 

a U.S. federal policy regarding human subjects 

protection, nor the U.S. Health Insurance Por-

tability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Pri-

vacy Rule ( 13), which protects the privacy of 

individually identifi able health information, 

applies to such materials. And under condi-

tions defi ned by the U.S. Offi ce for Human 

Research Protections ( 14), studies using only 

coded samples and data ( 15) are not classifi ed 

as human subjects research. Current U.S. fed-

eral policies promote “secondary use” of fed-

erally funded data, mandating sharing within 

the research community and strongly encour-

aging deposition of data in public repositories 

such as the NIH database of Genotypes and 

Phenotypes (dbGaP) ( 16,  17).

Many disease-specific and general-pur-

pose repositories have attracted large num-

bers of participants, obtaining informed 

“blanket” consent at the outset for a broad 

range of potential purposes, and some stud-

ies document participant support for reuse of 

research samples for new purposes ( 18– 21). 

For example, over 90% of respondents in a 

national U.S. survey would be willing to have 

their samples and health data placed in a bio-

bank for research. However, views on consent 

were mixed: 48% preferred one-time, “blan-

ket” consent, whereas 42% wanted the oppor-

tunity to reconsent for each use of their data 

( 22). In one study, 15% of participants did 

not understand that signing the consent form 

would allow their excess clinical samples to be 

used in research ( 18). Studies also suggest that 

individuals may be less willing to share data 

for “government-funded” or pharmaceutical 

company research ( 23,  24). Disagreement 

about optimal policy continues: Some argue 

that stronger regulatory oversight is needed 

( 25); others contend that opt-out models, in 

which consent is presumed unless explicitly 

denied, in conjunction with robust de-identifi -

cation, provide suffi cient protection ( 26).

Participants Value Being Asked

Recent studies at Group Health, a nonprofi t 

health-care system based in Seattle, provide 

new data about participant views. As one 

of fi ve sites participating in the electronic 

Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) 

Network, Group Health planned to use data 

from an existing cohort, the Adult Changes 

in Thought (ACT) Study ( 27), to investigate 

the accuracy of phenotypes derived from 

electronic medical records. ACT partici-

pants—unlike those enrolled in general-pur-

pose biobanks established at other eMERGE 

sites—had volunteered for a particular study. 

Although the original ACT consent covered 

data sharing among colleagues of the study 

investigators, it did not address wider sharing. 

For this reason, and because dbGaP was new 

and its possible risks largely undefi ned, the 

institutional review board (IRB) determined 

that reconsent was needed for Group Health 

to use ACT data for the eMERGE project.

In parallel with the reconsent effort, focus 

groups about large-scale genomic research 

engaged ACT participants and other Group 

Health patients ( 24). ACT participants 

expressed trust in Group Health and the ACT 

investigators; described altruistic motiva-

tions; and voiced few concerns about privacy, 

confi dentiality, or discrimination. It is thus 

unsurprising that the vast majority (86%) of 

ACT participants agreed to have their study 

data deposited in dbGaP.

However, willingness to reconsent did not 

equate to a lack of interest in how, or by whom, 

participants’ information may be used ( 28). 

Focus group participants expected research-

ers to act as responsible stewards of volun-

teers’ contributions and wanted researchers 

to be forthright about study procedures and 

any potential risks ( 24). In a survey of 365 

ACT participant reconsenters, 90% reported 

that it was important that Group Health asked 
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their permission for data sharing. Opt-out 

consent would have been unacceptable to 

40% of respondents, and 67% said that noti-

fi cation of dbGaP submission after the fact 

would have been unacceptable. Seventy per-

cent said it would have been unacceptable if 

their data were shared with neither notifi ca-

tion nor permission.

Investing in Trust Relationships

For ACT participants, the reconsent pro-

cess documented researchers’ respect. Being 

given a choice about uses of their data that 

were not contemplated at the time of origi-

nal consent was important, not because they 

found particular kinds of studies objection-

able, but because the request represented a 

tangible demonstration of the researchers’ 

trustworthiness and regard. It should be noted 

that, demographically, ACT participants rep-

resent the type of people most willing to take 

part in research: older, mostly white, and rel-

atively well educated. If the majority of this 

population favors reconsent for wide data 

sharing, others may be more likely to want an 

opportunity to weigh in.

A broad consent form (e.g., for samples 

to be used in “future studies of diseases 

associated with aging”) may provide legal 

cover to the researcher who wishes to par-

lay single-study collections into a future bio-

bank; but such protections may not promote 

trust between researchers and participants. 

Researchers and IRBs should consider how 

the consent process could foster respectful 

engagement, rather than merely mitigate risk.

For studies in which reconsent is feasi-

ble—e.g., when participant contact is ongo-

ing or fairly recent, and most participants 

are still living—efforts to reengage can be a 

worthwhile investment. Yet careful thought 

must be given to when reconsent is merited 

and how to avoid inadvertently harassing par-

ticipants. Considerations include the prac-

ticability of the reconsent process and the 

degree to which new uses of data represent a 

substantive departure from the original study 

in terms of both scope and risk.

Recommendations

Current practices presuming that study par-

ticipants do not wish to hear from research-

ers, or that participants fi nd general, one-time 

consent acceptable, may be contrary to par-

ticipant preferences. Establishment of reposi-

tories using de-identifi ed, clinically collected 

samples—often authorized through a generic 

statement in the consent-to-treat form—

may threaten trust in the research enterprise, 

potentially derailing research efforts if they 

receive public attention.

We propose a shift from paternalistic 

protections to respectful engagement with 

individuals and groups whose conceptions 

of risk, benefi t, and harm deserve consider-

ation. Such an approach would treat partic-

ipants as true stakeholders in research, who 

willingly take on risk because they see poten-

tial benefi ts to society as outweighing poten-

tial harms. Researchers and IRBs need to 

invite perspectives of participants and com-

munities, and funders need to make resources 

available to establish and maintain relation-

ships and stewardship-based governance 

approaches ( 29,  30).

Researchers, IRBs, and funders must 

reconsider approaches to consent and noti-

fication for data-sharing resources. Chief 

among needed innovations are (i) methods to 

ensure that participants are informed about 

the use of their data in research, including 

potential inclusion in data repositories, and 

to grant the opportunity to decline partici-

pation in wide sharing; (ii) mechanisms to 

provide access to current information about 

how samples are being used, on either an indi-

vidual or study-wide basis; (iii) transparent, 

accountable oversight processes that include 

community representation; and (iv) opportu-

nities for participants to provide input con-

cerning stewardship of their data, e.g., dia-

logue between researchers and participants 

( 31), ongoing community consultation ( 32), 

or deliberative processes ( 33).

In some cases (e.g., if the majority of 

participants have died, or the original study 

was many years ago and participants cannot 

be located) such measures may prove infea-

sible, and a different obligation arises. At a 

minimum, researchers should provide clear 

descriptions and justifi cations of research pro-

cedures, in public venues readily available to 

individuals who may have been study partici-

pants or their families (e.g., in health system 

newsletters and local media). Public comment 

should be invited. To the extent that research-

ers, funders, and IRBs can engage the pub-

lic in discussions about responsible, realistic 

study procedures, they create the opportunity 

for shared understanding and mutual support. 

They should seek new methods to foster pub-

lic education and encourage dialogue about 

the value of data-sharing and options available 

to stay informed about research.

As one commentator recently wrote, 

“[w]e are only one scandal away from legis-

lation that will regulate or even prohibit the 

use of de-identified data for research pur-

poses.” ( 34) The positive message is that 

many participants view themselves as having 

an ongoing stake in research to which they 

have donated samples and data. They want 

to be asked (or at least kept informed) about 

changes in research. Reframing research 

practice to align with this interest is an impor-

tant step toward ensuring long-term success 

of genomic investigation.
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The Gut’s Clostridium Cocktail

IMMUNOLOGY

Michael J. Barnes and Fiona Powrie  

Certain indigenous bacteria drive the 

expansion of regulatory T cells in the 

mammalian gastrointestinal tract that 

control infl ammation and disease.

   S
pecific components of the microbi-

ota—the microorganisms that nor-

mally colonize the body—can affect 

disease progression in mouse models of 

arthritis, central nervous system infl amma-

tion, diabetes, intestinal infl ammation, and 

obesity ( 1). On page 337 of this issue, Ata-

rashi et al. ( 2) demonstrate that indigenous 

species of Clostridium bacteria, a large com-

ponent of the mammalian microbiota, pro-

mote anti-infl ammatory immune responses 

by expanding and activating regulatory T 

(T
reg

) cells. The fi nding has important impli-

cations for understanding how gut-resident 

bacteria affect both intestinal and systemic 

immune responses.

The mammalian microbiota includes bac-

teria (an astounding 1014 bacteria reside in the 

large intestine alone) ( 3), as well as viruses, 

fungi, protozoa, and parasites, which can 

affect chronic disease progression. For exam-

ple, population-level differences in the micro-

biota could underlie the reduced occurrence 

of allergic diseases in parts of the developing 

world ( 4). Many of the benefi cial and patho-

logical effects of the microbiota are thought 

to be mediated by microbial 

interactions with epithelial and 

immune cells in the intestine. In 

healthy mice, the T helper cell 17 

(T
H
17) subset of T cells (CD4+) 

that produce the cytokines inter-

leukin-17 (IL-17) and IL-22 

is enriched in the intestine ( 5). 

These cells provide important 

antimicrobial defense but when 

chronically activated also induce 

immune pathology. Proinflam-

matory T cells in the intestine 

are checked by the actions of two 

CD4+ T cell subsets that secrete 

IL-10: T
reg

 cells that express the 

transcriptional regulator Foxp3 

and Tr1-like cells that lack Foxp3 

expression ( 6,  7).

Germ-free mice, reared in 

sterile chambers and fed a diet 

that is free of live microbes, are 

a valuable tool for understanding 

the effect of specifi c components 

of the microbiota on the immune system ( 8). 

Because they lack a microbiota, they have 

immature lymphoid follicles, reduced pro-

duction of mucosal immunoglobulin A, and 

an enlarged cecum (due to the absence of bac-

teria that break down dietary components). 

The roles of specific bacterial species can 

be investigated by colonization of such mice 

with a single or a limited number of species.

Two studies that used germ-free mice 

linked segmented f ilamentous bacteria 

(SFB)—Clostridium-related, Gram-positive 

bacteria that adhere to intestinal epithelial 

cells—to the generation of  T
H
17 cells ( 9,  10). 

SFB triggered T cell–driven intestinal infl am-

mation ( 11) and arthritis ( 12) in mouse mod-

els. Thus, whereas colonization of healthy 

mice with SFB caused no observable immu-

nopathology, the presence of SFB promoted 

disease in conditions that favor chronic 

infl ammation. The mechanism by which SFB 

promote the differentiation of T
H
17 cells is 

unknown, but might include stimulating the 

production of serum amyloid A by intestinal 

cells and altering intestinal metabolic path-

ways (see the fi gure) ( 10).

Intestinal bacteria can promote the activ-

ity of T
reg

 cells by inducing the production of 

IL-10 by gut-resident cells. IL-10 expression 

is markedly reduced in germ-free mice com-

pared to mice with a conventional microbiota 

( 2,  9,  13). Colonization of mice with Bacte-

roides fragilis or Faecalibacterium prausnit-

zii, bacteria that normally reside in the human 

gut, caused CD4+ T cells to secrete IL-10 

through the action of bacterial polysaccha-

ride A on Toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2) (it is not 

yet known what cell types express this recep-

tor and transmit this signal) or in response to 

an unidentifi ed soluble factor, respectively 

( 13,  14). SFB can also induce IL-10 produc-

tion ( 9), although this has not been uniformly 

observed ( 2,  10). The discrepancy could 

refl ect differences in the strains of SFB used.

Atarashi et al. demonstrate that coloniza-

tion of germ-free mice with a cocktail of 46 

related Clostridium species from the coccoi-

des and leptum groups promotes intestinal T
reg

 

cell activity. Compared to mice with a normal 

microbiota, T
reg

 cells in the colon of germ-

free mice were less abundant and expressed 

Helios, a transcription factor that is a marker 

of T
reg

 cells that differentiate 

in the thymus ( 15). Coloni-

zation of germ-free mice 

with either bulk intestinal 

bacteria or the Clostridium 

cocktail caused equivalent 

accumulation of T
reg

 cells in 

the colon, including a large 

subset that produced IL-10 

but lacked Helios. It is pos-

sible that these T
reg

 cells are 

derived from CD4+ T cells 

that express Foxp3 in the 

gut after receiving T cell 

receptor stimulation from 

bacteria-derived antigens. 

Alternatively, loss of Helios 

expression could represent 

a further activation or dif-

ferentiation state of thymus-

derived T
reg

 cells, and more 

detailed studies, including 

T cell receptor analysis, are 

needed to fully characterize 

the developmental origins 

of Helios-negative T
reg

 cells 

in the colon. Notably, colo-

nization of germ-free mice 
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with B. fragilis, Lactobacillus, or SFB did not 

affect colonic T
reg

 cells, and a cocktail of 16 

Bacteroides species only marginally increased 

the number and frequency of colonic T
reg

 cells. 

Thus, Clostridium species appear to be spe-

cialized in their ability to promote T
reg

 cell 

accumulation and activity in the colon.

Unlike SFB that tightly adhere to the 

intestinal epithelium, Atarashi et al. observed 

that the Clostridium cocktail formed a non-

adherent layer in the cecum and colon. Still, 

the Clostridium species promoted the release 

of transforming growth factor–β (TGF-β), a 

molecule that promotes T
reg

 cell differentia-

tion and survival, by intestinal epithelial cells. 

Furthermore, colonic T
reg

 cell accumulation 

occurred normally in mice that lack intestinal 

lymphoid follicles and Peyer’s patches, sug-

gesting that T
reg

 cells accumulated as a result 

of a Clostridium-specifi c signal, rather than 

as a secondary consequence of the formation 

of lymphoid tissues in Clostridium-colonized 

mice. These signals could be transmitted to 

CD4+ T cells independently of each of the 

three major innate immune microbial-sens-

ing pathways, suggesting either redundancy 

among sensors or an unknown mechanism. 

Additionally, T
reg

 and Tr1-like cells in the 

small intestine still produced IL-10 in germ-

free mice. Because human inflammatory 

bowel diseases often affect the small intestine 

( 4), understanding whether dietary or other 

factors activate T
reg

 cells in this site is particu-

larly important.

Atarashi et al. found that increasing the 

frequency and abundance of the cocktail of 

Clostridium species in mice with an other-

wise normal immune system and microbiota 

also enhanced colonic T
reg

 cell accumulation. 

Such mice were more resistant to experimen-

tal models of allergy or intestinal infl amma-

tion. These fi ndings suggest that either pro-

biotic administration of human gut-resident 

Clostridium species or boosting the relative 

frequency of Clostridium species in the gut 

microbial ecosystem with antibiotics could 

reduce susceptibility to chronic disease. How-

ever, targeting defi ned Clostridium species 

that enhance T
reg

 cell activity should be done 

cautiously, because the closely related bacte-

rial species SFB and Clostridium diffi cile can 

instead trigger or exacerbate infl ammatory 

disease. Also, an individual with an altered 

microbiota containing an abundance of intes-

tinal Clostridium species might become 

more susceptible to enteric infections ( 16). It 

may be that Clostridium and related Gram-

positive gut-resident bacteria are among the 

most potent modulators of T cell immunity 

in the normal microbiota. Understanding the 

molecular properties that make these bac-

teria immunostimulatory and either pro- or 

anti-infl ammatory will be an important step 

toward manipulating the microbiota for ther-

apeutic purposes. 
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Low-Loss Plasmonic Metamaterials

MATERIALS SCIENCE

Alexandra Boltasseva 1 and Harry A. Atwater 2  

New materials are being developed that meet 

the requirements for nanoscale photonics.

   M
etamaterials (MMs) are artif i-

cial, engineered materials with 

rationally designed compositions 

and arrangements of nanostructured build-

ing blocks. These materials can be tailored 

for almost any application because of their 

extraordinary response to electromagnetic, 

acoustic, and thermal waves that transcends 

the properties of natural materials ( 1– 3). The 

astonishing MM-based designs and dem-

onstrations range from a negative index of 

refraction, focusing and imaging with sub-

wavelength resolution, invisibility cloaks, 

and optical black holes to nanoscale optics, 

data processing, and quantum information 

applications ( 3). Metals have traditionally 

been the material of choice for the building 

blocks, but they suffer from high resistive 

losses—even metals with the highest con-

ductivities, silver and gold, exhibit exces-

sive losses at optical frequencies that restrict 

the development of devices in this frequency 

range. The development of new materials for 

low-loss MM components and telecommuni-

cation devices is therefore required.

Metamaterials and plasmonics exploit 

another revolutionary field in photonics, 

whereby the features of photonics and elec-

tronics are combined by coupling the energy 

and momentum of a photon to a free electron 

gas in the form of surface plasmons. Surface 

plasmons propagate on the surface of the 

metal, and enable the routing and manipula-

tion of light at the nanoscale ( 4). Plasmonic 

MMs face the challenge associated with over-

coming the losses that dampen these sub-

wavelength coupled excitations.

One solution would be to combine MMs 

with a gain medium to offset the metallic 

losses ( 5). However, even the highest gain 

provided by existing active materials is not 

enough to compensate the large losses. A dif-

ferent approach would be the discovery of 

better plasmonic materials that have a nega-

tive real part of dielectric permittivity. This 

search requires an investigation of previously 

overlooked elements, improving the optical 

properties of the existing metallic materi-

als via doping, or alloying and careful band 

structure engineering ( 6– 8).

The material losses are not the only con-

sideration—the real part of the dielectric per-

mittivity is critical because it determines the 

optical performance of the system ( 6). For 

example, although negative real permittiv-

ity is required for any plasmonic structure, 

an extremely negative value is not desirable 

for MM devices like hyperlenses or transfor-

mation optics ( 9,  10). Both the loss issue and 

the ability to tune the real part of the dielec-

tric permittivity are factors to consider when 

searching for alternative plasmonic materials.

Materials can be classifi ed on the basis of 

two important parameters that determine the 
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optical properties of conducting 

materials: the carrier concentra-

tion and carrier mobility (see the 

fi gure). The carrier concentration 

has to be high enough to provide 

a negative real permittivity, but it 

also must be tunable so that larger 

negative values would be accessi-

ble with further increases in car-

rier concentration. Lower car-

rier mobilities translate to higher 

material losses. Additional losses 

due to interband transitions are 

highly undesirable and severely 

limit potential applications. The 

ideal material for plasmonics would lie at the 

left end of the plot on the horizontal plane 

where interband losses are zero. Such a loss-

less metal remains elusive ( 11).

The potential candidates to replace silver 

and gold in plasmonic applications include 

alkali metals, intermetallics ( 7), various 

alloys ( 8), transparent conducting oxides 

(TCOs) ( 6), and graphene ( 12). In the visible-

wavelength range, silver and gold and their 

alloys with slightly improved properties ( 8) 

are the best materials ( 6). Many other metals 

exhibit higher losses, whereas alkali metals 

have attractive properties but are ruled out by 

their extreme chemical reactivity.

The plasmonic properties of semicon-

ductors are suitable for MM applications at 

near-infrared (NIR) and mid-infrared (MIR) 

wavelengths. Operation in the NIR requires 

heavy doping (1021 carriers cm–3) that can be 

achieved in TCOs such as indium tin oxide, 

or zinc oxide doped with aluminum or gal-

lium ( 6). In the MIR, silicon carbide, gallium 

arsenide, and other semiconductors have 

already been shown to be suitable for some 

MM applications ( 13,  14).

Because the losses associated with metals 

partly arise from free electron densities that 

are too large, an overall approach would be 

either to reduce the electron density in metals 

or increase it in semiconductors. Free elec-

tron gases at intermediate carrier concentra-

tions in TCOs have enabled plasmonics in the 

NIR range. Plasmonics in the visible range 

with TCOs would require still higher doping 

concentrations, which becomes increasingly 

diffi cult. Instead, we could reduce the car-

rier concentration in metals by mixing them 

with nonmetals and giving rise to intermetal-

lics (silicides, germanides, borides, nitrides, 

oxides, and metallic alloys). For example, 

the optical properties of titanium nitride 

approach those of gold for plasmonic appli-

cations above 550 nm (15). In this way, the 

optical properties of silicides and germanides 

of tungsten and tantalum could be optimized 

to produce low-loss plasmonic materials in 

the NIR. Nonstoichiometric oxides such as 

vanadium, titanium, and aluminum oxides 

are good candidates in the NIR and visible 

ranges, as plasmonic materials and also as 

switchable optical materials.

These new intermediate carrier density 

materials offer the prospect of other exotic 

properties beyond lower losses. For example, 

heavily doped semiconductors and TCOs can 

provide extraordinary tuning and modulation 

of their complex refractive indices because 

their carrier concentrations can be changed 

by orders of magnitude by applying an elec-

tric fi eld. Such materials can go from being 

metallic to dielectric, opening up exciting 

possibilities for novel device concepts ( 16). 

Along with “phase change” materials like 

chalcogenide glasses and transition metal 

oxides that are prime agents for switching and 

memory storage applications, TCOs and gra-

phene ( 17) are promising candidates for add-

ing electro optical capabilities to plasmonic 

and MM devices.

With their high dielectric constants, plas-

monic semiconductors might also contribute 

to the further development and improvement 

of solar cells and light-harvesting devices 

( 18). The development of new plasmonic 

materials should lead to tremendous progress 

in the technology of MMs, providing low-

loss and tunable materials suitable for use in 

the electronics industry. 
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Metamaterials map. The important 
material parameters such as carrier 
concentration (maximum doping con-
centration for semiconductors), car-
rier mobility, and interband losses can 
be optimized for various applications. 
Spherical bubbles represent materials 
with low interband losses, and ellipti-
cal bubbles represent those with larger 
interband losses in the corresponding 
part of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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   A
n organism’s proper develop-

ment depends on mechanisms that 

instruct cells to develop into the 

myriad of different cell and tissue types that 

make up the body. Perhaps the most funda-

mental cell fate difference is between germ 

cells and somatic cells. Germ cells, such as 

egg and sperm cells, maintain the reproduc-

tive capacity of an organism. Somatic cells, 

such as nerve, muscle, and skin cells, allow 

an organism to feed, feel, move, and think. 

On page 304 of this issue, Tursun et al. ( 1) 

report on a simple recipe for transforming 

germ cells into somatic cells in the nema-

tode Caenorhabditis elegans. Their recipe 

requires only two ingredients: expression 

of a transcription factor called CHE-1 that 

specifi es the fate of somatic cells, and loss 

of a chromatin regulatory factor called LIN-

53 (see the fi gure). This two-factor approach 

to transforming cell fates has far-reaching 

implications for developmental biology and 

regenerative medicine.

The CHE-1 transcription factor is nor-

mally expressed in just two somatic cells, 

known as the ASE chemosensory neu-

rons, in the head of worms ( 2, 3). CHE-1 

directs expression of a suite of ASE-specifi c 

genes and specifi es the ASE developmen-

tal pathway ( 2). Tursun et al. initially asked 

whether expression of CHE-1 throughout 

the body of worms, driven by a heat shock 

promoter (which promotes gene expres-

sion in response to temporary heat), could 

direct non-neuronal cells toward a neuronal 

fate. It could not. Reasoning that the barrier 

might be a factor involved in the organiza-

tion of chromatin in the cell nucleus and an 

inability of CHE-1 to gain access to its target 

genes, Tursun et al. used RNA interference 

(RNAi) to reduce the level of each of several 

hundred chromatin regulatory factors. Loss 

of one of these factors, LIN-53—the worm 

homolog of a human retinoblastoma-bind-

ing protein that is shared by several chro-

matin regulatory complexes ( 4)—enabled 

ectopic expression of CHE-1 throughout 

the body to drive some non-neuronal cells 

toward neuronal fates. Those transformed 

cells turned out to be germ cells. Hence, 

loss of LIN-53 plus expression of CHE-1 

can transform germ cells into ASE neurons 

that express ASE markers and grow cellular 

extensions typical of neurons.

There are many fascinating and infor-

mative facets to this story. First, the authors 

demonstrated that germ cells are competent, 

or able, to respond to “master regulators” of 

other neuronal cell types in the same way that 

they respond to CHE-1. Ectopic expression 

of the master transcription factors for two 

other kinds of neurons—GABAergic and 

cholinergic motor neurons—could direct 

germ cells to express motor neuron–specifi c 

markers, but only when LIN-53 function was 

lost. In contrast, ectopic expression of a mas-

ter transcription factor for muscle—the worm 

homolog of the human muscle-building pro-

tein MyoD—did not transform germ cells 

into muscle, even after LIN-53 loss. Second, 

they showed that germ cells are uniquely sen-

sitive to CHE-1–driven transformation. Mus-

cle, skin, and intestinal cells were not trans-

formed into neurons. These fi ndings suggest 

that there is specifi city in the chromatin-level 

regulation that restricts cell competence and 

developmental potential. Could the loss of a 

different chromatin regulatory factor (or fac-

tors) allow ectopic MyoD to convert germ 

cells into muscle? Because the loss of any 

one of the chromatin factors tested apparently 

did not allow CHE-1 to convert non-neuro-

nal somatic cells into neurons, might loss 

of a combination of these regulatory factors 

enable conversion? Future tests may answer 

these questions.

What features underlie the transform-

ability of germ cells to neurons? Germ cells 

are unique in being “totipotent”; germ cells 

united at fertilization ultimately generate all 

of the cell types in the animal, including neu-

rons. In the experiments of Tursun et al., the 

germ cells transformed by CHE-1 reside in 

the mitotic stem cell population of the gonad. 

This population is special in two ways: It con-

tains the only stem cells in the worm body, and 

the cells are mitotically active and continue 

to divide throughout larval development and 

adulthood. In contrast, most somatic cells in 

larvae, and all of them in adults, are postmi-

totic. Thus, the key to the transformability of 

germ cells by CHE-1 may be their natural toti-

potency, their ability to execute stem cell divi-

sions, and/or their ability to undergo rounds 

of DNA synthesis and mitosis that facilitate 

altering chromatin states.

Other factors that influence whether a 

cell develops as a germ cell or a somatic cell 

include factors affecting translation, as well 

as transcription and chromatin ( 5). Previous 

experiments have shown that loss of the key 

germline translation regulators GLD-1 and 

MEX-3 results in germ-to-soma transforma-

tions in C. elegans ( 6). The susceptible germ 

cells are those that have just entered meiosis, 

and transformation is to a mixture of somatic 

cell types resembling mammalian terato-

mas (germ cell tumors that contain diverse 

somatic cell types). Partial transformations 

in the opposite direction, from soma to germ, 

Toward Reprogramming 
Gonads to Brains

NEUROSCIENCE

Susan Strome

Expressing a transcription factor and blocking 

a chromatin-regulating factor can transform 

worm germ cells into neurons.

In germ cells:

Wild type

Ectopic CHE-1

Ectopic CHE-1 + loss of LIN-53

ASE neurons
Ectopic CHE-1

LIN-53

In somatic cells: ASE neurons
Ectopic CHE-1

???

From germ cell to neuron. Wild-type C. elegans 
worms contain two chemosensory ASE neurons 
(green), whose differentiation is directed by the 
CHE-1 transcription factor. Ectopic expression of 
CHE-1 throughout the body, driven by a heat shock 
promoter, did not convert non-neuronal cells into 
neurons. Reducing the level of LIN-53 by RNAi 
enabled ectopic CHE-1 to convert germ cells into 
differentiated ASE neurons (green). In germ cells, 
LIN-53 appears to act as a “brake” to CHE-1–driven 
neurogenesis. In somatic cells, a different brake lim-
its CHE-1 activity.
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are caused by loss of some of the synMuv 
B chromatin regulators ( 5,  7,  8). Notably, 
although LIN-53 is a member of the synMuv 
B group, some experiments ( 8) suggest that it 
is not among the synMuv B proteins whose 
loss causes a strong soma-to-germ transfor-
mation. Figuring out which chromatin regu-
lators limit competence to respond to lineage-
regulating factors, and in which cell types 
(see the fi gure), is an important future direc-
tion for research.

Tursun et al. give a big boost to cellular 
reprogramming efforts. Each cell type of 
the body might be governed by a unique set 

of transcription and chromatin-regulating 
factors. A detailed understanding of these 
would allow for precise and directed manip-
ulation, potentially enabling the creation of 
any cell type from any other. Although there 
are some examples of reprogramming cul-
tured mammalian cells from one cell type 
to another, investigators are far from having 
complete control over the process ( 9– 12). 
Studies such as this can reveal fundamental 
aspects of the processes that keep cell types 
distinct, and reveal important targets for 
regenerative medicine approaches that seek 
to step over barriers between cell types.
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   Just as detectives use fi ngerprints to pin 
down criminals, astronomers use spec-
tra to identify molecules in interstellar 

space. Astronomical spectroscopy, especially 
spectroscopy of molecular ions, is develop-
ing rapidly. Numerous interstellar negative 
ions, the very high abundance of H

3
+ in the 

Galactic center, and the extremely strong 
far-infrared absorptions of OH+, 
H

2
O+, H

2
Cl+, and CH+ have all 

been discovered during the last 
few years ( 1). In contrast to these 
rapid developments in the dis-
covery of new molecular spec-
tra, whose sharp features can be 
thought of as clean fi ngerprints, 
there exists a group of several 
hundred intriguing broad opti-
cal spectra (see the fi gure, panel 
A) called the diffuse interstellar 
bands (DIBs). These blurry fi n-
gerprints have defied attempts 
by many astronomers, physi-
cists, and chemists to understand 
them for many decades. Maier et 

al. ( 2) now have a suspect in cus-
tody as the molecule responsible 
for DIBs—the linear carbene 
molecule, l-C

3
H

2
—but more 

evidence will be needed to get a 
conviction.

The strongest DIB, at the wavelength 
of 4430 Å, was initially observed by Annie 
Jump Cannon, the fi rst astronomer to clas-
sify stars systematically by spectroscopy, 
sometime between 1911 and 1919 ( 3– 5). 
The carriers of DIBs are molecules, not 
atoms or solid grains, and they are not in the 
stars but are in huge diffuse clouds between 

the stars and us. More than that is not known 
with certainty. It is diffi cult to hunt criminals 
by using blurry fi ngerprints. In comparison, 
radio detections of molecules are clear-cut 
because their fi ngerprints (rotational spectra) 
are extremely sharp. Milestone discoveries 
of molecules, like H

2
O, H

2
CO, CO, HCO+, 

and HC
5
N, were initially claimed by detect-

ing one spectral line, and there 
have not been any mistakes.

Numerous hypotheses, many 
from eminent spectroscopists and 
astronomers, have been proposed 
to explain DIBs, and most of 
these hypotheses look far-fetched 
in hindsight. The chemist Bill 
Klemperer once said that “there 
is no better way to lose a scientifi c 
reputation than to speculate on 
the carrier for the diffuse bands” 
( 6). During the past 10 years, can-
didates have included C

7
−, C

3
H

2
−, 

C
10

H
8

+, and HC
4
H+, proposed 

on the bases of their laboratory 
spectra. However, they have not 
been accepted because their fi n-
gerprints were not a good enough 
match to DIBs. There have been 
many more proposals not based 
on laboratory spectra, but these 
are more speculative, and akin 
to naming a suspect based on cir-
cumstantial evidence.

Maier et al.’s proposal that 
two DIBs at 4881 Å and 5450 Å 
are caused by l-C

3
H

2
 has stirred 

Disclosing Identities in Diffuse 
Interstellar Bands
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The linear isomer of C
3
H

2
 has been proposed 

as the source of broad absorption bands 

in diffuse interstellar clouds, but it is still 

being debated.
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The basis of blurry fi ngerprints. (A) Diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs) are broad 
visible spectral features caused by molecules in interstellar matter absorbing star-
light. (B) The star HD 183143 at the center of this starfi eld in the constellation 
Sagitta is used to measure DIBs. The solid curves show DIBs for the wavelength 
ranges from 4812 to 4956 Å, 5431 to 5472 Å, and 6144 to 6176 Å. The simulations 
of Maier et al. based on their laboratory data for l-C

3
H

2
 are shown as dashed lines.
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Another Microbial Pathway for 
Acetate Assimilation

MICROBIOLOGY

Scott A. Ensign

In a salt-loving Archaeon, a patchwork of enzymes creates a variation of the glyoxylate cycle.

   Countless students in introductory 
biochemistry classes have heard 
the adage “fats burn in the fl ame of 

carbohydrates.” It refers to the inability of 
vertebrates to convert acetyl coenzyme A 
(acetyl-CoA), an important metabolic mol-
ecule, into intermediate compounds that 
replenish carbon in the citric acid cycle and 
enable the synthesis of glucose. In contrast, 
plants and certain bacteria, fungi, and inver-
tebrates have solved this barrier to “anabo-
lism from acetate” by using a variation of 
the citric acid cycle. This variation is called 

the glyoxylate cycle, and it allows acetyl-
CoA to be used as a replenishing source for 
carbon in the synthesis of glucose and other 
important reactions ( 1). However, a num-
ber of acetate-using microorganisms lack 
one of the signature enzymes involved in 
the glyoxylate cycle, isocitrate lyase, dem-
onstrating that other pathway(s) for acetate 
assimilation must exist ( 2– 4). In 2007, fully 
50 years after the discovery of the glyox-
ylate cycle, investigators revealed the fi rst 
complete details of one of these alternate 
pathways ( 5). Now, on page 334 of this 
issue, Khomyakova et al. ( 6) describe yet 
another acetate-assimilation pathway. It is 
in a salt-loving (halophilic) microorganism 
belonging to the Archaea, and incorporates 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Utah State Uni-
versity, Logan, UT 84322–0300, USA. E-mail: ensigns@
cc.usu.edu

great interest within the astronomy commu-
nity. Maier is a leader in the fi eld of laboratory 
spectroscopic astrophysics and, using a vari-
ety of newly developed techniques, has been 
amazingly productive in discovering new vis-
ible and ultraviolet spectra of carbon-contain-
ing unstable molecules, which are likely car-
riers of DIBs (only the almost collision-free 
environment of interstellar space allows such 
molecules to exist in abundance there; in the 
lab, they are diffi cult to prepare). This par-
ticular candidate molecule had already been 
observed by radio emission in dense inter-
stellar clouds (~100 times denser than diffuse 
clouds where DIBs are observed) nearly 20 
years ago ( 7). Cyclic C

3
H

2
 has been observed 

in diffuse clouds ( 8), so the presence of l-C
3
H

2
 

may not be surprising. Related molecules 
such as C

2
, C

2
H, and C

3
 have also been seen 

in diffuse clouds, and such a simple molecule 
is more appealing than very complicated mol-
ecules whose spectra are diffi cult to obtain in 
the laboratory.

Maier’s group had previously recorded 
sharp fi ngerprints of l-C

3
H

2
 in the laboratory 

in the 6150 to 6330 Å region, which corre-
spond to this molecule’s lowest-energy elec-
tronic transition ( 9,  10). The major break-
through in the present work was the proof that 
two much broader bands at 4881 and 5450 Å 
are also caused by a higher electronic transi-
tion of l-C

3
H

2
. The broad spectral lines of a 

simple molecule like l-C
3
H

2
 appear to be the 

result of the extremely short lifetime (~3 × 
10−13 s) of the second electronic excited state. 
This interpretation follows from the uncer-
tainty principle—a shorter transition time 
corresponds to higher uncertainty in energy 
and hence a broader spectral line.

The match of the two broad bands to DIBs 
seems reasonable, but with such “blurry fi n-
gerprints,” it does not constitute proof beyond 
a reasonable doubt. In panel B of the fi gure, 
the interstellar spectra (solid curves) and sim-
ulations from laboratory data (dashed curves) 
are shown, with the 4881 Å DIB at left, and 
the 5450 Å DIB at center. Maier et al. also 
searched for the sharp transitions of l-C

3
H

2
 

in the 6150 to 6330 Å region; the match with 
their spectra of interstellar clouds is promis-
ing, but not entirely convincing (panel B of the 
fi gure, lower right). Unfortunately, different 
stars were used in the searches for the broad 
and sharp bands, so it remains to be seen 
whether all of the supposed l-C

3
H

2
 transitions 

appear in a single diffuse cloud, and whether 
the intensities of all these transitions have a 
constant ratio in all clouds (as they should if 
they are caused by the same molecule).

Another aspect of the work by Maier et 

al. that is diffi cult to accept is the apparently 

high abundance of l-C
3
H

2
 toward the star 

HD 183143 (center of panel B of the fi gure). 
This line of sight, which has been famous 
in the DIB community since the pioneering 
work of Herbig ( 11), is remarkable in that it 
contains very few carbon-chain molecules, 
such as C

2
 ( 12) or C

3
 ( 13). In this respect, 

HD 183143 is an extreme case; its polar 
opposite is the star HD 204827, which has 
by far the highest C

3
 and C

2
 column densities 

of all sightlines so far studied and led to the 
discovery by our co-workers and ourselves 
of a group of DIBs called “C

2
 DIBs” whose 

intensities correlate well with the C
2
 column 

densities ( 12). These two sightlines have 
also served as contrasting prototypes for 
detailed compilations of the DIBs ( 14,  15). 
If Maier’s claim about l-C

3
H

2
 is correct, this 

molecule must be more than two orders of 
magnitude more abundant than C

2
 and C

3
 in 

HD 183143. Although the chemical mecha-
nism for producing hydrocarbon molecules 
in diffuse clouds is not well understood, it is 
hard to imagine such a tremendous discrep-
ancy in the abundance of C

3
 and l-C

3
H

2
.

At present, we conclude that there is 
insuffi cient evidence to “convict” l-C

3
H

2
 as 

a carrier of the DIBs. Searches for both the 
sharp and broad l-C

3
H

2
 bands in a number 

of diffuse clouds could establish whether the 
sharp bands are a perfect match, and whether 

the broad bands have a constant intensity 
ratio in different clouds. It may also be pos-
sible to search for l-C

3
H

2
 in diffuse clouds 

through its pure-rotational transitions ( 16); 
however, a direct comparison of absorption 
in the optical and the radio spectrum would 
require a background source that is bright at 
both wavelengths. 
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features not seen in previously described 

pathways.

This new pathway, the methylaspartate 

cycle, results in the net synthesis of succi-

nate, the same four-carbon (C4) compound 

formed by the glyoxylate cycle, but by a 

sequence of reactions requiring three times 

as many steps to regenerate the oxaloacetate 

that condenses with acetyl-CoA in the fi rst 

step of each cycle (see the fi gure). One of the 

novel features of this pathway is that nitrogen 

metabolism is linked to acetate assimilation. 

In the glyoxylate cycle, isocitrate is cleaved 

by a lyase to form glyoxylate and succinate, 

with glyoxylate then condensing with ace-

tyl-CoA to form malate. In the methylaspar-

tate cycle, isocitrate is fi rst decarboxylated to 

form α-ketoglutarate, which then incorpo-

rates ammonia to form glutamate. Glutamate 

is then rearranged to the nonstandard amino 

acid methylaspartate, from which ammonia is 

then removed. Several additional steps form a 

C5 compound which is cleaved to propionyl-

CoA (C3) and glyoxylate (C2), which then 

condenses with acetyl-CoA to form malate 

(C4). To complete the reactions, propionyl-

CoA is carboxylated and converted to succi-

nate, the same C4 product that exits the glyox-

ylate cycle. A comparison of these two cycles 

reveals that nine catalytic steps are required 

for formation of succinate from isocitrate in 

the methylaspartate cycle, whereas only one 

step, catalyzed by isocitrate lyase, is required 

in the glyoxylate cycle (see the fi gure).

A number of salt-loving microbes in the 

haloarchaea family use the glyoxylate cycle, 

raising the question of why the organism 

in which this new pathway was discovered 

(Haloarcula marismortui) uses a much more 

complex pathway. Part of the answer probably 

lies in the unique physiology of this microbe, 

which has adapted to live in high-salt envi-

ronments. The amino acid glutamate, the fi rst 

nitrogenous compound formed in the meth-

ylaspartate cycle, helps halophiles to live in 

harsh environments by serving as an osmo-

lyte, or osmosis regulator, to maintain proper 

cellular fl uid balance, and is also a component 

of a compound that protects cells from oxida-

tive damage ( 7). In addition, polymers of glu-

tamate are important in protecting microbes 

in harsh environments and could also be used 

as a carbon and energy storage 

compound ( 8). Thus, high intra-

cellular levels of glutamate could 

be used as a signal to activate the 

methylasparate pathway when 

growing on acetate or other com-

pounds whose metabolism forms 

acetate as an intermediate.

Another noteworthy feature of 

this pathway is the versatility of 

the enzymes it uses: Each of the 

enzymes is found in other char-

acterized metabolic pathways ( 6). 

The authors note that the meth-

ylaspartate cycle can be thought 

of as a “metabolic patchwork” 

of existing enzymes, which have 

been assembled to accomplish a 

new and necessary sequence of 

metabolic transforma-

tions for acetate assimi-

lation in an environment 

rich in salt and nitrogen.

The origin of the 

enzymes recruited for 

this pathway is also of 

interest. Analysis of 

gene sequences reveals 

that the key enzymes 

are genetically related 

to enzymes from the 

bacterial domain of life rather 

than the archaeal domain to which 

H. marismortui belongs. This 

suggests that the enzymes were 

acquired by a process known as “lateral gene 

transfer,” in which one organism acquires 

DNA coding for enzymes from another. As 

the authors conclude, the creation of the 

methylaspartate pathway is a result of “evo-

lutionary tinkering” ( 9). This paper beauti-

fully showcases the metabolic versatility of 

microorganisms, evidenced by their ability 

to recruit enzymes from other organisms and 

domains of life to create new pathways that 

allow for growth using new carbon sources in 

unusual and harsh environments. 
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Animal Migration and Infectious
Disease Risk
Sonia Altizer,* Rebecca Bartel, Barbara A. Han

Animal migrations are often spectacular, and migratory species harbor zoonotic pathogens of
importance to humans. Animal migrations are expected to enhance the global spread of pathogens
and facilitate cross-species transmission. This does happen, but new research has also shown that
migration allows hosts to escape from infected habitats, reduces disease levels when infected
animals do not migrate successfully, and may lead to the evolution of less-virulent pathogens.
Migratory demands can also reduce immune function, with consequences for host susceptibility and
mortality. Studies of pathogen dynamics in migratory species and how these will respond to global
change are urgently needed to predict future disease risks for wildlife and humans alike.

Billions of animals from groups as diverse
asmammals, birds, fish, and insects under-
take regular long-distance movements

each year to track seasonal changes in resources
and habitats (1). The most dramatic migrations,
such as those by monarch butterflies (Fig. 1),
gray whales, and some shorebirds and dragon-
flies (Fig. 2), span entire continents or hemi-
spheres, can take several months to complete,
and are accompanied by high energetic demands
and extreme physiological changes. The ultimate
cause of these seasonal migrations remains de-
bated; most hypotheses focus on avoidance of
food scarcity, seeking physiologically optimal
climates, and avoiding predation during periods
of reproduction [e.g., (2)]. Contemporary studies
of migration have uncovered mechanisms of ani-
mal navigation, energy budgets, resource use,
and phenological responses to environmental
change; migratory species have also been recog-
nized for their potential to connect geographically
distant habitats and transfer large amounts of bio-
mass and nutrients between ecosystems [reviewed
in (3)]. These studies illustrate the profound eco-
logical and evolutionary consequences of mi-
gratory journeys for animal populations on a
global scale.

Owing to their long-distance movements and
exposure to diverse habitats, migratory animals
have far-reaching implications for the emergence
and spread of infectious diseases. Importantly,
most previous work on the role of host move-
ment in infectious disease dynamics has focused
on spatially localized or random dispersal. For
example, dispersal events give rise to traveling
waves of infection in pathogens such as raccoon
rabies (4), influenza in humans (5), and nuclear
polyhedrosis viruses in insects (6). In the context
of metapopulations, limited amounts of host
movement could actually prevent host extinction

in the face of a debilitating pathogen and allow
host resistance genes to spread (7, 8). From a
different perspective, case studies of species
invasions demonstrate that one-time transfers of
even a few individuals can transport pathogens
long distances and introduce them to novel hab-
itats (9). Yet relatively few studies have examined
how regular, directed mass movements that char-
acterize seasonal migration affect the transmis-
sion and evolution of pathogens within host

populations and the response of migratory spe-
cies to infection risks.

In this article, we review the consequences of
long-distance migrations for the ecological dy-
namics of host-pathogen interactions and out-
line key challenges for future work. Ecological
processes linked with migration can increase or
decrease the between-host transmission of patho-
gens, depending on host migratory behavior and
pathogen traits (Fig. 3).Moreover, newwork shows
that for some species, the energetic demands of
migration compromise host immunity, possibly
increasing susceptibility to infection and intensi-
fying the impacts of disease. Importantly, many
migratory species are at risk of future declines
because of habitat loss and exploitation, and animal
migrations are shifting with ongoing anthropo-
genic change (10). Thus, understandinghowhuman

activities that alter migratory
patterns influencewildlife-pathogen
dynamics is urgently needed to
help guide conservation and man-
agement of migratory species and
mitigate future risks from infec-
tious disease.

What Goes Around Comes
Around: Pathogen Exposure
and Spatial Spread

Anoft-cited but poorly supported
assumption is that long-distance
movements of migrating animals
can enhance the geographic spread
of pathogens, including zoonot-
ic pathogens important for hu-
man health such as Ebola virus
in bats, avian influenza viruses
in waterfowl and shorebirds, and
Lyme disease andWest Nile virus
(WNV) in songbirds. For exam-
ple,WNVinitially spread inNorth
America along a major corridor
for migrating birds and rapidly
expanded from its point of origin
inNewYorkCityalong theAtlantic
seaboard from 1999 to 2000 (11).
Although experimental work
concluded that passerine birds in
migratory condition were com-
petent hosts for WNVand could
serve as effective dispersal agents
(12), evidence to show that this
expansion resulted from move-
ments of migratory birds remains

equivocal. For the zoonotic pathogen Ebola virus,
a recent study points to the coincident timing of an
annual influx of migratory fruit bats in the
Democratic Republic of Congo and the start of
human Ebola outbreaks in local villages during
2007 (13). In central Kazakhstan, saiga antelopes
(Saiga tatarica) become infected with gastro-
intestinal nematodes (Marshallagia) during the
course of seasonal migration by grazing on
pastures used by domesticated sheep earlier in

REVIEW

Odum School of Ecology, University of Georgia, Athens, GA
30602, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
saltizer@uga.edu

Fig. 1. Monarch butterflies (Danaus plexippus), shown here at a
wintering site in central Mexico, undertake one of the longest dis-
tance two-way migrations of any insect species worldwide. Mon-
archs are commonly infected by a debilitating protozoan parasite
that can lower the flight ability of migrating butterflies.
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Fig. 2. Representative migratory species, including migration distances
and routes, known parasites and pathogens, and major threats to species
persistence. Infectious diseases have been examined in the context of

migration for some, but not all, of these species. Supporting refer-
ences and photo credits are provided in the supporting online material
(SOM) text.
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the season. As migration continues, saiga carry
and transmit Marshallagia to northern sheep
populations, leading to pulses of infection that
coincide with annual saiga migrations (14).

The potential for serious disease risks for
human and livestock health has raised alarm
about the role of migratory species in moving
infectious agents to distant locations. Yet surpris-
ingly few examples of long-distance pathogen
dispersal by migrating animals have been clearly
documented in the published literature, and some
studies indicate that migrants might be unfairly
blamed for transporting pathogens. As a case in
point, wild waterfowl (Anseriformes) and shore-
birds (Charadriiformes) represent the major nat-
ural reservoirs for diverse strains of avian
influenza virus (AIV) worldwide, including the
highly pathogenic (HP) H5N1 subtype that can
lethally infect humans (15). Although many of
these migratory birds can become infected by HP
H5N1, recent work incorporating what is known
about viral shedding period, host migration phe-
nology, and the geographical distribution of viral
subtypes suggests that most wild birds are un-
likely to spread HP H5N1 long distances (e.g.,
between Asia and the Americas) as previously
suspected [e.g., (16, 17)]. Central to the question
of how far any host species can transport a
pathogen are the concepts of pathogen virulence
and host tolerance to infection. Specifically, vir-
ulence refers to the damage that parasites inflict
on their hosts, and tolerance refers to the host’s
ability to withstand infection without suffering
major fitness costs. Thus, host-parasite species or
genotype combinations associated with very low
virulence or high tolerance should be the most
promising candidates for long-distance move-
ment of pathogen strains, a simple prediction that
could be explored within migratory species or
using cross-species comparisons.

Beyond their potential role in pathogen spa-
tial spread, a handful of studies suggest that mi-
gratory species themselves encounter a broader
range of pathogens from diverse environments
throughout their annual cycle compared with
species residing in the same area year-round
(Fig. 3). One field study showed that songbird
species migrating from Europe became infected
by strains of vector-borne blood parasites origi-
nating from tropical bird species at overwintering
sites in Africa (18), in addition to the suite of
parasite strains transmitted at their summer breed-
ing grounds. The authors posited that winter ex-
posure to parasites in tropical locations is a
significant cost of migration, because resident
species wintering in northern latitudes encounter
fewer parasite strains and do not experience year-
round transmission. Similarly, the number of
parasite species per host was positively related to
distances flown by migratory waterfowl (19),
indicating that migrating animals could become
exposed to parasites through encounters with dif-
ferent host species and habitat types.

Although some animals undertake nonstop
migrations, most migratory species use stop-

over points along the migration route to rest
and feed. These stopover points usually occur
frequently along a journey, although some spe-
cies like shorebirds fly thousands of kilome-
ters between only a handful of staging areas
(1). Refueling locations are often shared by
multiple species, and the high local densities
and high species diversity can increase both
within- and between-species transmission of
pathogens. In one of the most striking examples
of this phenomenon, shorebirds such as sander-
lings (Calidris alba), ruddy turnstones (Arenaria
interpres; Fig. 2), and red knots (Calidris canutus),
which migrate annually between Arctic breed-
ing grounds and South American wintering
sites, congregate to feed in massive numbers

in the Delaware Bay and the Bay of Fundy to
rebuild fat reserves, leading to upwards of 1.5
million birds intermingling, at densities of
over 200 birds per square meter (20). This phe-
nomenon creates an ecological hotspot at Dela-
ware Bay, where the prevalence of AIV is 17
times greater than at any other surveillance site
worldwide (20).

Leaving Parasites Behind: Migration
as a Way of Lowering Infection Risk
Although greater exposure to parasites and path-
ogens can pose a significant cost of long-distance
migration, for some animal species, long-distance
migration will reduce infection risk by at least
two nonexclusive processes (Fig. 3). First, if pro-
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and migratory culling could reduce overall pathogen prevalence. As animals travel to distant geographic
locations, the use of multiple habitat types including stopover sites, breeding areas, and wintering grounds
can increase transmission as a result of host aggregations and exposure to multihost pathogens. This might
be especially true for migratory staging areas where animals stop to rest and refuel. High energetic
demands of spring and fall migration can also result in immunomodulation, possibly leading to immune
suppression and secondary infections. [Photo credits (clockwise): J. Goldstein, B. McCord, A. Friedlaender,
and R. Hall]
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longed use of habitats allows parasites with envi-
ronmental transmission modes to accumulate
(i.e., those parasites with infectious stages that
can persist outside of hosts, such as many hel-
minths, ectoparasites, and microbial pathogens
with fecal-oral transmission), migration will al-
low animals to escape from contaminated hab-
itats [i.e., “migratory escape” (21)]. Between
intervals of habitat use, unfavorable conditions
(such as harsh winters and a lack of hosts) could
eliminate most parasites, resulting in hosts
returning to these habitats after a long absence
to encounter largely disease-free conditions (21).
Empirical support for migratory escape comes
from a few well-studied host-parasite interac-
tions, including research on reindeer (Rangifer
tarandus), which showed that the abundance of
warble flies (Hypoderma tarandi) was negative-
ly correlated with the distance migrated to sum-
mer pastures from reindeer calving grounds (the
main larval shedding area in early spring) (22).
This observation prompted researchers to suggest
that the reindeers’ annual postcalving migration
reduces warble fly transmission by allowing ani-
mals to leave behind areas where large numbers
of larvae have been shed (and where adult flies
will later emerge). It is worth noting that escape
will be less successful from pathogens with long-
lived infectious stages that persist between pe-
riods of host absence or pathogens that cause
chronic or life-long infections.

Long-distance migration can also lower path-
ogen prevalence by removing infected animals
from the population [i.e., “migratory culling” (23)].
In this scenario, diseased animals suffering from
the negative consequences of infection are less
likely to migrate long distances owing to the
combined physiological demands of migration
and infection. Work on the migratory fall army-
wormmoth (Spodoptera frugiperda) suggested
that insects infected by an ectoparasitic nema-
tode (Noctuidonema guyanense) had reduced
migratory ability because few to no parasites
were detected in moths recolonizing sites as
they returned north (24). More recent work on
Bewick’s swans (Cygnus columbianus bewickii)
showed that infection by low-pathogenic avian
influenza (LPAI) viruses delayed migration over
a month and reduced the travel distances of
infected birds compared with those of healthy
individuals (25). However, a study of AIV in
white fronted geese did not find any difference
in distances migrated between infected and unin-
fected birds (26), suggesting that, not surprisingly,
some species are better able to tolerate infec-
tions during long journeys and raising the pos-
sibility that migration could select for greater
tolerance to infections in some hosts due to the
high fitness costs of attempting migration with a
debilitating pathogen.

Whether the net effects of migration will
increase or decrease prevalence depends in large
part on the mode of parasite transmission and the
level of host specificity, both of which will affect
opportunities for cross-species transmission at

staging and stopover sites. Parasites that de-
cline in response to host migration may include
specialist pathogens, as well as those with trans-
mission stages that can build up in the envi-
ronment, pathogens transmitted by biting vectors
or intermediate hosts, or for which transmis-

sion occurs mainly from adults to juveniles dur-
ing the breeding season (e.g., Box 1). Conversely,
migrating hosts could experience higher pres-
sure from generalist parasites if opportunities
for cross-species transmission are high at stop-
over areas or wintering grounds or from special-
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Box 1. Lessons from a model system: Monarch migration drives large-scale variation in
parasite prevalence.

During the past 10 years, we studied monarch butterflies (Danaus plexippus) and a protozoan parasite
(Ophryocystis elektroscirrha) (top right images) for the effects of seasonal migration on host-pathogen
dynamics. Monarchs in eastern North America (A) migrate up to 2500 km each fall from as far north as
Canada to wintering sites in Central Mexico (60). Monarchs in western North America (B) migrate
shorter distances to winter along the coast of California (61). Monarchs also form nonmigratory
populations that breed year-round in southern Florida (C), Hawai’i, the Caribbean Islands, and Central
and South America (62). Because monarchs are abundant and widespread and can be studied easily
both in the wild and in captivity, field and experimental studies can explore effects of annual
migrations on host-pathogen ecology and evolution. A recent continent-scale analysis showed that
parasite prevalence increased throughout the monarchs’ breeding season, with highest prevalence
among adults associated with more intense habitat use and longer residency in eastern North America,
consistent with the idea of migratory escape (bottom right graph) (63). Experiments showed that
monarchs infected with O. elektroscirrha flew shorter distances and with reduced flight speeds, and
field studies showed parasite prevalence decreased as monarchs moved southward during their fall
migrations (23, 63), consistent with the idea of migratory culling. Parasite prevalence was also highest
among butterflies sampled at the end of the breeding season than for those that reached their
overwintering sites in Mexico (bottom right graph). Collectively, these processes have likely generated
the striking differences in parasite prevalence reported among wild monarch populations with different
migratory behaviors (bottom left graph) (64). Laboratory studies also showed that parasite isolates from
the longest-distance migratory population in eastern North America (A) were less virulent than isolates
from short-distance (B) and nonmigratory (C) populations (55, 65), suggesting that longer migration
distances cull monarchs carrying virulent parasite genotypes. Work on this model system illustrates how
multiple mechanisms can operate at different points along a migratory cycle and highlights the role that
migration plays in keeping populations healthy. Monarch migrations are now considered an endangered
phenomenon (60) due to deforestation of overwintering grounds, loss of critical breeding habitats, and
climate-related shifts inmigration phenology. If climate warming extendsmonarch breeding seasons into
fall and winter months, migrations may eventually cease altogether. Evidence to date indicates that the
loss of migration in response to mild winters and year-round resources could prolong exposure to
parasites, elevate infection prevalence, and favor more virulent parasite genotypes. Images reproduced
from (63, 64). [Photos by S. Altizer]
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ist pathogens if transmission increases with
dense host aggregations that accompany mass
migrations. Importantly, effects of migration
on pathogen dynamics within host populations
should translate to large differences in preva-
lence across host populations with different
migratory strategies. Over the past few years,
we have focused on monarch butterflies (Dan-
aus plexippus) as a model system to study the
effects of migration on host-pathogen inter-
actions (Box 1) and found that both migratory
culling and migratory escape can cause spatio-
temporal variation in prevalence within popu-
lations and extreme differences in prevalence
among populations with different migratory
strategies. However, we are not aware of intra-
specific comparisons of prevalence between mi-
gratory and nonmigratory populations for other
animal species.

Immune Defense Balanced Against the
Demands of Migration
In addition to ecological mechanisms affecting
between-host transmission, the physiological stress
and energetic demands of migration can alter the
outcome of infection within individuals through
interactions with the host’s immune system (Fig.
2). More generally, because several immune path-
ways in both vertebrates and invertebrates are
known to be costly (27, 28), seasonal demands
such as premigratory fattening or strenuous ac-
tivity will likely lower the resource pool available
for mounting an immune response (29). In antic-
ipation of migration, for example, some animals
accrue up to 50% of their lean body mass in fat,
increase muscle mass, and atrophy organs that are
not essential during migration (1). Thus, before
migration, animals might adjust components of
their immune response to a desired level (i.e.,
immunomodulation), or the energetic demands
of migration could reduce the efficacy of some
immune pathways (i.e., immunosuppression).

To date, the effects of long-distance migration
on immune defenses have been best studied in
birds. In a rare study of immune changes in wild
individuals during migration, field observations
of three species of thrushes showed that migrat-
ing birds had lower baseline measures for several
components of innate immunity (including leu-
kocyte and lymphocyte counts), and exhibited
lower fat reserves and higher energetic stress,
relative to individuals measured outside of the
migratory season (30). Captive experiments with
Swainson’s thrushes (Catharus ustulatus; Fig. 2)
later demonstrated that cell-mediated immunity
was suppressed with the onset of migratory rest-
lessness (the agitated behavior of birds that
would normally precede their migratory depar-
ture) (31), suggesting that predictable changes in
immunity occur in preparation for long-distance
flight. In this species, the energetic costs of mi-
gration can intensify seasonal immune changes:
Migrating thrushes that arrived at stopover sites
in poorest condition had the lowest counts of
immune cells (32).

The extent of altered immunity before and
during migration is likely to be both species- and
resource-dependent and will further depend on
the specific immune pathwaymeasured. Red knots,
for example, exhibited no change in either anti-
body production or cell-mediated immunity after
long flights in a wind tunnel, a result that argues
against migration-mediated immunosuppression
(33). Another study of captive red knots revealed
no declines in costly immune defenses during the
annual periods of mass gain (34); however, ani-
mals in this study had constant access to high-
quality food, which might have negated energetic
trade-offs between immune investment and weight
gain. Interestingly, barn swallows (Hirundo rustica)
in better physical condition showed greater mea-
sures of cellular immunity duringmigration, cleared
ectoparasites and blood parasites more effectively,
and arrived earlier at breeding grounds than birds
with poor energy reserves (35). These studies sug-
gest that animals in robust condition or with access
to resources might tolerate long journeys without
significant immunocompromise. Studies of migra-
tory species to date also emphasize the need for a
more detailed understanding of the mechanisms
linking nutrient intake and metabolic activity to
innate and adaptive immunemeasures, a step that is
essential to predicting how different immune path-
ways will respond to physiological changes that
occur before and during long-distance migrations.

Perhaps most importantly, immune changes
that accompany long-distance migration could
lead to a relapse of prior infections and more
severe disease following exposure to new path-
ogens, increasing the likelihood of migratory
culling and lowering the probability of spatial
spread. This possibility was investigated for
Lyme disease in redwings (Turdus iliacus) (36).
Consistent with results showing negative effects
of migratory status on immunity, migratory
restlessness alone was sufficient to reactivate
latent Borrelia infections in captive birds. Thus,
the demands of migration could ultimately lead
to more severe infections and greater removal of
infected hosts. Together, these results point to a
role for migration-mediated immune changes in
the dynamics of other wildlife pathogens, includ-
ing zoonotic agents such as WNV (12) and bat-
transmitted corona and rabies viruses (37, 38).

Effects of Anthropogenic Change and Climate
Changes to the ecology of migratory species in
the past century (Fig. 2) could have enormous
impacts on pathogen spread in wildlife and live-
stock, as well as altering human exposure to
zoonotic infections. As one example, habitat loss
caused by urbanization or agricultural expansion
can eliminate stopover sites and result in higher
densities of animals that use fewer remaining
sites along the migration route (10). Although the
resulting impacts on infectious diseases remain
speculative, dense aggregations of animals at
dwindling stopover sites might create ecological
hot spots for pathogen transmission among wild-
life species, as illustrated in the case of AIV in

migrating shorebirds at Delaware Bay (20). More-
over, continuing human encroachment on stop-
over habitats increases the likelihood of contact
and spillover infection from wildlife reservoir
hosts to humans and domesticated species.

For some animal species, physical barriers
such as fences (terrestrial species) or hydro-
electric dams (aquatic species) impede migration
(39), leaving animals to choose between navigat-
ing a narrow migratory corridor or forming non-
migratory populations. Consequently, pathogen
prevalence could increase when animals stop
migrating and become confined to smaller hab-
itats, if parasite infectious stages build up with
more intense use of a given habitat. Attempts to
control cattle exposure to brucellosis from bison
(Bison bison) and elk (Cervus elaphus) in the
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem illustrate these
risks. Due to the potential threat of Brucella trans-
mission from bison to cattle, bison are routinely
culled if they leave the confines of Yellowstone
National Park (40). Elk migration is less re-
stricted, but there is evidence that supplemental
feeding areas encourage the formation of dense
nonmigratory populations that support higher
prevalence of brucellosis, with 10 to 30% sero-
prevalence in animals at the feeding grounds
compared with 2 to 3% seroprevalence in un-
fed elk ranging the park (41). High population
densities in elk also correlate with higher gastro-
intestinal parasite loads at feeding grounds (42),
suggesting that high densities of nonmigrating
hosts lead to increasing intraspecific transmission
of multiple parasites.

More generally, human activities that dis-
courage long-distance animal movements and
encourage the formation of local year-round
populations can cause the emergence of zoonotic
pathogens in humans. For example, human-
meditated environmental changes facilitated out-
breaks of two zoonotic paramyxoviruses carried
by flying foxes (Pteropus fruit bats; Fig. 2): These
animals are highly mobile and seasonally no-
madic in response to local food availability (43).
Anthropogenic changes such as deforestation
and agricultural production likely influenced the
emergence of lethal Nipah and Hendra virus
outbreaks in humans in Australia andMalaysia in
two key ways: by resource supplementation and
habitat alteration limiting migratory behaviors of
fruit bats and by facilitating close contact with
domesticated virus-amplifying hosts (pigs and
horses). In Malaysia, resident flying foxes forag-
ing on fruit trees on or near pig farms transmitted
Nipah virus to pigs, probably via urine or partially
consumed fruit with subsequent spread from pigs
to humans [(43) and references therein]. Human
activities are also thought to increase the risk of
Hendra virus outbreaks in Australia by driving
flying foxes from formerly forested areas into
urban and suburban areas (44), where they form
dense nonmigratory colonies that aggregate in
public gardens containing abundant food sources.

In marine systems, aquaculture increases ex-
posure to parasites in wild fish species, partic-
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ularly in salmonids. Migration normally protects
wild juvenile salmon from marine parasites in
coastal waters by spatially separating them from
infected wild adults offshore (45), but densely
populated salmon farms place farmed fish enclo-
sures adjacent to wild salmon migratory corridors,
increasing the transmission of parasitic sea lice
(Lepeophtheirus salmonis) to wild juveniles re-
turning to sea (45).

Finally, climate change will alter infectious
disease dynamics in some migratory species (46).
To survive, many migratory species must re-
spond to climate changes by shifting migratory
routes and phenology in response to
temperature and the availability of
key resources (i.e., flowering plants,
insects) [e.g., (47)]. It is possible that
changes in the timing of migration
could disrupt the synchronicity of
host and parasite life cycles, much
in the way that ecological mismatch
in migration timing or altered migra-
tory routes could impact whether
suitable food and habitat are avail-
able when migrants arrive. For ex-
ample, the spawning periodicity of
whale barnacles in calving lagoons
of gray whales is a classic example
of a parasite synchronizing its
reproduction to overlap with a host’s
migratory cycle (48). If the timing of
whale migrations and barnacle
reproduction shift in response to
different environmental cues, this
could result in reduced infections
over time. On the other hand, altered
migration routes might facilitate
contact between otherwise geo-
graphically separated host species,
leading to novel pathogen introduc-
tions and increasing disease risks for
some wildlife species (46). One ex-
ample of this phenomenon involves
outbreaks of phocine distemper vi-
rus in harbor seals (Phoca vitulina)
in the North Sea, which was likely
introduced by harp seals (Pagophilus
groenlandicus) migrating beyond
their normal range and contacting
harbor seal populations (49). More-
over, if climatewarming extends hosts’
breeding seasons, migrations may
cease altogether, with year-round resident pop-
ulations replacing migratory ones (Box 1), leading
to greater pathogen prevalence through a loss of
migratory culling and escape.

Outlook and Future Challenges
Understanding the mechanisms by which long-
distance movements affect host-pathogen sys-
tems offers exciting challenges for future work,
especially in the context of global change and
evolutionary dynamics. In terms of basic research,
there remains a great need to identify conditions
under whichmigration will increase host exposure

to infectious agents versus cases where migra-
tion can reduce transmission, with the ultimate
goal of predicting the net outcomes for host spe-
cies where multiple mechanisms operate on the
same or different pathogens (e.g., Box 1). To that
end, mechanistic models are needed to examine
how migration affects infectious disease dynam-
ics and to explore the relevance of possible mech-
anisms. Suchmodelsmust combine within-season
processes (including host reproduction, over-
wintering survival, and pathogen transmission)
with between-season migration (Fig. 4). For ex-
ample, to examine the importance of environ-

mental transmission for the dynamics of LPAI in
North American birds, Breban et al. (50) mod-
eled a waterfowl population migrating between
two geographically distant sites, with transmis-
sion dynamics occurring at both breeding and
wintering grounds. Similarly, models describing
interconnected networks ofmetapopulations could
be useful in investigating disease dynamics be-
tween habitats linked through seasonal migra-
tions (51). Although currently uncommon in
the literature, epidemiological models can also
be extended to capture mechanisms such as mi-
gratory culling andmigratory escape and to include

multiple infectious agents to explore questions
of coinfection and multihost transmission dy-
namics (Fig. 4).

One outstanding question is whether parasites
can increase the migratory propensity of their
hosts by favoring the evolution of migratory be-
haviors. Long-distance migration has previously
been hypothesized to reduce predation risks for
ungulates and birds, with the general rationale
being that the survival costs of migration should
be outweighed by fitness benefits associated with
reproduction. In support of this idea, field studies
of wolf predation on North American elk at their

summer breeding grounds (52) and
nest predation on migrating song-
birds (2) showed that animals travel-
ing farthest experienced the lowest
predation risk. Similar observational
studies could ask how the preva-
lence, intensity, virulence, and diver-
sity of key parasites change with
migratory distances traveled. To that
end, comparing infection dynam-
ics between migratory and nonmi-
gratory populations of the same
species offers a powerful test of both
pattern and process (e.g., Box 1),
although researchers will need to
keep inmind that climate differences
(e.g, milder climates for habitats
used by nonmigratory populations)
could confound some compari-
sons. Modeling approaches are also
needed to explore how seasonal
migration might respond evolution-
arily to parasite-driven pressures,
similar to other studies that exam-
ined effects of within-site competi-
tion, costs of dispersal, and variation
in habitat quality on randomdispersal
strategies (53).

Another question related to host
evolution is whether the combined
demands of migration and disease
risk could select for greater or lower
investment in resistance or immu-
nity. Field and laboratory studies
have already documented between-
season changes in immune invest-
ment, suggesting that somemigratory
species suppress specific immune
responses before or during migra-

tion (30). The reduction in investment in im-
mune defense could be an adaptive response to
lower risks from certain parasites in migratory
species (beyond issues related to energetic trade-
offs) and might affect adaptive immunity (shown
to be costly for many vertebrate species) more
strongly than innate defenses. Over longer time
scales, long-distance migration could select for
greater levels of innate immunity in migratory
species or populations, especially if migrating
animals encounter more diverse parasite assem-
blages (54). With this in mind, comparisons of
adaptive and innate immune defense and re-

Fig. 4. A compartmental model illustrating infectious disease dynamics (S-I
model) in a migratory host population moving between geographically distinct
breeding and overwintering habitats. Susceptible hosts (S) in the breeding grounds
are born (v), die (mb) because of background mortality, and become infected at a
rate, b. Infected hosts (I) suffer disease-induced mortality (ab). Different fractions
of susceptible (xb) and infected hosts (yb) survive migration from the breeding
habitat and arrive successfully at an overwintering habitat at some rate (db). Here,
natural (mw) and disease-induced mortality (aw) are both influenced by a different
set of environmental conditions that characterize wintering grounds. The fraction
of hosts surviving the spring migration the following year (xwdw, ywdw) will return
to the breeding grounds to reproduce. A simple model like this can be readily
modified to accommodate different parasite species and their transmissionmodes,
host recovery, host age structure, and cross-species transmission.
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sistance to specific pathogens between migratory
and nonmigratory populations represent a chal-
lenge for future work that could be especially
tractable with invertebrate systems (55).

Pathogens might also respond to migration-
mediated selection, with ecological pressures
arising from migration leading to divergence in
virulence. There is some evidence to show that
less-virulent strains circulate in migratory pop-
ulations than in resident populations. The nega-
tive correlation between virulence and host
migration distance, illustrated in the monarch
system (Box 1), highlights the troubling possi-
bility that pathogens infecting other migratory
species could become more virulent if migrations
decline. Moreover, dwindling migrations might
affect host life history by altering pathogen
virulence in once-migratory hosts. For example,
a theoretical study showed that even moderate
increases in virulence can change host breeding
phenology to stimulate hosts to develop more
quickly and breed earlier before they have a
chance to become heavily infected (56). The
recent facial tumor disease devastating Tasmanian
devil populations provides a striking empirical
example of high disease-induced mortality shift-
ing host reproductive strategy from an iteroparous
to a semelparous pattern through precocious sex-
ual maturity in young devils (57). Although the
hosts in this example are nonmigratory, they
illustrate how virulent pathogens can generate
longer-term fecundity costs beyond their direct
impacts on host survival.

Studying the migratory process in any wild-
life species poses exceptional logistical chal-
lenges, in part because distances separating
multiple habitats can sometimes span thousands
of kilometers, making sampling for infection or
immunity intractable for field researchers. One
problem is that historically, large numbers of ani-
mals have been sampled and marked at migratory
staging areas, but for many species their subse-
quent whereabouts remain unknown (58). Track-
ing animals over long time periods and across
vast distances has become more feasible with
technological innovations such as radar and satel-
lite telemetry for larger animals and ultra-light
geolocators, stable isotopes, and radio tags to
record or infer the movements of smaller animals
(59). Furthermore, physiological measurements
such as heart rate, wing beat frequency, and blood
metabolites can be obtained remotely for some
species, enabling scientists to examine how in-
fection status influences movement rates and the
energetic costs of migration (59).

Interdisciplinary studies to connect the fields
of migration biology and infectious disease ecol-
ogy are still in the early stages, and there are
many exciting research opportunities to examine
how infection dynamics relate to animal physi-
ology, evolution, behavior, and environmental
variation across the annual migratory cycle. Most

evidence comes from studies of avian-pathogen
systems, especially viruses. Although this is not
surprising given the relevance of pathogens such
as avian influenza and WNV to human health,
there remains a great need to explore other sys-
tems. Good places to start would be to make
connections between disease and migration for
species such as sea turtles, wildebeest, bats,
dragonflies, and whales (Fig. 2). Parasite infec-
tions andmovement ecology in species in each of
these groups have been well studied separately
but not yet bridged. Taking a broad view of di-
verse host life histories and parasite transmission
modes will allow future studies to identify
ecological generalities and system-specific com-
plexities that govern the mechanistic relation-
ships between host movement behavior and
infectious disease dynamics.
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Mitochondrial Capture by a
Transmissible Cancer
Clare A. Rebbeck,1* Armand M. Leroi,1 Austin Burt1†

Canine transmissible venereal tumor (CTVT)
is a highly adapted cancer, transmitted as
an allograft during coition. Nuclear DNA

sequences indicate that this asexual mammalian
unicellular pathogen originated ~10,000 years
ago, perhaps when dogs were first domesticated,
although the common ancestor of extant tumors
existed nomore than a fewhundred years ago (1, 2).

We sequenced two regions of themitochondrial
(mt) genome that aremost informative about canine
relationships (3) plus the highly variable control
region [D-loop (4)] in 37 CTVT samples originat-
ing from seven countries on four continents (2).We
also sequenced mitochondria from 15 hosts, and in
all cases the tumor haplotypes were distinct from
that of their hosts. The level of nucleotide polymor-
phism among CTVT samples was high, with 28
polymorphic sites in 2265 examined in the coding

regions (1.2%) and 14 of 666 in the control region
(2.1%) (1), only one order of magnitude less poly-
morphic than nuclear microsatellite loci in the same
samples (2), despite an expected mutation rate five
orders ofmagnitude smaller [10−8 versus 10−3 (5, 6)].

This high polymorphism may be due to occa-
sional transfer of mitochondria from host dogs into
CTVT.We constructed a phylogeny for a combined
data set of CTVT and host sequences, including
published sequences from 43 dogs, wolves, and coy-
otes. In all analyses, we excluded the control region
sequences as containing too many parallelisms and
reversals masking the phylogenetic signal. Both
likelihood and parsimony analyses consistently di-
vide the CTVT samples into two clades and three
isolated samples (Fig. 1). Constraining the CTVT
sequences to form a single clade results in a signif-
icantly worse phylogeny (parsimony analysis P=

0.034; likelihood analysis
P = 0.006). Additional-
ly, themitochondrialphy-
logeny ofCTVTsamples
is significantly different
from the nuclear micro-
satellite phylogeny of the
samesamples (parsimony
analysis P= 0.096; likeli-
hood analysis P= 0.017).
These results cannot be
explained simply by a
high mutation rate in the
CTVT samples and sug-
gest that CTVT lineages
periodically acquire the
mitochondria of their
hosts.

The scattered place-
ment of CTVT samples
on thephylogenysuggests
multiple events since the
common ancestor of the
CTVTsamples. Because
the timeback to this com-
mon ancestor is only
about 1%of the timeback
to the origin of the tumor
(2), there may well have
been many transfers in
the history of CTVT.

Wesuggest thatCTVT
cells periodically acquire
mitochondria from their
hosts because ahighmeta-
bolic rate (and thus mu-
tation rate) and absence

of a bottleneck to allow for between-cell selection
cause their own mitochondria to accumulate del-
eterious mutations. Consistent with this idea, the
tips leading to the two large clades of CTVTsam-
ples extend further than other tips on the tree
(Fig. 1), suggesting a higher mutation rate and/or
reduced purifying selection. Moreover, the propor-
tion of mutations that change an amino acid is
higher in these two clades than in the dog se-
quences (75% versus 40%, n = 20 and 25, P =
0.034, Fisher’s exact test), suggesting that purify-
ing selection is less effective in the CTVTsamples.
Thus, host mitochondria may simply be more fit
than CTVT mitochondria, with transfer events
rescuing CTVT mitochondrial function. If CTVT
is derived from a histiocyte (7), it could be pre-
adapted to engulf foreign material. Rescue of mito-
chondrial function by horizontal transfer has been
demonstrated in mammalian cell culture (8).

The nuclear genome of CTVT may also have
degenerated, because of its asexual life-style and the
likelihood that many dog genes are no longer nec-
essary in this pathogen. Because sporadic cancers
often show mitochondrial mutations and have an
unusual metabolism of aerobic glycolysis that
may be due to accumulated defects in oxidative
phosphorylation (9), mitochondrial transfer may
occur in many cancers as they seek to optimize, or
at least repair, their metabolic machinery.
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Fig. 1. Maximum parsimony phylogeny of CTVT mitochondria (n = 146
parsimony-informative characters; consistency index = 0.91, retention
index = 0.97).
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Direct Conversion of C. elegans Germ
Cells into Specific Neuron Types
Baris Tursun,* Tulsi Patel, Paschalis Kratsios, Oliver Hobert*

The ability of transcription factors to directly reprogram the identity of cell types is usually restricted
and is defined by cellular context. Through the ectopic expression of single Caenorhabditis elegans
transcription factors, we found that the identity of mitotic germ cells can be directly converted into
that of specific neuron types: glutamatergic, cholinergic, or GABAergic. This reprogramming
event requires the removal of the histone chaperone LIN-53 (RbAp46/48 in humans), a component
of several histone remodeling and modifying complexes, and this removal can be mimicked by
chemical inhibition of histone deacetylases. Our findings illustrate the ability of germ cells to be
directly converted into individual, terminally differentiated neuron types and demonstrate that
a specific chromatin factor provides a barrier for cellular reprogramming.

There is much interest in developing
methods to direct cell differentiation to a
specific cell fate. However, the tran-

scription factors required to induce the identity
of specific cell types in a multicellular organism
are remarkably ineffective in imposing their fate-
inducing activity when ectopically expressed,
resulting in the generally accepted paradigm that
transcription factors can exert their activities only
in specific cellular contexts (1, 2). Classic exam-
ples for such context dependency are the cell
type–restricted ability of human MyoD to induce
muscle cell features (3), the region-restricted ability
of ectopically expressed Drosophila Eyeless to in-
duce ectopic eyes (4), or, as amore recent example,
the restricted ability of a cocktail of transcription
factors to directly reprogram the identity of mouse
pancreatic cell types (5). Our understanding of the
mechanistic basis of the context dependency of
transcription factor activity is limited. Overcoming
such context dependency would have major im-
plications for a variety of different applications. For
example, the generation of specific cell types through
transcription factor–mediated reprogramming strat-
egies may allow the establishment of in vitro disease
models for basic research or the provision of source
material for cellular replacement therapies.

Context dependency of CHE-1 activity. We
sought to establish a system in which we could
study the mechanistic basis of the context depen-
dency of transcription factor activity. To this end,we
used a genetic approach in the nematodeC. elegans,
using the zinc finger transcription factor CHE-1,
which is required to induce the identity of a
specific class of gustatory neurons called ASE
neurons (6, 7). CHE-1 exerts this activity through
binding directly to a cis-regulatory motif (termed
the “ASE motif”) present in many ASE-specific
terminal differentiation genes, such as those en-

coding chemoreceptors, neurotransmitter receptors,
signaling proteins, and neurotransmitter transport-
ers (6). Like CHE-1, several other invertebrate
and vertebrate transcription factors are also known
to co-regulate many terminal features of differ-
entiated neurons in such a manner and have been
termed “terminal selectors” (8).

To test whether CHE-1 is not only required
but also sufficient to induce ASE fate, we ec-
topically expressed CHE-1 throughout the entire
animal in either larval or adult stages, using an
inducible heat shock promoter. Such misexpres-
sion results in broad ectopic expression of an
artificial reporter of CHE-1 transcription factor
activity, which is composed of a multimerized

ASEmotif (“8xASEmotif reporter”) (6) (Fig. 1).
This indicates that, in principle, CHE-1 can exert
its biochemical activity of DNA binding and
transcriptional activation without spatial or tem-
poral constraints. In contrast, postembryonic
ectopic expression of che-1 during larval or adult
stages is able to induce markers for terminal ASE
fate (the gcy-5 chemoreceptor and the ceh-36
homeobox gene; see table S1 for list of markers)
only in a small number of head sensory neurons
but nowhere else in the animal (Fig. 1 and table
S2). This result illustrates the context dependency
of the ASE fate–inducing activity of CHE-1.

The chromatin factor lin-53 controls context
dependency of CHE-1. To test the hypothesis that
the mechanistic basis for such context depen-
dency lies in inhibitory, perhaps chromatin-based
mechanisms that may prevent CHE-1 from re-
programming the identity of other cells, we estab-
lished and screened through an RNA interference
(RNAi) library that targets all genes in the C.
elegans genome with predicted roles in chro-
matin regulation, based on the presence of char-
acteristic protein domains (9) (table S3).We found
that RNAi-mediated knockdown of lin-53, the
C. elegans ortholog of the phylogenetically con-
served,WD40 domain–containing retinoblastoma
binding protein RbAp46/48 (10), permits ectopi-
cally expressedCHE-1 to induce theASE neuronal
fate markers gcy-5 and ceh-36 in a large number
of normally non-neuronal cells in the midbody
region of larval and adult animals (Fig. 2). Up
to 52% of animals (n = 227) showed this effect
(table S4), which could be observed using distinct,

RESEARCHARTICLE

Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Department of Biochemistry
and Molecular Biophysics, Columbia University Medical Center,
New York, NY 10032, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
bt2189@columbia.edu (B.T.); or38@columbia.edu (O.H.)

Fig. 1. Context dependency of CHE-1 induction of target genes. Ectopic expression of CHE-1 can induce
an artificial reporter of CHE-1 activity (a multimerized binding site called the 8x ASEmotif) throughout the
animal (top row; observed in all 50 of the heat-shocked animals), but can induce ASE cell fate markers
such as the gcy-5 chemoreceptor (exclusively expressed in ASER) or the ceh-36 homeobox gene (expressed
in ASEL/R and AWCL/R) only in one to three types of other sensory neurons (blue arrows), consistent with
previous reports (6, 7). Heat shock induction of CHE-1 was done at late larval stages. Large boxes show
magnified views of small boxes in the same panels. Table S1 contains details on transgenic reporters; table
S2 shows data quantification. All images that show entire worms are at 160× magnification; all images
showing parts of the worm are at 630× magnification.
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nonoverlapping double-stranded RNA clones that
target lin-53 and all six of the tested transgenic che-
1 lines (see supporting online material).

Germ cells are the target of reprogramming.
Closer examination of the animals revealed that
the cells showing gcy-5 and ceh-36 induction are
located within the gonad (Fig. 2). Differential
interference contrast (DIC) microscopy showed
that germ cells of che-1heat-shock; lin-53(RNAi)
animals lose their characteristic, fried egg–shaped
nuclear and nucleolar morphology and adopt a
speckled neuronal nuclear morphology (Fig. 2).
Moreover, these cells grow cellular extensions
resembling axo-dendritic projections (Fig. 2 and
movies S1 to S3). These neuron-like cells indeed
originate from the germ line, as they were not
observed after ectopic che-1 expression and lin-53
removal in a glp-4 mutant background (fig. S1),
in which no germ line is formed (11). Genetic
removal of sperm [ fem-3lf mutants (12)] or oo-
cyte [ fem-3gf mutants (13)] or prevention of en-
try into meiosis [glp-1gf mutants (14)] does not
affect neuron induction, whereas severe reduc-
tion of the mitotic pool [glp-1lf mutants (14)]
does, which suggests that it is the mitotic germ
cells that become neuron-like (fig. S1). This is
further supported by the position of the converted
cells relative tomitotic andmeioticmarkers (fig. S2)
and the observation that animals in the second
and third larval stages, which contain mostly mi-
totic but no meiotic cells, show germ cell–neuron
conversion upon ectopic che-1 expression and
lin-53 knockdown (table S4). The conversion to
neuron-like cells is efficient and fast; as many as
60 germ cells (of a total of about 200 mitotic
germ cells) undergo neuronal induction (fig. S3),
and morphological changes and marker induc-
tion first occur 6 hours after che-1 induction
(table S5). For comparison, the induction of the
8x ASE motif, an indicator of CHE-1 transcrip-
tional activity occurs 4 hours afterche-1 induction
in the gonad. The induction of the 8x ASE motif
in the gonad of wild-type animals, as well as an-
tibody staining conducted in both wild-type and
lin-53(RNAi) animals, rules out the possibility that
lin-53(RNAi)merely results in germline derepres-
sion of the che-1 transgene. [We also note that
lin-53(RNAi) does not result in germline derepres-
sion of a previously described transgenic array,
let-858::gfp, known to be derepressed after loss
of several different chromatin factors (15).]

Extent of germ cell–neuron conversion. We
assessed the nature of these che-1–induced, neuron-
like cells with a number of fate markers. Through
antibody staining of a marker that labels specific
germ cell structures, the P-granules, we confirmed
that this germ cell feature is indeed lost upon
ectopic che-1 expression and lin-53 knockdown
(fig. S4).Moreover, the reprogrammed cells express
all five tested pan-neuronal reporter genes: the
rab-3/Rab3 and snb-1/synaptobrevin genes,
which encode presynaptic proteins normally
exclusively expressed in all cells of the nervous
system; the pan-neuronal axonal regulators unc-
33/CRMP and unc-119; and the pan-neuronal

signaling factor rgef-1 (Fig. 3A; see table S1 for
transgenic reporters). Antibody staining against
endogenous proteins also shows ectopic expres-
sion of presynaptic synaptobrevin/SNB-1 and
RIM/UNC-10 proteins; these proteins appear to
cluster in presynaptic specialization in the axonal
extensions of the reprogrammed germ cells (Fig.
3B and fig. S5). The reprogrammed cells also
express a ciliated marker gene, osm-6, a member
of the intraflagellar transport particle, normally
expressed exclusively in all ciliated sensory
neurons, including ASE (Fig. 4A). Green fluores-
cent protein (GFP)–tagged OSM-6 protein also
appears to cluster in particles in the induced
neurons (Fig. 4A), which suggests that these cells
express and cluster intraflagellar transport par-
ticles. All tested components of the gene battery

that combinatorially define ASE identity are also
expressed in the induced neurons. That is, aside
from the above-mentioned chemoreceptor gcy-5
and the transcription factor ceh-36 (shown again
in Fig. 4A), the putative chemoreceptor gcy-7,
which is normally exclusively expressed in ASE,
and the vesicular glutamate transporter eat-4,
normally expressed in ASE and a restricted
number of additional head ganglia neurons, are
also expressed in the reprogrammed germ cells
(Fig. 4A). Induction of eat-4 demonstrates that
the reprogrammed cells are glutamatergic. The
reprogrammed ASE-like cells do not express a
battery of markers that are normally expressed in
other neuron types, such as dopaminergic, seroto-
nergic, cholinergic, and GABAergic markers,
among others (Fig. 4B). This argues that the

Fig. 2. Removal of lin-53 permits che-1 to induce ASE fate markers in the germ line. (A) ASE cell fate markers
(gcy-5 and ceh-36), a transformation of nuclear morphology (from germ line with large nucleolus to neuronal
with characteristic intranuclear speckles), and outgrowth of cellular extensions [blue arrows; also see (B)] are
induced in the gonad of lin-53(–) animals upon ubiquitous induction of che-1 expression. Noninduced lin-53(+)
controls are shown in Fig. 1. This phenotype is observed in the germ line of up to 52% of heat-shocked
animals (see tables S4 and S5 and fig. S3 for quantification) and in all six transgenic che-1heat-shock lines;
the line shown here is otIs284. Heat shock of lin-53(–) animals that do not carry the che-1heat-shock array do
not show any ectopic marker induction. (B) Higher-magnification image of axonal extensions induced by
ectopic che-1 expression in lin-53(RNAi) animals. The protruding vulva (Pvul) phenotype is a characteristic
pleiotropy of loss of lin-53. Movies S1 to S3 show additional examples of axonal projections.
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reprogrammed cells are not merely generic and/or
misspecified neurons but closely resemble nor-
mally differentiatedASEneurons. Taken together,
animals ectopically expressing che-1 and lacking
lin-53 not only contain their normal set of two
ASE gustatory neurons in the head, but contain a
gonad filled with dozens of ASE-like neurons.

Specificity of germ cell–neuron conversion.
Removal of RNA-binding gene regulatory fac-
tors has been shown to result in the formation of
teratomas (i.e., cells of various origins and types)
in the germ line (16). The effects that we ob-
served upon loss of lin-53 are not a reflection of
teratoma formation, because we observed no

expression of various neuronal fate markers
other than those of ASE fate in the gonad of
che-1heat-shock; lin-53(RNAi) animals. However,
the very same neuronal markers (GABA neuron
marker, cholinergic neuron marker) were ex-
pressed in the gonad of animals in which the
translation regulatorgld-1, a previously described

Fig. 3. Reprogrammed germ cells express pan-neuronal markers and cluster pre-
synaptic proteins. (A) Induction of pan-neuronal reporter genes in che-1heat-shock;
lin-53(RNAi) animals. (B) Induction of the presynaptic SNB-1 protein, as assessed
by antibody staining. An individual ASE-like neuron (labeled with gcy-5::gfp) is
shown in higher magnification to show punctate staining of SNB-1 in red marker
along the extension of the process (white arrowheads). che-1 expression was

induced in late (L3/L4) larval stages of animals exposed to lin‑53(dsRNA) starting in
the parental generation. Adult midbody regions are shown. White stippled lines
indicate outline of the animal; yellow stippled lines indicate outline of the gonad.
The penetrance of induction of the markers shown here is the same as for the
gcy-5::gfp marker shown in Fig. 2 and table S4. See table S1 for information
about transgenes and their wild-type expression pattern.

Fig. 4. Reprogrammed germ cells express markers for ASE, but not other
neuronal fates. Experimental conditions and image labeling are as described
in Fig. 3. (A) ASE-specific markers expressed in che-1heat-shock; lin-53(RNAi)
animals. osm-6::gfp is a full-length protein fusion. (B) Other neuronal fates are not
expressed in che-1heat-shock; lin-53(RNAi) animals. The left column shows an

overall view of the entire animal to illustrate the expression of non-ASE
markers (all mCherry-based reporters) in other neuron types, and the right
column shows an enlarged view (white box) of the gonad region, illustrating
that these markers do not become induced in the che-1 reprogrammed germ
cells, labeled with gcy-5::gfp.
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repressor of teratoma formation (16), is knocked
down (fig. S6). Therefore, removal of lin-53 does
not by itself trigger alternative developmental
programs but primes germ cells to be responsive
to a neuronal fate inducer such as che-1.

Germ cell conversion to other neuron types.
To test whether lin-53 removal also permits the
conversion of germ cells into other neuron types,
we tested two other terminal selector genes (8):
the phylogenetically conserved Pitx-type homeo-
box gene unc-30, a terminal selector required for
the generation of GABAergic motor neurons in
the ventral nerve cord (17, 18), and the EBF-like
transcription factor unc-3, required for the
generation of two types (A- and B-type) of
cholinergic motor neurons in the ventral nerve
cord (19, 20). When ectopically misexpressed,
neither unc-30 nor unc-3 was able to induce

GABAergic or cholinergic neuron fate in the germ
line, respectively. However, upon removal of
lin-53, heat-shock induction of either unc-30 or
unc-3 resulted, like che-1 induction, in germ cells
losing their characteristic morphology and instead
adopting neuron-like nuclear morphology and
growing axonal projections (Fig. 5, A and B). In
the case of unc-3, the ectopic neurons expressed a
marker characteristic of cholinergic A/B-type ven-
tral cord motor neurons (acr-2; Fig. 5B), whereas
ectopic expression of unc-30 resulted in the ex-
pression of theGABAergicmarker unc-47 (Fig. 5A).
In neither case did we observe any ASE marker
expression to be induced (>100 animals scored);
also, neither cholinergic nor GABAergic markers
were induced by che-1 (Fig. 4B). We conclude
that upon loss of lin-53, germ cells acquire the
ability to be reprogrammed into distinct neuron

types through the activity of neuron type–specific
terminal selector transcription factors.

Does lin-53 removal prime germ cells to
respond only to factors that induce neuronal
fates, or can they now respond to other factors as
well? To address this question, we ectopically
expressed a selector gene, the C. elegans MyoD
homolog hlh-1 that was previously shown to be
able to ectopically induce muscle fate in early
embryos (21). We found that hlh-1 is unable to
convert the germ cells of lin-53(RNAi) animals
into muscle cells (fig. S7). These negative results
need to be cautiously interpreted, but may rep-
resent a first hint toward a target selectivity of lin-53.
That is, lin-53may only restrict the developmen-
tal potential specifically toward a neuronal de-
velopmental program, whereas other factors may
serve to prevent the induction of other, non-
neuronal differentiation programs.

LIN-53, which is ubiquitously expressed (10),
is one of several phylogenetically conserved his-
tone chaperones that are thought to assist in the
recruitment of various distinct types of histone
modifiers or remodelers (including histone meth-
yltransferases, histone acetylases, and histone de-
acetylases) to histone H3 and histone H4 (22, 23).
LIN-53 orthologs in various species have been
found to be integral components of at least six
different protein complexes, each displaying di-
verse biochemical and biological roles: theNURD
and NURF nucleosome remodeling complexes,
the CAF-1 chromatin assembly factor complex,
the Sin3A transcriptional repressor complex, the
PRC2 histonemethyltransferase complex, and the
HAT1 histone acetyltransferase complex (22, 23)
(table S6). RNAi of representative members of
each of these complexes either did not pheno-
copy the lin-53(RNAi)–induced reprogramming
ability of ectopic CHE-1 expression or could not
be interpreted because of early lethality induced
by RNAi (table S6). However, two of the LIN-53–

Fig. 5. Reprogramming
activity of other selector
genes in lin-53(–) animals.
(A) Heat-shock induction of
the unc-30 terminal selector
induces GABAergic, D-type
motor neuron fate (as assessed
by neuronal morphology
and unc-47 vesicular GABA
transporter expression) in
the germ line of lin-53(RNAi)
animals. White asterisks
indicate ventral cord neu-
rons that normally express
the marker and are located
in proximity to the gonad.
Six of 32 unc-30heat-shock;
lin-53(RNAi) animals (line 1,otEx4442), 4 of 21 animals (line 2, otEx4443), and 5 of 23 animals (line 3,
otEx4444) show germline unc-47::gfp (oxIs12) expression. Without heat shock and RNAi, none of
>100 animals show the effect. (B) Heat-shock induction of the unc-3 terminal selector induces A/B-type motor neuron fate in the germ line of lin-53(RNAi)
animals. White asterisks indicate ventral cord neurons that normally express the marker and are located in proximity to the gonad. The white arrows indicate
axonal-like extensions. Five of 24 unc-3heat-shock; lin-53(RNAi) animals show expression of a gfp reporter for the autoreceptor acr-2 expression; none of 20
unc-3heat-shock animals [no lin-53(RNAi)] show this effect. Without heat shock and RNAi, none of >100 animals show the effect.

Fig. 6. Inhibitors of
HDACs also permit che-1
to reprogram germ cells.
Animals were grown on
plates containing the re-
spectivedrug, che-1was in-
duced in late larval stages,
and 1 day later, adult P0
animals were scored for
ectopic gcy-5::gfp expres-
sion in the gonad. Rela-
tive to lin-53(RNAi), the
drug’s effects appear to
be weaker (5 of 40 ani-
mals affected show ASE-
like neurons in valproic
acid–treated animals, 3
of 40 in TSA-treated ani-
mals; none of 50 mock-
treated animals show an effect) and not as many germ cells appear to be transformed, possibly because of
drug dosage issues [too high a dose results in no viable progeny, a phenotype similar to RNAi of at least one
C. elegans HDAC (29)]. Heat shock in the absence of the che-1heat-shock transgene does not have an effect on
drug-treated animals (40 animals scored). TSA, trichostatin A.
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associated complexes (NURD and Sin3a) each
contain at least two histone deacetylase (HDAC)
components and the reprogramming role of lin-53
may involve several complexes; for these reasons,
we sought to broadly inhibit HDAC function by
using two distinct chemical inhibitors, valproic
acid and trichostatin A (24). At sublethal doses,
animals treated with either drug survived and
permitted heat shock–induced che-1 to induce
ASE fate in the germ line (and no other cell type)
even in the presence of functional lin-53 (Fig. 6).
Even though these drug effects may be unrelated
to normal lin-53 function, these results nonetheless
provide a strong indication that histone mod-
ifications are key players in restricting the ability of
a transcription factor to reprogram cellular identity.

Conclusions. Our finding that the removal of
a single chromatin factor, together with the
induction of single transcription factors, can
produce distinct and specific neuron types in a
heterologous cellular context is a testament to the
simplicity of programs that control neuronal
differentiation. The role of complex, multistage
neuronal developmental programs may mainly
lie in orchestrating the activation of a terminal
regulatory routine—that is, one or more terminal
selectors that directly control terminal differen-
tiation genes. This notion may apply to more com-
plex systems as well, because recent work has
shown that it takes as few as two transcription
factors to drive a differentiated fibroblast toward a
specific neuronal fate (25). Our findings are also
a testament to the totipotency of germ cells (26).
This totipotency is normally kept in check by a
variety of transcriptional and posttranscriptional
mechanisms (26), but is unleashed either sponta-
neously in pathological situations (germ cell tu-

mors) (27) or upon culturing germ stem cells
under specific conditions, which transform these
cells into cells indistinguishable from pluripotent
embryonic stem cells (28).

We have shown that the ability of germ cells
to be directly reprogrammed into neurons can be
unleashed, even in the adult animal, through
removal of a single gene that we speculate to be
involved in rendering neuronal differentiation
genes inaccessible to transcriptional induction by,
for example, contributing to the formation of fac-
ultative (i.e., conditional and developmentally
regulated) heterochromatin. Seen in a broader
context, our results indicate that the reprogram-
ming of cellular identity may critically depend
not just on providing the correct transcription factor
(s) that induce a specific fate, but also on the
removal of inhibitory mechanisms that restrict
transcription factor activity. We anticipate that the
disablement of such inhibitory mechanisms may
provide an efficient strategy to ectopically generate
neuron types in other organisms, or perhaps even
in cell culture, using isolated germ cells.
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Seismic Detection of the Lunar Core
Renee C. Weber,1* Pei-Ying Lin,2 Edward J. Garnero,2 Quentin Williams,3 Philippe Lognonné4

Despite recent insight regarding the history and current state of the Moon from satellite sensing and
analyses of limited Apollo-era seismic data, deficiencies remain in our understanding of the deep lunar
interior. We reanalyzed Apollo lunar seismograms using array-processing methods to search for the
presence of reflected and converted seismic energy from the core. Our results suggest the presence of
a solid inner and fluid outer core, overlain by a partially molten boundary layer. The relative sizes of the
inner and outer core suggest that the core is ~60% liquid by volume. Based on phase diagrams of
iron alloys and the presence of partial melt, the core probably contains less than 6 weight % of lighter
alloying components, which is consistent with a volatile-depleted interior.

Recent studies suggest that the Moon pos-
sesses a relatively small iron-rich core,
sized between ~250 and 430 km, or rough-

ly 15 to 25% of its 1737.1-km mean radius (1).

Various indirect geophysical measurements pro-
vide supporting evidence for the presence of a
core (1–4), but differ on key characteristics such
as its radius, composition, and state (solid versus
molten), although a liquid core is favored when
considering Love numbers (3) or mantle seismic
constraints (5). Constraining the structure of the
lunar core is necessary for understanding the
present-day internal thermal structure, the history
of a lunar dynamo, and the origin and evolution
of the Moon (1).

Seismic models of the lunar interior lack
resolution in the deepest 500 km of the Moon

(6–9), because of the paucity of seismic waves
that penetrate this depth range identified in the
Apollo seismic data. The lack of observation of far-
side events recorded by the nearside array suggests
the presence of a highly attenuating region in the
deep Moon (10). This, combined with inferences
from other geophysical data (1), has led to a model
containing a partially molten deepest mantle layer
overlying molten outer and solid inner core layers
(Fig. 1A).

The Apollo Passive Seismic Experiment (PSE)
consisted of four seismometers deployed on the
lunar nearside between 1969 and 1972, which
continuously recorded three orthogonal direc-
tions of ground motion until late 1977. The small
number of stations, limited selenographical ex-
tent of the network, and weak attenuation of seis-
mic energy coupled with strong wave scattering
prohibited direct observation of waves reflected
off of or refracted through the core.

We applied seismic array-processing meth-
odologies to the PSE data to search for layering
in the deep Moon that might be associated with
a lunar core (11, 12). We analyzed seismograms
from previously identified deep moonquakes
(10), which are the most abundant type of lunar
seismic events. They are known to originate from
discrete kilometer-scale source regions (13) or

Fig. 1. (A) Schematic meridional cross-section of the
Moon showing the distribution of deep moonquakes
(red circles) and the potential radii of physical layers
in the deepest lunar interior. (B) Map of the lunar
nearside showing the locations of the Apollo seismic
stations (red diamonds) and the distribution of the
deep moonquake epicenters used in this study (white
circles). (C) The R-component seismograms of station
15 from three A6 events (top three traces), compared
to a stack of A6 events on the R component of station
15 (fourth from top), and the same stack after
polarization filtering (bottom). The P arrival is not
evident in the single-event seismograms, because
amplitudes of a single digital unit, reflecting the
noise floor of the instrument, dominate the traces
before the S arrivals. Stacking enhances the P and S
arrivals, but intermediate arrivals remain masked by
the P- and S-wave codas. The polarization filter
reveals arrivals between P and S. We multiplied the
segment of the seismogram before S (highlighted in
purple) by a factor of 4 to increase the visibility of the
intermediate arrivals.
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“clusters” (Fig. 1B), with depths between 700
and 1200 km. Clusters produce repeatable seis-
mic waveforms at each station, permitting seis-
mogram stacking to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio of the main P- and S-wave arrivals (14).
However, scattering effects presumed to origi-
nate in the lunar crust persist, manifesting as
long, ringing codas on all three components of
ground motion that obscure subtle arrivals that
may be associated with deep interfaces (Fig. 1C).

We suppressed coda noise with a polarization
filter, a time-averaged product between orthog-

onal components of motion, which enhances
signals partitioned onto more than one compo-
nent (12). Polarization filtering enhances the main
P- and S-wave arrivals and reveals a number of
intermediate arrivals (Fig. 1C). Array-processing
methods commonly used in terrestrial seismol-
ogy (11) permit investigation of deep layering as
the source of these arrivals. Stacking seismo-
grams that have been aligned on predicted core
arrival times enhances small-amplitude arrivals.
We searched for lunar core reflections by time-
shifting the polarization-filtered deep moonquake

cluster stacks to travel time predictions of reflec-
tions from specific layer depths, then summing the
shifted traces. If relatively strong energy is present
in a stack associated with a particular depth, this is
evidence for a reflective boundary at that depth.

Array seismology techniques are commonly
performed relative to a reference signal, to sup-
press event origin errors. The direct S wave is the
largest arrival on the cluster-stacked moonquake
traces, and thus we used it as a reference phase by
hand-picking S-wave arrival onset times (12). We
began with stacks of seismograms (14) recorded
on the four Apollo stations from all 106 located
clusters, retaining data only for which S-wave on-
sets were clear and impulsive, resulting in 62 picks
from a total of 38 clusters (table S1).

A number of distinct interfaces (Fig. 1A) could
reflect seismic energy from deep moonquakes
back to the surface. We searched the PSE data
for four distinct reflection types: (i) a downward-
propagating Pwave that reflects and travels up to
the surface as a Pwave; (ii) as in (i), but a down-
and upgoing S wave, horizontally polarized as
SH; (iii) a downward-propagating S wave that
converts to P upon reflection, traveling up as a P
wave; (iv) a downward-propagating P wave that
converts to S upon reflection, returning as an S
wave. The S waves in cases (iii) and (iv) are ver-
tically polarized shear waves (SV). We explored
layered models (Fig. 1A) in which we expect
reflections off of the following: the partial melt
boundary (PMB, interface d; for example, aP-to-P
reflection is named PdP), the outer fluid core or
core-mantle boundary (CMB, interface c; for ex-
ample, PcP for P-to-P reflections), and the inner
core boundary (ICB, interface i; for example,
PKiKP for P-to-P reflections).

To detect deep reflections, we computed
the envelope of the stack associated with each
depth increment and computed the area under
the curve (Fig. 2).Wemade stacks for all fourwave
types (12), with time-window lengths varying from
2 to 20 s, centered on the predicted reflection
arrival time (to allow for possible moonquake
origin time and location errors). Double-array
stacking for models with multiple layering (Fig.
1A) involves an iterative approach that seeks the
best-fit radii and overlying P- and S-wave speeds
of each layer, in order to produce consistency in
the stacks for the four wave types (P-to-P, S-to-S,
S-to-P, and P-to-S). We stacked data one interface
at a time, because resolving deeper interfaces
requires knowledge of overlying structure.

We adopted the approach of interpreting
peaks in Fig. 2 that were common to the differ-
ent wave-type stacks, with relatively high record
counts. A layer near 480 T 15 km radius (12) is
coherent in the stacks, after a slight (5% in-
crease) perturbation in P velocities immediately
above the PMB. We used a compressional wave
velocity of 8.5 km/s between 738 and 1257 km
depth: This velocity likely requires the presence
of garnet (at the ~20% level) at depth in the
lunar mantle, which has been suggested previ-
ously (1, 9). Lower velocities (and hence lower
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Fig. 2. For the four types of reflections (P-to-P, S-to-S, S-to-P, and P-to-S), the area under each stack (a proxy
for energy) is plotted against the core radius, for each of the stack window lengths under consideration
(bottom curves). We highlight the 10-s window (bold line), although no specific window length was given any
greater weight in our interpretation. We normalized the value at each radius increment by the number of
traces contributing to the stack (top curves). Gray lines demarcate the depth regions over which each interface
was iteratively searched. Model interface depths are highlighted in green (ICB), yellow (CMB), and pink (PMB),
and vary because of uncertainties in velocity structure and variable (sometimes low) numbers of stacked
records. Supporting data relevant to the significance of each peak are shown in fig. S5 (12).
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amounts of garnet) are permissible as well, but
produce slightly less robust stacks (12). We as-
sign the layer of partial melt between the PMB
and CMB with P and S velocity reductions of
10 and 30%, respectively (15), corresponding to
~5 to 30% partial melt at depth, with the amount
depending on whether the liquid is distributed in
isolated pockets or tubes (~30%) or is present as
intergranular films (~5%: presumed to be 100:1
aspect ratio; lower aspect ratios imply greater melt
percentages). In the former instance, the amount of
melt lies below the percolation threshold; the latter
scenario would imply that the melt is either
neutrally buoyant or, less plausibly, dynamically
entrained in the lunar mantle. Although these
reductions are assumed, they do represent velocity
contrasts that are physically reasonable, will
produce notable attenuation observed for deeply
sampling seismic phases, are detectable, and are

compatible with the lack of observed deep moon-
quakes below1200 kmdepth (10). The sharp onset
of the PMB and its coherence at a single depth
imply that lunar mantle material intersects its
solidus at this depth, and that lateral temperature
gradients in the deep mantle may be small. After
fixing the PMB depth and velocities, the best-
fitting CMB radius is determined to be 330 T 20
km. We adopt a fluid outer core P velocity of 4.1
km/s, which is consistent with a liquid iron alloy
under these conditions (16), resulting in a strong
reflection near 240 T 10 km radius. This deep
discontinuity, which lacks SH reflections (Fig. 2),
is most readily associated with a solid inner core. A
transition from liquid to solid at this location
implies that the Moon’s core is ~40% solidified.

The different wave types and resultant pre-
ferred velocity model show consistent evi-
dence for a PMB, CMB, and ICB (Fig. 3 and

table S2). The seismic velocities we have as-
sumed for our core layers are consistent with
estimates from other studies (17). However,
these velocity assumptions affect the modeled
reflector depths, because the depth of any re-
flector has a 1-to-1 tradeoff with the velocity
above the interface. Continued model velocity
adjustment might result in better peak alignment
between the different stacks, but the choice of ve-
locity is not well constrained at present. Our prin-
cipal results, motivated by consistencies in the stacks
of different data types, demonstrate the strength of
the deep reflectors and strongly suggest that the
Moon has a solid inner and fluid outer core, overlain
with a partially molten layer. Layer depths may
plausibly vary by tens of kilometers; the exact
resolution is difficult to quantify, owing to un-
certainties such asmoonquake location and timing
errors, seismic heterogeneities that either blur
stack amplitudes or affect one wave type more
than another (such as the CMB in the S-to-P
stack), and fairly low record numbers for some
depth regions for some wave types. We thus em-
phasize the qualitative agreement between the
different types of reflected waves, which is
excellent given the original ringy PSE data.

The relative amplitudes of peaks in our stacks
might suggest relative strengths of impedance con-
trasts of the various boundaries. However, a num-
ber of uncertainties preclude this, including the
unknown radiation patterns ofP, SV, and SH energy;
the sharpness of interfaces; and the effects of het-
erogeneity on the different wave types. Nonetheless,
these results provide a seismic constraint on deep
lunar structure against which other types of geo-
physical data can be tested. Among those, moment
of inertia, density, and the tidal Love numbers are
the most sensitive to the core.We therefore test our
model against the tidal Love numbers k2 and h2
obtained from lunar laser ranging.

The accepted values are k2 = 0.0209 T 0.0025
and h2 = 0.041 T 0.008 (18). Satellite tracking
data provide a similar value for k2, although with
a larger uncertainty (k2 = 0.0213 T 0.0075) (19).
Both of these estimates are significantly smaller
than those proposed by (20), with k2 = 0.026 T
0.003. If we assume densities of 5.1 g/cm3 and 8.0
g/cm3 in the outer and inner core respectively,
corresponding to the seismic velocities we pro-
posed for iron cores (12), we obtain k2 and h2
equal to 0.0232 and 0.0406, respectively. Thus, our
proposed model predicts k2 within slightly less than
1 SD of the value predicted from laser ranging,
which is close to the average of (18) and (20).

A conservative interpretation of our deep re-
flections is that the deepest interior of the Moon
has considerable structural similarities with Earth:
Constraints on temperature in the lunar interior
can be derived from the depth of the ICB, cou-
pled with the phase diagram of plausible iron
alloys. The tradeoffs between the amount of sul-
fur within an iron-sulfur core and the temperature
at its ICB (Fig. 4) indicate that the ICB tem-
perature is probably within tens of kelvin of that
at the CMB. This is a consequence of the Moon’s

Fig. 3. Preferred velocity
(v) and density (r) models.
Structure shallower than
1000 km is derived from
previous studies (7, 8),
whereas that within the
core is derived from the
elasticity of iron alloys
(16, 21, 26).
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Fig. 4. Tradeoff between the sul-
fur content of the lunar core and
the liquidus temperature. The inner
core is assumed to be pure iron, in
accord with the eutectic behavior
of the Fe-FeS system. Available sol-
idus temperatures at lunar CMB
pressures of anhydrous composi-
tions relevant to the overlying par-
tially molten zone, such as the Apollo
12 12009 picrite (22), ilmenite-
clinopyroxene cumulates (23), and
the green glass source region (24),
are also shown, as is an estimate of
the sulfur composition of the lunar
core derived from siderophile ele-
ment abundances (27). The phase
diagram for the Fe-S system at 5 GPa
is interpolated between the ambient-
pressure phase diagram, the results
of (28) at 3 Gpa, and those of (29)
at 10 GPa. The densities of liquids in the Fe-S system are derived from elastic parameters from (16, 26).
For comparison, if an equal mixture of carbon and sulfur by weight were present [such as a mix of
5 weight % (wt %) carbon and 5 wt % sulfur in place of 10 wt % sulfur], the liquidus temperature
would be lowered by ~100 K across much of this compositional range, and immiscible liquids would be
unlikely to occur at the pressure of the lunar core (30).
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liquid outer core being subadiabatic and prob-
ably stably stratified. Such stable stratification is
a natural consequence of the adiabat of iron al-
loys probably being steeper than their liquidus at
lunar core conditions (21) and is consistent with
the present absence of a lunar dynamo. An at-
tenuating, probably partial melt-bearing layer at
the base of the mantle provides a constraint on
the thermal regime and hence on core chemistry.
Characteristic estimates of the anhydrous solidi
of possible lunar mantle materials at lowermost
mantle pressures typically lie above ~1650 K
(22–24). Therefore, the solidi temperatures im-
ply that the sulfur content within the lunar outer
core is ~6 weight % or less (Fig. 4). If signif-
icant water is present at depth in the deep Moon,
then solidus temperatures would be lowered in
the partially molten zone, and somewhat higher
sulfur contents would be permitted. The deple-
tion in lighter alloying components relative to
Earth’s core is consistent with depletion of the
lunar interior in volatile elements relative to Earth.
Such depletion is a natural consequence of the
lunar formation process, through high-temperature
devolatilization during the Moon-forming impact:
In effect, the present lunar core is probably com-
posed of thermally processed material from the
core of the impactor (25).
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A Persistent Oxygen Anomaly Reveals
the Fate of Spilled Methane in the
Deep Gulf of Mexico
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Methane was the most abundant hydrocarbon released during the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil
spill in the Gulf of Mexico. Beyond relevancy to this anthropogenic event, this methane release
simulates a rapid and relatively short-term natural release from hydrates into deep water. Based
on methane and oxygen distributions measured at 207 stations throughout the affected region,
we find that within ~120 days from the onset of release ~3.0 × 1010 to 3.9 × 1010 moles of
oxygen were respired, primarily by methanotrophs, and left behind a residual microbial community
containing methanotrophic bacteria. We suggest that a vigorous deepwater bacterial bloom
respired nearly all the released methane within this time, and that by analogy, large-scale
releases of methane from hydrate in the deep ocean are likely to be met by a similarly rapid
methanotrophic response.

The immense accumulation of methane
(CH4) in the marine sub-seafloor is among
the largest global carbon reservoirs (1) and

has been implicated as a factor in past oceanic
and climate change. Oceanic CH4 released nat-
urally through hydrocarbon seeps, hydrothermal
vents, or decomposing clathrate hydrates or an-
thropogenically through oil and gas exploration
has the potential to influence climate, being a
moderate absorber of infrared radiation (2), and
ocean chemistry when it is oxidized either aero-
bically or anaerobically (3–6). Oceanic CH4 has

been implicated in ancient climate change [e.g.,
(7)]; however, little is known about potential
future impacts (8). Importantly, for oceanic CH4

to directly impact climate, CH4 must enter the
atmosphere without first being consumed by mi-
crobes in the ocean.

On 20 April 2010, a violent and tragic CH4

discharge severed the Deepwater Horizon rig
from its well. Two days later, the burning rig sank,
and oil and gas began spewing into the deep Gulf
of Mexico at depths of ~1.5 km until 15 July,
when the well was effectively sealed. Estimates

of the oil emitted during the 83 days of this
disaster range from 4.1 × 106 to 4.4 × 106 T 20%
(uncertainty) barrels (9, 10). The corresponding
emission of methane (CH4) could be as great as
1.25 × 1010 moles (11) or as low as 9.14 × 109

moles (Table 1) (12, 13), depending on uncer-
tainties in the gas-to-oil ratio and net oil emission.
This localized CH4 emission is of similar mag-
nitude to the natural release rate of CH4 to the
entire Black Sea (14) and provided a unique op-
portunity to investigate the fate of CH4 released
into the deep ocean and to understand the re-
sponse of cold-adapted methanotrophic bacteria.

The sea-air CH4 flux measured during active
flow (survey area about 25 km in diameter cen-
tered on the wellhead) indicated that, even at
elevated wind speeds, less than 6.8 × 105 moles
(i.e., <0.01%) of the emitted CH4 escaped to the
atmosphere (15). The depth distributions of CH4

in the vicinity of the wellhead measured during
conditions of active flow displayed high CH4

concentrations between 800- to 1200-m depth
(11, 16). This spatially consistent CH4 distri-
bution suggests that CH4 remained dissolved and
suspended in the deep waters between 800- to
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liquid outer core being subadiabatic and prob-
ably stably stratified. Such stable stratification is
a natural consequence of the adiabat of iron al-
loys probably being steeper than their liquidus at
lunar core conditions (21) and is consistent with
the present absence of a lunar dynamo. An at-
tenuating, probably partial melt-bearing layer at
the base of the mantle provides a constraint on
the thermal regime and hence on core chemistry.
Characteristic estimates of the anhydrous solidi
of possible lunar mantle materials at lowermost
mantle pressures typically lie above ~1650 K
(22–24). Therefore, the solidi temperatures im-
ply that the sulfur content within the lunar outer
core is ~6 weight % or less (Fig. 4). If signif-
icant water is present at depth in the deep Moon,
then solidus temperatures would be lowered in
the partially molten zone, and somewhat higher
sulfur contents would be permitted. The deple-
tion in lighter alloying components relative to
Earth’s core is consistent with depletion of the
lunar interior in volatile elements relative to Earth.
Such depletion is a natural consequence of the
lunar formation process, through high-temperature
devolatilization during the Moon-forming impact:
In effect, the present lunar core is probably com-
posed of thermally processed material from the
core of the impactor (25).
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Methane was the most abundant hydrocarbon released during the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil
spill in the Gulf of Mexico. Beyond relevancy to this anthropogenic event, this methane release
simulates a rapid and relatively short-term natural release from hydrates into deep water. Based
on methane and oxygen distributions measured at 207 stations throughout the affected region,
we find that within ~120 days from the onset of release ~3.0 × 1010 to 3.9 × 1010 moles of
oxygen were respired, primarily by methanotrophs, and left behind a residual microbial community
containing methanotrophic bacteria. We suggest that a vigorous deepwater bacterial bloom
respired nearly all the released methane within this time, and that by analogy, large-scale
releases of methane from hydrate in the deep ocean are likely to be met by a similarly rapid
methanotrophic response.

The immense accumulation of methane
(CH4) in the marine sub-seafloor is among
the largest global carbon reservoirs (1) and

has been implicated as a factor in past oceanic
and climate change. Oceanic CH4 released nat-
urally through hydrocarbon seeps, hydrothermal
vents, or decomposing clathrate hydrates or an-
thropogenically through oil and gas exploration
has the potential to influence climate, being a
moderate absorber of infrared radiation (2), and
ocean chemistry when it is oxidized either aero-
bically or anaerobically (3–6). Oceanic CH4 has

been implicated in ancient climate change [e.g.,
(7)]; however, little is known about potential
future impacts (8). Importantly, for oceanic CH4

to directly impact climate, CH4 must enter the
atmosphere without first being consumed by mi-
crobes in the ocean.

On 20 April 2010, a violent and tragic CH4

discharge severed the Deepwater Horizon rig
from its well. Two days later, the burning rig sank,
and oil and gas began spewing into the deep Gulf
of Mexico at depths of ~1.5 km until 15 July,
when the well was effectively sealed. Estimates

of the oil emitted during the 83 days of this
disaster range from 4.1 × 106 to 4.4 × 106 T 20%
(uncertainty) barrels (9, 10). The corresponding
emission of methane (CH4) could be as great as
1.25 × 1010 moles (11) or as low as 9.14 × 109

moles (Table 1) (12, 13), depending on uncer-
tainties in the gas-to-oil ratio and net oil emission.
This localized CH4 emission is of similar mag-
nitude to the natural release rate of CH4 to the
entire Black Sea (14) and provided a unique op-
portunity to investigate the fate of CH4 released
into the deep ocean and to understand the re-
sponse of cold-adapted methanotrophic bacteria.

The sea-air CH4 flux measured during active
flow (survey area about 25 km in diameter cen-
tered on the wellhead) indicated that, even at
elevated wind speeds, less than 6.8 × 105 moles
(i.e., <0.01%) of the emitted CH4 escaped to the
atmosphere (15). The depth distributions of CH4

in the vicinity of the wellhead measured during
conditions of active flow displayed high CH4

concentrations between 800- to 1200-m depth
(11, 16). This spatially consistent CH4 distri-
bution suggests that CH4 remained dissolved and
suspended in the deep waters between 800- to
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1200-m depth as lateral intrusions from the main
vertical release from the wellhead (11, 16). These
subsurface intrusion layers form as a result of
trapping by density stratification of seawater en-
trained into the jet of oil and gas initially released
from the wellhead as described previously (17);
the empirical relationships derived from these

previous experiments are consistent with intru-
sions at these depths for the scales of the Deep-
water Horizon event (17). Hydrocarbon gases
dissolved in the water column adjacent to the
wellhead during active flow were present at rel-
ative proportions of 87.5%, 8.1%, and 4.4%, for
CH4, ethane (C2H6), and propane (C3H8), re-

spectively, and the variations in their proportions
and isotopic compositions suggested rapid respi-
ration of C2H6 and C3H8 but not CH4 (11).

To track the fate of CH4, we conducted three
expeditions to the oil spill site aboard the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) ship Pisces after flow had ceased: 18
August to 2 September, 7 to 17 September, and
22 September to 4 October 2010. During these
expeditions, we tracked submerged hydrocarbon
intrusions southwestward from the wellhead for
500 km by using their concurrent fluorescence
and oxygen anomalies (Fig. 1). We also quanti-
fied depth distributions of dissolved CH4 and
oxygen (DO) at 207 unique stations (110 for CH4

and 202 for DO) by using shipboard chemical
techniques and further analyzed CH4 oxidation
rates and the microbial community structure at
seven representative locations (13).

On the basis of elevated CH4 concentrations
and pseudo-first-order CH4 oxidation rate con-
stants of 0.001 day−1 (range from 0 to 0.013 day−1,
n = 22 minus 1 outlier) measured around the
wellhead in June (11), as well as the generally
low oxidation rates for CH4 in deep waters along

Table 1. Hydrocarbon emission estimates and oxygen removal potentials (13). Only oil in the
deepwater intrusion layers is included.

Hydrocarbon Quantity emitted
(moles)

Stoichiometric
ratio

O2:hydrocarbon

O2-removing
potential
(moles)

Dissolved O2

removed
(moles)

CH4 0.91 × 1010 –
1.25 × 1010

2:1 1.83 × 1010 –
2.50 × 1010

C2H6 0.85 × 109 –
1.16 × 109

3.5:1 2.96 × 109 –
4.05 × 109

C3H8 4.60 × 108 –
6.28 × 108

5:1 2.30 × 109 –
3.14 × 109

Oil as (-CH2-) 0.93 × 1010 –
1.00 × 1010

1.5:1 1.40 × 1010 –
1.50 × 1010

Total 3.76 × 1010 –
4.72 × 1010

3.00 × 1010 –
3.90 × 1010

Fig. 1. (A) Sampling stations overlaid on a Google Earth image highlighting
the area of the intrusion. Blue plus, red diamond, and white triangle symbols
indicate sampling stations for the 18 August–2 September, 7–17 September,
and 22 September–4 October 2010 expeditions, respectively. The yellow and
green boundaries indicate the extent of the contouring bounds as determined
from the extent of DO and fluorescence anomalies and bathymetric re-
strictions. (B) Contour plot within the yellow boundary of the vertically

integrated DO anomaly at each station using data from the 18 August–2
September 2010 expedition. Units are moles DO m−2. (C) Profiles of DO [SBE-
43, Sea-Bird Electronics Incorporated (Bellevue, WA); red line calibrated with
Winkler titrations] and fluorescence [UV AquaTracka (emission = 360 nm),
Cheslea Technologies Group (West Molesey, UK); black line] at station PC198
(26.7098°N, 90.6286°W). The green circles represent Winkler titration sam-
ples. CTD indicates conductivity, temperature, and depth.
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the continental margins (6), we expected CH4

intrusions from the Deepwater Horizon to persist
for years. However, our broad August to October
surveys identified no instances of elevated CH4

(Fig. 1). In fact, CH4 concentrationmeasurements
conducted during all three expeditions yielded an
average CH4 concentration of 1.4 T 2.0 nM
(maximum = 20.4 nM; n = 671), with the max-
imum concentration measured (20.4 nM) not
exceeding ambient levels for the Gulf of Mexico
(18). It is unlikely that CH4 intrusions were sim-
ply missed during the survey, because concurrent
fluorescence and DO anomalies were identified
at most stations in the deep waters (Fig. 1C),
indicative of both the presence of residual oil hy-
drocarbons and hydrocarbon respiration. On the
basis of these results, we hypothesized that
methanotrophic bacteria consumed all CH4 from
the Deepwater Horizon event by the 18 August–
2 September survey.

As a first test of our hypothesis, we integrated
the DO anomaly for our study area (Fig. 1) and
compared it to the potential oxygen demand ex-
erted by the respiration of hydrocarbons released
from the wellhead (Table 1). To calculate the ox-
ygen anomaly for the entire intrusion, we verti-
cally integrated oxygen deficits between 700- and
1300-m water depth for each station and con-
toured these integrated DO anomalies over the
spatial extent of the intrusion (13). Bounds for the
contouring on the northern and eastern edges
were chosen based on bathymetric restrictions.
On the southern and western edges, bounds were
defined to encompass the DO and fluorescence
anomalies measured with an average buffer of
50 km to incorporate any anomalies that may have
been missed during sampling (Fig. 1A). The
southern and western edges of the contour area
were subsequently extended outward by 50 km
to test the sensitivity of the calculation to changes
in intrusion area (Fig. 1A). Five different con-
touring methods were used to constrain the sen-
sitivity of the total DO removal estimates to the
applied algorithm (table S1) (13). The data col-
lected during the first expedition (128 stations)
were contoured separately from the second ex-
pedition (56 stations) to assess temporal variabil-
ity; because the data collected during the third
expedition (18 stations) did not adequately define
the intrusion layer, an additional set of contour
results were determined from a combined data set
from expeditions 2 and 3. The integratedDO anom-
aly determined for the first expedition ranged
from 3.00 × 1010 to 3.90 × 1010 moles of O2 re-
moved, compared with 1.72 × 1010 to 3.24 × 1010

moles of O2 removed for the second and third
expeditions. Mass balance dictates that respiration
of CH4 contributed substantially to the anomaly,
and its magnitude is consistent with complete
consumption of CH4 and natural gas, along with
partial respiration of oil (Table 1 and table S1).

As a second test of our hypothesis, we cloned
and sequenced 492 bacterial 16S ribosomal RNA
(rRNA) genes from seven locations sampled dur-
ing September 2010, searching for methylotro-

phic bacteria. Of these locations, four displayed
DO and fluorescence anomalies at depth, where-
as three did not. Despite the lack of CH4, methyl-
otrophic bacteria were detected at each site, with

relative abundances ranging between 5 and 36%
of sequences (Fig. 2 and fig. S5). The microbial
community in September 2010 differed signifi-
cantly from the community identified around the

Fig. 3. Model results from a one-dimensional time-dependent model of (●) average DO anomaly from
CH4 respiration (mM reduction in the intrusion layer), (□) average CH4 concentration (mM), and (×) first-
order CH4 oxidation rate constants (days

−1) in the intrusion layers. Labels A to D on the figure represent
measured values. A, average CH4 concentration = 25 mM (range from 0.57 to 183 mM; n = 73), 11 to 20
June (11); B, average CH4 concentration = 1.4 T 2.0 nM (n = 671), average CH4 oxidation rate constant =
0.0015 days−1 (range from 0.0005 to 0.0038 day−1, n = 10), 7 to 17 September; C, average CH4
oxidation rate constant = 0.001 day−1 (range from 0 to 0.0127 day−1, n = 22minus one outlier), 11 to 20
June (11). DM,maximumdissolved O2 anomaly = 36.7 mM; DA, average dissolved O2 anomaly = 5.6 T 5.8 mM
(n = 202); 18 August to 4 October 2010.

Fig. 2. Results from DNA surveys for bacterial 16S rRNA genes representing changes in community
structure associated with oxidation of CH4 in samples collected from 7 to 17 September 2010. Stations are
shown from left to right in order of decreasing reductions in DO. Stations 192, 222, 230, and 211 had DO
and fluorescence anomalies (integrated oxygen reductions of 1.1, 0.7, 0.5, and 0.1mol m–2, respectively),
whereas stations 191, 242, and 203 did not (integrated oxygen reductions < 0.00001 mol m–2).
Methylotrophs (Methylococcaceae, Methylophaga, and Methylophilaceae) are indicated by shading. The
Other category includes groups observed at <5% in all samples, predominately Acidobacteria,
Actinobacteria, and Verrucomibrobia. n = 56 to 79 per station for a total of 492 samples.
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wellhead in June, when no methylotrophs were
detected and members of the Oceanospirillales,
Cycloclasticus, and Colwellia accounted for up
to 100% of sequences (11, 19). These groups are
presumably involved in hydrocarbon oxidation
but have not been linked to methane oxidation. In
September 2010, Cycloclasticus accounted for
only 0 to 6%of sequences from each site,Colwellia
for 0 to 5%, and the previously identifiedOcean-
ospirillales were not detected at all, although
other members of this order accounted for 3 to
11% of sequences. This dramatic change in com-
munity composition is particularly striking con-
sidering that in September 2010 both methane
concentrations (1.4 T 2.0 nM; maximum = 20.4
nM; n = 671) and methane oxidation rates
(average = 0.0015 day−1; range from 0.0006 to
0.0038 day−1; n = 10) were very low, suggesting
that methanotrophs were no longer active and
that we only observed the remnants of that pop-
ulation. Because of the lack of information on
microbial communities present in the deepwater
column of the Gulf of Mexico before the Deep-
water Horizon spill, it is difficult to determine the
background abundance of methylotrophs. How-
ever, even in areas of active methane seepage
such as the Eel River and Santa Monica Basins,
methylotrophs are present at such low relative
abundances as to be virtually undetectable in 16S
rRNA clone libraries (20). We were also able to
sequence the particulate methane monooxygen-
ase gene (pmoA) in select samples; these se-
quences were closely related to pmoA sequences
frommarine hydrocarbon seep environments (fig. S6).
The unusually high relative abundances ofmethyl-
otrophs observed in September, despite the fact
that methylotrophs had likely decreased from
their peak levels, strongly supports our hypoth-
esis that microbial methane oxidation was re-
sponsible for the disappearance of methane.

Taken together, the tracking of a hydrocarbon
intrusion layer throughout the northern Gulf of
Mexico, the paucity of CH4 in the affected waters
a month or more after the hydrocarbon emissions
had ceased, the magnitude of the DO anomaly
relative to emitted hydrocarbons (Table 1), and
the prevalence of amethylotrophicmicrobial com-
munity (Fig. 2) suggest that CH4 emitted from
the Deepwater Horizon event was quantitatively
consumed by August 2010. Given the slow rates
of methanotrophy observed near the wellhead
in June 2010 (11), we suggest that a bloom of
methanotrophic bacteria occurred in these waters
sometime between the end of June and the be-
ginning of August 2010 and that it likely occurred
after affected waters had flowed away from the
wellhead. This assertion is supported by previous
observations that rates of methanotrophy in-
creased as C2H6 was depleted in the hydrocarbon
intrusions (11).

In order to better define the time-series
change in CH4 oxidation rates as well as CH4

and DO loss, we created a one-dimensional time-
dependent mixing, transport, and reaction model.
The model fitted the measured CH4 and DO

concentration, and CH4 oxidation rate data from
the three expeditions as well as previous data col-
lected in June (11) to interpolate the time course
changes. The model predicts average DO anom-
alies in the intrusion layer of 38 mM by mid-
September, which is greater than the average
measured values of 5.6 T 5.8 mM (n = 202) but in
line with the largest DO anomalies (36.7 mM)
measured in the 18 August–2 September expe-
dition. The model clearly overestimates the aver-
ageDOanomaly especially because it only considers
CH4 oxidation when calculating the DO loss,
ignoring the influence of C2H6, C3H8, and oil
respiration. Because the total quantity of oxygen
removed from the intrusion waters can only be
explained by the complete oxidation of CH4,
C2H6, andC3H8 as well as the partial oxidation of
oil, establishing a near-complete mass balance
(Table 1), the most logical explanation for the
discrepancy between the modeled and measured
average DO anomaly in September is that the
model underestimates mixing. The model further
predicts CH4 oxidation rate constants increasing
at the end of June and peaking at 0.2 day−1 at the
end of July, followed by a return to the average
measured values of 0.0015 day−1 (range from
0.0006 to 0.0038 day−1, n = 10) bymid-September
(13) (Fig. 3). By using the rate constants as a
proxy for population size, we estimate a net
doubling time of ~3.5 days for the methanotro-
phic bacteria assuming exponential growth at the
peak rate constant of 0.2 day−1. This is likely an
upper limit because predatory effects are not con-
sidered. The specific CH4 oxidation rates needed
to explain complete consumption of intrudedCH4

are higher than for other deep pelagic environ-
ments (6, 21) and indicate that there is no apparent
limitation to the methanotrophic response to a
CH4 intrusion of this magnitude.

The oxidative lifetime of the deep CH4 in-
trusion from Deepwater Horizon is about 120
days, with no measurable CH4 loss to the atmo-
sphere. The delay in methanotrophy compared
with respiration of C2H6 and C3H8 (11) may be
attributed to the difference in initial cellular abun-
dance and growth rates of the responsible bacte-
ria. However, methanotrophy proceeded more
rapidly than dilution once the population became
established and seemingly included exponential
growth, limited ultimately by substrate availability.

Previous arguments have been forwarded for
the massive release of CH4 from the marine sub-
seafloor in the geologic past [e.g., (22, 23)]. An
open issue is the fate of released CH4 and
whether it enters the atmosphere, is oxidized in
the ocean, or some combination of both pro-
cesses (24, 25). Our work suggests by analogy
that large-scale CH4 release to the deep ocean
from gas hydrates or other natural sources may
foster a rapid methanotrophic response leading to
complete oxidation of CH4 to CO2 within a
matter of months. Thus, aerobic methanotrophic
bacterial communities may act as a dynamic bio-
filter that responds rapidly to large-scale CH4

inputs into the deep ocean.
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QuantumCriticalityWithout Tuning in the
Mixed Valence Compound b-YbAlB4
Yosuke Matsumoto,1 Satoru Nakatsuji,1* Kentaro Kuga,1 Yoshitomo Karaki,1† Naoki Horie,1

Yasuyuki Shimura,1 Toshiro Sakakibara,1 Andriy H. Nevidomskyy,2,3 Piers Coleman2,4*

Fermi liquid theory, the standard theory of metals, has been challenged by a number of
observations of anomalous metallic behavior found in the vicinity of a quantum phase transition.
The breakdown of the Fermi liquid is accomplished by fine-tuning the material to a quantum
critical point by using a control parameter such as the magnetic field, pressure, or chemical
composition. Our high-precision magnetization measurements of the ultrapure f-electron–based
superconductor b-YbAlB4 demonstrate a scaling of its free energy that is indicative of zero-
field quantum criticality without tuning in a metal. The breakdown of Fermi liquid behavior takes
place in a mixed-valence state, which is in sharp contrast with other known examples
of quantum critical f-electron systems that are magnetic Kondo lattice systems with
integral valence.

Quantum phase transitions occur at zero
temperature as a consequence of quan-
tum rather than thermal correlations. Gen-

erally, a quantum critical point (QCP) can be
reached by driving a finite-temperature critical
point (1, 2) or a first-order critical end-point (3) to

absolute zero. The breakdown of Fermi liquid
(FL) behavior inmetals observed near amagnetic
QCP challenges our current understanding of
strongly correlated electrons. Although themech-
anism of unconventional quantum criticality is
actively debated, there is a growing consensus
that the underlying physics involves a jump in the
Fermi surface volume associated with a partial
electron localization (4–8). To date, the FL break-
down has only been observed by fine-tuning a
material to a QCP through use of a control pa-
rameter such asmagnetic field, pressure, or chem-
ical composition.

Recent work reporting the discovery of su-
perconductivity in an ytterbium (Yb)–based
heavy fermion material b-YbAlB4 has raised
the interesting possibility that this system may
exhibit quantum criticality without tuning (9).

In this compound, signatures of quantum crit-
icality were observed to develop above a tiny
superconducting (SC) dome, with a SC tran-
sition temperature of Tc ~ 80 mK and an upper
critical field m0Hc2 ≈ 30 mT (9, 10). Although
this observation motivated the possibility of a
zero-field QCP, it did not rule out a QCP located
near the upper critical field Hc2, as observed in
the heavy fermion superconductor CeCoIn5 (11).

In this report, we present clear and quanti-
tative evidence that quantum criticality develops
at zero field without tuning in b-YbAlB4, buried
deep inside the SC dome. Moreover, we report a
simple T/B–scaling form of the free energy
spanning almost four decades in magnetic field,
revealing that the signatures of the putative
quantum critical point extend up to temperatures
T and fields B more than 100 times larger than
Tc and m0Hc2, respectively.

To quantify the free energy F(T,B), we used
high-precision measurements of the magnetiza-
tion M = –∂F/∂B. Measurements were made on
ultrahigh-purity single crystals with a mean free
path exceeding 1000 Å and residual resistivity
of less than 0.6 microhm·cm, which were
carefully etched to fully remove surface impur-
ities (12). Our measurements revealed a simple
T/B scaling over a wide range of temperature
and field, governed by a single quantum-critical
(QC) scaling exponent previously masked (9)
by a limited experimental resolution and the
impurity effects caused by surface and bulk
impurities (12). The T/B scaling leads to the
following meaningful consequences. First, the
QC physics is self-similar over four decades of
T/B, with no intrinsic energy scale. Second, the
field-induced FL is characterized by a Fermi

1Institute for Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo, Kashiwa
277-8581, Japan. 2Center for Materials Theory, Department of
Physics and Astronomy, Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ
08854, USA. 3Department of Physics and Astronomy, Rice
University, Houston, TX 77005, USA. 4Department of Physics,
Royal Holloway, University of London, Egham, Surrey TW20
0EX, UK.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
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edu (P.C.)
†Present address: Faculty of Education, University of the
Ryukyus, Nishihara, Okinawa 903-0213, Japan.

Fig. 1. (A) Crystal structures of b-YbAlB4 and a-YbAlB4, which are formed from straight
and zigzag arrangements of distorted hexagons of Yb atoms (shaded in red for the a
phase), respectively (17). The crystallographic unit cells of both phases are orthorhombic
and can be viewed as an interleaving of planar B nets and Yb/Al layers. (B) Magnetic part
( f-electron contribution) of the specific heat CM plotted as CM/T versus T for both b-YbAlB4
(solid circles) and a-YbAlB4 (open squares) (12). CM/T at B = 0 for the b phase shows a lnT
dependence for 0.2 K < T < 20 K. T0 ~ 200 K was determined from the fit to CM/T = S0/T0ln(T0/T). The upturn in the lowest Tmay contain a nuclear contribution.
(Inset) CM/T scaled by T0 compared with quantum critical systems CeCu5.9Au0.1 (T0 = 6.2 K) (14) and YbRh2(Si1−xGex)2 (T0 = 24 K) (2, 16). The lnT dependence of
the three QC materials collapse on top of each other using nearly the same coefficient S0 ~ 4 J/mole K, indicating a common meaning of T0 as the T scale below
which ~70% of the ground doublet entropy R ln2 is released.
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temperature that grows linearly with the field,
determined by the Zeeman energy of the underlying
critical modes. Lastly, the scaling allowed us to
determine an upper bound on the magnitude of
the critical field |Bc| < 0.2 mT, which is well
inside the SC dome and comparable with Earth’s
magnetic field; this indicates that b-YbAlB4 is
intrinsically quantum critical, without tuning the
magnetic field, pressure, or composition.

These results are surprising given the
fluctuating valence nature of this material, with
valence Yb+2.75 significantly far from integral,
revealed by recent experiments (13). All QC
heavy-fermion intermetallics known to date have
an almost integral valence that stabilizes the
local moments (1, 2). Such so-called Kondo
lattice systems are characterized by a small
characteristic scale T0, below which the
moments are screened to form a paramagnetic
heavy FL. Various types of order, such as super-
conductivity and antiferromagnetism (AFM),
compete with the heavy FL, leading to quantum
criticality, as seen in, for example, CeCu5.9Au0.1
(T0 = 6.2 K) (14) and YbRh2Si2 (24 K) (2). In
contrast, mixed-valence compounds display a
much larger T0, below which they typically
behave as stable FLs with moderate quasiparticle
effective masses and no competing order. For
example, YbAl3, with nonintegral valence Yb+2.71,
is characterized by T0 ~ 300 K (15).

A remarkable feature of b-YbAlB4 (Fig. 1A)
is that it is quantum critical (9), yet the scale T0 ~
250 K, obtained from the resistivity coherence
peak, is one or two orders of magnitude larger
than in other known QC materials. This is con-
firmed by the scaling behavior of the magnetic

specific heat: CM=T ¼ S0
T0
lnðT0=TÞ, where S0 is

a constant (Fig. 1B, inset). The −lnT dependence
of CM/T in the three QC materials CeCu5.9Au0.1
(14), YbRh2Si2 (2, 16), and b-YbAlB4 collapse
onto one curve after setting T0 for b-YbAlB4 ~
200 K. The recent observation of intermediate
valence (Yb+2.75) in b-YbAlB4 at 20 K by use of
hard x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (13) is
consistent with this large T0.

The quantum criticality in this valence-
fluctuating state is accompanied by several
properties reminiscent of an integral-valence
Kondo lattice. To understand their origin, it is
useful to compare them with those of a-YbAlB4

(Fig. 1A) (17), which is a locally isostructural
polymorph of b-YbAlB4 and a FL with a
similarly intermediate valence (Yb+2.73) (13).
Instead of Pauli paramagnetism normally seen
in a valence-fluctuating material, the magnetic
susceptibilities of both materials display Curie-
Weiss behavior with Weiss temperature QW, c =
C/(T + QW), indicating the existence of local
moments (Fig. 2A). In addition, both materials
have a maximum in –dM/dT at T* ~ 8 K,
signaling a crossover from local moment behavior
(fig. S1). Below T*, CM/T of the a phase levels
off to a constant characteristic of heavy FL
behavior, whereas that of the b phase continues
to diverge (Fig. 1B). Thus, the fate of local
moments found above T* is different in these
locally isostructural systems: Yb spins are fully
screened in the a phase but may well survive
down to lower temperatures in the b phase and
produce the quantum criticality. In both phases,
strong correlation effects are manifest—for
example, in the strongly enhanced CM

T jT→0 ≳ 130

mJ/mol K2, which is two orders of magnitude
larger than the band calculation estimate (~ 6
mJ/mol K2) (18).

These signatures indicate that both phases are
governed by two distinct energy scales: a high-
energy valence fluctuation scale T0 ~ 200K and a
low-energy scale T* ~ 8 K, characterizing the
emergence of Kondo lattice physics. A possible
origin of this behavior is the presence of ferro-
magnetic (FM) interactions betweenYbmoments,
manifested by the large Wilson ratio RW between
c and CM/T, observed in both a- and b-phases
(minimum estimate RW ≳7) (9) and further
corroborated by the observation of an electron
spin resonance signal (19), which is generally
only seen in the presence of FM correlations (20).
Such FM interactions are known to give rise to
Kondo resonance narrowing (21) in d-electron
systems in which Hund’s coupling causes a
marked reduction in the Kondo temperature
(21, 22).

In the present case, the role of Hund’s cou-
pling is played by FM intersite RKKY interac-
tions, probably along the short Yb-Yb bonds
that form chains along the c axis. The moments
of a few n neighboring Yb ions may thus be-
come aligned, forming a fluctuating “block”
spin S = n J. The observed valence Yb+2.75

could then be understood in terms of Yb3+ ↼⇁
Yb2+ fluctuations because at any one time, ap-
proximately 1/4 of the Yb atoms along the chains
are in a singlet Yb2+ configuration, forming the
ferromagnetic blocks of approximately n ~ 3
spins. The effect of these block spins is to expo-
nentially suppress the characteristic spin fluctua-
tion scale (21), resulting in localized-moment

Fig. 2. (A) Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility M/B of both
b-YbAlB4 (solid circles) and a-YbAlB4 (open squares). The Curie-Weiss fit above
150K yields aWeiss temperatureQW~−110K and an effectivemoment of ~2.2mB
for both systems. (Inset) The quantum critical B-T range where the scaling applies
(solid circles in the blue shaded region) and the superconducting (SC) phase
under the upper critical fields [open circles and triangles (12)]. (B) Scaling
observed for the magnetization at T ≲ 3 K and B ≲ 2 T. The data was fitted to the
empirical Eq. 1 with scaling function ϕ(x) = L x (A + x2)−n, a form chosen to
satisfy the appropriate limiting behavior in the FL regime (12). (Right inset)

Pearson’s correlation coefficient R for the fit with finite Bc. R reaches a maximum
value of 1 if the fit quality is perfect. The best fit is obtained with n = 1.25 T 0.01
and Bc = −0.1 T 0.1 mT (light blue line), corresponding to a = 3/2 in the scaling
form of the free energy (Eq. 2) (12) and |Bc| < 0.2 mT. (Left inset) The B-T phase
diagram of b-YbAlB4 in the low T and B region. The filled circles are determined
from the peak temperatures of −dM/dT, below which the FL ground state is
stabilized. At low field, the thermodynamic boundary between the FL and NFL
regions is on a kBT~ gmBB line (broken line). The open circles are the temperature
scale TFL, below which the T2 dependence of the resistivity is observed (9).
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behavior. The absence of long-range magnetic
order in the a or b phase points to the presence of
competing magnetic interactions. Indeed, the
Weiss temperature QW ~ −110 K (Fig. 2A),
which is characteristic of an AFM, indicates the
importance of magnetic frustration. The competing
interplay of FM interactions and valence fluctu-
ations thus leads to Kondo lattice–like behavior
in a mixed-valent material, setting the stage for
quantum criticality to emerge at lower temper-
atures in b-YbAlB4.

A prominent feature of the quantum criticality
in b-YbAlB4 is the divergence of the magnetic
susceptibility c as T→ 0. By examining the field
evolution of magnetization M = −∂F/∂B as a
function of both T and B (12), we can accurately
probe the free-energy F near quantum criticality.
Figure 2A shows the T dependence of c(B) =M/B
for different values of B ‖ c. Spanning four orders
of magnitude in T and B, the data show a system-
atic evolution from a non-FL (NFL) metal with
divergent susceptibility at zero field (c ~ T −1/2)
to a FLwith finite c in a field gmBB ≳ kBT, where
kB is the Boltzmann constant.

Intriguingly, the evolution of M/B found in
the region T ≲ 3 K and B ≲ 2 T (Fig. 2A, inset)
can be collapsed onto a single scaling function of
the ratio T/B:

−
dM

dT
¼ B−1=2ϕ

T

B

� �
ð1Þ

as shown in Fig. 2B. The peak of the scaling
curve lies at kBT /gmBB ~ 1, marking a cross-over
between the FL and NFL regions, showing that
kBTF ~ gmBB plays the role of a field-induced
Fermi energy, as shown in the Fig. 2B inset.
Integrating both parts of Eq. 1, one obtains the
following scaling law for the free energy (12):

FQC ¼ B3=2f
T

B

� �
ð2Þ

where f is a scaling function of the ratioT/Bwith the
limiting behavior f(x) º x3/2 in the NFL regime

(x >> 1) and f (x) º const + x2 in the FL phase
(x << 1). Indeed, the observed scaling of dM/dT
in Eq. 1 is best fitted withϕðxÞ ¼ L xðAþ x2Þa2−2
(12), resulting in a particularly simple form of the
free energy:

FQC ¼ −
1

ðkBT̃Þ1=2
½ðgmBBÞ2 þ ðkBTÞ2�3=4 ð3Þ

with the best fit obtained with effective moment
gmB = 1.94 mB and the energy scale kB T̃ ≈ 6.6 eV
of the order of the conduction electron bandwidth
(12). This means that the free energy depends
only on the distance from the origin in the (T,B)
phase diagram, similarly to the T/B scaling es-
tablished in the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquids in
one-dimensional metals (23, 24). Equation 3 im-
plies that the effective mass of the quasi-particles
diverges as m* ~ B−1/2 at the QCP (12). This
divergence in a three-dimensional material, to-
gether with the T/B scaling, cannot be accounted
for by the standard theory based on spin-density-
wave fluctuations (25, 26). Instead, it indicates a
breakdown of the FL driven by unconventional
quantum criticality.

The T/B scaling suggests that the critical
field Bc of the quantum phase transition is
actually zero. A finite Bc would require that the
argument of the scaling functions f (x) and ϕ(x)
is the ratio x = T/|B−Bc|, as seen for instance in
YbRh2Si2 (16). To place a bound on Bc, we
substituted this form for x into Eq. 1, seeking
the value of Bc that would best fit the exper-
imental data. The Pearson’s correlation co-
efficient R obtained for this fit (Fig. 2B, inset),
indicates that Bc is optimal at −0.1 T 0.1 mT.
The uncertainty is only a few times larger than
Earth’s magnetic field (~0.05 mT). More im-
portantly, it is two orders of magnitude smaller
than m0Hc2 = 30 mT and six orders of mag-
nitude smaller than valence fluctuation scale T0
~ 200 K. Thus, b-YbAlB4 provides an example
of essentially zero-field quantum criticality.

Further evidence for zero-field quantum
criticality is obtained from an analysis of the
magnetocaloric ratio, GH ≡ − 1

T
∂S=∂B
∂S=∂T ¼ − ∂M=∂T

C
(Fig. 3). Here, C is the total specific heat (12).
Our results show a clear divergence of GH/B as
T → 0 in the NFL regime, which is a strong
indicator of quantum criticality (27). From the
NFL regime, we can extract the critical field |Bc| <
0.2 mT, which is consistent with the estimate
of Bc obtained from the scaling behavior ofM
in Eq. 1 (fig. S2).

The simple T/B scaling in the thermodynam-
ics enables us to characterize the QC excitations
of b-YbAlB4. In particular, the collapse of all
magnetization data in terms of the dimensionless
ratio r = kBT/(gmBB) between the Boltzmann en-
ergy kBT and the Zeeman energy gmBB indicates
an absence of scale in the zero-field normal state.
Furthermore, the appearance of a field-induced
Fermi energy—linear over more than three dec-
ades in B—shows that the underlying critical
modes are magnetic in character.

Using the Heisenberg energy-time uncer-
tainty principle (DtDE ≳ ћ, where ћ is Planck’s
constant h divided by 2p), we can reinterpret
the T/B scaling in the time domain, visualizing
the field-induced FL as a kind of “quantum
soda” of bubbles of quantum critical matter of
finite duration tQ = ћ/gmBB, immersed in a FL.
At finite temperatures, thermodynamics aver-
ages the physics over a thermal time scale tT =
ћ/kBT; thus, the quantity r = tQ / tT ~ T/B in
the scaling is the ratio of the correlation time tQ
to the thermal time-scale tT. At low temper-
atures r << 1 (tT >> tQ), thermodynamics
probes the FL exterior of the bubbles, but
when r >> 1 and tT << tQ, it reflects the QC
interior of the bubbles. This accounts for the
cross-over between FL and QC behaviors at r ~
1. Moreover, T/B scaling over a wide range r
~ 10−1 to ~103 indicates that the quantum
fluctuations in the ground state are self-similar
down to 1/1000th of the correlation time tQ.

The observation of zero-field quantum criti-
cality in valence-fluctuating b-YbAlB4 cannot
naturally be interpreted as a conventional QCP,
which would require a fortuitous combination of
structure and chemistry to fine-tune the critical
field Bc to within 0.2 mT of zero. A more nat-
ural interpretation of the results is that b-YbAlB4

forms a quantum critical phase that is driven into
a FL state by an infinitesimal magnetic field. The
T/B scaling requires that the critical modes are
Zeeman-split by a field, and as such, various
scenarios—such as critical Fermi surfaces (28) or
local quantum criticality with E/T scaling (6)—
may be possible contenders for the explanation,
provided they can be stabilized as a phase. Es-
tablished theoretical examples of a critical phase
with T/B scaling include the Tomonaga-Luttinger
liquid in half-integer spin chains and the one-
dimensional Heisenberg ferromagnet (23, 24).
Experimentally, the d-electron metal MnSi is a
candidate for a quantum critical phase, with
anomalous transport exponents observed over a
range of applied pressure (29). Although present
work provides a strong indication for existence of
such a phase in b-YbAlB4, future studies—in
particular, under pressure—are necessary in order
to establish it definitively.
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A Magnetically Focused Molecular
Beam of Ortho-Water
T. Kravchuk, M. Reznikov, P. Tichonov, N. Avidor, Y. Meir, A. Bekkerman, G. Alexandrowicz

Like dihydrogen, water exists as two spin isomers, ortho and para, with the nuclear magnetic
moments of the hydrogen atoms either parallel or antiparallel. The ratio of the two spin isomers
and their physical properties play an important role in a wide variety of research fields, ranging
from astrophysics to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Unlike ortho and para H2, however,
the two water isomers remain challenging to separate, and as a consequence, very little is currently
known about their different physical properties. Here, we report the formation of a magnetically
focused molecular beam of ortho-water. The beam we formed also had a particular spin projection.
Thus, in the presence of holding magnetic fields, the water molecules are hyperpolarized,
laying the foundation for ultrasensitive NMR experiments in the future.

Water molecules exist as two spin iso-
mers, differing by the relative orienta-
tion of the nuclear spins of the two

hydrogen atoms: either antiparallel (para-water,
S = 0) or parallel (ortho-water, S = 1). Moti-
vation for understanding the physical properties
of the two spin isomers and the processes that
control their interconversion spans a wide range
of research fields. Examples include the inter-
pretation of astrophysical measurements, the
interaction of gas-phase water molecules with
surfaces, and spin chemistry (1–3).

Methods to separate hydrogen molecules into
para and ortho isomers were established many
decades ago and have allowed important insights
into the different physical properties of the two
spin isomers (4). In contrast, water spin isomer
separation is not readily attainable, limiting our
current understanding of the properties differ-
entiating the two species. An important break-
through was recently reported, in which the
different adsorption properties of the two spin
isomers on porous surfaces changed the relative
composition of the spin state mixture (5); how-
ever, this separation technique is still proving dif-
ficult to reproduce, and its origin remains unclear
and controversial (2, 6–8). Here, we present a dif-
ferent approach for the spin separation of water.
Using strong magnetic field gradients, we focus

a molecular beam of high-purity ortho-water. Be-
cause the separation is based on the deflection of
the nuclear magnetic moment, the technique al-
lows the selection of not only the spin quantum
number of the water molecule, S, but also the par-
ticular nuclear spin projection of the molecule, Sz.

Our experimental approach is conceptually
very simple. The basic principle follows the work
of Estermann et al. (9) in their pioneering mea-
surements of the magnetic moment of a proton.
In those early experiments, a molecular beam of
H2 was passed through a magnetic field with a

strong field gradient oriented perpendicular to the
beam direction. Within the magnetic field, the
molecules experience a force given by the scalar
product of the nuclear magnetic moment and
magnetic field gradient. Because of space quanti-
zation of the spin, the molecules are either not
deflected within the magnet (S = 0, Sz = 0 or S =
1, Sz = 0), deflected up (S = 1, Sz = 1), or de-
flected down (S = 1, Sz = –1). The deflection of
the different spin isomers of H2 was measured
with a particle detector located behind a narrow
slit at the end of the beam line.

Although the magnetic moments of the pro-
tons in a water molecule and in a hydrogen mol-
ecule are essentially identical, repeating the
experiment described above for water molecules
requires somemajor changes. Themain difficulty
arises from the need to use a slow and cold source
of water molecules. A relatively low speed of the
molecular beam is required in order to allow suf-
ficient deflection of the trajectories during the time
that the beam travels through the magnetic field.
A cold beam is needed in order to minimize un-
wanted deflection from either the velocity spread
of the beam or the excitation of rotational states.
Although for other gases (such as helium) a slow
and extremely cold beam can be formed using a
high-pressure supersonic expansion through a
cryogenically cold nozzle (10, 11), water's high

Schulich Faculty of Chemistry, Technion–Israel Institute of
Technology, Technion City, Haifa 32000, Israel.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. The supersonic beam is passed through a hexapole
magnetic assembly. One of the three spin projections of ortho-water is focused by the magnetic field,
whereas the other spin projections diverge in space. The profile of the ortho-water beam is measured
using a moveable aperture located at the entrance to a UHV chamber in which a mass spectrometer is
used for detection.
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separation is not readily attainable, limiting our
current understanding of the properties differ-
entiating the two species. An important break-
through was recently reported, in which the
different adsorption properties of the two spin
isomers on porous surfaces changed the relative
composition of the spin state mixture (5); how-
ever, this separation technique is still proving dif-
ficult to reproduce, and its origin remains unclear
and controversial (2, 6–8). Here, we present a dif-
ferent approach for the spin separation of water.
Using strong magnetic field gradients, we focus

a molecular beam of high-purity ortho-water. Be-
cause the separation is based on the deflection of
the nuclear magnetic moment, the technique al-
lows the selection of not only the spin quantum
number of the water molecule, S, but also the par-
ticular nuclear spin projection of the molecule, Sz.

Our experimental approach is conceptually
very simple. The basic principle follows the work
of Estermann et al. (9) in their pioneering mea-
surements of the magnetic moment of a proton.
In those early experiments, a molecular beam of
H2 was passed through a magnetic field with a

strong field gradient oriented perpendicular to the
beam direction. Within the magnetic field, the
molecules experience a force given by the scalar
product of the nuclear magnetic moment and
magnetic field gradient. Because of space quanti-
zation of the spin, the molecules are either not
deflected within the magnet (S = 0, Sz = 0 or S =
1, Sz = 0), deflected up (S = 1, Sz = 1), or de-
flected down (S = 1, Sz = –1). The deflection of
the different spin isomers of H2 was measured
with a particle detector located behind a narrow
slit at the end of the beam line.

Although the magnetic moments of the pro-
tons in a water molecule and in a hydrogen mol-
ecule are essentially identical, repeating the
experiment described above for water molecules
requires somemajor changes. Themain difficulty
arises from the need to use a slow and cold source
of water molecules. A relatively low speed of the
molecular beam is required in order to allow suf-
ficient deflection of the trajectories during the time
that the beam travels through the magnetic field.
A cold beam is needed in order to minimize un-
wanted deflection from either the velocity spread
of the beam or the excitation of rotational states.
Although for other gases (such as helium) a slow
and extremely cold beam can be formed using a
high-pressure supersonic expansion through a
cryogenically cold nozzle (10, 11), water's high

Schulich Faculty of Chemistry, Technion–Israel Institute of
Technology, Technion City, Haifa 32000, Israel.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. The supersonic beam is passed through a hexapole
magnetic assembly. One of the three spin projections of ortho-water is focused by the magnetic field,
whereas the other spin projections diverge in space. The profile of the ortho-water beam is measured
using a moveable aperture located at the entrance to a UHV chamber in which a mass spectrometer is
used for detection.
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boiling point and low vapor pressure necessitate
a different approach. An established solution for
cooling and slowing a molecular beam is to mix
it with a heavier carrier gas (12). In the present
study, we used a gas mixture consisting 97% of
an inert carrier gas (krypton) and 3% of water
vapor. During the supersonic expansion of this
gas mixture, the final mean velocity of the beam
is dictated by the heavier, more abundant gas, and
is approximately given by v0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
5 kBT=mKr

p
,

where kB, T, and mKr are the Boltzmann con-
stant, the nozzle temperature, and the mass of
krypton, giving 385 m/s for the room-temperature
nozzle we used. Based on previous time-of-flight
data (13), we estimate the full width at half max-
imum (FWHM) of the speed distribution as ap-
proximately 10%ofv0; correspondingly, we expect
a low rotational temperature of the water (<60 K)
after the expansion and a predominant occupa-
tion of the rotational ground states (J = 0 for para-
water and J = 1 for ortho-water).

Finally, a crucial component of our apparatus
is the focusing magnet. In our setup, we used a
hexapole magnetic field, which acts as a spin-
selective magnetic lens (14). The magnetic assem-
bly we used was designed by Jardine et al. for
the helium spin echo experiment (15, 16). This
assembly is optimized to create a low-aberration
hexapolar magnetic field, which focuses one spin
component while maintaining optimal pumping
conditions; that is, allowing the defocused par-
ticles (the unwanted spin projections) to escape
toward the vacuum pumps without colliding with
the focused beam and attenuating its intensity.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of our experimen-
tal setup. The supersonic beam is formed by ex-
panding the krypton/water mixture into vacuum,
through a 200-mmnozzle (400mbar of stagnation
pressure). The beam is passed through a series of
apertures and differential pumping stages into the
hexapole magnet assembly. The hexapole mag-
netic field, which acts as a magnetic lens, focuses
one of the spin projections of ortho-water (S = 1,
Sz = 1) to a focal point approximately 2 m from
the source, whereas molecules with other spin pro-
jections diverge in space both within the hexapole
assembly and along the 1-m flight path at the end
of the assembly. The beam is eventually passed
into an ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) chamber through
a small (0.5-mm) aperture. The perpendicular po-
sition of this aperture with respect to the beam
axis is scanned during the measurement. A quad-
rupole mass spectrometer located within the UHV
chamber at the end of the beam line measures
the partial pressure of water as a function of the
aperture position, allowing us to profile the beam
intensity in space. A substantial reduction in mass
spectrometer background signal was achieved by
using the heavy oxygen isotope of water, H2

18O,
with a mass of 20 atomic mass units.

In order to optimize the dimensions of our
experimental setup and interpret our results, we
simulated the expected trajectories of the ortho-
and para-water molecules. The trajectories were
calculated semiclassically by solving the equations

of motion (fourth-order Runge Kutta integration),
with the spin direction, and correspondingly the
deflecting force, quantized with respect to the
local field direction (15). The magnetic fields
used in the calculation were simulated from the
geometry of our magnet assembly using the com-
mercial Comsol Multiphysics finite element soft-
ware. Figure 2A shows calculated trajectories for
a spin projection of S = 1, Sz = 1 (ortho-water) and
S = 0 (para-water), plotted as red solid lines and
black dashed lines, respectively. The hexapole
field is located in the region 0.25 to 0.55 m away
from the source; both before and beyond this

region, the molecules do not experience any force
and so move in straight trajectories.

The trajectories shown in Fig. 2A correspond
to a point source and a single molecular velocity.
In order to predict the results of a realistic focus-
ing experiment, we must also consider the main
mechanisms that will broaden the experimental
beam profile: (i) the velocity spread in the beam
(chromatic aberrations), which will broaden the
profile because the deflection is a function of the
kinetic energy; (ii) the finite size of the source;
and (iii) the small but not necessarily negligible
rotational magnetic moment of the molecule (17).

Fig. 2. Ray-tracing simulations of particle trajectories. (A) Comparison of the trajectories for diverging
para-water, S = 0 (black dashed lines); and focused ortho-water, S = 1, Sz = 1 (red solid lines),
assuming a point source and v = 385 m/s; the aspect ratio of the figure is very large (three orders of
magnitude difference between the vertical and horizontal axes). (B) Illustration of the velocity de-
pendence of the focal point of ortho-water, comparing v = 404 m/s (green solid lines) and v = 365 m/s
(blue dashed lines). (C) Simulated trajectories for a finite source (0.25 mm) and a 10% velocity spread
(the red solid lines and the black dashed lines correspond to ortho- and para-water, respectively).

Fig. 3. Profile of the beam
intensity at the aperture
location. The blue circles
markpartial-pressuremea-
surementsofwater, illustrat-
ing the narrow dimensions
of the focused ortho-water
beamdescribed in the text.
Each experimental point in
the graph was obtained by
averaging between 10 and
15 partial-pressure mea-
surements; the error bars
mark the standard devi-
ation of these measure-
ments. The dashed line is
a calculation of the expected profile at a distance of 1.6 m from the source, taking into account a 10%
velocity spread, a finite-sized source, and the additional broadening due to the rotational magnetic
moment (20). The black diamonds mark the results obtained with a D2O/krypton mixture, demonstrating
that the focusing effect in H2

18O is purely due to the nuclear magnetic moment of the hydrogen atoms.
Finally, the red squares mark measurements of a pure water beam; that is, without the presence of a
carrier gas. In this case, the water molecules are moving too fast to undergo substantial magnetic
deflection. The intensity of the pure water beam is higher because of the mass-separation effect
mentioned in the supporting online material.
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Even though the water molecules are rotationally
cold after the supersonic expansion, the ground
state of ortho-water is J = 1. Hence, we expect a
further splitting of the trajectories, corresponding
to the different possible projections of the rota-
tional axis with respect to the magnetic field di-
rection (9). Figure 2, B and C, demonstrate the
substantial effect that the velocity spread and
the finite size of the source have on the width of
the focused beam in our setup; in contrast, the
rotational splitting for water molecules in the J =
1 rotational state is small and has only a minor
effect (<5%) on the final width of the water beam.

Figure 3 shows the experimental profile we
measured when scanning the perpendicular po-
sition of the aperture. The aperture was located
1.6 m from the source. The profile of the water
partial pressure (blue circles) shows that our
setup successfully produces a focused beam of
ortho-water, with a narrow (1.5-mm FWHM) pro-
file. The spatial focusing of ortho-water, as op-
posed to the diverging trajectories of para-water,
necessarily leads to a very low content of para-
water in the vicinity of the signal peak intensity:
For example, a region 1.5 mm in diameter cen-
tered around the signal peak contains only 3% of
para-water molecules (18). In contrast, sampling
the water off the main peak (moving the aperture
from the center) allows progressive enrichment
of the para-water content of the beam up to a
maximal content of 50% para-water; however,
the intensity is generally weaker for the unfocused
para-water beam.

The dashed line in Fig. 3 is the calculated
profile of the beam, at a distance of 1.6 m from
the source, taking into account the diameter of the
scanning aperture (0.5 mm) and the three mecha-
nisms mentioned above: a 10% velocity spread; a
source 0.5 mm in diameter, given by the skimmer
diameter; and a rotational magnetic moment value
of 0.66 nuclear magneton. (19). The calculated
peak width is in good agreement with the ex-
periment, supporting our estimation of the veloc-
ity distribution width (20). To confirm that the
focusing effect is due to the proton nuclear mag-
netic moment, we replaced the H2

18O water with
deuterium oxide (D2O), using the same mixing
ratio with krypton. This control experiment was
practically identical in terms of the beam expan-
sion parameters, butD2Ohas a substantially smaller
nuclear magnetic moment and was essentially un-
focused by our setup, leading to the broad and low-
intensity profile at the detector (Fig. 3, black
diamonds). Finally, we also performed an aperture
scan, using a beam of pure water vapor (without
krypton; Fig. 3, red squares). The lack of a heavy
monoatomic carrier gas in the expansion results in
molecular velocities of approximately 1000 m/s; as
expected, we did not see any substantial magnetic
focusing in this case.

The feasibility of producing a focused ortho-
water molecular beam, which can be directed at
the surface of a sample held under UHV con-
ditions, enables a wide range of experiments. In
particular, the focused molecular beam can be

integrated with conventional surface-science ana-
lytical techniques to measure the differential ad-
sorption characteristics of the spin isomers and
empirically address this controversial topic. Other
promising approaches for spin isomer separation
have been reported based on rotational state se-
lection (21–23). However, a fundamental dif-
ference between rotational state selection and the
magnetic focusing we used is our ability to select
a particular spin projection, a promising feature
for future nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
experiments.

Because our apparatus includes an adiabatic
transition element from a hexapole field to a di-
pole field (24), followed by dipolar holding fields,
the water molecules reach the end of the beam
line with a well-defined spin projection. Thus,
adsorbing these molecules onto a surface located
in a magnetic field will lead to the formation of
hyperpolarized water surface layers. The lifetime
of the spin polarization on the surface is currently
unknown; however, if it is sufficiently long to al-
low NMR measurements, a dramatic increase in
NMR signal could be obtained in future experi-
ments (for example, five orders of magnitude rela-
tive to a room-temperature 1-TNMRexperiment).

Finally, we emphasize that the experimental
setup we present can be extended to focus a va-
riety of other relatively light molecules in a spin-
selective fashion. The mass of the carrier gas and
the nozzle temperature need only be tuned in ac-
cordance with the magnetic moment of the mol-
ecule, thus obtaining the desired focal length. A
demonstration of such an experiment with meth-
ane is shown in fig. S1.
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An Egg-Adult Association, Gender, and
Reproduction in Pterosaurs
Junchang Lü,1* David M. Unwin,2* D. Charles Deeming,3 Xingsheng Jin,4 Yongqing Liu,1 Qiang Ji1

A sexually mature individual of Darwinopterus preserved together with an egg from the Jurassic
of China provides direct evidence of gender in pterosaurs and insights into the reproductive
biology of these extinct fliers. This new find and several other examples of Darwinopterus
demonstrate that males of this pterosaur had a relatively small pelvis and a large cranial crest,
whereas females had a relatively large pelvis and no crest. The ratio of egg mass to adult mass
is relatively low, as in extant reptiles, and is comparable to values for squamates. A parchment-like
eggshell points to burial and significant uptake of water after oviposition. This evidence for low
parental investment contradicts the widespread assumption that reproduction in pterosaurs was
like that of birds and shows that it was essentially like that of reptiles.

Modes of reproduction and growth have
a profound impact on anatomy, ecolo-
gy, and evolution but are still poorly

understood for most extinct taxa, including ptero-

saurs, a diverse and important group of flying
reptiles that persisted from the late Triassic, 210
million years ago (Ma), through to the end of the
Cretaceous, 65 Ma (1, 2). Pterosaurs have a
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Even though the water molecules are rotationally
cold after the supersonic expansion, the ground
state of ortho-water is J = 1. Hence, we expect a
further splitting of the trajectories, corresponding
to the different possible projections of the rota-
tional axis with respect to the magnetic field di-
rection (9). Figure 2, B and C, demonstrate the
substantial effect that the velocity spread and
the finite size of the source have on the width of
the focused beam in our setup; in contrast, the
rotational splitting for water molecules in the J =
1 rotational state is small and has only a minor
effect (<5%) on the final width of the water beam.

Figure 3 shows the experimental profile we
measured when scanning the perpendicular po-
sition of the aperture. The aperture was located
1.6 m from the source. The profile of the water
partial pressure (blue circles) shows that our
setup successfully produces a focused beam of
ortho-water, with a narrow (1.5-mm FWHM) pro-
file. The spatial focusing of ortho-water, as op-
posed to the diverging trajectories of para-water,
necessarily leads to a very low content of para-
water in the vicinity of the signal peak intensity:
For example, a region 1.5 mm in diameter cen-
tered around the signal peak contains only 3% of
para-water molecules (18). In contrast, sampling
the water off the main peak (moving the aperture
from the center) allows progressive enrichment
of the para-water content of the beam up to a
maximal content of 50% para-water; however,
the intensity is generally weaker for the unfocused
para-water beam.

The dashed line in Fig. 3 is the calculated
profile of the beam, at a distance of 1.6 m from
the source, taking into account the diameter of the
scanning aperture (0.5 mm) and the three mecha-
nisms mentioned above: a 10% velocity spread; a
source 0.5 mm in diameter, given by the skimmer
diameter; and a rotational magnetic moment value
of 0.66 nuclear magneton. (19). The calculated
peak width is in good agreement with the ex-
periment, supporting our estimation of the veloc-
ity distribution width (20). To confirm that the
focusing effect is due to the proton nuclear mag-
netic moment, we replaced the H2

18O water with
deuterium oxide (D2O), using the same mixing
ratio with krypton. This control experiment was
practically identical in terms of the beam expan-
sion parameters, butD2Ohas a substantially smaller
nuclear magnetic moment and was essentially un-
focused by our setup, leading to the broad and low-
intensity profile at the detector (Fig. 3, black
diamonds). Finally, we also performed an aperture
scan, using a beam of pure water vapor (without
krypton; Fig. 3, red squares). The lack of a heavy
monoatomic carrier gas in the expansion results in
molecular velocities of approximately 1000 m/s; as
expected, we did not see any substantial magnetic
focusing in this case.

The feasibility of producing a focused ortho-
water molecular beam, which can be directed at
the surface of a sample held under UHV con-
ditions, enables a wide range of experiments. In
particular, the focused molecular beam can be

integrated with conventional surface-science ana-
lytical techniques to measure the differential ad-
sorption characteristics of the spin isomers and
empirically address this controversial topic. Other
promising approaches for spin isomer separation
have been reported based on rotational state se-
lection (21–23). However, a fundamental dif-
ference between rotational state selection and the
magnetic focusing we used is our ability to select
a particular spin projection, a promising feature
for future nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
experiments.

Because our apparatus includes an adiabatic
transition element from a hexapole field to a di-
pole field (24), followed by dipolar holding fields,
the water molecules reach the end of the beam
line with a well-defined spin projection. Thus,
adsorbing these molecules onto a surface located
in a magnetic field will lead to the formation of
hyperpolarized water surface layers. The lifetime
of the spin polarization on the surface is currently
unknown; however, if it is sufficiently long to al-
low NMR measurements, a dramatic increase in
NMR signal could be obtained in future experi-
ments (for example, five orders of magnitude rela-
tive to a room-temperature 1-TNMRexperiment).

Finally, we emphasize that the experimental
setup we present can be extended to focus a va-
riety of other relatively light molecules in a spin-
selective fashion. The mass of the carrier gas and
the nozzle temperature need only be tuned in ac-
cordance with the magnetic moment of the mol-
ecule, thus obtaining the desired focal length. A
demonstration of such an experiment with meth-
ane is shown in fig. S1.
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A sexually mature individual of Darwinopterus preserved together with an egg from the Jurassic
of China provides direct evidence of gender in pterosaurs and insights into the reproductive
biology of these extinct fliers. This new find and several other examples of Darwinopterus
demonstrate that males of this pterosaur had a relatively small pelvis and a large cranial crest,
whereas females had a relatively large pelvis and no crest. The ratio of egg mass to adult mass
is relatively low, as in extant reptiles, and is comparable to values for squamates. A parchment-like
eggshell points to burial and significant uptake of water after oviposition. This evidence for low
parental investment contradicts the widespread assumption that reproduction in pterosaurs was
like that of birds and shows that it was essentially like that of reptiles.

Modes of reproduction and growth have
a profound impact on anatomy, ecolo-
gy, and evolution but are still poorly

understood for most extinct taxa, including ptero-

saurs, a diverse and important group of flying
reptiles that persisted from the late Triassic, 210
million years ago (Ma), through to the end of the
Cretaceous, 65 Ma (1, 2). Pterosaurs have a
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patchy fossil record (3) that, until recently, seem-
ingly lacked evidence of the earliest growth stages:
embryos and neonates. Consequently, ideas con-
cerning the reproductive biology of these animals
have been largely inferred via comparisons with
birds, from which it was assumed that pterosaurs
were oviparous, undertook contact incubation (im-
plying rigid-shelled eggs), and hatched altricial
young that were cared for by their parents until
they could fly (1, 4–6).

The recent discovery of eggs with embryos
from the Lower Cretaceous of China (7, 8) and
Argentina (9) and the recognition of hatchling
and/or early juvenile growth stages in several
species of pterosaurs (2, 4, 10–15) have provided
direct insights into pterosaur reproduction (Fig. 1).
These finds have confirmed that pterosaurs were
oviparous but, rather surprisingly, hint at a rep-
tilian mode of reproduction involving highly pre-
cocial hatchlings that required little or no parental
care (2) and a parchment-like eggshell, fromwhich
it has been inferred that the eggs were buried
(8, 16, 17). These conclusions are at odds with the
general assumption that pterosaur locomotory abil-
ity, physiology, respiration, and ecologyweremore
like those of birds and bats than those of reptiles
(1, 2, 5, 6, 18). Here we describe a pterosaur pre-
served in association with an egg (Fig. 2 and fig.
S1). This fossil provides direct evidence for the
gender of pterosaurs and implies that their repro-
duction was essentially reptilian in nature.

The fossil, ZMNH (Zhejiang Museum of
Natural History, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province,
China) M8802, was purchased by the Zhejiang
Museum of Natural History from a local farmer.
It was recovered from upper Middle to lower Up-
per Jurassic sedimentary rocks of the Tiaojishan
Formation (160 Ma) at Linglongta in Liaoning
Province, China (19–22). The adult individual,
seen in ventral aspect (Fig. 2A and fig. S1), is
represented by a nearly complete skeleton, the
missing parts of which are probably preserved
on the counterslab (now apparently lost). The
skeleton is naturally articulated, except for the
left forearm, which is broken at its midpoint, and
represents a medium-sized pterosaur with a skull
length of 150 mm and an estimated wingspan of
about 0.78 m (table S1). A combination of char-
acters, including a relatively large skull with a
highly elongate confluent nasoantorbital open-
ing; slender, well-spaced teeth; a relatively long
neck; a long tail; a short metacarpus; and a long
fifth toe with a distinctly curved second phalanx
permit assignment of this pterosaur to the basal
monofenestratan Darwinopterus (20), already
known from more than 10 individuals from the
Tiaojishan Formation.

1Institute of Geology, Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences,
Beijing 100037, China. 2School of Museum Studies, University
of Leicester, 19 University Road, Leicester LE1 7LF, UK. 3De-
partment of Biological Sciences, University of Lincoln, Rise-
holme Park, Lincoln LN2 2LG, UK. 4Zhejiang Museum of
Natural History, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310012, China.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
lujc2008@126.com (J.L.); dmu1@le.ac.uk (D.M.U.).

Fig. 1. The fossil record of growth stages in Darwinopterus and other pterosaurs. Phylogeny is based on
(20). Open circle, fossil found or identified during the past decade; solid circle, older record. Abbreviations
are as follows: adult, A; egg and/or embryo, E; hatchling, H; juvenile, J; subadult, S.

Fig. 2. A female individual of Darwinopterus associated with an egg from the Tiaojishan Formation of
Liaoning Province, China (ZMNH M8802). (A) Skeleton with fractured forearm (arrow) and associated egg
(double-headed arrow). Scale bar, 5 cm. (B) Sacrum, pelvis, and the associated egg. Scale bar, 2 cm.
Abbreviations are as follows: articular end of sacral rib, as; caudal vertebrae, ca; cervical vertebrae, cv;
dorsal vertebrae, dv; femur, f; humerus, h; ilium, il; ischiopubis, ip; impression of egg, ie; mandible, md;
pes, ps; prepubis, pp; radius, ra; rib, ri; scapulocoracoid, sc; skull, sk; sacral vertebrae, sv; ulna, u; tail, ta; tibia,
t; wing-phalanx 2, wph2.
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An egg, preserved immediately posterior to
the pelvis (Figs. 2B and 3), indicates that this
individual was female. Such associations, which
permit unequivocal assignment of gender, are
rare in the vertebrate fossil record. We suppose
that this individual experienced a violent accident
that fractured the forearm, rendering the ptero-
saur incapable of flight and precipitating her into
a water body. After this, she drowned, her carcass
became waterlogged, sank to the bottom, and, as
decay processes began, the egg was expelled
from her body.

Individual bony elements are well ossified,
the skull bones are co-ossified, and composite
structures including the scapulocoracoid, syncar-
pals, synsacrum (fused sacral vertebrae and sacral
ribs), pelvis, tibia and fibula, and tibia and prox-
imal tarsals are fully fused, the one exception
being the contact between the synsacrum and the
pelvic girdles, which appears to have remained
unfused. This general pattern of co-ossification and
fusion indicates that ZMNH M8802 had reached
the end of the main growth phase (4, 10, 13, 14)
and, as the presence of the egg implies, had al-
ready shifted resource utilization from growth to
reproduction.

The pelves of ZMNH M8802, certainly a fe-
male, and YH-2000 (Yizhou Museum, Yixian,
Liaoning Province, China), a putative female, are
relatively large: That of the former is almost the
same size as the pelvis of ZMNH M8782, a
putative male that in other respects is 113 to
126% larger than ZMNHM8802 [(20) table S2].
In addition, the pelvic girdles of ZMNH M8802
and YH-2000 splayed outward, did not meet
along the ventral midline, and were not fused to
the synsacrum (Fig. 2B), presumably allowing
for some flexure during egg laying and forming a
relativelywide pelvic canal. In contrast, the pelves
of ZMNH M8782 and HGM 41HIII-0309A
(Henan Geological Museum, Zhengzhou, Henan
Province, China), another putative male, were
relatively small (table S2), with pelvic girdles that
appear to have been fused to the sacrum and to
each other along the ventral midline (20, 21),
resulting in a relatively narrow pelvic canal.

Sexual dimorphism in the pelvis of Darwin-
opterus is correlated with bimodal variation in
the development of the cranial crests of this ptero-
saur: Females (ZMNH M8802 and YH-2000)
lack a crest (Fig. 2A) (20), whereas males
(ZMNH M8782 and HGM 41HIII-0309A) have
a well-developed sagittal bony crest extending
from the caudal end of the rostrum anterior to the
nasoantorbital opening to the apex of the cranium
(20, 21). Similar bimodal variation in pelvic mor-
phology, observed in Pteranodon (23) and
ornithocheirids, and cranial crests, present in ap-
proximately 40% of the 133 species of pterosaur
described to date (1, 2), has often been interpreted
as sexual dimorphism (1, 2, 23–26). The evi-
dence fromDarwinopterus supports this hypothesis.

The single egg is preserved as a continuous
positive impression, immediately posterior to the
pelvis (Figs. 2B and 3). A small portion of the
impression that overlays the tail and thus was
at a slightly higher level appears to have pulled
away with the counterslab. The impression is
distinguished by its yellowish-brown color and
the presence of several surface features super-
imposed on a smooth background. The outer
region bears multiple, subparallel, narrow con-
centric folds that pinch out laterally. Their pe-
ripheral location and greater frequency toward
the poles are consistent with compression of the
egg during early stages of burial. The inner re-
gion of the impression has an uneven, crumpled
appearance and, at low magnifications, a fine
pitting, possibly representing pore-like holes in
the surface ornament of the egg. There is no
trace of mineralized shell, cracking, or crazing,
although bivalves and conchostracans from the
Tiaojishan Formation have intact shells (19, 27),
and the external features indicate that the egg
had a relatively soft, parchment-like shell as
reported for other pterosaurs (7, 8, 16, 17) and,
for example, extant squamates (17).

The presence of shell membranes that were
sufficiently well developed to leave an impres-
sion suggests that the egg had reached a late stage
of development and was probably close to ovi-
position. The impression has a prolate spheroid
shape, is symmetrical about its major and minor
axes, andmeasures 28mm in length by 20mm in
breadth. The original egg may have been some-
what smaller, but in any case its maximum pos-
sible breadth, 20 mm, is consistent with our
estimate of 20 mm for the width of the pelvic
canal (22). Moreover, passage of the soft-shelled
egg was probably assisted by its compliance and
by flexure of the pelvic girdles.

The absence of evidence for taphonomic
distortion of the fossil and the likelihood that
the egg was close to its size at oviposition allows
its mass at oviposition to be estimated [see (22)].
This initial egg mass (IEM), estimated to be 6.1 g,
is relatively small compared to estimates of adult
female mass (FM) and is similar to IEM/FM
ratios for extant reptiles such as squamates
(Fig. 4). The one other pterosaur for which this
value can be estimated, Pterodaustro (9, 14),
shows the same relationship. Extant birds of sim-
ilar mass to that of ZMNH M8802, estimated to
lie between 110 and 220 g (22), typically produce
eggs that are nearly twice, and possibly up to
almost three times, as large as the estimated mass
of the fossil egg (10.3 to 17.8 g as compared to
6.1 g). This is most likely because these rigid-
shelled eggs must contain all the resources
needed for the development of the embryo to
hatchling stage. In contrast, evidence for a
parchment-like shell points to the burial of ptero-
saur eggs in a nest (2, 16, 17), which would have
permitted a substantial increase in mass after
oviposition via water uptake during incubation.
Assuming that the rate of water uptake was com-
parable to that seen in eggs of extant squamates,
we estimate that the final egg mass for ZMNH

Fig. 3. Details of the egg preserved in association
with an adult Darwinopterus (ZMNH M8802) from
the Tiaojishan Formation (upper Middle to lower
Upper Jurassic) of Liaoning Province, China. Scale
bar, 10 mm. Abbreviations are as follows: crum-
pled region, cr; folds, f; pitting, p.

Fig. 4. Relation between IEM and mature FM for principal extant reptile groups, birds, and pterosaurs.
Plots for Darwinopterus (black circle) and Pterodaustro (red circle) represent maximum likely IEM. Vertical
and horizontal whiskers indicate the range of estimates for IEM and FM, respectively. [See (22) and tables
S3 and S4 for details of regressions, correlation coefficients, and data sources.]
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M8802 was almost 11 g and that the hatchling
mass was 4.7 g (table S4).

The relation of IEM to adult mass provides
direct evidence of reproductive effort and shows
that birds make a significantly greater investment
in their young than do reptiles (28, 29). Ptero-
saurs are demonstrably reptilian in this respect, a
conclusion that is consistent with other evidence
regarding their reproductive biology. This includes
the possibility that sexual maturity preceded
somatic maturity (13, 14); parchment-like egg-
shells (7,8,16,17); the burial of eggs (2,16,17,30),
facilitating the possibility of water uptake after
oviposition (16, 17); and hatchlings with a post-
cranial anatomy that was similar in many of its
proportions, but not size, to that of adults, hinting
at locomotor precociality, including flight (2, 30).
Some aspects of this reproductive strategy, such
as burial of the egg, resulting in the development
of the embryo at ambient temperatures, are in-
congruentwith ideas regarding, for example, ptero-
saur physiology (17), which assumes that they
achieved a degree of homeothermic endothermy
comparable to that of birds or bats (1, 2, 5, 6, 18).
On the other hand, and contrasting sharply with
the high resource investment strategy of extant
birds (31) and bats (32), the relatively small in-
vestment of resources by pterosaurs in their eggs
and the likely absence of any need to care for the
eggs, or the young, may have proved highly ad-
vantageous to their volant lifestyle and strong

selection pressure for mass reduction and energy
conservation.
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Changes in Climatic Water Balance
Drive Downhill Shifts in Plant Species’
Optimum Elevations
Shawn M. Crimmins,1 Solomon Z. Dobrowski,1* Jonathan A. Greenberg,2

John T. Abatzoglou,3 Alison R. Mynsberge1

Uphill shifts of species’ distributions in response to historical warming are well documented, which leads
to widespread expectations of continued uphill shifts under future warming. Conversely, downhill shifts
are often considered anomalous and unrelated to climate change. By comparing the altitudinal
distributions of 64 plant species between the 1930s and the present day within California, we show that
climate changes have resulted in a significant downward shift in species’ optimum elevations. This
downhill shift is counter to what would be expected given 20th-century warming but is readily
explained by species’ niche tracking of regional changes in climatic water balance rather than
temperature. Similar downhill shifts can be expected to occur where future climate change scenarios
project increases in water availability that outpace evaporative demand.

Climatic warming during the 20th century
has led to a variety of responses from
biota (1), including changes in phenology

for plants (2, 3) and animals (4, 5), and shifts in
the geographic distributions of species poleward
in latitude (6, 7) or uphill in elevation (8, 9). Be-
cause climate-change scenarios project warming
during the 21st century (10), changes in the dis-
tributions of species are predicted to continue, with
shifts toward higher elevations and latitudes pro-
jected for species that are able to track changes in
temperature (11).

The assumption that temperature is the
principal factor defining species’ distributions ig-

nores the fact that many species, including plants,
are constrained by energy and water availability
(12, 13). Consequently, considering changes in
temperature alone may be inadequate for under-
standing distributional shifts of plant species. Con-
sistent with this, there is ample evidence of stasis
and even downhill shifts in species’ distributions
despite climatic warming (14–16). These seeming-
ly inconsistent responses are attributed to changes
in competitive interactions at range margins (17),
human-induced landscape modification (14), lags
in the effect of climatic warming (15), or idiosyn-
cratic responses of individual species (18). As such,
there has been limited progress in understanding
the drivers of shifts in species’ distributions and
their associated mechanisms.

We sought to determine how the altitudinal
distributions of vascular plant species in California,
USA, have changed during the 20th century and
whether changes, if any, could be attributed to
changing climatic parameters. We defined our
study area based on the availability of long-term
climate station data and spatial coverage of veg-
etation survey data in both historical (1930–1935)
and modern (2000–2005) time periods (19). This
region includes approximately one-half of the
state (177,000 km2) and encompasses most of
the major mountain ranges north of 35° latitude
(Fig. 1). Mean annual temperatures in California
increased by ~0.6°C during this time period,
with warming occurring across the entire state
(19). Changes in precipitation exhibited regional-
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M8802 was almost 11 g and that the hatchling
mass was 4.7 g (table S4).

The relation of IEM to adult mass provides
direct evidence of reproductive effort and shows
that birds make a significantly greater investment
in their young than do reptiles (28, 29). Ptero-
saurs are demonstrably reptilian in this respect, a
conclusion that is consistent with other evidence
regarding their reproductive biology. This includes
the possibility that sexual maturity preceded
somatic maturity (13, 14); parchment-like egg-
shells (7,8,16,17); the burial of eggs (2,16,17,30),
facilitating the possibility of water uptake after
oviposition (16, 17); and hatchlings with a post-
cranial anatomy that was similar in many of its
proportions, but not size, to that of adults, hinting
at locomotor precociality, including flight (2, 30).
Some aspects of this reproductive strategy, such
as burial of the egg, resulting in the development
of the embryo at ambient temperatures, are in-
congruentwith ideas regarding, for example, ptero-
saur physiology (17), which assumes that they
achieved a degree of homeothermic endothermy
comparable to that of birds or bats (1, 2, 5, 6, 18).
On the other hand, and contrasting sharply with
the high resource investment strategy of extant
birds (31) and bats (32), the relatively small in-
vestment of resources by pterosaurs in their eggs
and the likely absence of any need to care for the
eggs, or the young, may have proved highly ad-
vantageous to their volant lifestyle and strong

selection pressure for mass reduction and energy
conservation.
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Changes in Climatic Water Balance
Drive Downhill Shifts in Plant Species’
Optimum Elevations
Shawn M. Crimmins,1 Solomon Z. Dobrowski,1* Jonathan A. Greenberg,2

John T. Abatzoglou,3 Alison R. Mynsberge1

Uphill shifts of species’ distributions in response to historical warming are well documented, which leads
to widespread expectations of continued uphill shifts under future warming. Conversely, downhill shifts
are often considered anomalous and unrelated to climate change. By comparing the altitudinal
distributions of 64 plant species between the 1930s and the present day within California, we show that
climate changes have resulted in a significant downward shift in species’ optimum elevations. This
downhill shift is counter to what would be expected given 20th-century warming but is readily
explained by species’ niche tracking of regional changes in climatic water balance rather than
temperature. Similar downhill shifts can be expected to occur where future climate change scenarios
project increases in water availability that outpace evaporative demand.

Climatic warming during the 20th century
has led to a variety of responses from
biota (1), including changes in phenology

for plants (2, 3) and animals (4, 5), and shifts in
the geographic distributions of species poleward
in latitude (6, 7) or uphill in elevation (8, 9). Be-
cause climate-change scenarios project warming
during the 21st century (10), changes in the dis-
tributions of species are predicted to continue, with
shifts toward higher elevations and latitudes pro-
jected for species that are able to track changes in
temperature (11).

The assumption that temperature is the
principal factor defining species’ distributions ig-

nores the fact that many species, including plants,
are constrained by energy and water availability
(12, 13). Consequently, considering changes in
temperature alone may be inadequate for under-
standing distributional shifts of plant species. Con-
sistent with this, there is ample evidence of stasis
and even downhill shifts in species’ distributions
despite climatic warming (14–16). These seeming-
ly inconsistent responses are attributed to changes
in competitive interactions at range margins (17),
human-induced landscape modification (14), lags
in the effect of climatic warming (15), or idiosyn-
cratic responses of individual species (18). As such,
there has been limited progress in understanding
the drivers of shifts in species’ distributions and
their associated mechanisms.

We sought to determine how the altitudinal
distributions of vascular plant species in California,
USA, have changed during the 20th century and
whether changes, if any, could be attributed to
changing climatic parameters. We defined our
study area based on the availability of long-term
climate station data and spatial coverage of veg-
etation survey data in both historical (1930–1935)
and modern (2000–2005) time periods (19). This
region includes approximately one-half of the
state (177,000 km2) and encompasses most of
the major mountain ranges north of 35° latitude
(Fig. 1). Mean annual temperatures in California
increased by ~0.6°C during this time period,
with warming occurring across the entire state
(19). Changes in precipitation exhibited regional-
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scale variability, with increases across the
northern portion of the state (19) that have
resulted in a net decrease in the climatic water
deficit (difference between potential evapo-
transpiration and precipitation) relative to the
early 20th century (Fig. 2).

We quantified species’ responses by ana-
lyzing shifts in species’ optimum elevations, the
elevation at which there is a maximum proba-
bility of occurrence within the species’ altitudinal

distribution (16). Using modern climate records
and records from the early 20th century, we tested
whether changes in optimum elevation were con-
sistent with patterns of observed changes in cli-
mate (19). We quantified climatic water balance
using climatic water deficit, a measure of the
evaporative demand of a reference crop that is
not met by precipitation and thus estimates
drought at a site independent of that site’s veg-
etation (12). Climate data from weather stations

in our study area indicated a decrease in climatic
water deficit of 100.0 mm [63.3 to 136.7 mm,
95% confidence interval (CI)] between the early
and latter years of the 20th century (Fig. 2) and
are consistent with a decreasing linear trend of
19.4mmper decade from 1920 to 2005 (19) (Fig.
2 and fig. S1).

We used two temporally independent data
sets of survey plots collected from the major
mountain ranges of the state. The first data set
comprised 13,746 survey plots sampled in the
1930s (19–21); the second was compiled from a
variety of sources and comprised ~33,000 plots
sampled from 2000 to 2005 (19). We conducted
a subsampling procedure to remove potential sam-
pling bias between the data sets (19), which left
a balanced sample of 8747 plots in each period.
We used interpolated climate surfaces represent-
ing 30-year monthly normals to extract climatic
data from historical (1905–1935) and modern
(1975–2005) plot locations (19, 22). We used
logistic regression to estimate species’ optimum
elevations in each period, focusing on species
with at least 50 occurrences that exhibited unimodal
bell-shaped response functions in each period
(16). Altitudinal shifts were measured as the
difference in optimum elevation between periods.

We found significant downhill shifts in op-
timum elevations (mean difference = –88.2 m, t =
–2.49, df = 63, P = 0.016), with a higher propor-
tion of species shifting their distributions downhill
[proportion ( p) = 0.72, 95% CI = 0.59 to 0.82]
than uphill ( p = 0.28, 95%CI = 0.18 to 0.41) (Fig.
3). We found no changes in optimum climatic wa-
ter deficit (mean difference = –11.1mm, t = –0.20,
df = 45, P= 0.843), with similar proportions shift-
ing their distributions toward drier ( p = 0.41, 95%
CI = 0.27 to 0.57) and wetter conditions ( p =

Fig. 1. Portion of California
used in study (~177,000 km2).

Fig. 2. Change in annual precipitation (A),
potential evapotranspiration (B), and climatic water
deficit (C) between historical (1920–1949) and
modern (1976–2005) time periods at long-term
meteorological stations in California, USA (study
area outlined in black). Values expressed in mm
and precipitation changes inverted for consistency
with water deficit changes. Stations that exhibited
statistically significant differences are shown by
circles. Anomalies (red, positive; blue, negative) for
mean annual temperature (D), potential evapo-
transpiration (E), annual precipitation (F), and
climatic water deficit (G) were averaged across 33
climate stations from our study area. Solid curve
represents a running mean of 11 years. Linear
trend is indicated in each plot and is significant at
the 90th percentile.
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0.59, 95% CI = 0.43 to 0.73) (Fig. 3). There was
moderate evidence of increases in optimum tem-
peratures experienced by species (mean differ-
ence = 0.37°C, t = 1.87, df = 65, P= 0.067), with
a higher proportion of species shifting toward
warmer conditions ( p = 0.67, 95% CI = 0.54 to
0.78) than cooler conditions ( p = 0.33, 95%CI =
0.22 to 0.46) (Fig. 3). Species traits were un-
related to shifts in optimums (Kruskal-Wallis tests,
P > 0.05 for all comparisons) (19).

Plant species in our study area appear to be
tracking their climatic niche by shifting their alti-
tudinal distributions downhill in response to de-
creased climatic water deficit. These shifts represent
niche tracking of changes in water availability rath-
er than changes in temperature. Assuming con-
stant temperature and precipitation lapse rates for
our study area, we estimated that the observed
historical changes in temperature and precipita-
tion would result in a mean downward shift in
optimum elevation of 85 m (95% CI - 64 to 106
m) (19), an interval that covers the observed
change in mean optimum elevation (88.2 m
downhill). The consistency of our results across
a wide array of taxa (46 species from 17 families)
(table S1) and broad geographic scale suggests
that these are the effects of large-scale climatic
drivers of species’ distributions. One line of
evidence to support this conclusion is that species
with higher optimum elevations exhibited larger
downhill shifts (linear model, b1 = –0.162, F =

11.8, df = 62, P = 0.001) (Fig. 4). Regional
changes in precipitation and temperature differen-
tially alter the local climatic water balance across
complex topography owing to the nonlinear
relationship between temperature and vapor
pressure deficit. Cooler and wetter sites at higher
elevations would be expected to exhibit greater
sensitivity to changes in precipitation, whereas
warmer and drier sites at lower elevations would
be expected to exhibit greater sensitivity to changes
in temperature. Given the observed study area–
wide increase in precipitation, we would thus ex-
pect downhill shifts to be more likely at wetter
sites (higher elevations) (Fig. 4). Our results are
also consistent with observational studies within
the region showing an increase in the density of
younger cohorts of tree species at lower ele-
vations during the past century (18, 23). Further,
we found no evidence of changes in the width of
species’ response curves between periods, which
suggests that the observed shifts in elevation are
occurring across their entire altitudinal dis-
tribution rather than at range margins (fig. S4).
This, coupled with evidence of downhill shifts
across the entire elevation gradient (Fig. 4),
supports a widespread driver such as climate.

The assumption that plant species will move
uphill to track increases in temperature does not
account for coupled environmental constraints on
their growth and persistence. We show that plant
species in our study area are experiencing an in-

crease in their optimum temperature (0.36°C) due
to both climatic warming and downhill shifts. For
these organisms, the effects of warming on mois-
ture balance are being offset by enhanced water
availability. This combination of factors has likely
increased net primary productivity in the region
(24). Our findings highlight the importance of
characterizing climatic water balance for under-
standing plant responses to climate change. Re-
gional increases in climatic water balance have
been identified elsewhere in the northern hemi-
sphere (25), which suggests that downhill shifts
by plant species may not be isolated to our study
region. Most locations north of 45° latitude have
experienced increased precipitation over the past
century (10), and at continental scales, global
climate models generally predict those locations
to become wetter over the next century (10). If
increases in precipitation outpace increases in
evaporative demand in these regions, we can ex-
pect downhill shifts by species to occur.
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Raptor Nest Decorations Are a
Reliable Threat Against Conspecifics
F. Sergio,1*† J. Blas,1† G. Blanco,2 A. Tanferna,1 L. López,1 J. A. Lemus,1 F. Hiraldo1

Individual quality is often signaled by phenotypic flags, such as bright plumage patches in birds.
Extended phenotype signals can similarly show quality, but in these cases the signals are external
to the individual, often taking the form of objects scavenged from the environment. Through
multiple manipulative experiments, we showed that objects used for nest decoration by a territorial
raptor, the black kite (Milvus migrans), act as reliable threats to conspecifics, revealing the
viability, territory quality, and conflict dominance of the signaler. Our results suggest that animal-
built structures may serve as signaling devices much more frequently than currently recognized.

Animals transfer information through ana-
tomical, physical, and behavioral traits,
such as brightly colored body patches,

extravagant ornaments, or size-revealing calls

(1–3). Some species go to further extents by col-
lecting objects to build external signaling struc-
tures or “extended phenotype signals” (4). Such
external signals may involve higher cognitive

abilities (5) and be subject to cultural transmis-
sion (6). Further, our ability to address questions
about such signals are facilitated by the facts that
(i) they are often flexible and less constrained
than bodily traits (4) and (ii) their constituent
materials may be readily available for experi-
mental manipulation (7, 8). Despite the broader
appeal, extended phenotype signals have been
examined in only a handful of passerine bird
and fish species, and these were almost exclu-
sively structures built solely for mate attraction
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B
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Fig. 1. Decoration of nests by black kites (Milvus migrans). (A) Highly decorated nest and (B)
selection of materials by kites relative to their availability in the environment. Kites show a preference
for white (c2 = 270.0, P < 0.0001) plastic (c2 = 57.0, P < 0.0001), whereas all other materials and
colors are used at rates equal to (other materials c2 = 0.1, P= 0.76) or less than (paper c2 = 68.1, P<
0.0001; cryptic colors c2 = 77.2, P < 0.0001; other colors c2 = 148.3, P < 0.0001) their availability
in the environment. [Photo credit: F. Sergio]
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and courtship, such as the bowers of bower-
birds (5–8). However, several hundreds of spe-
cies erect nest structures in manners that could
be compatible with extended phenotype sig-
naling functions. Examples include the addi-
tion of man-made objects, stones, green plants,
snake skins, dung, or carnivore scats by passer-
ines, storks, swans, penguins, corvids, raptors,
and fish and the building of multiple alternative
nests by wrens, weavers, and raptors (4, 9–14).
Therefore, although animals are thought to build
structures for communication only rarely (12),
nests could be signaling devices more frequently
than currently recognized.

We combined experimental manipulations and
long-term observations of a long-lived raptor to
show that nest decoration can act as an honest
threat to conspecifics, revealing the viability, ter-
ritory quality, and conflict dominance of the sig-
naler. Our model species, the black kite (Milvus
migrans), is a medium-sizedmigratory raptor. Pairs
occupy breeding territories that may vary markedly
in resource quality (15). Floating individuals are
prevented from breeding through social dominance
but may attempt violent territory takeovers, which
sometimes succeed (16) (fig. S1). Trespassing can
be frequent, especially in pre-incubation, and is
also aimed at stealing food resources obtained by

the residents. On return from migration after pair
formation, both partners contribute to nest build-
ing. One to 2 weeks before laying, they may both
place various man-made materials in the nest,
typically white plastic objects (Fig. 1A). The
objects seem placed so as to be highly visible and
are collected during the peak period of territory
trespassing and long after pair formation. Thus, we
hypothesized that they serve as an extended phe-
notype signal of threat against intruders (table S1).

We used a well-studied (15, 16) (fig. S2)
population of marked, known-age (1 to 25 years
old) kites in Doñana National Park. To investigate
the signaling function of nest decorations (17), we (i)
assessed decoration levels at 127 nests built by
individuals of known age and body size, which
were subsequently intensively monitored to esti-
mate their viability (here defined by subsequent
survival and offspring production); (ii) compared
nest decorations with objects available in the
environment; (iii) offered objects to marked indi-
viduals to examine their propensity to use decora-
tions; (iv) estimated trespass rates and aggression
of intruders for both nonexperimental and exper-
imental pairs (i.e., those whose nest decorations
had been augmented); (v) tested whether nest
decorations predicted the efficiency of resource
monopolization mediated by aggression within a

competitive feeding environment away from the
nest; and (vi) examined the egg predation rates of
experimental dummy kite nests with and without
decorations. Through this series of experiments,
we specifically tested for the presence of an hon-
est extended signal by addressing four hypothe-
ses, as proposed by Searcy and Nowicki (3): (i) is
the signal reliable; (ii) do receivers respond to the
signal in a way that benefits signalers; (iii) is the
signal costly, and is the cost higher for lower-
quality individuals; and (iv) is there deceit (17)
(table S1)?

Nest decorations were observed in 77% of the
nests (n = 127), appeared in the last 20 days
before laying, and declined slightly during the
incubation period and markedly thereafter (fig.
S3). Both sexes were equally likely to carry
decorations (males 15 times, females 12; bino-
mial test, P = 0.70). When compared to avail-
ability in transects (Fig. 1B), kites overselected
plastic materials (c2 = 57.0, P < 0.0001) and
white color (as assessed by human vision; c2 =
270.0, P < 0.0001). All other materials and colors
were avoided or used according to availability
(Fig. 1B). When birds were offered a set of ex-
perimental objects in equal availability (17), 29
of 33 pairs that collected objects placed only
white plastic items in their nest, two collected
both white and transparent items, and another
two collected both white and green items. White
was overselected (c2 = 100.7, P < 0.0001), and
the other colors were avoided (green and trans-
parent c2 = 24.5, P < 0.0001).

Is the signal reliable (hypothesis i)? Nest de-
coration increased with territory quality and body
condition and exhibited a quadratic (parabolic)
relationship with age (table S2 and Figs. 2 and 3):
The level of decoration increased up to ages 10 to
12 and declined thereafter with senescence (Figs. 2
and 3). Similarly, 37% of the pairs refrained from
collecting any offered item despite its prolonged
availability. These animals had lower-quality ter-
ritories and differed in age from individuals that
used the offered items (table S3): Individuals that
refrained from signaling were very young or very
old, whereas those that used the decorations to
signal were predominantly in prime age (7 to 12

Fig. 2. Change in mean (T 1 SE) nest
decoration by black kites (black line)
with age (n = 127). Placement of freely
available items (gray) was highest for
birds in prime age (7 to 12 years old)
and lowest for young and old individ-
uals (n = 49).

Fig. 3. Change in level of nest decoration in black kites. Level of decoration was (A) lowest for young birds, (B) increased up to ages 10 to 12 years old, and
(C) declined thereafter with senescence. [Photo credit: F. Sergio]
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years old; Fig. 2). The rate and success of attacks on
trespassers increased with decoration levels (table
S4). Similarly, in feeding observations, the percent
of time an individual spent eating and its success
rate in food-related aggressive interactions were
related to its nest decoration level (table S5).

Do receivers respond to the signal and do they
respond in a way that benefits signalers (hypothesis
ii)? In pairs without experimental nest augmen-
tation, territory intrusion rateswere lower for highly
decorated nests (table S4), consistent with the
hypothesis that trespassers avoid decorated nests.
However, intruder pressure actually increasedwhen
we experimentally augmented the decorations
(table S6). This suggests that nonterritorial animals
or “f loaters”may be stimulated to attack pairs that
suddenly advertise a high-quality territory.

Higher levels of nest decoration predicted
higher subsequent breeding success and survival
(table S7 and Fig. 4), suggesting that birds may
benefit from lower rates of risky fights associated
with higher-quality advertisement.

Is the signal costly, and is the cost higher for
lower quality individuals (hypothesis iii)? Preda-
tion rates of experimental eggs were higher for
decorated dummy nests (81.3% predated, n =
16) than for nondecorated dummy nests (31.3%,
n = 16, c2 = 8.54,P= 0.003), indicating that there

is a cost to advertising quality through nest
decoration. Similarly, trespassing rates increased
for all individuals in the augmentation experi-
ment, but only those in prime age managed to
increase their attack rate in response (table S6 and
Fig. 5). Very young or senescent individuals ap-
peared incapable to counteract the cost of sig-
naling (Fig. 5); thus, it appears this cost is higher
for lower-quality individuals.

Is there deceit (hypothesis iv)? In the equal
availability experiment, lower-quality individuals
almost systematically refrained from signaling
(Fig. 2). One week after the augmentation ex-
periment, 85% of the individuals in prime age
had retained the plastic we placed in their nest,
whereas 87% in the other age classes had
removed it. Age and its quadratic effect were
the only predictors of the likelihood that a pair
would retain or expel the experimental plastic
(table S8). Deceit, if present, seems rare.

Our results show that nest decoration is a
graduated signal that conveys complex informa-
tion on territory quality, individual viability, and
dominance in social interactions. We found no
support for alternative hypotheses (tables S1 and
S9). Reliability of the signal was reinforced be-
cause lower-quality individuals refrained from
dishonest signaling, even though such cheating

would have been possible. Theoretical studies
predict signaling abstention by lower-quality in-
dividuals in the presence of agonistic retaliatory
costs imposed by receivers (18). Such social costs
were evident in this study: Advertisement of high-
quality resources was met with aggressive chal-
lenges. The costs of such challenges could be
disproportionately high for cheating individuals,
because advertising high-quality resources may
attract strong contestants (19) that are able to
displace dishonest signalers through aggres-
sive, and physically damaging, conflicts (16)
(fig. S1). Consistent with such disproportional
costs, only individuals in prime age were able
to respond to the increase in challenges stimu-
lated by experimental nest augmentation. Lower-
quality individuals were not able to match their
defense rates to the cheating decoration levels
that we imposed. Social punishment has been
recurrently shown as a major theoretical deter-
minant of communication honesty, especially for
signals involving minimum production costs
[e.g., (20, 21), review in (2)], such as many
extended phenotype signals. This may explain
why social punishment and cheating absten-
tion seem common in such communication sys-
tems [e.g., (7, 22–26)].

Extended phenotype signals can be reliable
indicators of both individual and territory qual-
ity. Previous analyses have shown that levels of
external signals may increase from juvenile to
adult age classes [e.g., (23, 27)] or be individ-
ually repeatable through time [e.g., (28, 29)].
Our findings confirm such earlier studies and
expand them by showing a clear senescent de-
cline in signaling strength. This reinforces the idea
of individuals signaling their physical prowess,
which increases and then declines with age. Fur-
ther, our findings indicate that external signals can
be used in the context of resource defense and do
not solely signal reproductive quality in a sexual
selection context, although reinforcement of pair
bonding may have contributed to our results (10).
In line with these ideas, many characteristics typ-
ical of the objects used to create extended phe-
notype signaling structures make them optimal as
signals of territorial defense: high visibility, ef-
fectiveness in the absence of the signaler, en-
coding of social dominance and motivation, ease
of deconstruction, and reliability enforced by
punishment of cheaters [reviews in (1–4)].
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Discovery of a Viral NLR Homolog that
Inhibits the Inflammasome
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The NLR (nucleotide binding and oligomerization, leucine-rich repeat) family of proteins senses
microbial infections and activates the inflammasome, a multiprotein complex that promotes microbial
clearance. Kaposi’s sarcoma–associated herpesvirus (KSHV) is linked to several human malignancies.
We found that KSHV Orf63 is a viral homolog of human NLRP1. Orf63 blocked NLRP1-dependent
innate immune responses, including caspase-1 activation and processing of interleukins IL-1b and
IL-18. KSHV Orf63 interacted with NLRP1, NLRP3, and NOD2. Inhibition of Orf63 expression resulted in
increased expression of IL-1b during the KSHV life cycle. Furthermore, inhibition of NLRP1 was
necessary for efficient reactivation and generation of progeny virus. The viral homolog subverts the
function of cellular NLRs, which suggests that modulation of NLR-mediated innate immunity is
important for the lifelong persistence of herpesviruses.

Kaposi’s sarcoma–associated herpesvirus
(KSHV/HHV8) is the etiological agent of
several human cancers including Kaposi’s

sarcoma (KS), primary effusion lymphoma (PEL),
and multicentric Castleman’s disease (MCD)
(1, 2). The ability of KSHV to evade host innate
immunity is essential for productive infection,
latency, and lifelong persistence (3).

Several families of pattern recognition recep-
tors (PRRs) have been described, including TLRs
(Toll-like receptors), the NLR (nucleotide bind-
ing and oligomerization, leucine-rich repeat)
family of proteins, RLRs (retinoic acid–inducible
gene I–like receptors), and CLRs (C-type lectin
receptors) (4, 5). Upon recognition of pathogen-
associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), PRRs
signal immune cell activation. TLRs play an im-
portant role in the life cycle of KSHV (6, 7), but
whether NLRs also do is unknown. More than 20
NLR family members have been identified in hu-

mans, and polymorphisms in several NLRs are
linked to various autoinflammatory diseases (8–12).
Activation of a subset of NLRs by PAMPs causes
the formation of largemultimeric complexes termed
inflammasomes, which are composed of oligomers
of a specific NLR, procaspase-1, and an adaptor
protein called ASC (apoptotic-associated speck-
like) (13). Inflammasome formation results in the
proteolytic processing of the proinflammatory
cytokines IL-1b and IL-18 by active caspase-1.
Excessive IL-1b and IL-18 production in re-
sponse to pathogen infection is associated with
pyroptosis, an inflammatory process involving
caspase-1–mediated cell death.

KSHV Orf63 is an uncharacterized tegument
protein. Basic Local Alignment Search Tool for
proteins (BLASTP) of NLRP1 and KSHVOrf63
revealed that these proteins are homologous (E
value = 0.0002) and that Orf63 shows significant
similarity to the leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain
of NLRP1 (fig. S1A). A ClustalW2 alignment of
the two proteins also showed homology of the
nucleotide-binding domain (NBD) of NLRP1
(fig. S1A) and full-length NLRP1 (fig. S1B) with
KSHV Orf63. However, KSHV Orf63 does not
contain the effector caspase activation and re-
cruitment domain (CARD) or pyrin domain (PYD)
of NLRP1, which are required for its activation;
this suggests that Orf63 may function as an in-
hibitor of NLRP1.

To investigate whether Orf63 inhibits NLRP1
activity, we primed THP-1 cells, a human mono-
cytic leukemia cell line, stably expressing Orf63
and control cells with lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
to up-regulate IL-1b transcription, followed by
stimulation of NLRP1 with the bacteria cell wall
constituent MDP (muramyldipeptide). We found
that Orf63 expression significantly inhibitedMDP-
induced IL-1b and IL-18 production relative to con-
trol cells (Fig. 1, A to D, and fig. S2A). Moreover,
no changes in the inflammasome-independent
cytokine TNF-a (tumor necrosis factor–a) were
observed, confirming the specificity of Orf63 in-
hibition of the NLRP1 inflammasome (fig. S2B).

Inflammasome activation leads to produc-
tion of proinflammatory cytokines and eventual
cell death. In cells expressing Orf63, NLRP1-
dependent cell death [as measured by lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) activity] was significantly
inhibited relative to vector alone (Fig. 1E), demon-
strating that Orf63 protects cells from NLRP1-
dependent cell death.

To further examine the role of Orf63 in block-
ing NLRP1, we transfected 293Tcells with Orf63
and the NLRP1 inflammasome components ASC,
procaspase-1, and pro–IL-1b (14). Reconstitution
of the NLRP1 inflammasome resulted in an in-
crease in IL-1b secretion, which was inhibited by
expression of Orf63 in a dose-dependent fashion
(Fig. 1, F and G). In contrast, another KSHV viral
protein, RTA (replication and transcription activa-
tor), was unable to inhibit IL-1b secretion (fig.
S2C). We also investigated the ability of Orf63 to
inhibit caspase-1 enzymatic activity. Transfection
of procaspase-1 and NLRP1 into 293T cells re-
sulted in increased caspase-1 specific activity that
was inhibited by coexpression of Orf63 (Fig. 1H).
Furthermore,NLRP1-induced proteolytic process-
ing of procaspase-1 to activated caspase-1 was
also inhibited (Fig. 1I).

Next, we investigated whether Orf63 could
interact with NLRP1. Orf63 coimmunoprecipitated
with NLRP1, and vice versa, in 293T cells co-
transfected with plasmids to express these proteins
(Fig. 2, A and B). Endogenous NLRP1 was also
shown to interact with Orf63 when Orf63 was
expressed in THP-1 cells (fig. S2D). Thus, Orf63 is
capable of interacting with NLRP1 and/or in a com-
plex with components of the NLRP1 inflamma-
some. To investigate the latter scenario, we tested
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The NLR (nucleotide binding and oligomerization, leucine-rich repeat) family of proteins senses
microbial infections and activates the inflammasome, a multiprotein complex that promotes microbial
clearance. Kaposi’s sarcoma–associated herpesvirus (KSHV) is linked to several human malignancies.
We found that KSHV Orf63 is a viral homolog of human NLRP1. Orf63 blocked NLRP1-dependent
innate immune responses, including caspase-1 activation and processing of interleukins IL-1b and
IL-18. KSHV Orf63 interacted with NLRP1, NLRP3, and NOD2. Inhibition of Orf63 expression resulted in
increased expression of IL-1b during the KSHV life cycle. Furthermore, inhibition of NLRP1 was
necessary for efficient reactivation and generation of progeny virus. The viral homolog subverts the
function of cellular NLRs, which suggests that modulation of NLR-mediated innate immunity is
important for the lifelong persistence of herpesviruses.

Kaposi’s sarcoma–associated herpesvirus
(KSHV/HHV8) is the etiological agent of
several human cancers including Kaposi’s

sarcoma (KS), primary effusion lymphoma (PEL),
and multicentric Castleman’s disease (MCD)
(1, 2). The ability of KSHV to evade host innate
immunity is essential for productive infection,
latency, and lifelong persistence (3).

Several families of pattern recognition recep-
tors (PRRs) have been described, including TLRs
(Toll-like receptors), the NLR (nucleotide bind-
ing and oligomerization, leucine-rich repeat)
family of proteins, RLRs (retinoic acid–inducible
gene I–like receptors), and CLRs (C-type lectin
receptors) (4, 5). Upon recognition of pathogen-
associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), PRRs
signal immune cell activation. TLRs play an im-
portant role in the life cycle of KSHV (6, 7), but
whether NLRs also do is unknown. More than 20
NLR family members have been identified in hu-

mans, and polymorphisms in several NLRs are
linked to various autoinflammatory diseases (8–12).
Activation of a subset of NLRs by PAMPs causes
the formation of largemultimeric complexes termed
inflammasomes, which are composed of oligomers
of a specific NLR, procaspase-1, and an adaptor
protein called ASC (apoptotic-associated speck-
like) (13). Inflammasome formation results in the
proteolytic processing of the proinflammatory
cytokines IL-1b and IL-18 by active caspase-1.
Excessive IL-1b and IL-18 production in re-
sponse to pathogen infection is associated with
pyroptosis, an inflammatory process involving
caspase-1–mediated cell death.

KSHV Orf63 is an uncharacterized tegument
protein. Basic Local Alignment Search Tool for
proteins (BLASTP) of NLRP1 and KSHVOrf63
revealed that these proteins are homologous (E
value = 0.0002) and that Orf63 shows significant
similarity to the leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain
of NLRP1 (fig. S1A). A ClustalW2 alignment of
the two proteins also showed homology of the
nucleotide-binding domain (NBD) of NLRP1
(fig. S1A) and full-length NLRP1 (fig. S1B) with
KSHV Orf63. However, KSHV Orf63 does not
contain the effector caspase activation and re-
cruitment domain (CARD) or pyrin domain (PYD)
of NLRP1, which are required for its activation;
this suggests that Orf63 may function as an in-
hibitor of NLRP1.

To investigate whether Orf63 inhibits NLRP1
activity, we primed THP-1 cells, a human mono-
cytic leukemia cell line, stably expressing Orf63
and control cells with lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
to up-regulate IL-1b transcription, followed by
stimulation of NLRP1 with the bacteria cell wall
constituent MDP (muramyldipeptide). We found
that Orf63 expression significantly inhibitedMDP-
induced IL-1b and IL-18 production relative to con-
trol cells (Fig. 1, A to D, and fig. S2A). Moreover,
no changes in the inflammasome-independent
cytokine TNF-a (tumor necrosis factor–a) were
observed, confirming the specificity of Orf63 in-
hibition of the NLRP1 inflammasome (fig. S2B).

Inflammasome activation leads to produc-
tion of proinflammatory cytokines and eventual
cell death. In cells expressing Orf63, NLRP1-
dependent cell death [as measured by lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) activity] was significantly
inhibited relative to vector alone (Fig. 1E), demon-
strating that Orf63 protects cells from NLRP1-
dependent cell death.

To further examine the role of Orf63 in block-
ing NLRP1, we transfected 293Tcells with Orf63
and the NLRP1 inflammasome components ASC,
procaspase-1, and pro–IL-1b (14). Reconstitution
of the NLRP1 inflammasome resulted in an in-
crease in IL-1b secretion, which was inhibited by
expression of Orf63 in a dose-dependent fashion
(Fig. 1, F and G). In contrast, another KSHV viral
protein, RTA (replication and transcription activa-
tor), was unable to inhibit IL-1b secretion (fig.
S2C). We also investigated the ability of Orf63 to
inhibit caspase-1 enzymatic activity. Transfection
of procaspase-1 and NLRP1 into 293T cells re-
sulted in increased caspase-1 specific activity that
was inhibited by coexpression of Orf63 (Fig. 1H).
Furthermore,NLRP1-induced proteolytic process-
ing of procaspase-1 to activated caspase-1 was
also inhibited (Fig. 1I).

Next, we investigated whether Orf63 could
interact with NLRP1. Orf63 coimmunoprecipitated
with NLRP1, and vice versa, in 293T cells co-
transfected with plasmids to express these proteins
(Fig. 2, A and B). Endogenous NLRP1 was also
shown to interact with Orf63 when Orf63 was
expressed in THP-1 cells (fig. S2D). Thus, Orf63 is
capable of interacting with NLRP1 and/or in a com-
plex with components of the NLRP1 inflamma-
some. To investigate the latter scenario, we tested
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Fig. 1. Orf63 is a viral homolog and
inhibitor of NLRP1. (A to D) Stable
Orf63 expression in THP-1 cells is de-
tected by immunoblot [top panel in
(A)]. THP-1–control and THP-1–Orf63
cells were either treated with vehicle
control or primed with LPS (5 ng/ml)
for 1 hour, followed by stimulation
with MDP (10 mg/ml) for 6 hours. Su-
pernatants were harvested and analyzed
for IL-1b by enzyme-linked immuno-
sorbent assay (ELISA), and values were
normalized to extracellular lactate de-
hydrogenase (LDH) released (A) or ana-
lyzed for pro–IL-1b and cleaved IL-1b
by immunoblot (B). Supernatants were
also analyzed for IL-18 by ELISA and
normalized to extracellular LDH (C) and
by immunoblot (D). (E) THP-1–control
or THP-1–Orf63 cells were treated as
described above, and extracellular LDH
was calculated relative to positive con-
trol. (F) Procaspase-1, pro–IL-1b, ASC
(together denoted as CIA), and NLRP1
expression plasmids were transfected
into 293T cells with Orf63 or vector
control. Cell extracts and supernatants
were harvested 24 hours later and sub-
jected to an IL-1b ELISA and immuno-
blot for cleaved IL-1b. (G) 293T cells
were transfected with the indicated
expression constructs followed by im-
munoblot for IL-1b expression. (H)
NLRP1 and procaspase-1 were trans-
fected into 293T cells with Orf63 or vector control for 24 hours. Caspase-
1 enzymatic activity was determined by incubating lysates with caspase-
1 substrate, WEHD-7-amino-4-trifluoromethyl coumarin (AFC). Fluorescence
emission was measured every 15 min for 2 hours. (I) Caspase-1 was

immunoprecipitated from 293T cells transfected with the indicated ex-
pression plasmids followed by immunoblot. **P ≤ 0.05 by two-tailed
Student’s t test. Data are representative of a minimum of three experimen-
tal replicates.

Fig. 2. Orf63 interacts with
NLRP1. (A) 293T cells were trans-
fected with expression plasmids
for NLRP1, Orf63, or both plas-
mids; 48 hours later, NLRP1 was
immunoprecipitated, followed
by immunoblotting for Orf63.
(B) A reverse immunoprecipitation
was performed. 293T cells were trans-
fected with expression plasmids for
NLRP1, Orf63, or both plasmids; 48
hours later, Orf63 was immunoprecipi-
tated, followed by immunoblotting
for NLRP1. (C) Coimmunoprecipita-
tion of purified Orf63 and NLRP1-GST proteins followed by immuno-
blotting for FLAG-tagged Orf63 and GST-NLRP1. (D) 293T cells were
transfected with Orf63 and full-length or mutant NLRP1 expression plas-
mids, followed by immunoprecipitation of Orf63 and immunoblotting for
NLRP1. (E) 293T cells were transfected with Orf63-N and Orf63DN

mutants and full-length NLRP1 expression plasmids for 48 hours. Im-
munoprecipitations were performed for NLRP1, followed by immunoblots
for Orf63-N and Orf63DN mutants. Asterisk indicates nonspecific band in
input lanes. Data are representative of a minimum of three experimental
replicates.
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Fig. 3. Orf63 inhibits NLRP1
inflammasome formation and
is necessary for IL-1b inhibition
during viral infection. (A) Indi-
cated expression plasmids were
transfected into 293T cells.
NLRP1 was immunoprecipitated
48hours later, and procaspase-1
interactions with NLRP1 were
determined by immunoblot. (B)
293T cells were transfected with
the indicated expression plas-
mids for 48 hours. NLRP1-myc
was immunoprecipitated with
antibody tomyc, and interactions
with NLRP1-V5 were detected by
immunoblot. (C) 293T cells were
transfected with the indicated
expression plasmids, followed by
immunoprecipitation of either
Orf63 or NOD2 48 hours later.
Interaction of Orf63 with NOD2
was detected by immunoblot.
(D) KSHV-infected primary hu-
manmonocytes were transfected
with siRNAs against Orf63 or
nontargeting controls; 48 hours
later, Orf63 and GAPDH tran-
scription were analyzed by PCR.
(E) Control and Orf63 siRNA-
transfected monocytes were
analyzed for IL-1b expression by ELISA 48 hours after transfection with
Orf63 siRNA or nontargeting control siRNA. (F) Transcription of the lytic viral
genes Orf49, Orf50, and Orf57 in KSHV-infected monocytes was analyzed by
quantitative PCR (qPCR) 48 hours after knockdown of Orf63. (G) BCBL-1 PEL
cells were nucleofected with siRNAs against Orf63 or a nontargeting control;
24 hours later, the cells were treated with TPA (25 ng/ml). Orf49, Orf57, and

Orf63 transcription was analyzed by qPCR 96 hours after TPA treatment. (H)
BCBL-1 PEL cells were treated as in (G), and 96 hours later, supernatants were
used to infect naïve Vero cells; 72 hours later, KSHV viral load in the infected
Vero cells was determined by qPCR for Orf49. **P ≤ 0.05 by two-tailed
Student’s t test. Data are representative of a minimum of three experimental
replicates.

Fig. 4. Orf63 inhibits the NLRP3 inflamma-
some. (A to D) THP-1–control or THP-1–Orf63 cells
were mock-treated or primed with LPS (5 ng/ml) for
1 hour, followed by stimulation with 2.5 mMATP for
6 hours. Supernatants were harvested and analyzed
by ELISA for IL-1b and normalized to extracellular
LDH (A) or for pro–IL-1b and cleaved IL-1b by
immunoblot (B). ATP-stimulated cells were also
examined for IL-18 expression by ELISA, and values
were normalized to extracellular LDH (C) and pro–
IL-18 and cleaved IL-18 by immunoblot (D). (E)
THP-1–control or THP-1–Orf63 cells were treated
with ATP as described above and subjected to an LDH
release assay. (F) 293T cells were transfected with
NLRP3 and Orf63 expression plasmids for 48
hours. NLRP3 was immunoprecipitated, followed
by immunoblotting for Orf63. (G) GST and GST-
Orf63 was purified and subjected to SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) and Coomassie staining. (H) GST or GST-Orf63 protein was incubated with
glutathione beads and [35S]methionine-labeled NLRP1, NLRP3, or luciferase
protein as described (29). Complexes were washed several times and subjected to SDS-PAGE.
The gel was dried and the bound radiolabeled proteins were detected by a phosphorimager. The
first three lanes represent 20% of the input of each of the three labeled proteins added to the
GST and GST-Orf63 binding reactions. **P ≤ 0.05 by two-tailed Student’s t test. Data are
representative of a minimum of three experimental replicates.
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the ability ofOrf63 to interactwithASCor caspase-1.
We found that Orf63 did not interact with either
ASC or caspase-1 in the absence of NLRP1 (fig.
S3). We also immunoprecipitated Orf63 from a
mixture of purified Orf63 made in bacteria and
purified NLRP1 made in insect cells; NLRP1
protein coimmunoprecipitated with Orf63, which
suggests that Orf63 directly interacts with NLRP1
in the absence of other proteins (Fig. 2C).

To identify the structural elements of NLRP1
that were required for interaction with Orf63, we
tested several domain mutants of NLRP1 (15).
KSHVOrf63 interactedwith theNBD, LRR, and
FIIND (function to find) domains of NLRP1,
whereas no interaction was observed with the
PYD and CARD effector domains of NLRP1
(Fig. 2D and fig. S4, A to D). The LRR domain
of NLRP1 is thought to negatively regulate its
activation by folding back onto the NBD do-
mains (14, 16). Interaction of Orf63 with NLRP1
suggests that Orf63 may be functioning similarly
to the NLRP1 LRR to block activity. Sequence
alignments indicated that Orf63 most closely
aligned with the LRR and NBD domains of
NLRP1 (fig. S1A). Hence, we created two Orf63
mutants—Orf63-N, which contains most of the
region similar to NBD but lacks the region that
aligns with the LRR, and Orf63DN, which con-
tains the entire LRR and only a part of the NBD
(fig. S5A)—and tested the ability of these mu-
tants to bind NLRP1 by coimmunoprecipitation
assays. Either domain was sufficient for interact-
ing with NLRP1 (Fig. 2E), similar to previous
reports on NLR proteins (17, 18). Furthermore,
in NLRP1 inflammasome reconstitution assays,
both Orf63 mutants were capable of inhibiting
NLRP1 activity (fig. S5B).

The NLRP1 inflammasome comprises mul-
tiple proteins complexed with NLRP1, caspase-1,
and ASC (13). Our data demonstrate that Orf63
can inhibit NLRP1 function and can also interact
with NLRP1. To determine the mechanism of
NLRP1 inhibition, we tested the ability of Orf63
to bind NLRP1 and to inhibit the formation of the
NLRP1 inflammasome. The presence of Orf63 in-
hibited the interaction ofNLRP1with procaspase-1,
but not its interaction with ASC (Fig. 3A and fig.
S6, A and B). NLRP1 oligomerization has been
shown to be required for activation (14). We con-
firmed that NLRP1 self-associates and found that
Orf63 blocked this self-association (Fig. 3B). Gel
fractionation analysis under native conditions
revealed that the presence of Orf63 caused more
NLRP1 to fractionate in the lower–molecular
weight fractions, where Orf63 is also expressed
(fig. S6C). This provides further support that
Orf63 inhibits NLRP1 oligomerization. Taken to-
gether, our findings indicate that Orf63 hinders
inflammasome formation by both preventing
NLRP1 oligomerization and inhibiting the asso-
ciation of NLRP1 with procaspase-1.

NLRP1 can also interact with NOD2, another
member of the NLR family, and this interaction
enhances its activity in terms of inflammasome
function (19). Reciprocal immunoprecipitations

revealed that Orf63 interacts with NOD2 (Fig. 3C).
Similar to NLRP1, the interaction of Orf63 with
NOD2 required theNBDdomain (fig. S7A). In con-
trast, Orf63 did not interact with NOD1 (fig. S7B).

NLRP1 activation and subsequent IL-1b and
IL-18 secretion are detrimental to viral infection.
We hypothesized that inhibition of Orf63 would
result in increased proinflammatory cytokine
production during KSHV infection. KSHV has
been shown to infect humanmonocytes (7); there-
fore, we isolated primary human monocytes from
blood from healthy donors (fig. S8, A and B) and
infected them with KSHV in the presence and
absence of small interfering RNAs (siRNAs)
against Orf63 (Fig. 3D). We detected increased
IL-1b expression and decreased viral gene expres-
sion in KSHV-infected monocytes transfected
with siRNAs targeting Orf63 relative to non-
targeting controls (Fig. 3, E and F, respectively).

We next determined the effect of Orf63 dur-
ing viral reactivation. KSHV-293T cells con-
taining endogenous NLRP1 were transfected with
a plasmid encoding RTA to induce KSHV reac-
tivation and lytic gene expression (20). Knock-
down of Orf63 resulted in a statistically significant
increase in IL-1b expression relative to nontarget-
ing controls (fig. S9, A and B). Reconstitution of
cells with the NLRP1 inflammasome inhibited
KSHVreactivation, as measured by expression of
the vIL-6 lytic protein (fig. S9C); however, when
only the LRR domain of NLRP1, which is an in-
hibitorofNLRactivity (14,16,21),wascotransfected
with the inflammasome components, vIL-6 ex-
pression was restored (fig. S9C).

Similarly,whenNLRP1expressionwasknocked
down in KSHV-infected latent BCBL-1 primary
effusion lymphoma (PEL) cells (fig. S10A), we
detected an increase in viral genomes and in-
fectious virus, which was enhanced after induc-
tion of lytic replication (fig. S10, B and C). To
confirm that Orf63 is necessary for KSHV lytic
gene expression, we inhibited Orf63 expression
in BCBL-1 PEL cells by means of Orf63 siRNA.
Orf63 siRNA transfected PEL showed a signif-
icant loss of Orf63 expression during lytic re-
activation (Fig. 3G). Further, Orf63 knockdown
resulted in the loss of lytic gene expression as
measured by loss of Orf49 and Orf57 viral lytic
transcript expression (Fig. 3G). After knockdown
of Orf63 in reactivated PEL, supernatant was trans-
ferred to naïve Vero cells and viral infectivity on
Vero cells was quantitated by real-time polymer-
ase chain reaction (PCR). We found that Orf63
knockdown resulted in a block of infectious virus
produced during PEL reactivation (Fig. 3H). Taken
together, our data show that Orf63 can block
NLRP1 activation and the production of IL-1b.
This function of Orf63 appears to be critical for
viral gene expression and viral genome replication
during KSHV primary infection as well as KSHV
reactivation from latency.

BLASTP alignments revealed homology of
Orf63 to the NBD and LRR domains of NLRP1,
which are conserved motifs among the NLR fam-
ily members. To investigate whether Orf63 could

also inhibit the activation of other NLR family
members, we stimulated THP-1–Orf63 or control
THP-1 cells with several NLRP3 agonists (12).
Orf63 inhibited IL-1b and IL-18 cleavage and
production after treatment with the NLRP3 ago-
nists ATP (adenosine triphosphate) and alum (alu-
minum hydroxide) (Fig. 4, A to D, fig. S11, and
fig. S12, A to D). Orf63 also protected cells from
NLRP3-dependent cell death in response to these
agonists, as measured by LDH release assay (Fig.
4E and fig. S12E). Orf63 coimmunoprecipitated
with NLRP3 when both proteins were exoge-
nously expressed in 293T cells (Fig. 4F). Further-
more, [35S]methionine-labeledNLRP1 andNLRP3
bound to purified glutathione S-transferase (GST)–
Orf63 fusion protein (Fig. 4, G and H).

KSHV exists in diverse cell types including
monocytes, B cells, epithelial cells, and endothelial
cells (22–24). NLRP1 is ubiquitously expressed,
whereas NLRP3 is more restricted in its expres-
sion (25, 26). Herpesviruses establish lifelong
latency and must encode proteins that function in
the context of all types of cellular events, includ-
ing adverse circumstances. Given KSHV’s broad
tropism, it seems advantageous for KSHV to en-
code an inhibitor of the inflammasome.

The NLR nomenclature requires that a protein
cannot be classified as a NLR unless it contains
both a NBD and a LRR domain, which are evo-
lutionarily conserved in all NLRs (27). Poxviruses
encode a pyrin-only–containing protein named
M13L that inhibits IL-1b and IL-18 secretion (28)
through a different mechanism because M13L
lacks both a NBD and a LRR domain. KSHV
Orf63 does show homology to both the NBD
and LRR domains of NLRs and is a homolog
of NLRP1. We also found that another herpes-
virus encodes a viral homolog of NLRP1 (fig. S13).
This suggests that the targeting of NLR proteins
might play a key role in the herpesvirus life cycle.

KSHV encodes a viral homolog of cellular
NLRP1 without the CARD and PYD effector
domains of its cellular counterpart. Although
Orf63 did not demonstrate significant similarity
to NLRP3, it blocked NLRP3 activity, which
suggests that Orf63 is capable of broad inhibition
of NLR inflammasome responses. Thus, during
the course of evolution with its human host,
KSHV has usurped and modified a cellular NLR
gene to inhibit the host inflammasome response.
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AMethylaspartate Cycle in Haloarchaea
Maria Khomyakova,* Özlem Bükmez, Lorenz K. Thomas, Tobias J. Erb,† Ivan A. Berg‡

Access to novel ecological niches often requires adaptation of metabolic pathways to cope with new
environments. For conversion to cellular building blocks, many substrates enter central carbon
metabolism via acetyl–coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA). Until now, only two such pathways have been
identified: the glyoxylate cycle and the ethylmalonyl-CoA pathway. Prokaryotes in the haloarchaea
use a third pathway by which acetyl-CoA is oxidized to glyoxylate via the key intermediate
methylaspartate. Glyoxylate condensation with another acetyl-CoA molecule yields malate, the final
assimilation product. This cycle combines reactions that originally belonged to different metabolic
processes in different groups of prokaryotes, which suggests lateral gene transfer and evolutionary
tinkering of acetate assimilation. Moreover, it requires elevated intracellular glutamate
concentrations, as well as coupling carbon assimilation with nitrogen metabolism.

Manylife forms exist under extreme phys-
ical or chemical conditions and have
evolved unique adaptions that allow

their cellular machinery to function in these hab-
itats. Haloarchaea (Halobacteriaceae, also known
as the halobacteria) represent a well-defined ar-

chaeal group adapted to growth at high salinity (3
to 5 M). Life in this harsh environment requires
special mechanisms to avoid water loss by os-
mosis and to maintain steep ion concentration
gradients across the cell membrane. Haloarchaea
live in photic, (micro)oxic environments rich in

organic nutrients; consequently, most haloar-
chaea are able to use light energy and can be cul-
tivated on media containing organic compounds
including amino acids like leucine and lysine,
fatty acids, and alcohols (1). These substrates,
as well as polyhydroxyalkanoates (haloarchaeal
energy- and carbon-storage polymers), are me-
tabolized through acetyl–coenzymeA (acetyl-CoA),
which requires a reaction sequence (anaplerotic)
for assimilation. Strict anaerobes use pyruvate
synthase for this purpose; however, this enzyme
does not operate under oxic conditions, and aer-
obic organisms require a dedicated pathway for
acetyl-CoA assimilation. The classical example

Fig. 1. Anaplerotic pathways of acetyl-CoA assimilation. (A) The glyoxylate
cycle and the citric acid cycle, (B) the ethylmalonyl-CoA pathway, and (C) the
proposed methylaspartate cycle. The key reactions of the anaplerotic pathways
are shown in red. A pathway similar to the methylaspartate cycle has already

been suggested for Protaminobacter rubrum (nowMethylobacterium extorquens)
(28). However, Methylobacterium does not have glutamate mutase and
methylaspartate ammonia-lyase genes (29) and uses the ethylmalonyl-CoA
pathway for acetyl-CoA assimilation (10, 11, 30).
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AMethylaspartate Cycle in Haloarchaea
Maria Khomyakova,* Özlem Bükmez, Lorenz K. Thomas, Tobias J. Erb,† Ivan A. Berg‡

Access to novel ecological niches often requires adaptation of metabolic pathways to cope with new
environments. For conversion to cellular building blocks, many substrates enter central carbon
metabolism via acetyl–coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA). Until now, only two such pathways have been
identified: the glyoxylate cycle and the ethylmalonyl-CoA pathway. Prokaryotes in the haloarchaea
use a third pathway by which acetyl-CoA is oxidized to glyoxylate via the key intermediate
methylaspartate. Glyoxylate condensation with another acetyl-CoA molecule yields malate, the final
assimilation product. This cycle combines reactions that originally belonged to different metabolic
processes in different groups of prokaryotes, which suggests lateral gene transfer and evolutionary
tinkering of acetate assimilation. Moreover, it requires elevated intracellular glutamate
concentrations, as well as coupling carbon assimilation with nitrogen metabolism.

Manylife forms exist under extreme phys-
ical or chemical conditions and have
evolved unique adaptions that allow

their cellular machinery to function in these hab-
itats. Haloarchaea (Halobacteriaceae, also known
as the halobacteria) represent a well-defined ar-

chaeal group adapted to growth at high salinity (3
to 5 M). Life in this harsh environment requires
special mechanisms to avoid water loss by os-
mosis and to maintain steep ion concentration
gradients across the cell membrane. Haloarchaea
live in photic, (micro)oxic environments rich in

organic nutrients; consequently, most haloar-
chaea are able to use light energy and can be cul-
tivated on media containing organic compounds
including amino acids like leucine and lysine,
fatty acids, and alcohols (1). These substrates,
as well as polyhydroxyalkanoates (haloarchaeal
energy- and carbon-storage polymers), are me-
tabolized through acetyl–coenzymeA (acetyl-CoA),
which requires a reaction sequence (anaplerotic)
for assimilation. Strict anaerobes use pyruvate
synthase for this purpose; however, this enzyme
does not operate under oxic conditions, and aer-
obic organisms require a dedicated pathway for
acetyl-CoA assimilation. The classical example

Fig. 1. Anaplerotic pathways of acetyl-CoA assimilation. (A) The glyoxylate
cycle and the citric acid cycle, (B) the ethylmalonyl-CoA pathway, and (C) the
proposed methylaspartate cycle. The key reactions of the anaplerotic pathways
are shown in red. A pathway similar to the methylaspartate cycle has already

been suggested for Protaminobacter rubrum (nowMethylobacterium extorquens)
(28). However, Methylobacterium does not have glutamate mutase and
methylaspartate ammonia-lyase genes (29) and uses the ethylmalonyl-CoA
pathway for acetyl-CoA assimilation (10, 11, 30).
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is the glyoxylate cycle (2). Its first key enzyme,
isocitrate lyase (ICL), in cooperation with en-
zymes of the citric acid cycle, transforms acetyl-
CoA into glyoxylate. The second key enzyme,
malate synthase, condenses glyoxylate and a sec-
ond acetyl-CoA molecule to yield malate, which
can then be used as a starter molecule in bio-
synthesis (Fig. 1A).

Although some haloarchaea, e.g., Haloferax
volcanii, use the glyoxylate cycle for acetate as-
similation (3–8), many other species are capable
of growing on acetate in the absence of ICL,
e.g., Haloarcula marismortui (3, 7, 9). The only
alternative to the glyoxylate cycle known so far is
the ethylmalonyl-CoA pathway (Fig. 1B) (10, 11).
However, H. marismortui does not have the min-
imum set of genes required for an operating
ethylmalonyl-CoA pathway (11), and activity of its
key enzyme crotonyl-CoA carboxylase/reductase
could not be detected in extracts of acetate-grown
cells (12). Therefore, H. marismortui must use a
third strategy for acetate assimilation. Because it
has genes encoding biotin-dependent carboxyl-
ases, we initially assumed that acetyl-CoA is as-
similated by an incomplete 3-hydroxypropionate
cycle (13), but acetyl-CoA carboxylase activity
in cell extracts was very low, and essential en-
zymes for such a modified 3-hydroxypropionate
cycle were also absent (Table 1).

To elucidate this unknown pathway, we com-
pared the proteomes of acetate- and succinate-
grown cells (fig. S1). Several proteins were
identified that were up-regulated during growth
on acetate (table S1). Notably, three proteins—
methylaspartate ammonia-lyase, an enoyl-CoA
hydratase of the maoC family, and a lyase of
the CitE family—were encoded by the same gene
cluster that also harbors genes for a coenzyme

B12–dependent glutamate mutase (Fig. 2B). These
genes overlap or have intergenic regions that are
too small to harbor a promoter, and a putative
TATA box has been identified only upstream
of the first gene of the cluster (fig. S2). Using
reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR), we showed that these genes are co-
transcribed in acetate-grown cells (Fig. 2C), which
indicates that they constitute a metabolic operon
for acetate assimilation. Notably, another gene en-
coding a putative family III CoA transferase was
located upstream of this operon and oriented in
the opposite direction.

We hypothesized a pathway for acetate as-
similation in H. marismortui (methylaspartate
cycle), in which one molecule of acetyl-CoA is
initially transformed into glutamate through reac-
tions of the citric acid cycle and glutamate de-
hydrogenase (Fig. 1C). Glutamate is rearranged to
methylaspartate, via enzymes of the identified
acetate assimilation operon,with subsequent elim-
ination of ammonia to yield mesaconate. The
latter compound is activated to mesaconyl-CoA
byCoA transfer, hydrated to b-methylmalyl-CoA,
and split into propionyl-CoA and glyoxylate
(Fig. 2A). Propionyl-CoA carboxylation leads to
methylmalonyl-CoA and subsequently to the cit-
ric acid cycle intermediate succinyl-CoA, which
closes the cycle, whereas glyoxylate condensation
with another acetyl-CoAmolecule yields the final
assimilation product malate (Fig. 1C).

All enzyme activities of the proposed methyl-
aspartate cycle were demonstrated in extracts of
acetate-grown cells at levels sufficient to explain
the observed growth rate. The key activities were
down-regulated severalfold in succinate-grown
cells (Table 1), which matched expectations from
the proteome data. Only glutamate mutase activ-

ity was elusive; this enzyme is notoriously unstable
and difficult to measure (14). Because methyl-
aspartate ammonia-lyase acting on the product
of this mutase was highly active and its gene is
located in the same operon, glutamate mutase
likely is also active during acetate assimilation
(Fig. 2). Extracts of acetate-grown cells converted
[1-14C]mesaconyl-CoA via [14C]b-methylmalyl-
CoA to glyoxylate and [14C]propionyl-CoA at a
specific rate of 14 nmol min−1 mg−1 protein (Fig.
3, A to D). Free mesaconate was similarly con-
verted into propionyl-CoA and glyoxylate when
succinyl-CoAwas added as CoA donor (Fig. 3, E
to H). This implies the presence of an active CoA
transferase forming mesaconyl-CoA; we postu-
late that this enzyme is encoded by the putative
family III CoA transferase gene located directly
upstream of the acetate assimilation operon (Fig.
2). In contrast, no conversion was observed with
succinate-grown cells or ICL-positive, acetate-
grown H. volcanii. The propionyl-CoA formed
was further converted by cell extracts to succinyl-
CoA via biotin-dependent propionyl-CoA carbox-
ylase and methylmalonyl-CoA mutase (Table 1).
Propionyl-CoA carboxylation was completely in-
hibited by avidin, a specific inhibitor of biotin-
dependent enzymes. Moreover, H. marismortui
expressed a biotinylated protein during growth
on acetate, as shown by biotin staining of cell ex-
tracts (fig. S3). Its mass matches the expected
mass of RrnAC0002 (67.5 kD), which contains
a biotin carboxyl carrier domain.

To study the proteins involved in acetate as-
similation, the putative b-methylmalyl-CoA lyase
(rrnAC0690) was heterologously overproduced
in Escherichia coli and reconstituted to obtain
active haloarchaeal protein (15, 16). Attempts to
reconstitute the putative mesaconyl-CoA hydratase
(rrnAC0688) and the putative CoA transferase
(rrnAC0683) were unsuccessful. RrnAC0690 cata-
lyzed the reversible cleavage of b-methylmalyl-
CoA to propionyl-CoA and glyoxylate, as well
as the reversible cleavage of (S)-malyl-CoA to
acetyl-CoA and glyoxylate with some (S)-malyl-
CoA thioesterase activity (see supporting on-
line text and table S2). It was noteworthy that
H. marismortui encodes a paralog of RrnAC0690
(RrnAC1965, 36% sequence identity) that is
similar to haloarchaeal malate synthase from
H. volcanii (81% identity) (5). The recombinant
RrnAC1965 indeed had malate synthase activity;
however, detailed studies surprisingly showed
that this enzyme is in fact a bifunctional (S )-
malyl-CoA lyase/thioesterase, which catalyzes the
malate synthase reaction in two steps. Similarly
to the RrnAC0690 reaction, acetyl-CoA is first
condensed reversibly with glyoxylate to (S)-malyl-
CoA. In contrast to RrnAC0690, RrnAC1965
then effectively hydrolyzes (S)-malyl-CoA to
(S)-malate and CoA (fig. S4, table S3, and sup-
porting online text). CoA ester hydrolysis was
highly specific for (S)-malyl-CoA; b-methylmalyl-
CoA was not used. Such high substrate spec-
ificity of RrnAC1965 may prevent formation
of a possible dead-end product b-methylmalate

Table 1. Enzyme activities in haloarchaea. The values are average values of at least three independent
determinations. Note that the minimal in vivo activity of enzymes in the methylaspartate cycle required
to explain the observed growth rate is 12.5 nmol min−1 mg−1 protein [for calculation, see (12)].

Enzyme activity (nmol min−1 mg−1 protein) for

Enzyme
Haloarcula marismortui

Haloferax
volcanii

Acetate Succinate Acetate

Citrate synthase 190 T 30 90 T 10 600 T 50
Isocitrate dehydrogenase (NADP) 680 T 30 660 T 40 360 T 20
Isocitrate lyase <0.5 <0.5 65 T 20
Malate synthase 80 T 15 4 T 2 230 T 10
Crotonyl-CoA carboxylase/reductase <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Malonyl-CoA reductase <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Glutamate dehydrogenase, NADP 280 T 40 310 T 50 70 T 15
Methylaspartate ammonia-lyase 260 T 50 <1 <0.5
Succinyl-CoA:mesaconate CoA-transferase 13 T 2 1 T 0.5 <0.5
Mesaconyl-CoA hydratase (F/R)* 50 T 10/210 T 30 <0.5/<1 <0.5
b-Methylmalyl-CoA lyase (F/R)* 50 T 10/250 T 40 <0.5/3 T 1 70 T 20/180 T 30**
Acetyl-CoA carboxylase 3 T 1 4 T 2 <1
Propionyl-CoA carboxylase 12 T 2 9 T 3 10 T 2
Methylmalonyl-CoA mutase 14 T 3 4 T 1 7 T 1
*F, reaction was measured in the forward direction; R, reaction was measured in the reverse direction; values are shown
sequentially in the table. **This activity is probably due to the b-methylmalyl-CoA lyase activity of haloarchaeal malyl-CoA
lyase/thioesterase (apparent malate synthase).
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in vivo. Apparently, although both paralogs have
similar substrates and (still) can catalyze the same
reactions, each enzyme is clearly optimized to
its respective function as “b-methylmalyl-CoA
lyase” (RrnAC0690) or “apparent malate syn-
thase” (RrnAC1965). This resembles the situ-
ation in Rhodobacter sphaeroides, where the
malate synthase reaction also proceeds in two
steps, catalyzed by two distinct, yet highly similar,
enzymes (17).

A functioning methylaspartate cycle is ex-
pected to require high intracellular glutamate con-
centration, because the affinity for substrate (Km)

of methylaspartate ammonia-lyase for methyl-
aspartate in H. marismortui was determined as
26 T 5 mM, and the equilibrium of the preced-
ing glutamate mutase reaction is not on the side
of the product methylaspartate (Km = 0.093 at
30°C) (18). Indeed, cytoplasmic glutamate con-
centration in acetate-grown H. marismortui cells
was 35 T 5 mM (compared with 6 T 1 mM in
acetate-grown, ICL-positive H. volcanii). The
methylaspartate cycle may be regarded as a glu-
tamate overflow mechanism. This feature is prob-
ably advantageous for a halophilic organism,
because glutamate is a well-known osmolyte used

by many halophils (1, 7). Furthermore, it is the
precursor for the intracellular antioxidant g-
glutamylcysteine (which is found in haloarchaea
in the millimolar range) (19) and for extracel-
lular poly-g-glutamate also produced by some
haloarchaea (20). Poly-g-glutamate plays a role
as a protectant compound for microorganisms
living in harsh environments but also appears
to serve as a storage compound for carbon, ni-
trogen, and energy (21). However, glutamate is
also the universal donor for a-amino groups of
amino acids, and its biosynthesis requires am-
monium. Therefore, ammonium uptake may reg-

Fig. 2. Reactions and the genes and enzymes involved
in key steps of the methylaspartate cycle, by which glu-
tamate is converted to glyoxylate and propionyl-CoA. (A)
Reactions and intermediates of the conversion. MamAB,
glutamate mutase; Mal, methylaspartate ammonia-
lyase; Mct, succinyl-CoA:mesaconate CoA-transferase;
Mch, mesaconyl-CoA hydratase; Mcl, b-methylmalyl-CoA
lyase; Succ-CoA, succinyl-CoA; Succ, succinate; Glu, gluta-
mate; Masp, methylaspartate; Mes, mesaconate; MesCoA,
mesaconyl-CoA; b-MMalCoA, b-methylmalyl-CoA; Glyox,
glyoxylate; PropCoA, propionyl-CoA. (B) An overview of
the genomic region of H. marismortui coding for the
corresponding enzymes. The accession numbers are shown
(rrnAC0###) (9). (C) Agarose gel analysis of PCR products
amplified by RT-PCR. The results of the amplification are
shown for genomic DNA (control) and for cDNA. The
positive signal for cDNA means the presence of mRNA
containing the corresponding (intergenic) fragment.
Amplification of the intergenic region between the genes
rrnAC0662 and rrnAC0663 was used to verify the com-
plete removal of genomic DNA from the RNA preparation,
because those genes are oriented in different directions.
As a positive control, the intragenic region of constitu-
tively expressed isocitrate dehydrogenase (ICDH, rrnAC3419)
was amplified.

Fig. 3. Conversion of mesaconate and mesaconyl-CoA to propionyl-CoA
and glyoxylate by cell extracts of acetate-grown H. marismortui analyzed by
reversed-phase C18 high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). (A to D)
[1-14C]Mesaconyl-CoA conversion, immediately after addition of the extract
(final concentration 4.3 mg protein ml−1 in assay) (A) and after 2 min of in-
cubation (B and C). Substrate and products were detected by measurement of
ultraviolet absorbance at 260 nm (A and B) or 14C by using flow-through
scintillation counting (C). (D) Time course of mesaconyl-CoA consumption and
product formation. (E to H) Mesaconate conversion to propionyl-CoA in the
presence of succinyl-CoA visualized by measurement of absorbance at 260 nm,
immediately after addition of the extract (final concentration 4.0 mg protein ml−1

in assay) (E) and after 10 min of incubation (F). (G) Control without mesaconate
after 10 min of incubation, and (H) time course of succinyl-CoA consumption
and product formation. The rate of the mesaconyl-CoA conversion to propionyl-
CoA and glyoxylate was 14 T 3 nmol min−1 mg−1 protein, as measured by both
propionyl-CoA formation (by means of HPLC) and glyoxylate detection with
phenylhydrazine. The experiment was repeated three times using different
amounts of cell extract to demonstrate a linear protein dependency of the reaction
rate. For experimental details, see (12). MesCoA, mesaconyl-CoA; b-mm-CoA,
b-methylmalyl-CoA; prop-CoA, propionyl-CoA; succ-CoA, succinyl-CoA.
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ulate the methylaspartate cycle (see supporting
online text).

Life in salt lakes is characterized by rare, ephem-
eral blooms of microorganisms (1), and under these
circumstances, haloarchaea may accumulate sub-
stantial amounts of polyhydroxyalkanoate (22).
Therefore, during starvation, having an anaplerotic
acetyl-CoA assimilation pathway could be impor-
tant for survival. In fact, most of the haloarchaeal
genomes have genes for either the glyoxylate cycle
(mostly clade II haloarchaea), the methylaspartate
cycle (mostly clade I haloarchaea), or even both
(for details, see figs. S5 and S6), which indicates
their genetic potential to assimilate acetyl-CoA. As
a proof of principle, we demonstrated character-
istic reactions of the methylaspartate cycle in
Natrialba magadii (clade I), but in contrast, key
enzymes of the glyoxylate cycle were not de-
tected (table S4).

Haloarchaea probably evolved from methano-
gens, whereupon they had to switch from a strict-
ly anaerobic chemolithoautotrophic to an aerobic
(photo)organoheterotrophic life-style (23, 24).
This switch was accompanied by a massive gene
gain from the Bacteria domain (23). Haloarchaea
that use the glyoxylate cycle have presumably ac-
quired its key enzyme, ICL, by lateral gene trans-
fer (5). Likewise, all key enzymes of the proposed
methylaspartate cycle were derived via lateral
gene transfer from bacterial genomes, where they
originally participated in completely different meta-
bolic processes (see supporting online text and
figs. S7 to S10). This suggests that evolutionary
tinkering (25) of acetate assimilation has occurred
in haloarchaea, by which the methylaspartate

cycle was assembled through the recombination
of preexisting gene modules. Moreover, gene
duplication and paralogy have presumably played
an important role in evolutionary tinkering, as
exemplified by RrnAC0690 and RrnAC1965 and
as shown for other Archaea (26, 27).
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Induction of Colonic Regulatory T Cells
by Indigenous Clostridium Species
Koji Atarashi,1* Takeshi Tanoue,1* Tatsuichiro Shima,2 Akemi Imaoka,2 Tomomi Kuwahara,3

Yoshika Momose,4 Genhong Cheng,5 Sho Yamasaki,6 Takashi Saito,6 Yusuke Ohba,7

Tadatsugu Taniguchi,1 Kiyoshi Takeda,8 Shohei Hori,9 Ivaylo I. Ivanov,10 Yoshinori Umesaki,2

Kikuji Itoh,4 Kenya Honda1,11†

CD4+ T regulatory cells (Tregs), which express the Foxp3 transcription factor, play a critical role
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resulted in resistance to colitis and systemic immunoglobulin E responses in adult mice, suggesting
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The mammalian gastrointestinal tract har-
bors numerous species of commensal
bacteria that constitute the “microbiota.”

The microbiota interacts with the host immune
system, inducing the accumulation of several
different lymphocyte populations at mucosal sites
(1, 2). Recent reports have suggested that the

induction of each lymphocyte subset may be
regulated by a distinct component of the micro-
biota. For instance, segmented filamentous bacte-
ria (SFB) strongly induce intestinal T helper 17
(TH17) cells, which play a role in host resistance
against intestinal pathogens and promote sys-
temic autoimmunity (3–5).

CD4+ regulatory T cells (Tregs) expressing
the transcription factor forkhead box P3 (Foxp3)
are present at higher frequencies in the gut
lamina propria (LP), particularly in the colon,
than in other organs (6) (fig. S1). It has been
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ulate the methylaspartate cycle (see supporting
online text).

Life in salt lakes is characterized by rare, ephem-
eral blooms of microorganisms (1), and under these
circumstances, haloarchaea may accumulate sub-
stantial amounts of polyhydroxyalkanoate (22).
Therefore, during starvation, having an anaplerotic
acetyl-CoA assimilation pathway could be impor-
tant for survival. In fact, most of the haloarchaeal
genomes have genes for either the glyoxylate cycle
(mostly clade II haloarchaea), the methylaspartate
cycle (mostly clade I haloarchaea), or even both
(for details, see figs. S5 and S6), which indicates
their genetic potential to assimilate acetyl-CoA. As
a proof of principle, we demonstrated character-
istic reactions of the methylaspartate cycle in
Natrialba magadii (clade I), but in contrast, key
enzymes of the glyoxylate cycle were not de-
tected (table S4).

Haloarchaea probably evolved from methano-
gens, whereupon they had to switch from a strict-
ly anaerobic chemolithoautotrophic to an aerobic
(photo)organoheterotrophic life-style (23, 24).
This switch was accompanied by a massive gene
gain from the Bacteria domain (23). Haloarchaea
that use the glyoxylate cycle have presumably ac-
quired its key enzyme, ICL, by lateral gene trans-
fer (5). Likewise, all key enzymes of the proposed
methylaspartate cycle were derived via lateral
gene transfer from bacterial genomes, where they
originally participated in completely different meta-
bolic processes (see supporting online text and
figs. S7 to S10). This suggests that evolutionary
tinkering (25) of acetate assimilation has occurred
in haloarchaea, by which the methylaspartate

cycle was assembled through the recombination
of preexisting gene modules. Moreover, gene
duplication and paralogy have presumably played
an important role in evolutionary tinkering, as
exemplified by RrnAC0690 and RrnAC1965 and
as shown for other Archaea (26, 27).
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CD4+ T regulatory cells (Tregs), which express the Foxp3 transcription factor, play a critical role
in the maintenance of immune homeostasis. Here, we show that in mice, Tregs were most
abundant in the colonic mucosa. The spore-forming component of indigenous intestinal
microbiota, particularly clusters IV and XIVa of the genus Clostridium, promoted Treg cell
accumulation. Colonization of mice by a defined mix of Clostridium strains provided an
environment rich in transforming growth factor–b and affected Foxp3+ Treg number and function in
the colon. Oral inoculation of Clostridium during the early life of conventionally reared mice
resulted in resistance to colitis and systemic immunoglobulin E responses in adult mice, suggesting
a new therapeutic approach to autoimmunity and allergy.

The mammalian gastrointestinal tract har-
bors numerous species of commensal
bacteria that constitute the “microbiota.”

The microbiota interacts with the host immune
system, inducing the accumulation of several
different lymphocyte populations at mucosal sites
(1, 2). Recent reports have suggested that the

induction of each lymphocyte subset may be
regulated by a distinct component of the micro-
biota. For instance, segmented filamentous bacte-
ria (SFB) strongly induce intestinal T helper 17
(TH17) cells, which play a role in host resistance
against intestinal pathogens and promote sys-
temic autoimmunity (3–5).

CD4+ regulatory T cells (Tregs) expressing
the transcription factor forkhead box P3 (Foxp3)
are present at higher frequencies in the gut
lamina propria (LP), particularly in the colon,
than in other organs (6) (fig. S1). It has been
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postulated that the number and function of mucosal
Tregs are affected by the presence of intestinal
bacteria. Indeed, daily treatment of mice with
probiotic strains of bifidobacteria and lactobacilli
modifies the inflammatory status of mice, pre-
sumably by inducing Tregs (7–9). Furthermore,
colonization of mice with human commensal
Bacteroides fragilis facilitates Treg differentia-
tion and interleukin-10 (IL-10) production (10).
Given the importance of the community structure
of “indigenous” microbial flora in the mainte-
nance of intestinal homeostasis, and that its al-
teration (dysbiosis) correlates with inflammatory
diseases (11), it is important to further inves-
tigate whether, and how, indigenous microflora
affect the number and function of mucosal Tregs.

We first examined the appearance of Tregs
during mouse ontogeny. The frequency of Foxp3+

Tregs in colonic and small intestinal (SI) LP in-
creased after weaning, whereas in inguinal lymph
nodes (iLNs) it remained stable from the second
week after birth (Fig. 1A). This temporal accu-
mulation of intestinal Tregs suggested an influ-
ence of the intestinal microbiota. Therefore, we
next examined germ-free (GF) mice. The per-
centage and absolute number of Foxp3+CD4+ T
cells in SI, iLNs, Peyer’s patches, and mesen-
teric LNs were unchanged, or increased, in GF
mice and antibiotic-treated specific pathogen-
free (SPF) mice compared with untreated SPF
mice (Fig. 1B and fig. S2). These findings are
consistent with previous observations that GF mice
have increased or unchanged numbers of Tregs in
SI (12, 13). In contrast, a significant decrease in
the number of Foxp3+ Tregs was observed in the
colonic LP of GF mice or antibiotic-treated mice
compared with SPF mice (Fig. 1B and fig. S2).
This decrease may be attributed to the absence
of specific signaling events induced by intestinal
microbes rather than to a defect in the develop-
ment of gut-associated lymphoid tissues (fig. S3).
Indeed, when GF mice were colonized with fe-
cal suspensions from SPF mice (“conventional-
ization”), a marked increase in the frequency of
Tregs was observed in colonic LP (Fig. 1C). There-
fore, we conclude that interactions between
indigenous microflora and the host play a critical
role in the accumulation of colonic LP, but not
SI LP, Foxp3+ Tregs.

To determine whether a specific component
of the intestinal flora induces colonic Treg accu-
mulation, we treated SPF mice with antibiotics
that preferentially target Gram-positive (vanco-
mycin) or Gram-negative (polymyxin B) bacteria
(fig. S4). Compared with the controls, only mice
treated with vancomycin had significantly lower
frequencies of Tregs in the colon (Fig. 1D), sug-
gesting a dominant role for Gram-positive com-
mensal bacteria in Treg accumulation. We next
orally inoculated GF mice with 3% chloroform-
resistant fecal microorganisms (spore-forming
fraction) because this fraction has been shown to
regulate intestinal T cell responses (4). Mice
inoculated with chloroform-treated feces showed
an increased number of Tregs (Fig. 1E) compara-

Fig. 1. Indigenous intes-
tinal bacteria-dependent
accumulation of colonic
Tregs. (A) The percentage
of Foxp3+ cells within the
CD4+ cell population
isolated from iLNs or LP
of colon or SI of SPF
BALB/c mice at the indi-
cated age was analyzed
by flow cytometry. (B) Lym-
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for CD4 and Foxp3 expression. (C) GF IQI
mice were conventionalized (Conv) by
oral administration of the fecal suspen-
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percentage of Foxp3+ cells within the CD4+ cell population. Each circle in (B) to (E) represents an
individual mouse, and error bars indicate the SD. Data were obtained from more than two independent
experiments with similar results (n ≥ 4 mice per group). *P < 0.01; **P < 0.001, unpaired t test.
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Fig. 2. Clostridia induce Treg accumulation in colonic LP. (A) GF BALB/c or IQI mice were colonized with
segmented filamentous bacteria (SFB), 16 strains of Bacteroides (Bactero.), 3 strains of Lactobacillus
(Lacto.), or 46 strains of Clostridium (Clost.) for 3 weeks. The percentage of Foxp3+ cells within the CD4+

cell population in the colon and SI of individual mice was analyzed by flow cytometry (n ≥ 5 mice per
group). (B) Electron micrograph showing the proximal colon of Clost.-colonized B6 mice. (C) Lymphocytes
from the colonic LP of indicated mice were analyzed for the expression of CD4, Foxp3, and Helios by flow
cytometry. The percentage of Helios– cells within Foxp3+CD4+ lymphocytes is shown (n = 4 mice per
group). (D and E) Whole colons (D) or IECs (E) from GF, Lacto.-, or Clost.-colonized mice were cultured for
24 hours. The concentration of TGF-b1 in the supernatant was determined by enzyme-linked immuno-
sorbent assay (ELISA). (F) Splenic CD4+ T cells were cultured with antibodies against CD3 and CD28 and
50% conditioned medium from cultured IECs isolated from GF or Clost.-colonized mice in the presence
or absence of anti–TGF-b. After 5 days, T cells were collected and assayed for Foxp3 expression by real-
time reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction. Each circle represents a mouse or a sample, and
error bars indicate the SD (n ≥ 3 per group). *P < 0.02; **P < 0.001, unpaired t test. Data are repre-
sentative of at least two independent experiments with similar results.
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ble to that in SPF mice or GF mice gavaged with
untreated feces (Fig. 1, B and C). Collectively,
our results suggest that a specific component of
the indigenous microbiota, belonging most likely
to the Gram-positive, spore-forming fraction, plays
a critical role in the induction of colonic Tregs.

Clostridia are one of the most prominent
Gram-positive and spore-forming bacteria indig-
enous to the murine gastrointestinal tract (14).
Moreover, Clostridium clusters IV and XIVa (also
known as Clostridium leptum and coccoides
groups, respectively) have been implicated in the
maintenance of mucosal homeostasis and pre-
vention of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)
(15, 16). We therefore explored the link between
clostridia and the accumulation of colonic Tregs.
Clostridia became prominent after weaning and
persisted in the adult animals, in contrast to
Lactobacillus or Enterobacteriaceae, which were
more abundant during the neonatal period and
declined thereafter (fig. S5). Furthermore, Clostrid-
ium clusters IVand XIVa were most abundant in
the cecum and proximal colon, which correlated
well with the distribution of Tregs (fig. S6).

To directly examine the effect of Clostridium
on the induction of colonic Tregs, we generated

“gnotobiotic” mice by colonizing GF mice
with fecal material obtained from mice colon-
ized with a cocktail of 46 strains of Clostridium
(17). Clostridium-colonized gnotobiotic mice
exhibited a robust accumulation of Tregs in
colonic LP; however, the frequency of SI Tregs
was not affected (Fig. 2A and fig. S7, A and B).
The 46 strains of Clostridium used were
originally isolated from chloroform-treated fecal
material from conventionally reared mice (17).
These strains primarily belong to clusters IV
and XIVa (14) (see also fig. S8). They are
normally present in the intestine of several
colonies of commercially available SPF mice
and in that of mice housed in our own animal
facility (fig. S9A). They mainly colonized the
cecum and proximal colon (fig. S9B) and
formed a thick layer on the mucosal epithelium
(Fig. 2B). The induction of colonic Tregs was spe-
cific to Clostridium-colonized mice. Colonization
with a cocktail of three strains of Lactobacillus,
or with SFB, had little effect on the number of
colonic Tregs (Fig. 2A and fig. S7, A and B).
Furthermore, colonization by B. fragilis, which
is reported to induce IL-10 production in Tregs
(10), did not significantly affect the frequency

of colonic Tregs (fig. S7C). A cocktail of 16
strains of Bacteroides spp. isolated from the
murine intestine did induce a significant in-
crease in the number of Tregs in the colon, although
the magnitude was dependent on the back-
ground of the mice and was less than that seen
in Clostridium-colonized mice (Fig. 2A and
fig. S7, A and B).

A substantial fraction of Foxp3+ Tregs ob-
served in SPF or Clostridium-colonized mice
was negative for Helios, a transcription factor
reported to be expressed in thymus-derived nat-
ural Tregs (18), suggesting that many of these
Tregs could be “induced Tregs” (iTregs) (Fig. 2C
and fig. S10A). A high number of Tregs was
maintained for at least 4 months after colonization
(fig. S10B). Furthermore, Clostridium-mediated
Treg induction is vertically and horizontally trans-
missible (fig. S10C). Clostridium did not affect
TH1 cells but moderately induced TH17 cells in
the colon (fig. S10D). The 46 strains of Clostrid-
ium have been reported to affect the accumula-
tion of CD8+IELs (intraepithelial lymphocytes) in
the colon (19). Therefore, Clostridium may modu-
late various aspects of the immune system.

Considering that transforming growth factor–b
(TGF-b) is a critical regulator of Treg develop-
ment, we examined whether Clostridium colo-
nization provides a TGF-b–rich environment within
the colon. To this end, we cultured whole colons
or colonic intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) from
GF mice, or mice colonized by either Clostridium
or Lactobacillus, and found a significant increase
in the production of active-form TGF-b in the
colon and IECs from Clostridium-colonized mice
(Fig. 2, D and E). Addition of the culture super-
natant of IECs from Clostridium-colonized mice
to splenic CD4+ T cells markedly enhanced the
differentiation of Foxp3-expressing cells, and
this differentiation was significantly inhibited by
an antibody against TGF-b (Fig. 2F). Consist-
ent with the production of TGF-b, transcripts
for the genes encoding matrix metalloproteinase
2 (MMP2), MMP9, and MMP13, which have
been reported to be involved in the activation of
latent TGF-b (20), were expressed at higher
levels by IECs from Clostridium-colonized mice
than those from GF or Lactobacillus-colonized
mice (fig. S11). IECs from Clostridium-colonized
mice also expressed a high level of indoleamine
2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) (fig. S11), which has been
implicated in the induction of Tregs (21). Collect-
ively, our findings suggest that clostridia activate
IECs to produce TGF-b and other Treg-inducing
molecules within the colon. We also examined
the contribution of bacterial pattern-recognition
receptors (PRRs) to the induction of Tregs by
Clostridium. SPF mice deficient for Myd88 (a
signaling adaptor molecule for Toll-like recep-
tors), Rip2 (an adaptor molecule for NOD recep-
tors), or Card9 (a key transducer of Dectin-1
signaling) had a normal number of mucosal Tregs,
compared to each of their littermate controls
(fig. S12A). Furthermore, the colonization of GF
Myd88-deficient mice with Clostridium induced

Fig. 3. Clostridia induce IL-10–expressing Tregs in the colon. (A toD) Splenic
and colonic LP lymphocytes from SPF, GF, or Clostridium-colonized Il10Venus

mice were analyzed for expression of CD4, Foxp3, Venus, and CTLA4 by flow
cytometry. Representative dot-plots and histograms are shown in (A) and (D), and the percentage and absolute
number of Venus+ cells within the CD4+Foxp3+ cell population in individual mice are shown in (B) and (C). Each
symbol represents a mouse, and error bars indicate the SD. Data are representative of at least two independent
experiments with similar results (n≥ 5mice per group). **P< 0.001 versus GF, unpaired t test. (E) Purified CD4+

Venus+ cells from the colonic LP of SPF or Clostridium-colonized Il10Venus mice were cultured with splenic
CD4+CD25– T cells (Teff) in the presence of irradiated splenic CD11c

+ cells and anti-CD3 for 72 hours at
the indicated ratios. Proliferation was measured by [3H]thymidine uptake. Data represent the mean T SD
of triplicate cultures.
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robust accumulation of colonic LP Tregs (fig.
S12B). These results indicate that clostridia in-
duce Tregs independently of these PRR signaling
pathways.

Intestinal Foxp3+ Tregs exert their immuno-
suppressive activity, at least in part, through IL-10
production (22, 23). To further probe the nature
of Tregs induced by Clostridium, we newly gen-
erated IL-10 reporter mice, in which a cassette
containing an internal ribosomal entry site (IRES)
and Venus, a brighter version of yellow fluores-
cent protein, was inserted immediately before the
polyadenylation signal of the Il10 gene (referred
to as Il10Venus mice; fig. S13). In SPF Il10Venus mice,
about 60% of Foxp3+ Tregs in colonic LP were
Venus+, whereas only about 10% of Tregs in spleen
or other organs were Venus+, consistent with pre-
vious studies (24, 25) (Fig. 3, A and B, and fig.
S14). Under GF conditions or after antibiotic treat-
ment, the frequency and number of Venus+ cells
within the CD4+Foxp3+ Treg population were
significantly lower than those seen under SPF
conditions (Fig. 3, A to C, and fig. S15). In con-
trast, no significant change in the frequency of any
regulatory cell components within the CD4+ T
cell population in SI LP was observed in the ab-
sence, or reduction, of commensal bacteria (fig.
S15). These results indicate that the indigenous
microflora provide a signal for the accumulation
of IL-10+ Tregs in colonic LP, whereas different
mechanisms are operating in the induction of
Foxp3+- and/or IL-10+–regulatory cells in SI.

To determine the effect of Clostridium on
IL-10 expression in colonic Tregs, we examined
gnotobiotic Il10Venus mice colonized with 46 strains
of Clostridium. The frequency and number of
Venus+ cells among Foxp3+ cells in Il10Venus

mice colonized with Clostridium were similar

to those in SPF mice (Fig. 3, A to C), indicating
that clostridia are sufficient to induce IL-10–
expressing Foxp3+ Tregs. The induction of IL-10+

Tregs was, again, specifically observed in mice
colonized with Clostridium but not other bacte-
ria (Fig. 3, B and C). Venus+ Foxp3+ cells in the
colonic LP of Clostridium-colonized mice ex-
pressed high levels of cytotoxic T lymphocyte
antigen 4 (CTLA4) (Fig. 3D) and exhibited an
in vitro suppressive activity similar to that of
Venus+ cells from SPF mice (Fig. 3E). These re-
sults indicate that clostridia sufficiently induce
the accumulation of functionally competent
IL-10+ CTLA4high Tregs. Many of the Venus+

Foxp3+ cells in the colonic LP of SPF and
Clostridium-colonized mice were found to be
negative for Helios, and this cell fraction was
particularly reduced in GF mice (fig. S16). These
findings suggest that clostridia induce a shift
in the composition of Tregs in the colonic LP,
particularly through accumulation of the IL-10+

CTLA4high Helios– subset of Tregs (presumably
iTregs). Furthermore, 3 weeks after Clostridium
inoculation, we observed a substantial increase
in the number of Venus+CD4+ cells in the liver,
lung, and spleen, where otherwise a very small
number of Venus+ cells can be detected (fig. S17).
This finding suggests that colonization of Clos-
tridium also affects the extra-intestinal immune
status.

Early exposure to the environment is known
to be a key determinant of adult gut microbial
ecology. To affect the Clostridium load, we
orally inoculated 2-week-old neonatal SPF mice
with feces from Clostridium-associated mice,
kept them under SPF conditions, and examined
their microbial composition and Treg number in
adulthood. Despite similar amounts of total

bacteria in the feces of the Clostridium-treated
and -untreated groups, there was a significant
increase in the amounts of Clostridium clusters
IV and XIVa in the treated mice (fig. S18A),
accompanied by a significantly higher number
of colonic Foxp3+ Tregs (Fig. 4A). We then ex-
amined the effect of abundance of Clostridium,
and the consequent increase in the number of
Tregs, on local and systemic immune responses.
Mice were subjected to dextran sodium sulfate
(DSS)–mediated colitis, a model of colitis re-
sembling human IBD. The symptoms of colitis,
such as weight loss and rectal bleeding, were sig-
nificantly suppressed in Clostridium-abundant
mice compared with control mice (Fig. 4B).
Colon shortening, edema, and hemorrhage were
less severe in the colon of Clostridium-abundant
mice than in that of control mice (Fig. 4C). Con-
sistently, Clostridium-abundant mice exhibited
milder histological disease characteristics, such
as mucosal erosion, cellular infiltration, and crypt
loss, than control mice (Fig. 4D). The Clostridium-
abundant mice were also subjected to oxazolone-
induced colitis, an experimental colitis mediated
by TH2-type cells (26). Clostridium-abundant
mice had attenuated weight loss and fewer areas
of mucosal erosion, edema, cellular infiltration,
and hemorrhage (fig. S18, B and C). Finally, we
investigated the effect of Clostridium on sys-
temic immunoglobulin E (IgE) production. Ov-
albumin (OVA)–specific IgE levels in sera were
measured after intraperitoneal injection of alum-
absorbed OVA. Clostridium-abundant mice
showed significantly lower IgE levels than con-
trol mice (Fig. 4E). Moreover, splenocytes from
Clostridium-abundant mice immunized with
OVA plus alum showed lower IL-4 and higher
IL-10 productions after restimulation with OVA
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Fig. 4. Effect of Clostridium abundance on regulation of colitis and IgE
response. (A) Two-week-old SPF mice were orally inoculated with Clos-
tridium (SPF+Clost.) or untreated (SPF). After 6 weeks, the percentage of
Foxp3+ cells within CD4+ cells in colonic LP was analyzed. The experiment
was repeated more than three times with similar results. Each circle
represents a mouse, and error bars represent the SD (n = 7 mice per
group). (B to D) SPF and SPF+Clost. mice were treated with 2% DSS and
monitored and scored for body weight loss, stool consistency, and bleed-
ing for 6 days (n = 7 mice per group). (B) On day 6, the colons were
collected (C) and dissected for histological analysis by hematoxylin and
eosin staining (D). (E and F) SPF and SPF+Clost. mice were immunized
with OVA + alum twice at a 2-week interval. Sera were collected and
examined for OVA-specific IgE levels by ELISA (E). Splenocytes were
collected from mice in each group and examined for IL-4 and IL-10 production upon restimulation with OVA in vitro (F). Error bars represent the SD (n = 5 mice
per group). *P < 0.02; **P < 0.001, unpaired t test.
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in vitro than those from control mice (Fig. 4F).
Therefore, the increased the proportion of Clos-
tridium in the gut microbiota affected mucosal
inflammation and systemic antibody responses.
Although additional mechanisms and cell types
could be involved, our findings suggest that
Clostridium-mediated induction of Tregs in the
colon may be responsible for these effects.

Our findings show that Tregs are abundant in
intestinal LP, and their accumulation in the SI and
colon is differentially regulated. The induction of
colonic Tregs is dependent on commensal micro-
organisms with specialized properties. Among
the indigenous commensal bacteria, Clostridium
spp. belonging to clusters IV and XIVa are out-
standing inducers of Tregs in the colon. Although
alternativemechanismsmay also be involved, our
findings are consistent with a model in which the
presence of Clostridium induces the release of
active TGF-b and other Treg-inducing factors
from IECs, which presumably cooperate with
dendritic cells to induce a general accumulation
of Tregs in the colon and at the same time affect
the proportions of individual Treg subsets through
the preferential induction of IL-10+ CTLA4high

iTregs. Several recent studies have focused on
the microbial composition in the intestine during
health and disease. Notably,Clostridium clusters IV
and XIVa constitute a smaller proportion of the
fecal community in patients with IBD than in
healthy controls (15). Furthermore, some patients
with IBD have a specific reduction in Faecali-
bacterium prausnitzii, a bacterium belonging to
Clostridium cluster IV (16). These reports are
consistent with our findings and raise the possi-
bility that indigenous Clostridium-dependent in-
duction of Tregs may be required for maintaining
immune homeostasis in mice and humans. The
factors derived from Clostridium that are required

for the induction of mucosal Tregs are currently
unknown. Because gnotobiotic mice colonized
with three strains of Clostridium showed an in-
termediate pattern of Treg induction between GF
mice and mice inoculated with all 46 strains
(fig. S19), we speculate that a diverse set of
metabolites that are most efficiently produced
by the 46 strains of Clostridium as a whole may
be required for the optimal induction of Tregs.
Identifying these metabolites and the molecular
mechanisms underlying the Clostridium-host
crosstalk will provide invaluable information to-
ward understanding how the gut microbiota reg-
ulates immune homeostasis and may suggest
potential therapeutic options for treating human
IBD and allergies.
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The Neural Basis of Intuitive
Best Next-Move Generation in
Board Game Experts
Xiaohong Wan,1 Hironori Nakatani,1 Kenichi Ueno,2 Takeshi Asamizuya,2

Kang Cheng,1,2 Keiji Tanaka1*

The superior capability of cognitive experts largely depends on quick automatic processes. To
reveal their neural bases, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging to study brain activity
of professional and amateur players in a board game named shogi. We found two activations
specific to professionals: one in the precuneus of the parietal lobe during perception of board
patterns, and the other in the caudate nucleus of the basal ganglia during quick generation of the
best next move. Activities at these two sites covaried in relevant tasks. These results suggest
that the precuneus-caudate circuit implements the automatic, yet complicated, processes of
board-pattern perception and next-move generation in board game experts.

Board games provide a good opportunity
to study the mechanisms underlying cog-
nitive expertise because these games are

played in accordance with a set of well-defined
rules. There is a history of psychological studies
of chess over the last 100 years (1–3). In an early

study (4), both world-class and local-club players
were asked to think aloud while playing, and no
difference was found in the depth or width of
search between the two groups. Instead, a dif-
ference was found in the selection of game tree
branches that the player put into the search pro-
cess: The best next move was always included in
the first part of search in world-class players,
whereas local-club players often missed it in their
large search. de Groot inferred that world-class
players generate one or a few best next moves
mainly by cued recall (4). Subsequently, on the
basis of the experts’ superior performance in the
board-pattern recall task it was proposed that
chess experts quickly perceive chess patterns
using various stereotyped arrangements of several
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in vitro than those from control mice (Fig. 4F).
Therefore, the increased the proportion of Clos-
tridium in the gut microbiota affected mucosal
inflammation and systemic antibody responses.
Although additional mechanisms and cell types
could be involved, our findings suggest that
Clostridium-mediated induction of Tregs in the
colon may be responsible for these effects.

Our findings show that Tregs are abundant in
intestinal LP, and their accumulation in the SI and
colon is differentially regulated. The induction of
colonic Tregs is dependent on commensal micro-
organisms with specialized properties. Among
the indigenous commensal bacteria, Clostridium
spp. belonging to clusters IV and XIVa are out-
standing inducers of Tregs in the colon. Although
alternativemechanismsmay also be involved, our
findings are consistent with a model in which the
presence of Clostridium induces the release of
active TGF-b and other Treg-inducing factors
from IECs, which presumably cooperate with
dendritic cells to induce a general accumulation
of Tregs in the colon and at the same time affect
the proportions of individual Treg subsets through
the preferential induction of IL-10+ CTLA4high

iTregs. Several recent studies have focused on
the microbial composition in the intestine during
health and disease. Notably,Clostridium clusters IV
and XIVa constitute a smaller proportion of the
fecal community in patients with IBD than in
healthy controls (15). Furthermore, some patients
with IBD have a specific reduction in Faecali-
bacterium prausnitzii, a bacterium belonging to
Clostridium cluster IV (16). These reports are
consistent with our findings and raise the possi-
bility that indigenous Clostridium-dependent in-
duction of Tregs may be required for maintaining
immune homeostasis in mice and humans. The
factors derived from Clostridium that are required

for the induction of mucosal Tregs are currently
unknown. Because gnotobiotic mice colonized
with three strains of Clostridium showed an in-
termediate pattern of Treg induction between GF
mice and mice inoculated with all 46 strains
(fig. S19), we speculate that a diverse set of
metabolites that are most efficiently produced
by the 46 strains of Clostridium as a whole may
be required for the optimal induction of Tregs.
Identifying these metabolites and the molecular
mechanisms underlying the Clostridium-host
crosstalk will provide invaluable information to-
ward understanding how the gut microbiota reg-
ulates immune homeostasis and may suggest
potential therapeutic options for treating human
IBD and allergies.
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The Neural Basis of Intuitive
Best Next-Move Generation in
Board Game Experts
Xiaohong Wan,1 Hironori Nakatani,1 Kenichi Ueno,2 Takeshi Asamizuya,2

Kang Cheng,1,2 Keiji Tanaka1*

The superior capability of cognitive experts largely depends on quick automatic processes. To
reveal their neural bases, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging to study brain activity
of professional and amateur players in a board game named shogi. We found two activations
specific to professionals: one in the precuneus of the parietal lobe during perception of board
patterns, and the other in the caudate nucleus of the basal ganglia during quick generation of the
best next move. Activities at these two sites covaried in relevant tasks. These results suggest
that the precuneus-caudate circuit implements the automatic, yet complicated, processes of
board-pattern perception and next-move generation in board game experts.

Board games provide a good opportunity
to study the mechanisms underlying cog-
nitive expertise because these games are

played in accordance with a set of well-defined
rules. There is a history of psychological studies
of chess over the last 100 years (1–3). In an early

study (4), both world-class and local-club players
were asked to think aloud while playing, and no
difference was found in the depth or width of
search between the two groups. Instead, a dif-
ference was found in the selection of game tree
branches that the player put into the search pro-
cess: The best next move was always included in
the first part of search in world-class players,
whereas local-club players often missed it in their
large search. de Groot inferred that world-class
players generate one or a few best next moves
mainly by cued recall (4). Subsequently, on the
basis of the experts’ superior performance in the
board-pattern recall task it was proposed that
chess experts quickly perceive chess patterns
using various stereotyped arrangements of several
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2Support Unit for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging,
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pieces, called “chunks,” as units of perception
(5). Because chunks are associated with the
best next moves in the long-term memory, the
perception of chunks automatically generates an
idea of the best next move in the brain of chess
experts. Although previous imaging studies
found partial volume changes and specific ac-
tivities in the brains of experts (6–17), neural sub-
strates of the automatic processes have not been
understood. We aimed at revealing neural sub-
strates that underlie quick perception of board
pattern and subsequent quick generation of the
best next move by measuring brain activities of
subjects playing shogi. Although more recent
psychological studies have shown that experts
are also efficient in conscious search and asso-
ciated evaluation (18–20), those are out of the
main scope of the present study.

The game shogi is popular in Japan (21).
Shogi is similar to chess in that pieces are moved
one at a time alternating between the two players,

the movability depends on the piece type, and
the objective is to capture the opponent’s king
(fig. S1). Unique to shogi is the “drop rule”; the
captured opponent’s pieces are held in reserve,
and if the player chooses during a turn, instead of
moving a piece existing on the board the player
may drop any reserve piece to any empty position
of the board as an ally piece. Mainly because of
this reentrance ability, plays of shogi are much
more complex than those of chess. Professional
shogi players repeatedly note that the best next
move comes to their mind “intuitively.” They use
the remaining time in the game for confirmatory
search and thinking about higher-level strat-
egies. Being “intuitive” indicates that the idea
for a move is generated quickly and automat-
ically without conscious search, and the process
is mostly implicit. This intuitive process oc-
curs routinely in experts, and thus it is different
from inspiration, which occurs less frequently
and unpredictably.

Psychological studies show that the intuitive
generation of next moves in board-game experts
is based on the superior, quick perception of the
patterns (5). Therefore, we first conducted a func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) exper-
iment to explore neural circuits that are specifically
activated during the perception of shogi patterns
(fig. S2) (22). In professional players (22), the
contrast between five types of board game patterns
(opening shogi, endgame shogi, random shogi,
chess, and Chinese chess) with other stimulus cat-
egories (scenes, faces, other objects, and scrambled
patterns) showed significant activations at several
sites in the posterior cortices (P < 0.001 corrected)
(Fig. 1). Among these activations, only the acti-
vation in the posterior part of precuneus showed
prominent selectivity for realistic shogi patterns
(Fig. 1, B to D). The comparison between the
endgame and random shogi patterns is the most
relevant here because the patterns that we later
used in the next-move generation experiments

Fig. 1. Specific activa-
tion of the posterior pre-
cuneus associated with
perception of shogi pat-
terns (fig. S2). (A) Cortical
regions (in a representa-
tive professional player)
that responded more
strongly to board game
patterns than to other
non-game stimuli shown
on a flattened cortical
map (yellow, P < 1.0 ×
10−8 corrected; orange,
P< 0.001 corrected). For
comparison, shown are
the fusiform face area
(FFA, blue), which re-
sponded more strongly
to faces than to scram-
bled images; the para-
hippocampal place area
(PPA, green), which re-
sponded more strongly
to scenes than to scram-
bled images; and the
middle temporal area
(MT, turquoise), which re-
sponded more strongly
to moving than station-
ary random dot stimuli
(P < 0.005 corrected).
paHG, parahippocam-
pal gyrus; MTG, middle
temporal gyrus; PreCun,
precuneus; CingG, cingulate
gyrus;POS,parieto-occipital
sulcus; L, left; R, right. (B)
Activations in the poste-
rior part of the precuneus
in three professional players. (C) Time courses of fMRI responses to stimuli of
different categories in the posterior precuneus of three subjects representing
the three subject groups, respectively. Gray bars indicate the stimulus
presentation period, and error bars indicate SEM across blocks. (D) Mean

fMRI responses in the four regions averaged among 11 professional players
(Pro), eight high-ranking amateur players (Ama1), and nine low-ranking
amateur players (Ama2), respectively. Error bars indicate SEM across
subjects.
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were endgame patterns, and the pieces and low-
level features of random shogi patterns are identical
to those of endgame shogi patterns. The random
shogi patterns here do not violate the rules of shogi,
but they never appear in real games. The precuneus
activation by the endgame shogi patterns, as well
as that by the opening shogi patterns, were sig-
nificantly larger than any of the activations evoked
by chess, Chinese chess, or random shogi patterns
(Tukey’s t tests, P < 0.01) (Fig. 1, C and D, left
column). None of the activations other than those
in the precuneus showed a significant difference
between the endgame and random shogi patterns
(one-tailed t test, P > 0.05).

In both high- and low-rank amateur players
(22), the same set of areas as those in professional
players were activated by board games as com-
pared with other non-game stimuli (fig. S6). How-
ever, none of the areas showed significantly
stronger activations to the endgame shogi patterns
as comparedwith random shogi, chess, or Chinese
chess patterns in either amateur group (one-tailed
t test,P > 0.05) (Fig. 1, C andD, middle and right
columns). The high-rank amateur players showed
significantly stronger activations to the opening
shogi patterns in the precuneus (Tukey’s t tests,
P < 0.01), but the activations evoked by the
endgame shogi patterns were comparable with
those evoked by the random shogi, chess, and
Chinese chess patterns (Fig. 1, C andD). Opening
shogi patterns are usually stereotyped, whereas
endgame patterns vary extensively.

We then searched neural circuits responsible
for intuitive generation of the best next move

itself that may occur after the perception of
board patterns. We used spot games of shogi,
called checkmate and brinkmate problems,
which usually require the player to find a series
of moves leading to a checkmate (capturing
the opponent’s king) even when the opponent
makes optimal counter moves. To emphasize
the intuitive generation of the best next move
and reduce the amount of search processing,
we used a short interval (1 s) for the presen-
tation of board patterns and asked the subjects
to only report the first move (fig. S3A) (22).
The presentation of the pattern was followed
by presentations of four response choices, from
which the subject selected his answer within 2 s
(fig. S5A). After answering to questions about
confidence and memory, the subject was en-
gaged, during the remaining time in each trial,
in a simple detection task: detecting a “Gold”-
piece (fig. S1A) among serially presented shogi
pieces (fig. S5B). When the activity locked to
the shogi-pattern presentation and subsequent re-
sponse time was contrasted with that locked to
the Gold-piece detection, professional players (22)
showed significant activations (P < 0.001 cor-
rected with a minimum cluster size threshold of
15) in the head of the caudate nucleus as well
as in several association cortical areas, includ-
ing the posterior dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
pre-supplementary motor area, premotor cortex,
and precuneus (Fig. 2A, fig. S7, and table S1).
The caudate activation was bilateral, although
it was stronger in the right side. During the
sensory-motor control task (fig. S3A), in which

the subject reported the king’s position in open-
ing shogi patterns only composed of the op-
ponent’s pieces, an identical set of association
cortical foci was activated, whereas there was
no activation in the caudate nucleus (Fig. 3A).
Thus, the activation in the caudate head was
specific to the generation of the best next move
(Fig. 2B). There were no significant differences
in eye position traces between the two condi-
tions [one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA),
P = 0.65 and P = 0.82 for the mean and SD,
respectively].

To compare the activations during the quick
generation of the best next move with those dur-
ing deliberative search, we conducted an addi-
tional experiment on each subject (fig. S4) (22),
in which board patterns of spot game problems
were shown for a longer time (up to 8 s). The
subject pressed a button when he found the cor-
rect next move, and then four response choices
appeared, fromwhich he selected his answer. The
subject performed the Gold-piece detection task
during the remaining part of each trial. The av-
erage period of the problem presentation was 5.9
and 7.3 s for professional and amateur players,
respectively (fig. S5D). In post-experimental in-
terviews, both professional and amateur players
reported that they examined branches step by
step, starting from a promising next move to
check whether checkmate could be reached re-
gardless of the opponent’s moves; if not, they
moved the search to branches starting from an-
other promising next move. When brain activity
locked to the problem presentation period was

A Quick generation vs. Gold -piece detection control 

 X=-44!  Y=15!  Z=48!
p<0.0001 
p<0.001 

R L!

B Quick generation vs. sensory-motor control 

C Deliberative search vs. Gold -piece detection control 

Professional Professional 

 X=9!  Y=15!  Z=12!
p<0.0001 
p<0.001 

R L!

p<0.0001 
p<0.001  X=-44!  Y=15!  Z=48!

R L!

p<0.0001
p<0.001  X=9!  Z=12! Y=15!

R L!
D Professional vs. amateur 

Fig. 2. Activations associated with quick generation of the best next
move (fig. S3) and deliberative search (fig. S4) in professional players.
The results shown in this figure are all group data averaged across sub-
jects. (A) Activations associated with quick generation of the best next
move as compared with the activity during Gold-piece detection in the
quick-generation task. (B) Only the activations in the head of the caudate
(right hemisphere, peak pattern at 9, 15, and 12 mm in the Talairach
coordinates with 38 significant voxels; left hemisphere, –12, 11, and 12 mm

with 26 voxels) remained when the activations during the quick gen-
eration of the best next move was contrasted to the activity during the
sensory-motor control task. (C) Activations associated with the deliber-
ative search as compared with the activity during Gold-piece detection in
the deliberative search task. (D) Direct comparison of the activity during
the quick generation of the best next move in the professional players
with that in the amateur players. The activations are shown according to
the P values after cluster-size correction.
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contrasted with that locked to the Gold-piece de-
tection period, there were significant activations
at the association cortical foci largely overlapping
with those activated during the quick generation
of the best next move. However, there was no
activation in the caudate nucleus (Figs. 2C and
3A and table S1). Even with a focus on the last
1 s before the button press, there was no caudate
activation.

Themagnitude of the fMRI signals during the
quick generation of the best next move in the
anatomically determined extent of the caudate
head in an individual subject positively correlated
with the percentage of correct responses of the
subject in the quick generation [correlation co-
efficient (r) = 0.77, P = 0.00015] (Fig. 3B, left)
within the professional group.

In amateur players (22), a very similar set of
association cortical areas, as in the professional
players, was activated by quick generation of
the best next move as well as by the deliberative
search (Fig. 3A, middle and right, fig. S8, and
table S2). However, there was no significant acti-
vation in the caudate nucleus during quick gen-
eration of the best next move when the data
were analyzed as awhole (P> 0.01) (Fig. 3A, left,
fig. S8, and table S2). Direct comparison between
the professional and amateur groups demon-
strates the specificity of the caudate activation in
the professional players (Fig. 2D).

Activation occurred in the caudate head of the
amateur players only in a particular group of trials.
The percentage of correct responses was nega-
tively correlated with the response time (Fig. 3C,
left, and table S3), whereas it did not depend on
the number of steps to reach checkmate or the
number of possible next moves. When the trials
were divided into four quarters in individual sub-
jects according to response time, the fMRI sig-
nals in the anatomically determined extent of the
caudate head showed significant dependency on
the response-time group (one-way ANOVA, P =
0.046), and the activation in the shortest response-
time group was significant (one-tailed t test, P =
0.022) (Fig. 3C, right). This group of trials large-
ly overlapped with the trials in which the subject
was “confident” about the move selection (con-
fident trials constituted 62% of the shortest trials),
and a significant activation of the anatomically
defined caudate head was also detected in the
confident trials (one-tailed t test, P = 0.043) (Fig.
3D). There was no such dependency of caudate
activation on the properties of trials in the pro-
fessional players: The activation was always
strong [one-way ANOVA, P > 0.36 (Fig. 3C,
right) and P > 0.23 (Fig. 3D)].

The problems to which the subject responded
with his shortest response times varied between
subjects. Post-experimental interviews of the am-
ateur players revealed common features among
the problems. We showed 10 examples of the
problems to which the player responded with
response times in the shortest quarter range, as
well as six examples of the problems to which
they responded with response times in the longer

half range. They reported that in many of the
former problems, the board pattern had features
matching the situations in which particular strat-
egies or schemas are useful or those contained
in games that they had experienced before. Most
of the problems that required longer response
times did not have such connections to their
knowledge. Thus in the amateur players, the cau-
date head was activated only when the problem
had features that matched those of the situation in
which some popular schemas were useful or

those of the patterns personally experienced by
the player.

Lastly, to examine the relation between the
precuneus activation in perception of shogi pat-
terns and the caudate activation in quick gen-
eration of the best next move we analyzed the
correlation of trial-by-trial variance between
the precuneus and caudate activations (Fig. 4,
top left). The correlation was significantly higher
in the quick-generation task than in the sensory-
motor control and deliberative search tasks in pro-

Fig. 3. Variety in the strength of activity in the caudate head across trial types and subject groups. (A)
Activity in the caudate head (Caudate), posterior dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), and dorsal
premotor cortex (PMd) in professional and amateur players. Region of interest (ROI) for the caudate
head was determined by anatomical structure, whereas those for the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and
dorsal premotor cortex were determined by means of conjunction analysis of functional activity across
the professional and amateur players. The error bars indicate SEM across subjects. The activity was
calculated in comparison with that during the Gold-piece detection in individual tasks. (B) Correlation
between the strength of caudate head activation and the percentage of trials with correct responses
across subjects for professional and amateur players. (C) (Left) Percentage of correct responses plotted
against averaged response time differences and (right) the magnitude of activity in the caudate head in
the quarter groups of trials, to which trials were divided in individual subjects according to the response
time (RT1 to -4, RT1 with the shortest response times). The response time difference was obtained by
subtracting the average response time in the sensory-motor control task from the response time in
individual trials. (D) Activity in the caudate head in trials with confidence (Conf) and without confidence
(Unconf). In (C) and (D), the error bars indicate SEM across subjects, and the activity was calculated in
comparison with that during the sensory-motor control.
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fessional players (one-tailed t test, P < 0.01).
Although there were no such differences in ama-
teur players when trials of the quick-generation
task were analyzed as a whole, the precuneus-
caudate correlation in the quick-generation task
was significantly higher when the amateur player
responded with response times in the shortest
quarter range than those in the sensory-motor
control and deliberative search tasks (P < 0.05).
The correlation of activities in the caudate head
with those in the posterior dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex, dorsal premotor area, and pre-
supplementary motor area was also higher in
the quick-generation task than in the sensory-
motor control and deliberative search tasks in
professional players (P < 0.01), but not in ama-
teur players (P > 0.05) (Fig. 4, left, bottom three).

The present results show two activations that
are prominent in professional players. One is the
activation in the posterior part of the precuneus
during the perception of shogi patterns, and the
other is the activation in the head of the caudate
nucleus during the quick generation of the best
next move. In the quick-generation task, the play-
ers quickly generated the idea of the best next
move without conscious search. This situation
matches the “intuitive generation of the best next
move” that has been discussed in the literature of
board-game psychology. There was no activation
in the caudate head during the sensory-motor
control task or during the conscious search. Thus,
we conclude that the caudate head activation was
associated with the intuitive generation of the best
next moves.

Recent imaging studies show activation
of the posterior part of the precuneus in visuo-
spatial imagery and in episodic memory retrieval
(23–26). Precuneus activation has also been

shown in relation to the working memory of
chessboard patterns (12). In our perception ex-
periment, the posterior precuneus was gener-
ally more activated by board games than other
visual stimuli in both professional and ama-
teur players. In addition to this general selec-
tivity, realistic shogi patterns activated the area
more strongly than the other board game pat-
terns in professional players. Higher features
specific to realistic shogi patterns might evoke
neuronal activities corresponding to their repre-
sentations or computations about them in the
posterior precuneus. The posterior precuneus
projects to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, which
in turn projects to the caudate head (27–29). In
addition, there is direct projection from the
precuneus to the dorsomedial part of the cau-
date head (30–32). The information sent from
the posterior precuneus to the caudate head
about key features of the shogi pattern might
help generate the best next move. The strong
correlation between the activation of the pre-
cuneus and that of the caudate head in pro-
fessional players during the quick-generation
task supports this view.

How does the caudate head activity contribute
to the intuitive generation of the best next move?
We may get insights from other situations in
which the caudate head is activated in animals
and humans. The caudate nucleus is a part of the
basal ganglia, which is thought to be responsible
for the formation and execution of habit, or
stimulus-response association (33–38). The pu-
tamen may be involved when the response is
motor, whereas the caudate nucleus is involved
when the response is cognitive (34), as in the
present case. The generation of the best next
move to a given shogi pattern is similar to a habit

in that it is quick and implicit. However, the pro-
cessing cannot be a simple stimulus-response
association, in which an identical stimulus is
repeatedly presented and a single response is
evoked. Each of the 180 problems used in the
quick-generation task was given only once in the
experiment for each subject. Moreover, 82 of
them were probably seen for the first time by
the subjects because they were newly created
for this study. Even for the remaining problems
taken from published books, because of the
huge variety of such problems the subject could
not have experienced each of the problems fre-
quently. The variety of inputs and outputs in our
case was several orders of magnitude larger than
that in typical habits. Therefore, the generation
of the best next move had to be based on the
perception of key features extracted from the
pattern but not that of the pattern itself. In other
words, the mapping from inputs to outputs had to
be categorical. In chess experts, chunks of pieces
are associated with the best next move or best
series of moves in the long-termmemory, and thus
the perception of chunks automatically evokes
the idea of the best next move or best series of
moves (5). This idea is similar to that of stimulus-
action association. It was later pointed out that
chunks defined by combinations of several pieces
are too small to specify the best next move. To
solve this difficulty, Gobet and his colleagues
(39, 40) have proposed that chunks evolve to
larger assemblies (“templates”) in experts. The
templates have simple variables that can be in-
stantiated. The relation between habits and chunk-
or template-based next-move generation should
be further studied.

According to the basic structure of the basal
ganglia circuit, the thalamus and brainstemmotor
centers are inhibited by the substantia nigra pars
reticulata and the internal segment of globus
pallidus,which are in turn inhibited by the striatum,
which is composed of the caudate nucleus and pu-
tamen. This inhibition-of-inhibition (disinhibition)
circuit, together with the parallel excitation-of-
inhibition circuit via the subthalamic nucleus, is
thought to be advantageous for efficient selection
of one action plan among multiple possibilities
(41). In checkmate problems, there are multiple
next moves that check the opponent’s king but
will not reach checkmate if the opponent makes
appropriate counter moves. The move that will
reach checkmate regardless of the opponent’s
moves is often accompanied with losses of one’s
own important pieces (“sacrifice”). In this sense,
the generation of the best next move includes
selection procedures to turn down the moves that
appear advantageous in the short term in favor of
the one that is most promising in view of the final
goal (checkmate). The way to resolve competition
among multiple possible moves has not been
much discussed in cognitive psychology of chess
experts, although a computer model named
CHUMP has a function of such resolution (39).

Neuropsychological, imaging, and animal
studies suggest that the caudate nucleus is in-

Fig. 4. Coefficients of cor-
relation, across trials, of the
fMRI responses in the cau-
date head and posterior
precuneus with those in
the precuneus, DLPFC, PMd,
and pre-supplementarymo-
tor area (preSMA) during
thequickgeneration(Quick),
sensory-motor control (Con-
trol), anddeliberative search
(Search) tasks. Trials of the
quick-generation task were
divided into four quarters
according to the response
time of the subject (RT1
to -4). Error bars indicate
SEM across subjects in each
subject group. *P < 0.05,
**P < 0.01, significant
difference with the coeffi-
cients in the sensory-motor
control task.
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volved in goal-directed behavior. The caudate is
activated in set switching, selection of action in
response to the expectation of the action out-
come, and judgment accompanied by positive or
negative outcome (42–45). In the checkmate and
brinkmate problems used in the present study,
multiple moves (1 to 19, including the opponent’s
counter moves) are required to reach checkmate.
In interviews after the experiments, professional
players reported that, although they did not figure
out the whole sequence of moves to reach check-
mate within the short period they often got an
idea of the arrangement of key pieces at the final
checkmate in addition to that of the next move.
The intermediate moves did not come to their
mind, but the next move might be generated as
a step in the direction to realize the final check-
mate pattern. The perception of key features in
a given pattern might evoke the idea of a final
checkmate pattern, which in turn evoked the
idea of a next move that eventually produced
the final pattern. Thus, the quick generation of
the best next move has an element of goal-
based action selection. A theory (3, 46) about
chess experts has indicated a goal-directed fac-
tor in the expertise. It proposes that experts first
obtain a temporal goal that is based on higher-
level perception of the board pattern and then
find a path connecting from the current board
pattern to the goal pattern. Although generation
of an idea of the best next move may be self-
rewarding, a simple explanation of the caudate
activation by this self-rewarding is not compat-
ible with the generality of the caudate activation
in professional players common to trials with and
without confidence (Fig. 3D).

Thus, the quick generation of the best next
move in professional players appears to recruit
the precuneus-caudate circuit. Professional shogi
players have conducted daily concentrated train-
ing for 3 or 4 hours per day over a number of
years. This long-term training might result in the
general recruitment of the posterior precuneus
and the caudate head. The strong correlation be-
tween the caudate head and prefrontal and
premotor cortical areas during the quick genera-
tion of the best next move suggests that the cau-
date head in professional players might efficiently
coordinate the prefrontal and premotor circuits
for this particular purpose. The present results

should initiate extensive interactions between ex-
pert psychology and neuroscience concerning ba-
sal ganglia. The many data concerning anatomical
connections and functional aspects of the basal
ganglia may provide clues for the further eluci-
dation of the information processing modes in-
cluded in the process. For example, we here
suggest that the process of quick generation of
the best next movemay be not a simple recall of a
move associated with the perceived feature of
board pattern but also includes the competition
among possible moves and the goal-directed
processing.
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LABEL-FREE INTERACTION ANALYSIS
The innovative SKi ProT X1000 biosensor instrument is the newest 
addition to the SKi Pro platform for label-free interaction analysis. The 
SKi Pro is the world’s only label-free biomolecular interaction analysis 
platform that allows experiments in multiwell plates and fine kinetic 
measurements in flow cells, all using the same reader instrument 
and the same surface chemistry. This unique dual-format feature can 
save time in overall protocol development, and enable uniformity 
and better correlation of experimental results across various depart-
ments in drug discovery and development. The technology making 
the dual-format feasible is nanopore optical interferometry. With in-
tegrated robotics, SKi ProT X1000 also automates experiments in a 
96-well plate, all fluidics-free, with eight wells read at a time. Interac-
tion analyses may be carried out at 15˚C to 60˚C, the widest range in 
the industry. In the flow cell mode, flow rates can be adjusted from 
1 to 100 µl/minute.
Silicon Kinetics
For info: 858-646-5444      www.siliconkinetics.com

CELL MIGRATION ASSAY
The new Oris Pro 384 Cell Migration Assay is designed specifically 
for fully automated high throughput screening using high-content 
screening and high-content imaging systems. The assay uses a non-
toxic biocompatible gel (BCG) to form a centrally located and tem-
porary cell-free zone on cell culture surfaces in a 384-well format. 
After cell seeding, the BCG dissolves and the migration of cells can 
be observed in the revealed detection zone, either in real time or 
after further experimental processing. This breakthrough product en-
ables researchers to capture and quantify cell migration data while 
substantially improving assay efficiency and dramatically reducing 
assay costs. Measurement of cell migration enables researchers to 
better understand the impact of candidate therapeutic compounds 
on biological pathways and cellular behavior. 
AMS Biotechnology
For info: +44-1235-828200      www.amsbio.com 

MELTING POINT AUTOMATION
The SMP40 melting point apparatus speeds up purity and identifica-
tion testing by offering automatic, walk-away operation. The unit is 
available with optional full installation qualification and operation qual-
ification (IQ/OQ) documentation. The SMP40 uses digital video imag-
ing technology to detect and capture accurately the melting point of 
up to three samples simultaneously. The melt process can be viewed 
in real time or retrospectively on the full colour 5.7” VGA screen. 
Maximum footprint flexibility is ensured by the split design so, for ex-
ample, the sample side of the apparatus can be placed at the back of 
the bench or even in a fume cupboard, while the control side detects 
whether it is being used upright or on its side and adjusts the screen 
orientation accordingly. Around 200 results in .avi video format of the 
melt process can be stored by the SMP40 for viewing on the unit’s 
screen, while USB connectivity enables file transfer.
Bibby Scientific/Stuart
For info: +44-(0)-1785-812121      www.stuart-equipment.com

AUTOMATED LIBRARY CONSTRUCTION 
SPRIworks Fragment Library System III automates the preparation 
of libraries for the Life Technologies SOLiD Sequencer. With the in-
troduction of this third system in a series, researchers can use the 
SPRIworks system to automate library preparation for the three ma-
jor next generation sequencing platforms. Combining Solid Phase 
Reversible Immobilization (SPRI) chemistry and Beckman Coulter au-
tomation, SPRIworks System III facilitates the construction of con-
sistent, quality libraries. Automating the library construction process 
saves researchers valuable time. Between one and 10 samples can 
be completed within three and a half hours, and the process pro-
vides several size-selection and nick-translation options. SPRIworks 
Fragment Library System III is a validated plug-and-play system: us-
ers simply insert the method card, samples, and adapters; select the 
run options; and press start. 
Beckman Coulter Genomics
For info: 800-526-3821      www.beckmangenomics.com

AUTOMATED MOLECULAR TESTING
The highly flexible and automated QIAsymphony RGQ is a novel, integrated 
system that sets new standards for molecular testing and incorporates all 
workflow steps from sample to detection. QIAsymphony offers many fea-
tures that create exceptional flexibility, such as continuous loading, random 
access, open channels for user-developed tests, and the broadest menu of 
commercial assays as well as the ability to process an almost unlimited range 
of sample types. This new and complete workflow solution is composed of 
modules that can be used as stand-alone systems or combined into a fully 
integrated system. The QIAsymphony RGQ system comprises the physical 
and data integration of three modules: QIAsymphony SP for sample prepa-
ration, QIAsymphony AS for assay setup, and the Rotor-Gene Q real time 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) thermocycler. QIAsymphony provides the 
broadest available PCR-based assay menu and offers workflow optimization 
with options for parallel runs and flexible batch sizes as well as intuitive, easy-
to-use software. 
Qiagen
For info: 800-426-8157      www.qiagen.com
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POSITIONS OPEN

DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
National Taiwan University

The candidate should be a full professor of any
nationality, while being elected and served as the Dean
of the College of Science. Nomination would come
from a minimum of fifteen full-time faculty members,
who should hold at least lecturer status at the College
of Science. Required Application Materials: Can-
didate nomination statement for deanship, academic
and professional background of the candidate, pub-
lication list, written agreement to accept nomina-
tion. Deadline of submission: March 31, 2011.
Inquiries: e-mail: linghy@ntu.edu.tw (Head Sec-
retary, College of Science, National Taiwan Univer-
sity). Website: http://homepage.ntu.edu.tw/
Ècos/html/deanE.htm.

ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
(Computational Biologist) Department of Bio-
logical Sciences—Required Qualifications: Ph.D. or
equivalent degree (A.B.D. candidates will be consid-
ered, but must have Ph.D. by May 2011); successful
track record of productive research. Additional Qual-
ifications Desired: A computational biologist who
investigates fundamental biochemical, cellular, devel-
opmental or evolutionary questions; areas of interest
should include, but not limited to: biomolecular dy-
namics and structure-based drug design, proteomics,
systems biology and interaction networks, metabolomics,
bioinformatics, evolutionary genomics, and metage-
nomics analyses. Responsibilities: Establishes a vigorous,
extramurally funded research program; contributes
to undergraduate and graduate teaching; contributes
to the development of a center of excellence in Com-
putational Biology at LSU. Title and rank will be com-
mensurate with the final candidate_s credentials and
experience. An offer of employment is contingent on
a satisfactory pre-employment background check.
Application deadline is February 28, 2011 or until a
candidate is selected. We encourage applications from
women and minorities. Apply online atwebsite: http://
www.lsusystemcareers.lsu.edu. Position #000266.
Louisiana State University System is an Equal Opportunity/Equal
Access Employer.

POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCH FELLOW

Full-time postdoctoral positions are available at
Baylor College of Medicine, Department of Molecular
and Human Genetics and Huffington Center on Aging.
Our research goals are to advance our knowledge on
the fundamental mechanisms of aging, and provide
promising pharmaceutical targets to improve healthy
lifespan. The focus of the laboratory is to study repro-
ductive senescence and fat metabolism, and their com-
plex interactions during aging, using a combination of
worm genetics with proteomics, lipidomics, and label-
free nonlinear Raman imaging approaches. For more
information, refer to website: http://www.bcm.edu/
genetics/index.cfm?pmid017712.
We are seeking highly motivated candidates with

strong background in protein and lipid biochemistry,
genetics, developmental biology, or cellular imaging.
To apply, please send your curriculum vitae, a brief re-
search statement, and contact information of three ref-
erences to Dr. Meng Wang by e-mail: wmeng@bcm.
tmc.edu.

The Linda Crnic Institute for Down Syndrome (LCI)
at the University of Colorado School of Medicine invites
applications at the ASSISTANT PROFESSOR level
in the areas of basic, translational, health services or
clinical research, in Down syndrome.
Applicants must have a Ph.D. and/or M.D. degree,

or their equivalent, and appropriate and sufficient post-
doctoral research experience to establish an inde-
pendent research program and obtain funding. They
must commit the vast majority of their research effort
to Down syndrome.
Applicants must apply online at website: http://

www.jobsatcu.com, refer to job posting 812208.

DIVERSITY

CORE BIOLOGY FACILITY MANAGER

The North Dakota State University Center for Pro-
teaseResearch is seeking aMOLECULAR/CELLULAR
BIOLOGIST to manage the Core Biology Facility in
the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry. Re-
search projects in the Center involve the synthesis of
protease inhibitors and efficacy analysis in vitro and cell-
based assays as well as cancer and asthma research.
Specific responsibilities include consulting and collab-
orating with research groups, overseeing and partic-
ipating in training of students, billing customers
for laboratory use, and supervising one laboratory
technician.
Minimum qualifications: M.S. in molecular biology,

cell biology, pharmacology, or related field. Experience
with molecular biology protocols including: traditional
and real-time PCR, cloning, nucleic acid purification,
and mammalian cell culture and in vivo assays. Ability
to effectively supervise, communicate effectively in
spoken and written English, ability to work inde-
pendently, good interpersonal skills, and a customer-
orientated approach.
Preferred qualifications: Ph.D. degree. Experience

with microarrays, compound screening for determi-
nation of IC50 or Ki, protein purification and expres-
sion, flow cytometry, and fluorescence microscopy.
Knowledge in preparation of grant proposals and prog-
ress reports. Good publication record. Previous expe-
rience in managing a service center.
Qualified applicants should apply online at website:

http://jobs.ndsu.edu, Opening Number 1000025.
Screening begins on January 31; applications will be
accepted until position is filled. NDSU is an Equal
Opportunity and ADVANCE institution.

RNA BIOLOGIST—Florida International Uni-
versity (FIU). The Department of Biological Sciences
at FIU invites applications for a nine month, open
rank, tenure-track faculty position. We seek applica-
tions from highly qualified individuals investigating
small non-coding RNAs, with specific emphasis on the
role of non-coding RNA in the response to cellular
stress and disease. The successful applicant will be ex-
pected to develop an extramurally funded research pro-
gram, and commit to teaching excellence at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels. A Ph.D. or equiv-
alent degree in molecular biology or biochemistry is
required. Applicants applying at the rank of Assistant
Professor should have postdoctoral research and teach-
ing experience, and a strong publication record. Ap-
plicants for Associate or Full Professor must have a
demonstrated history of research productivity and a
strong record of external funding. Please send curric-
ulum vitae, statements of research and teaching phi-
losophy, and contact information for three references
to: Kenneth Murray, Department of Biological Sci-
ences, Florida International University, Miami, FL
33199. Electronic applications are encouraged and
should be sent to e-mail: kmurray@fiu.edu. Florida
International University is an Equal Opportunity Educator and
Employer.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR (Neurophysiology/
Tenure-track position) Department of Biological
Sciences—We are seeking a qualified candidate for a
tenure-track position at the Assistant Professor level
in Neurophysiology. Required Qualifications: Ph.D.
or equivalent degree; successful track record of pro-
ductive research; two years of postdoctoral experience.
Additional Qualifications Desired: Neurophysiologist
working at the cellular or systems level to address fun-
damental questions in neuroscience; areas of interest
include, but are not limited to, the physiological aspects
of sensory systems, motor systems, or neuroethology.
Researchers utilizing non-mammalian model systems
and those who would appreciate joining a large, di-
verse, and interactive faculty are especially encouraged
to apply. An offer of employment is contingent on a
satisfactory pre-employment background check. Appli-
cation deadline is February 28, 2011 or until a candi-
date is selected. Apply online at website: http://www.
lsusystemcareers.lsu.edu. Position #018316. Louisiana
State University System is an Equal Opportunity/Equal Access
Employer.
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JOAN GIRGUS

continued »

Despite a wide range of initiatives to support women scientists 

in their careers, considerable barriers remain, as shown in a 

recent report by AAAS/L’Oréal. We examine what issues 

still need addressing in order to break down the remaining 

hurdles. By Julie Clayton
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UPCOMING FEATURES

Faculty: Moving Up The Academic Ladder—February 11

Postdocs: Recovering From Career Mistakes—March 18

Cancer Research: Emerging Fields—March 25

L
ike many graduate students, Ruth Brown, wonders 

what lies ahead. She had to work hard to pay for 

her undergraduate studies, and now has just one 

year left at a university in Sheffi eld until her Ph.D. 

grant funding runs out and she has to submit her 

thesis. It may be the start to a long, successful career in scien-

tifi c research. But still the way ahead seems so full of hurdles 

that the uncertainty has Ruth considering leaving scientifi c re-

search altogether. 

“The main problem in science is that there’s not much job 

security,” she explains. “You have to apply for each contract, 

and you feel that you are constantly fi ghting for your own job.”

Ruth is especially concerned about the short-term nature 

of future contracts—a series of postdoctoral positions in dif-

ferent labs, during which she must work to secure a much-

coveted, and more long-term, university lectureship (similar to 

an assistant professorship in the United States). Her career 

progression would be far from automatic. And Ruth is aware 

that competition will intensify at each stage. Even if she suc-

ceeds through one or more postdoctoral positions, a long-term 

appointment may still prove elusive. 

If Ruth does decide to quit research, she will be one of a 

huge number of women scientists who have trained to the 

Ph.D. level and then left academia.

This departure of women from scientifi c careers is well 

known in both Europe and North America and is frequently 

referred to as a “leaky pipeline”. The issue was recently high-

lighted in the 2009 report by the National Research Council on 

“Gender Differences at Critical Transitions in the Careers of Sci-

ence, Engineering, and Mathematics Faculty”, which showed 

that despite enormous gains ensuring equal opportunities for 

women scientists, there remain stark differences between the 

numbers of men versus women who reach top positions in sci-

ence (http://scim.ag/fjXUnq). Based on two national surveys 

of research university departments and faculty in the United 

States in 2004, for example, 45 percent of those earning a 

Ph.D. in the biological sciences were women, whereas only 

26 percent of applicants for tenure-track appointments were 

female. Is this due to lack of job security, as Ruth fears, or are 

there other reasons why there are so few women applying for 

senior level positions?

GENDER BIAS 

One issue, which received wide attention following a report 

from MIT in 1999 (A Study on the Status of Women Faculty in 

Science at MIT, http://scim.ag/e5thdn), was that too few wom-

en were gaining faculty appointments due to gender bias. In 

other words, hiring panels—which tended to consist mostly of 

men—were favoring male candidates over female candidates. 

However, institutions across the United States have since 

taken steps to ensure that women are involved in selection and 

hiring of faculty to protect against women candidates being 

judged unfairly. It seems to have had the desired effect, in that 

the 2009 “Gender Differences” report found no evidence of 

gender bias in faculty hiring, according to Claude Canizares,

professor in experimental physics at MIT, who co-chaired the 

report’s panel. Indeed, women are very successful at winning 

faculty positions, so long as they get as far as entering the 

applicant pool. 

Canizares believes that the diffi culties facing women scien-

tists are deep-rooted. “It is my personal speculation that aca-

demic careers are less attractive to women than men because 

of family issues, lack of job security, their biological clock, and 

the time to tenure takes longer now compared to 

FOCUS ON CAREERS

DIVERSITY: BARRIERS FOR WOMEN SCIENTISTS

 AAAS/Science Business Office Feature

FIX THE SYSTEM, 

NOT THE WOMEN
REMOVING BARRIERS TO SUCCESS

“Women are making the choice not to apply, but 

we don’t know why. My hunch is a lot has to do 

with women trying to fi gure out which setting 

will allow them to integrate their professional 

and family lives.” 
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two decades ago,” he explains. “These concerns are different 

to the issue of gender bias which U.S. universities have worked 

hard to reduce.”

Joan Girgus, special assistant to the dean of faculty at Princ-

eton University and member of the “Gender Differences” re-

port committee, agrees. She believes “women are making the 

choice not to apply, but we don’t know why. My hunch is a lot 

has to do with women trying to fi gure out which setting will al-

low them to integrate their professional and family lives.” 

The diffi culty of balancing life and a scientifi c career is an 

issue commonly raised by women researchers who leave aca-

demia. The 2010 AAAS/ L’Oréal survey “Barriers for Women 

Scientists” (http://scim.ag/hPAt8n), in which more than 1,300 

men and women across the United States took part, identifi ed 

the diffi culty of having and raising children as a major barrier for 

women scientists, along with the challenges of fi nding funding 

and the experience of gender bias. Other barriers cited includ-

ed the lack of access to mentors and role models. In regards to 

overcoming barriers for career progression, women appeared 

to be more likely to rely on other people, such as friends or fam-

ily, mentors, and teachers, while men had a tendency to go for 

less personal resources in the form of grants/fellowships and 

corporate support.

These fi ndings refl ect the situation on both sides of the 

Atlantic, according to Rachel Tobbell at the United Kingdom 

Resource Center (UKRC), a government-funded body working 

to promote gender equality in science, technology, engineering, 

and mathematics by providing advice, tools, and resources. 

“This [survey] could be about the U.K.—it’s very similar,” 

she says. 

For example, she highlights the dilemma women face during 

their pre-tenure years—a limited window of time to start a 

family, given the knowledge that by the age of 42 only a very 

small percentage of women are able to conceive naturally. 

“It’s a watershed time. There is a lot of pressure during that 

part of your life. It’s a time when a lot of young scientists are 

working in a very insecure environment, competing for short-

term contracts and limited grant funding. Women just can’t see 

how they can do science and have a family. Men are less put 

off—they do not have the same biological clock pressure. By 

the time they are at lecturer level men are in the majority.” In 

addition, Tobbell notes that men are more willing to work in a 

competitive environment. 

Another problem facing many women is lack of confi dence, 

and hence a reluctance to put themselves forward for a promo-

tion. “Women are more likely to deselect from an application, 

whereas men are more willing to have a go and risk rejection. 

Women are more likely to look at a job description and see the 

parts they do not fulfi ll,” Tobbell observes.

So what can be done about this myriad of problems facing 

women in research? 

Strategies such as mentoring can make an enormous differ-

ence. With help and advice from UKRC, the United Kingdom’s 

Biochemical Society has established a mentoring program 

for women biochemists, pairing together experienced senior 

women scientists with more junior women at other institu-

tions, in order to provide encouragement, advice, and practical 

help. Ruth Brown is one of the fi rst groups of mentees who be-

gan a yearlong effort with a mentor at the University of Leeds. 

It is this program that has kept Ruth on track to complete her 

Ph.D. “I got to the point where I wasn’t sure I wanted to con-

tinue. It was the mentoring program which made me want to 

carry on,” she says.

Ruth also looks upon her mentor as a role model: “If you see 

someone senior and they’re willing to talk to you then you believe 

you can get there,” she adds. Ruth’s mentor encouraged her to 

apply for travel funds to attend a conference, and to network. 

The reward for Ruth is increased confi dence—so much so that 

she has volunteered to represent students and chair meetings 

for her department’s Postgraduate Staff-Student Committee—

something that she would not have considered before. 

INSTITUTIONAL STRATEGIES

For the past 10 years, the U.S. National Science Foundation’s 

ADVANCE program has supported universities across the Unit-

ed States by providing a broad portfolio of activities that sup-

port women scientists, including mentoring. 

Other institutions have their own programs. At Princeton, for 

example, faculty and staff who have children are eligible for up 
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Biochemical Society 
(United Kingdom)
www.biochemistry.org

GenSET
www.genderinscience.org

MIT
www.mit.edu

National Research Council
www.nationalacademies.org/
nrc/

National Science 
Foundation (United States)
www.nsf.gov

Princeton University
www.princeton.edu

FEATURED PARTICIPANTS

Royal Society
www.royalsociety.org

United Kingdom Resource 
Center
www.theukrc.org

University of Amsterdam 
www.english.uva.nl/start.cfm

University of Leeds
www.leeds.ac.uk

University of Oxford
www.ox.ac.uk

University of Tromsø
www2.uit.no/www/inenglish

“It is my personal 

speculation that academic 

careers are less attractive 

to women than men 

because of family issues, 

lack of job security, their 

biological clock, and 

the time to tenure takes 

longer now compared to 

two decades ago.”

—Claude Canizares
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to $5,000 per year for pre-school childcare support and mater-

nity leave. Faculty can apply for travel support to conferences 

for dependents, and new faculty who are the primary parent 

responsible for childcare can have time off from teaching. Grad-

uate students have parallel programs. And to encourage more 

women to apply for faculty positions, Princeton also has a pol-

icy extending tenure-track positions by an extra year following 

the birth or adoption of a child—an approach now popular with 

other universities across the United States. This enables scien-

tists to produce more publications than they might otherwise 

have achieved after taking time out with young dependents be-

fore being assessed for permanent appointments. Girgus, who 

has overseen this transition to a more family-friendly environ-

ment, believes that Princeton is now more attractive to women 

scientists. Being a female professor now “feels more like part 

of the norm,” she says. 

Such initiatives, however, are aimed mostly at the two ends 

of the academic ladder—graduate students and faculty—so 

there is still a large group of women in between who are not 

receiving such targeted support. According to Girgus, it is the 

women postdoctoral researchers who are least addressed by 

current policies and practices. “It’s the postdocs who miss out. 

Although some universities do have administrators to address 

the needs of postdocs, the short-term nature of their employ-

ment and relatively little structure for central university support 

makes it harder to create career programs aimed at postdocs,” 

Girgus points out. 

In the United Kingdom, universities are encouraged to create 

female-friendly policies by the Royal Society’s Swan Charter 

Awards. A university can apply for a Bronze Award by creating a 

plan for changes that support women scientists, a Silver Award 

for implementing these plans, and a Gold Award for producing 

evidence that the changes are having an impact. 

Other parts of Europe, however, are lagging behind. In the 

Netherlands, there are very few women in senior scientifi c po-

sitions and attitudes among male-dominated establishments 

are slow to change, according to Simone Buitendijk, profes-

sor in Women’s Health and Midwifery Studies at the University 

of Amsterdam Medical Center. 

“It’s such a pervasive part of our society that women don’t 

play the role that men do in industry or in government. We’re DOI: 10.1126/science.opms.r1100099

Julie Clayton, a freelance science writer and journalist, works out of 

Bristol, United Kingdom.

making very slow progress.” What’s missing, she believes, is 

awareness of the importance of gender diversity—not just for 

achieving equality for women, but the understanding that gen-

der diversity brings much wider benefi ts, such as different ap-

proaches to problem solving and to decision making which can 

make teams, departments, and companies more successful in 

a competitive marketplace. A greater awareness about gender 

diversity would, she argues, provide a stronger incentive for 

institutions to change. 

Buitendijk is one of a panel of scientifi c experts who recently 

took part in GenSET, a project that aims to introduce change 

at scientifi c institutions across Europe so as to achieve a bal-

anced representation of women in all areas. Key to the GenSET 

philosophy is that gender equality in science improves scien-

tifi c quality. It is not just a women’s career issue but a societal 

issue, and that through gender diversity, the entire workforce 

has the potential to be more creative and productive. The Euro-

pean Union supports the project as part of a broader Science in 

Society program that aims to enhance the success of Europe’s 

scientifi c workforce. 

“The European Commission thinks GenSET is great because 

it’s a new voice from the scientifi c community for the scientifi c 

community,” notes leader of the GenSET consortium, Elizabeth 

Pollitzer.

Over 100 European institutions have become partners to 

GenSET, including the London School of Economics, the Span-

ish National Research Council, and the European Science Foun-

dation. Another is the University of Tromsø, Norway, which has 

become the fi rst institution to fully adopt GenSET’s guiding 

principles, coordinated by Curt Rice, pro rector of the univer-

sity and a theoretical linguist who also specializes in scientifi c 

leadership. Each of the university’s six participating faculty 

will be translating these principles into action, and will receive 

mentoring by GenSET during the process.

Getting commitment for change at the highest ranks is criti-

cal, according to Buitendijk. “We need deans and CEOs to un-

derstand the issues and then persuade those below them.” 

 However, for institution leaders to be convinced to take ac-

tion on gender diversity they may fi rst need convincing about 

the personal benefi ts of such action, according to Nicole 

Grobert at the University of Oxford, who coordinates the 

U.K. arm of a European-wide project known as Diversity. “The 

personal benefi t is a key to the initiative,” says Grobert. She 

emphasizes too that these changes do not require massive 

resources. “It’s about a change of mindset and not creating 

additional workloads for people.”

Graduate student Ruth Brown has yet to make her fi nal deci-

sion about whether or not to stay in academic science. If she 

does decide to leave the lab, she feels well equipped for a ca-

reer in a different area of the science enterprise. One area she 

is considering is management consulting where she can apply 

the skills she has learned in analytical thinking, data presenta-

tion, and writing. So even if her decision is a loss to research, 

she still has the potential to make an important contribution to 

the broader scientifi c arena.

“The European 

Commission thinks 

GenSET is great because 

it’s a new voice from 

the scientifi c community 

for the scientifi c 

community.”

ELIZABETH POLLITZER

“The European 

Commission thinks 

GenSET is great because 

it’s a new voice from the 

scientifi c community 

for the scientifi c 

community.”

—Elizabeth Pollitzer
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FACULTY POSITION
Assistant or Associate Professor

Imaging Mass Spectrometry/Quantitative
Ion Microscopy

Brigham and Women’s Hospital
Harvard Medical School

The Division of Genetics at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Harvard Medical School is seeking
an outstanding physical or biological scientist, or physician-scientist, with expertise in Multi-isotope
ImagingMass Spectrometry.Appointment at the academic rank ofAssistant orAssociate Professor level
at Harvard Medical School and Associate Biologist or Associate Physician at Brigham and Women’s
Hospital will be commensurate with experience, training and achievements.

The expertise for this position includes a strong foundation in cell biology, stem cell research or quan-
titative microscopy, ideally (but not necessarily) coupled with an understanding of the principles and
applications of secondary ionmass spectrometry.Working in close coordinationwith the current Director,
the successful applicant will begin to assume responsibility for an NIH P41 funded National Resource
for Imaging Mass Spectrometry (http://www.nrims.hms.harvard.edu/) that currently includes two
NanoSIMS instruments and a dedicated support team. Other responsibilities include research, teaching
and the supervision of graduate students and postdoctoral fellows. This work will be enhanced by the
opportunity to workwith a superb community of collaborating biologists and physicians at HarvardMedi-
cal School, its affiliated Hospitals and MIT who are engaged in state-of-the-art biomedical research.

Applicants should possess a Ph.D., M.D. or M.D.-Ph.D., and relevant training, and should send a CV,
description of research interests, and the names of 3 references byMarch 31, 2011 to:

Richard Maas, M.D., Ph.D.

Chair, Search Committee

c/o Ms. Lindsay Clinton

BWH Genetics Division

New Research Bldg., NRB 458B

Harvard Medical School

77 Avenue Louis Pasteur

Boston, MA 02115

Brigham and Women’s Hospital/Harvard Medical School are Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Employers actively committed to increasing the diversity of our faculty: women and members of

underrepresented minority groups are therefore strongly encouraged to apply.

Research Group Leader, Sainsbury Laboratory,
Cambridge University

TheGatsby Charitable Foundation invites applications for ResearchGroup
Leader positions to be held at the Sainsbury Laboratory at the University
of Cambridge.

The positions are open to applicants of any nationality. The Gatsby
Charitable Foundation intends that the positions will be awarded across a
broad range of seniority, but applicants would typically have postdoctoral
experience in a field related to the overall scientific focus of the Laboratory
in plant development and in computational modelling of development.
Applicants should be able to provide strong evidence of their potential to
become independent scientific group leaders. Applicants who currently
hold a permanent post in a University or other Research Organisation are
welcome to apply.

Funding will initially be provided for five years, with a possible extension
for a further five year term, with no overall limit on number of extensions.
The laboratory has excellent core facilities, including growth room, glass-
house and computing facilities, Group Leaders will be provided with an
annual research grant exceeding £250,000 per annum in addition to their
salary. Once in post, group leaders will be eligible to apply for research
grant funding from other sources.

Applications should be submitted electronically as PDF files and include a
full CV, a research proposal for the initial five year period as group leader,
and the names of at least three referees. Further guidance and details
about the laboratory can be obtained by e-mailing Sainsburylaboratory
@admin.cam.ac.uk. Completed applications should be sent by e-mail to
Sainsbury.applications@admin.cam.ac.uk.

Applications can be submitted at any time. Applications will be peer
reviewed by the Gatsby Charitable Foundation at least three times
annually.
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DIVERSITY GRANTS

POSITIONS OPENDIVERSITY

Cures don’t just happen.
They demand collaboration. Dedication. Enthusiasm. Teamwork.

St. Jude is committed to hiring the best and the brightest to

maintain our culture of excellence. We offer a wide range of

career opportunities. New and exciting research positions

are available in our academic departments, requiring

bachelor’s, master’s or doctoral degrees. Positions are

available at all levels with the opportunity to grow within our

hospital’s research career ladder.

To �nd out more current opportunities and to apply, visit our

website at www.stjude.org/jobs.



Full or Associate Professor Faculty Position
in iPS cell research

Center for iPS Cell Research and Application (CiRA),
Kyoto University

Director: Shinya Yamanaka

CiRA invites applications for a tenure track faculty
position (Principal Investigator) at theAssociate or Full
Professor level. Applicants with expertise in stem cell
biology, regenerative medicine, or relevant researches
are encouraged to apply.

1. Vacancies
4 people *The number may be reduced due to the
budget situation.

2. Work Place
CiRA, Kyoto University, Japan

3. Job Descriptions
Applicants are expected to contribute to the research
categories listed below.
(1)Development of directed differentiation induction
technology based on clonal diversity of iPS cells.
(2) Establishment of various disease-specific iPS
cells and development of their clinical application
(3) Pre-clinical study for cell therapy utilizing small-
or medium-sized mammals.
(4) Other research utilizing iPS cells

4. Job Conditions
[Salary] In accordance with Kyoto University
Regulations
* Faculty title will be decided according to one’s
career.
[Starting Date] From April 1st, 2011 (or as soon as
possible after this date)

5. How to Apply
Applicants should deliver CV, list of research
achievements, a brief summary of scientific
achievements and research plan to the postal
address listed below by February 28, 2011. Please
see our website for details and download the forms.
(Applying by e-mail is not acceptable.)

Please refer to our website for details:
http://www.cira.kyoto-u.ac.jp/e/employment.html

Contact: Dr. Tetsuya Ishii
Head of the Research Management Office
Center for iPS cell Research and Application (CiRA),
Kyoto University
(53 Kawara-cho, Shogoin, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, Japan
606-8507)
E-mail: collaboration@cira.kyoto-u.ac.jp

Novo Nordisk is a well established leader in protein therapeu�cs andwill use

its technology pla�orm to discover and develop novel protein therapeu�cs

for the treatment of chronic in�ammatory diseases. Novo Nordisk China

R&D Center is an integrated part of Novo Nordisk R&D organiza�on and

now looking for highly mo�vated scien�sts who plan to advance their career

in China.

For all posi�ons, excellent communica�on skills in spoken andwri�en English

are required. Industry experience is preferred.

For applica�on, please send resume and cover le�er with job code in the

subject of email to: InfoNNST@novonordisk.com.

Scien�st/Senior Scien�st in Cell Biology [Job code: BRCCB0101]

Using immunology and cell biology expertise to actively participate in

and contribute to the novel drug R&D for the treatment of in�ammatory

disorders.

Requirements:

Ph.D. in Immunology, Cell Biology, or relevant biological areas•

>2 years of postdoctoral experience is preferred and a good track record•

in areas men�oned

above Experience in in�ammatory disease research is preferred•

Experience with monoclonal an�body technology is a plus•

Senior Scientist/Principal Scientist in Molecular Biology [Job code:

BRCMB0131]

Lead e�ort on an�body discovery/genera�on via phage display or other

display pla�orms; Strategic and scien��c ac�vi�es related to the discovery

and design of recombinant an�body.

Requirements:

Ph.D. in Molecular Biology or relevant biological science•

A proven track record of either an�body library construc�on or display•

technologies such as phage, yeast or E.coli display

Experience with automa�on and high throughput screening is a plus•

Senior Scientist/Principal Scientist in Molecular Biology [Job code:

BRCMB0133]

Play a direct role in developing and op�mizing mid-scale protein expression

in mammalian cells, using both transient and stable systems to support

pre-clinical (non-GMP) studies for target valida�on and protein therapeu�c

research.

Requirements:

Ph.D. in Molecular Biology, Biochemistry or relevant biological science•

2-5 years experience in mammalian protein expression and cell culture•

scale-up

Proven hands-on experience with transient transfec�on and stable cell•

line development

Expert knowledge of state-of-the-art wave-bag and other scale-up•

technologies

Experience with high throughput cell culture is a strong plus•

Senior Scientist/Principal Scientist in Protein Chemistry [Job code:

BRCPC0161]

Purify and characterize various proteins at laboratory to pilot scale to support

therapeu�c protein drug R&D, and ac�vely par�cipate in discovery of new

and improved therapeu�c proteins or an�bodies against in�ammatory

diseases.

Requirements:

Ph.D. in protein chemistry, biochemistry or related discipline with >2yrs•

of post-doc training

A thorough understanding and solid hands-on experience on protein•

engineering, refolding purification, characterization and assay

development.

Excellent track record of research in at least one of the following �elds:•

biochemistry, immunology, in�amma�on.

Senior Scientist/Principal Scientist in Protein Chemistry [Job code:

BRCPC0163]

Provide exper�se and scien��c support in protein characteriza�on and

analy�cal development in a dynamic and diverse team. Be responsible

for designing experiments, managing projects and supervising research

associates.

Requirements:

Ph.D. in chemistry, biophysics, biochemistry or related discipline with•

>2yrs of post-doc training.

In-depth understanding of the biological, biophysical and chemical•

proper�es of protein therapeu�cs and monoclonal an�bodies.

Demonstrated familiarity and pro�ciency with protein characteriza�on•

technologies including but not limited to MALDI-TOF and LC-MS.

Hands-on experience with chromatographic and electrophoretic•

techniques RP, IEC, SEC, CE, CIEF and 2D electrophoresis is a strong plus

Scien�st Posi�ons
Novo Nordisk China R&D center
Zhongguancun Life Science Park,

Beijing, China
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Research Position at ICYS, NIMS, Japan

The International Center for Young Scientists (ICYS) of the National
Institute forMaterials Science (NIMS) is now seeking a few researchers.
Successful applicants are expected to pursue innovative research on
broad aspects of materials science using most advanced facilities in
NIMS (http://www.nims.go.jp/eng/index.html).

In the ICYS, we offer a special environment that enables young scientists
to work independently based on their own idea and initiatives. All
management and scientific discussions will be conducted in English.
An annual salary between 5.03 and 5.35 million yen (level of 2009) will
be offered depending on qualification and experience. The basic contract
term is two years and may be renewed to one additional year depending
on the person’s performance. A research grant of 2 million yen per year
will be supplied to the ICYS researcher.

All applicants must have obtained a PhD degree within the last ten years.
Applicants should submit an application form, which can be downloaded
from our web site, together with a resume (CV) and a list of publications.
A research proposal on an interdisciplinary or integrated area related to
the materials science should also be submitted. The application letter
should reach the following address via e-mail or air mail by March
31, 2011. Visit our website for more details (http://www.nims.go.jp/
icys/newicys/).

ICYSAdministrative Office, National Institute for Materials Science
Sengen 1-2-1, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0047, Japan
e-mail: icys-recruit@nims.go.jp

Director
Center for Genome Research

and Biocomputing

Oregon State University seeks a
dynamic and innovative individual to
lead the Center for Genome Research
and Biocomputing. The Center facili-
tates the development, application and
training in computationally intensive,

genome-enabled research, has over 100 faculty members, and pro-
vides core services and biocomputing facilities relative to genome
research. The position offers a unique opportunity to develop a
campus vision for integrating genome-enabled research and bio-
computing with advances in fundamental and applied life sciences.

The Director will provide leadership for genome-enabled sciences,
oversee the facilities, functions, and staff of the center, and maintain
an independent research program.

Applicants must possess a Ph.D. or equivalent in a relevant area,
demonstrate an outstanding record of research accomplishment, and
display a broad knowledge of genome-enabled science and an ability
and willingness to interact with scientists applying genomics to any
discipline. Applicants must have a compelling vision for the future of
the field and demonstrable leadership potential.

For details of the position and to apply visit http://oregonstate.edu/
jobs, Posting #0006779. Apply by March 1, 2011 for full consider-
ation. Include a cover letter with a brief description of research and
other relevant experience, a current CV, and contact information for
three references. Contact Dan Arp, dan.j.arp@oregonstate.edu or
541-737-1297 with questions.

GRANT FOR POSTDOCTORAL

POSITIONS IN SWEDEN

This grant enables researchers with
doctorates (phds or equivalent) to work
at Swedish higher education institutions
or research establishments. The programme
spans two years. Research areas:
• Natural Sciences
• Engineering Sciences
• Medicine and Health
• Humanities
• Social Sciences
• Educational Sciences
• Artistic research and development

Call for applications opens mid January.
Submission deadline is February 24, 2011.

Further information at www.vr.se

Associate Professor (Tenured)

TheDepartment of Cancer Biology and Pharmacology at the University
of Illinois College of Medicine at Peoria seeks qualified candidates for
the position ofAssociate Professor (tenured). Candidates should have a
Ph.D. and/or M.D. degree, a strong publication record, and be actively
engaged in an established, extramurally funded laboratory program in the
area of cancer/cellular biology or molecular genetic research. Preferred
applicants will have experience in a cancer research field. Successful
applicants should also have teaching/mentoring experience in directing
students, postdoctoral fellows, residents and/or junior faculty in research.
Department provides highly competitive salary, benefits and lucrative
startup package. Additionally, a 20,000 square foot dedicated research
building with state-of-the-art laboratories is targeted for completion in
2011. The Department has a strong collaborative research environment
in which laboratory space, expertise and equipment are freely shared,
and many additional collaborative opportunities in basic and clinical
research are available within the University.

For full consideration, please respond byMarch 15, 2011 by submitting
curriculum vitae and the names and addresses of three references to:
https://jobs.uic.edu/default.cfm?page=job&jobID=5950.

The University of Illinois is an
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
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National Institute of Mental Health
Director, Office of Science Policy,
Planning and Communications

TheNational Institute ofMental Health, amajor research component of theNational Institutes of Health

(NIH) and the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), is seeking exceptional candidates

for the position of Director, Office of Science Policy, Planning and Communications (OSPPC). Report-

ing to the NIMH Director and Deputy Director, the OSPPC Director has primary responsibility for

the process of developing and implementing the Institute’s Strategic Plan. The OSPPC Director also

is responsible for the effort to analyze and evaluate the Institute’s programs, for developing reports

and responses to requests for information, crafting and interpreting policy, and ensuring that NIMH

messages and findings are disseminated widely. The OSPPC Director reports to the Director, NIMH.

Working closely with the Director and other senior leadership at NIMH, the OSPPC Director assists

in the scientific and administrative management of an organization with a budget of $1.4 billion and

a staff of approximately 1,300. (http://www.nimh.nih.gov/index.shtml)

Applicants must have a Ph.D., M.D., or equivalent degree in the biomedical sciences, with broad

research experience in one or more of the Institute’s research areas. In addition, experience and dem-

onstrated ability in communications and public relations outreach, administration and management of

a major research program, as well as broad familiarity and working knowledge of the relevant areas in

the scope of the OSPPC is important. Applicants should be known and respected within their profes-

sion as distinguished individuals of outstanding capability. Salary is commensurate with experience

and accomplishments. Experience with NIH administrative policies, procedures, and operations is

highly desirable but not essential.

Interested candidates should send a letter of interest, including a brief description of research and

administrative experience, a curriculum vitae and bibliography, and the names of at least three refer-

ences to: Chair, NIMH OSPPC Director Search Committee at NIMHsearch@mail.nih.gov or at 6001

Executive Blvd, Room 8235, MSC 9669 Bethesda, MD 20892-9669 (for express or courier delivery

use Rockville,MD 20852). Review of applications will begin on January 31, 2011, but applications will

continue to be accepted and considered until the position is filled. For questions contact Dr. Thomas

Insel, Director, NIMH at tinsel@mail.nih.gov

Staff Scientist, Magnetic Resonance Applications

Neuroimmunology Branch (Clinical)
Division of Intramural Research

The Neuroimmunology Branch (NIB) of the Na�onal Ins�tutes of Neurological Disorders and
Stroke is seeking an imaging scien�st with exper�se in applica�ons of magne�c resonance
(MR) imaging and spectroscopy.

The NIB is an interdisciplinary research group, with ac�ve basic science and clinical-transla-
�onal components, that focuses on mul�ple sclerosis and other immune-mediated diseases
of the central nervous system. The NIB has a more than 20-year history of using MR imaging
to inves�gate mul�ple sclerosis, producing many seminal publica�ons. The NIB maintains an
ac�ve clinic and conducts both natural history and Phase I/II treatment trials.

The staff scien�st will provide imaging support for clinical ac�vi�es of the NIB. This includes
responsibility for all aspects of brain and spinal cord MR examina�ons of par�cipants in NIB
clinical protocols, specifically: supervision and troubleshoo�ng of data acquisi�on; implemen-
ta�on and op�miza�on of new imaging protocols; quality assurance; and development and
supervision of data analysis protocols. The staff scien�st will work closely with the NIB clinical
team and with the three NIB principal inves�gators, drawing support from the vast array of
MR exper�se on the main campus of the Na�onal Ins�tutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland.
Resources include state-of-the art imaging systems and image-processing facili�es. It is an�ci-
pated that a por�on of the staff scien�st’s �me will be available to pursue his/her research
interests, which will ideally be in the general area of neuroimmunology imaging.

Candidates should have a PhD in a relevant discipline, at least 3 years ofMR-related experience
beyond graduate school, a strong record of produc�vity including peer-reviewedpublica�ons,
an excitement about transla�onal neuroimaging, and a genuine enthusiasm for teamwork.
Preference will be given to candidates with exper�se across a range of MR systems. Pulse-
sequence programming experience is not required. Applica�ons will be reviewed beginning
February 14, 2011, and proceed un�l the posi�on is filled. Salary will be commensurate with
the candidate’s training and experience and will conform to NIH guidelines. Interested candi-
dates should e-mail a CV, a list of publica�ons, and names and contact informa�on of three
references to Dr. Daniel Reich (daniel.reich@nih.gov).

The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) of the

National Institutes of Health is seeking exceptional candidates for the

position of Scientific Director for its Division of Intramural Research (DIR).

The Scientific Director sets the priorities of the intramural research program

and advises the Director on the scientific direction of the NIEHS. The NIEHS

supports and conducts research to understand biological and chemical

processes and the contribution of environmental agents to human disease and

dysfunction, including mechanisms of environmentally associated diseases

(www.niehs.nih.gov). Areas of research include but are not limited to Molecular

Pharmacology and Toxicology, Molecular Genetics, Structural Biology, Signal

Transduction, Neurobiology, Molecular Carcinogenesis, Reproductive and

Developmental Toxicology, Comparative Medicine, Epidemiology, Respiratory

Biology, Biostatistics and Clinical Research.

For the complete advertisement, go to Careers and Training, Jobs at NIEHS

at www.niehs.nih.gov or e-mail collinsonj@od.nih.gov.

Scientific Director,
Division of Intramural Research
Research Triangle Park, North CarolinaNational Institutes of Health

DHHS and NIH are Equal Opportunity Employers
We are dedicated to building a diverse community in

our training and employment programs

The Biostatistics Branch is seeking a Staff Scientist with a strong background
in biostatistics and a lively interest in methods and epidemiologic applications
to participate in team-oriented research on a large study of clean-up workers
exposed to petroleum products, chemicals and other environmental hazards
following the BP/Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. The position
is ideal for a person with proven experience in applications to environmental
epidemiology and interest in working collaboratively to assess potential
human health effects of this recent environmental disaster. The position
offers opportunities for collaboration with other ongoing projects in
biostatistics and epidemiology and for investigator-initiated methodology
research related to inference in epidemiologic studies. For the complete
advertisement, go to Careers and Training, Jobs at NIEHS at www.niehs.nih.gov.

For additional information concerning the position, contact the Biostatistics
Branch Chief, Dr. Clarice Weinberg, at weinber2@niehs.nih.gov, or phone
919-541-4927. For information concerning biostatistics and epidemiology branch
research projects and publications, see http://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/
atniehs/labs/bb/index.cfm or www.niehs.nih.gov/epi.

Biostatistician for
Gulf Oil Spill Study
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina

National Institutes of Health

DHHS and NIH are Equal Opportunity Employers
We are dedicated to building a diverse community
in our training and employment programs



The Biological Sciences Department at California State University SanMarcos
is recruiting for two tenure-track positions: (1) An Assistant Professorship in
Microbiology, and (2) An Assistant Professorship in Cell and Molecular Biol-
ogy. Both positions begin in fall 2011 (contingent upon funding). Applicants
must have a Ph.D. or equivalent degree in the biological/biochemical sciences
with training and research in microbiology or cell and molecular biology. Post-
doctoral research experience and some type of previous teaching experience
are preferred.

Successful applicants will have a strong commitment to undergraduate education
and a demonstrated ability or potential to effectively instruct undergraduate and
graduate students. Theywill develop an externally funded, independent research
program involving CSUSM undergraduate and Master’s students. Teaching
duties may include: a lower-division cell/molecular biology course, upper-
division courses in molecular biology, genetics, or microbiology, and advanced
undergraduate/Master’s-level courses in the candidate’s area of expertise.

Review of applications for each position will start on February 15, 2011 and
will continue until the position is filled. All applications must include the fol-
lowing: letter of application, curriculum vitae, statement of teaching philosophy,
statement of research interests, reprints of three representative publications, and
three letters of recommendation. Applicants should specifically indicate which
position they are applying for and send both hard copy and electronic application
materials to: Catalina Huggins, Department of Biological Sciences, Cali-
fornia State University San Marcos, San Marcos, CA 92096-0001; E-mail:

chuggins@csusm.edu. For further information, contact the Molecular Cell
Biologist Search Chair Dr. Matthew Escobar (mescobar@csusm.edu) or the
Microbiologist Search Chair Dr. Denise Garcia (dgarcia@csusm.edu).

CSUSM is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer strongly commit-
ted to equity and diversity, and seeks a broad spectrum of candidates in terms
of race, sexual orientation and identity, gender, age, and disability or veteran’s
status. The university is particularly interested in candidates who have experi-
ence working with students from diverse backgrounds and a demonstrated
commitment to improving access to higher education for under-represented

groups. CSUSM was recently named one of the Colleges most friendly to junior
faculty by the Collaborative on Academic Careers in Higher Education.

Faculty Position(s) in
Cancer Genetics
and Genomics

The Hollings Cancer Center and The
Medical University of South Carolina
(MUSC) are excited to announce open-

ings for junior to mid level faculty with a strong research focus on
Cancer Genetics or Genomics. Candidates should have solid experience
and training in cancer genetics or genomics, demonstrated ability to carry
out translational and/or basic research, and a growing record of collabora-
tive, peer-reviewed publications and research funding.

In 2009, TheHollings Cancer Center received designation by theNational
Cancer Institute; andwith its state-of-the-art clinical; research; and shared
resource facilities; including new research space to house the genetics
facility, it has a strong culture of promoting translational research.

Charleston, South Carolina, located along theAtlantic coast, is a jewel of
a city rich in history, culture and arts, and access to beaches and outdoor
recreational opportunities. The region offers a superb, family-friendly
quality of life.

Interested individuals should send their CV, a summary of future research
plans and the name of three references to:

Dr. Andrew Kraft or Dr. Dennis Watson

Hollings Cancer Center

Medical University of South Carolina

PO Box 250955

Charleston, SC 29425

campbetb@musc.edu

MUSC is an Equal Opportunity Employer,
promoting workplace diversity.

Program Leader in
Cancer Genetics

and Genome Sciences

The Hollings Cancer Center and the Medi-
cal University of South Carolina (MUSC)
are excited to announce an opening for a

senior level faculty leader to develop and lead a new Program of Cancer
Genetics and Genome Sciences. As Program leader this individual will
have a significant leadership role in theHollings Cancer Center, and also be
expected to promote a campus wide genetics program, involving multiple
other disciplines. Resources will be provided for additional recruitments
into newly constructed laboratory space. Candidates should have a national
reputation in cancer genetics; a solid record of collaborative, peer-reviewed
funded research; and evidence of leadership ability.

In 2009, The Hollings Cancer Center received designation by the National
Cancer Institute; and with its state-of-the-art clinical; research; and shared
resource facilities; including new research space to house the genetics
faculty, it has a strong culture of promoting translational research.

Charleston, South Carolina, located along theAtlantic coast, is a jewel of
a city rich in history, culture and arts, and access to beaches and outdoor
recreational opportunities. The region offers a superb, family-friendly
quality of life.

Interested individuals should email their CV, a summary of future research
plans, and three references to:

Dr. Andrew Kraft or Dr. Dennis Watson

Hollings Cancer Center

Medical University of South Carolina

MSC 250955

Charleston, SC 29425

campbetb@musc.edu

MUSC is an Equal Opportunity Employer,
promoting workplace diversity.
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DIVERSITY

Positions may be available in any of several basic science
departments and/or research programs and institutes.

The School of Medicine consists of 7 basic science and 18
clinical departments and a variety of multidisciplinary research
programs and institutes. There are approximately 750 medical
students, 135 graduate students, 450 full-time faculty members,
and 1700 adjunct faculty members. It is affiliated with Temple
University Health System, a major health care provider in the
Delaware Valley.

To submit curriculum vitae or to request further information about
a faculty position, please contact the Senior Associate Dean for
Faculty Affairs, Temple University School of Medicine, 3500
North Broad Street, Room 1111K, Philadelphia, PA 19140.

Further information about Temple University School of Medicine
is available at www.temple.edu/medicine

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE offers
opportunities for faculty in the following basic science disciplines:

Temple University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer
and strongly encourages applications from women and minorities.

Bone/cartilage biology
Cancer biology

Cardiovascular biology
Developmental biology

Drug abuse and addiction
Drug combination studies

Gene therapy
Growth regulation
Immunobiology

Molecular biology
Molecular microbiology and

pathogenesis
Molecular pharmacology
Musculoskeletal biology

Neural plasticity and repair
Neuroendocrinology
Neuroimmunology

Neurovirology
Neuro-oncology

Neurodegeneration
Neuropharmacology

Platelet biology
Signal transduction
Stem cell biology
Structural biology

Thrombosis and hemostasis
Vascular biology
Viral oncology



Research Leader Tumor Immunology

Roche, Switzerland

“Make your mark.
Improve lives.”

Who we are

At Roche, 80,000 people across 150 countries are pushing back

the frontiers of healthcare. Working together, we’ve become

one of the world’s leading research-focused healthcare groups.

Our success is built on innovation, curiosity and diversity, and

on seeing each other’s differences as an advantage. To innovate

healthcare, Roche has ambitious plans to keep learning and

growing – and is seeking people who have the same goals for

themselves.

The Position

Roche Glycart AG, a 100% affiliate of Roche Pharmaceuticals, is

active in the research, development of new engineered antibody-

based products for the treatment of cancer and autoimmune

disease. We offer a stimulating and truly international environ-

ment. Roche Glycart AG is located in Schlieren/Zurich.

Lead Scientific and Drug Discovery Projects focusing on the

characterization and optimization of a new generation of engi-

neered, antibody-based molecules for cancer immunotherapy.

• The position is based at the Oncology Discovery and Transla-

tional Area at Roche Glycart in Schlieren, Zurich and projects

will be conducted in collaboration with additional groups at

Roche Glycart, both in the Discovery and in Translational

Medicine areas, as well as with additional Roche research

and development functions globally and with academic insti-

tutions.

Who you are

You’re someone who wants to influence your own development.

You’re looking for a company where you have the opportunity

to pursue your interests across functions and geographies, and

where a job title is not considered the final definition of who

you are, but the starting point.

• We are seeking candidates with a PhD in immunology and

ample postdoctoral research experience in tumor immunology,

with a strong tumor immunology scientific background and

track record, being an active and recognized member of the

international tumor immunology research community and

having excellent written and verbal skills in English

• The candidate should have experience with animal work (mice)

and be proficient with state-of-the art immunoprofiling tech-

niques to characterize tumor infiltrating lymphocytes and anti-

tumoral immune responses

• You have a high degree of self-motivation, flexibility and are

able to independently conduct experiments. You are also inqui-

sitive and strive for continuous process improvement. In addi-

tion you interact effectively with a truly multinational team of

scientists.

Job ID No.: 367740

Contact HR: W. Kinzy, Phone: +41 61 687 94 03

The next step is yours. To apply online for this position visit

www.careers.roche.ch

THE SCIENCE of POSSIBILITY

Vertex creates new possibilities
in medicine to cure diseases and
improve people’s lives.

We work with leading researchers, doctors,

public health experts and other partners

who share our vision for transforming the

lives of people with serious diseases, their

families and society.

Vertex offers careers for women in science.

Discover the possibilities.

www.vrtxjobs.com
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College of Pharmacy

Faculty Positions in Pharmaceutical
and Biomedical Sciences

The Department of Pharmaceutical and Biomedical Sciences at the
University of Georgia, Athens invites applications for two full-time,
tenure-track faculty positions at the ASSISTANT PROFESSOR levels
in the areas of Medicinal Chemistry or Biopharmaceutics (apply for
position #65178) and Pharmacology/Physiology or Chemical Biology
(apply for position #65179). Qualified candidates should possess a Ph.D.
or Pharm.D./Ph.D. or equivalent degree with relevant training in the areas
of emphasis as the focus of their graduate education and research training.
Excellent communication skills and the ability to teach at the undergradu-
ate, professional and Ph.D. levels are required. Each successful applicant
is expected to have or to develop a dynamic, extramurally funded research
program in an area identified above.

To be assured of full consideration, applications should be received by
March 1, 2011. Interested qualified applicants should submit a letter of
application, a curriculum vitae, a research plan and have three confidential
letters of recommendation sent to: Chair, Search Committee, Depart-
ment of Pharmaceutical and Biomedical Sciences, R. C. Wilson

Pharmacy Building, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602-2352.

Applicants may also apply on-line to: pbssearch@rx.uga.edu.

The University of Georgia is an Equal Employment Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Employer. Applications from qualified women

and minority candidates are encouraged.

Department of Cell Biology
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center,

College of Medicine

The Department of Cell Biology (http://w3.ouhsc.edu/cell_biology) at the
University of OklahomaHealth Sciences Center (OUHSC) invites applications
for tenure/tenure-track faculty positions, with rank commensurate with qualifi-
cations. This position is part of the ongoing expansion and development of the
department. Exceptional candidates at any level are encouraged to apply.

Candidates for appointment at theAssistant, Associate or Professor level must
show evidence of productive research accomplishments.Acandidate forAssoci-
ate or Full Professor must have a currently funded research program. All can-
didates are expected to develop/maintain a fully independent research program
addressing fundamental questions in an area of modern cell biology, participate
in the teaching missions of the department and form productive interactions
with colleagues and other scientists at the OUHSC.Areas of expertise such as
aging, cardiovascular biology, developmental biology and signal transduction
using model organisms are of particular interest.

The positions include competitive salaries, multi-year startup packages,
and ample laboratory space. Additional local funding is available on a
competitive basis through the Oklahoma Center for Advancement of Science
and Technology, seed grants and NIH-sponsored institutional grants. OUHSC
maintains outstanding Core Facilities (http://www.oumedicine.com/
body.cfm?id=6030) that support confocal imaging, mass spectrometry, gene
chip technology and sequencing technology for expression profiling, genetic
analysis and ChIP-seq (Agilent 5500 Series SOLiD™ Sequencer).

Please submit a PDF file containing a curriculum vitae, a description of cur-
rent and future research plans, copies of representative publications (no more
than three), and complete contact information for three references to Paula
Slaughter at CBSEARCHCOMM@ouhsc.edu. Confidential inquires may
be addressed to Muayyad R. Al-Ubaidi, Ph.D. at ltcbsc@ouhsc.edu. The
review process will begin on April 1, 2011.

The University of Oklahoma is an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

�� ��������� �� ��	���
�

����
���������	��
��
Villanova University’s College of Liberal Arts and Sciences invites
applications for a Mendel Science Experience Post-doctoral Fellow
(see www.villanova.edu/artsci/college/facstaff/search.htm). The Fel-
lows program is designed to enhance the College’s teaching of science
to non-science majors through the Mendel Science Experience program
and to foster the professional development of recent Ph.D. recipients on
a career path leading to faculty positions. Positions are 50:50 teaching
and research. Fellows will team teach a non-science-majors course with
their faculty mentor as well as upper level undergraduate or graduate-level
(M.S.) courses, will conduct research in collaboration with the faculty
mentor, and will have opportunities to supervise undergraduate research.
The position begins in August 2011.

Applicants should contact mentors (Dr. Robert Curry, Biology, www
.homepage.villanova.edu/robert.curry/ or Dr. Anthony Lagalante,
Chemistry;www3.villanova.edu/anthony.lagalante/) prior to submitting
applications, as the applications must include information on the nature
of the relationship between the mentor and post-doc.

Applications must include a curriculum vitae, official transcripts of all
undergraduate and graduate work, and a cover letter that includes: a
statement of career goals, a personal professional development plan, a
plan for research that indicates collaboration with the potential faculty
mentor, a proposal for teaching that includes a Mendel Science Experi-
ence course for non-science-majors and an upper level course (possibly
team taught with the faculty mentor) for science, and names and contact
information for three references. Applicants must apply online at https:
//jobs.villanova.edu. Review of applications will begin on 14 February
2011; the search will remain open until the position is filled.

Villanova is a Catholic university sponsored by the Augustinian order.
An AA/EEO Employer, Villanova seeks a diverse faculty committed to
scholarship, service, and especially teaching, who understand, respect,

and can contribute to the University’s mission and values.
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THE FRENCH NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR AGRICULTURAL
RESEARCH IS RECRUITING 53 SCIENTISTS SEEKING TO
BUILD CAREERS IN :

The leading agricultural
research institute in Europe

Biochemistry • Biology • Genetics • Ecology • Genomics • Mathematics
Physiology • Microbiology • Economics • Forest sciences • Environmental
sciences • Sociology • Animal production sciences • Computer science
Chemistry • Neurosciences • Entomology • Statistics •Virology

APPLICATIONS
from 20 January to 24 February 2011

INFORMATIONS

www.international.inra.fr
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CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

Postdoctoral fellowships are open for 2-year research training in cogni�ve and

a�ec�ve neuroscience at the “Brain & Behavior Laboratory” (BBL) in Geneva,

Switzerland, in the context of a Marie-Curie Ac�on FP7 programme. The BBL

is amul�disciplinary andmul�modal research pla�orm that is jointlymanaged

by the Geneva Neuroscience Center (h�p://neurocenter.unige.ch) and the

Na�onal Swiss Center for A�ec�ve Sciences (h�p://www.a�ec�ve-sciences.

ch), which includes several research groups and cu�ng-edge research facili�es

ranging from MRI, EEG, and TMS through to virtual reality, psychophysiology,

polysomnography, and behavioural tes�ng labs. The goal of the program is to

promote excellence and innova�on in cogni�ve and a�ec�ve neuroscience

research in humans.

Candidateswill be selectedon thebasis of their skills, achievements andprojects

for exploring human brain func�ons with mul�-methodological approaches,

including neuroimaging and behavioral measures, in both health and disease

condi�ons. Projects involving collabora�on between two or more research

groups within the BBL will be encouraged, as well as those promo�ng bridges

with other disciplines. The fellowships will include the post-doc salary plus

funding for research as well as educa�on and career development support.

Details concerning the programme, applica�on rules, and research groups can

be found on: h�p://bbl.unige.ch/bridge

Applica�ons must be sent electronically to:Marie-Ange.DeLaSen@unige.ch

Next deadline for applica�ons: March 31, 2011

Fellowships are expected to start during or a�er summer 2011.

For more informa�on, please contact the programme coordinator:

Prof. Patrik Vuilleumier, Department of Neuroscience,

University Medical Center,

1 rue Michel-Servet, 1211 GENEVA 4, Switzerland

E-mail: patrik.vuilleumier@unige.ch

Post-doc Marie-Curie Program « BRIDGE »
Brain & Behavior Interdisciplinary Research, University of Geneva

Faculty Positions
Department of Neurobiology

The Department of Neurobiology, established as part of the unprecedented research expansion at the University ofMassachusetts Medical School,
has assembled a group of outstanding faculty using invertebrate model systems to investigate the genetic and molecular mechanisms of brain
function. This group is unique in that it crosses many boundaries in the use of invertebrate systems to study central and interrelated areas in
neuroscience including learning and memory, synapse plasticity, sensory transduction, glial cell biology and circadian rhythms. The Department
of Neurobiology augments an already existing interdisciplinary Program in Neuroscience. The laboratories for the Department are housed on
one floor of a new state-of-the-art, 340,000 square feet research building.We now solicit applications for additional tenure-track positions
at all levels.We seek individuals of outstanding potential or demonstrated excellence who are using genetic model organisms including mouse,
zebrafish, C. elegans, Drosophila, or less conventional invertebrate species (e.g., Apis mellifera and Tribolium castaneum), to study the nervous
system. Specific areas of emphasis include, but are not limited to, cellular and molecular neuroscience, developmental neuroscience, brain physi-
ology, and behavior. The positions are highly competitive with regard to startup funds, laboratory space, and salary. Rank will be commensurate
with ability and experience.

Applicants should upload a cover letter, CV, research statement and publication list to https://academicjobsonline.org/ajo/jobs/638. To expe-
dite the review process, applicants should invite three individuals who are familiar with your work and potential for success to upload their
recommendation letters to https://academicjobsonline.org. Please refer any questions regarding the search to:

Dr. Marc Freeman
Chair of Faculty Search Committee

Associate Professor of Neurobiology/HHMI
University of Massachusetts Medical School

364 Plantation Street
Worcester, MA 01605-2324

marc.freeman@umassmed.edu

Visit Neurobiology at: http://www.umassmed.edu/neurobiology/

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Women and under-represented minorities are especially encouraged to apply.
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Nontraditional Careers:
Opportunities Away From the Bench

Want to learnmore about exciting and rewarding careers
outside of academic/industrial research?View a roundtable
discussion that looks at the various career options open to
scientists across different sectors and strategies you can
use to pursue a nonresearch career.

Webinar Participating Experts:
Dr. Lori Conlan
Director of Postdoc Services,
Officeof IntramuralTrainingandEducation
National Institutes of Health

Pearl Freier
President
Cambridge BioPartners

Dr.MarionMüller
Director, DFGOffice North America
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
(German Research Foundation)

RichardWeibl
Director, Center for Careers in
Science andTechnology
American Association for the
Advancement of Science

Produced by the
Science/AAAS Business Office.

NowAvailable

OnDemand

www.sciencecareers.org/webinar
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Your
career
is our
cause.

• Job Postings

• Job Alerts

• Resume/CV
Database

• Career Advice

• Career Forum

www.
sciencecareers.org

Get help

from the

experts.
Professor of Computer-Aided Chemistry

The Laboratory of Physical Chemistry of the Department of Chemistry and

Applied Biosciences at ETH Zurich (www.chab.ethz.ch) invites applications for

above mentioned position.

Research is done preferably in the area of modeling the behavior of (bio)chemi-

cal systems at the atomic, molecular, and supramolecular level on a physico-

chemical basis. Strong methodological, algorithmic, and computational activ-

ities, including practical applications, are desirable. Collaboration with

experimental groups at ETH as well as teaching in all areas of physical and

computer-aided chemistry is encouraged. The new professor will be expected

to teach undergraduate level courses (German or English) and graduate level

courses (English).

Please address your application together with a curriculum vitae and a list of

publications to the President of ETH Zurich, Prof. Dr. Ralph Eichler, no later than

March 15, 2011.With a view towards increasing the number of female professors,

ETH Zurich specifically encourages qualified female candidates to apply. In order

to apply for this position, please visit: www.facultyaffairs.ethz.ch
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WORKSHOPS

POSITIONS OPEN

Dates: May 30, 31 & June 1, 2011

The Paris Workshops on Genomic Epidemiology are held every two years to introduce researchers to newmethodologies that underpin large-scale genomic studies

of diseases and other applica�ons in the life sciences, par�cularly in the context of on-going research funded by the EU. The last two years have witnessed the

emergence of powerful new sequencing methodologies with vast consequences for systems approaches in biology. The inclusion of these into epidemiological

scale studies allows the rapid iden��ca�on of biological markers underlying many diseases. This workshop will discuss progress in these and other technologies for

biomolecular analysis, and their applica�ons in research and clinical se�ngs. Solu�ons will be presented for the accumula�on, handling and interpreta�on of huge

data sets, including the iden��ca�on of rare and common gene�c variants associated with disease, func�onal evalua�on of gene�c varia�on, understanding of

gene networks and epigenomic phenomena in health and disease, pharmacogenomics, gene-gene and gene-environment interac�ons. Examples of the applica�on

of these technologies for epidemiological scale studies in di�erent disease areas will be presented.

The 4th Paris Workshop inaugurates a major new EU ini�a�ve, The European Sequencing and Genotyping Infrastructure (ESGI). The ESGI groups major European

genome centres into a single infrastructure designed to increase European access to the most recent genomic technologies. ESGI pla�orms and access modali�es

will be presented at the mee�ng.

Con�rmed speakers:Gonçalo Abecasis (U.Michigan, USA), David Balding (U. College London, UK), David Bentley (Illumina, USA) Alvis Brazma (EBI, UK), Anne-Cambon

Thomsen (UMR Inserm, France), Bill Cookson (Imperial College London, UK), Ivo Gut (CNAG, Spain), Margret Hoehe (MPI-MG, Germany), Richard Houlston (ICR, UK),

Norbert Hübner (MDC, Germany), Maneesh Jain (Life Technologies, France), Achillefs Kapanidis (U. Oxford, UK), Peter Laird (U. Southern California, USA), William

LaRochelle (Roche, USA), Liang Liming (Harvard, USA), Kers�n Lindblad-Toh (Broad, USA), YukihideMomozawa (U. Liège, Belgium),Mats Nilsson (U. Uppsala, Sweden),

Shaun Purcell (MGH, USA), Mark Ratain (U. Chicago, USA), Kathryn Roeder (Carnegie Mellon, USA), Sascha Sauer (MPI-MG, Germany), Daniel Schaid (Mayo Clinic,

USA), Harold Swerdlow (Sanger, UK), Ann-Chris�ne Syvänen (U. Uppsala, Sweden), Jenny Taylor (U. Oxford, UK),Mathias Uhlen (KTH, Sweden), Hubert Vidal (Inserm/

Inra, France), Hugh Watkins (U. Oxford, UK), Dan Weeks (U. Pi�sburgh, USA), John Whi�aker (GSK, UK), Kurt Zatloukal (Med. U. Graz, Austria).

Organisers: Ivo Gut, Mark Lathrop, Sascha Sauer and Dan Weeks
Place: Maison de la Chimie, 28 rue Saint-Dominique, 75007 Paris, France (Strictly limited to 200 par�cipants)

Sponsors: CEPH, CNG and European Commission FP7 projects: ESGI (Infrastructure), READNA, CAGEKID (large-scale collabora�ve projects)
Further informa�on and registra�on: h�p://www.cng.fr/workshop2011

The CEPH and the Centre Na�onal de Génotypage
in associa�on with

the European Sequencing and Genotyping Infrastructure
are pleased to announce

The 4th Paris Workshop on Genomic Epidemiology



POSITIONS OPEN

FACULTY POSITION in
Systems Biology

The Center for Study of Biological Complexity (CSBC)
at Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU, website:
http://www.vcu.edu/csbc) invites applications for a
full-time tenure-track position in Systems Biology. The
appointment will be at the rank of ASSISTANT,
ASSOCIATE, or PROFESSOR. Senior level appli-
cants will have an established track record of research
and extramural funding. We are looking for an inno-
vative investigator with a strong research background
in Systems Biology and/or Bioinformatics. Preference
will be given to individuals applying next generation
sequencing or other high throughput technologies
and bioinformatics and computational tools to the
study of microbial systems, although applications in
all areas of systems biology will be considered.
The successful applicant will have a Ph.D. or the

equivalent Doctoral degree and relevant experience.
He or she will develop a vigorous, independent re-
search program; maintain extramural research funding;
and participate in undergraduate and graduate training
in bioinformatics and systems biology. The ideal ap-
plicant will have an established research program that
will complement existing CSBC faculty strengths in
microbial genomics, pathogen-host interaction, and
synthetic biology. He or she will take advantage of
the CSBC_s recent investments in functional genomics,
next generation sequencing, high performance com-
puting, and related technologies. He or she will be
expected to maintain a strong independent research
program, and to form new interactive and interdisci-
plinary projects in collaborations with the existing strong
cadre of microbially oriented CSBC investigators
holding appointments in VCU_s Schools of Medicine,
Dentistry, Engineering, Pharmacy, and the Humanities
and Sciences. Candidates must have experience work-
ing in and fostering a diverse faculty, staff, and student
environment or a commitment to do so as a faculty
member at VCU.
Applications will be accepted until February 28, 2011.

Applicants should submit their curriculum vitae, a teach-
ing philosophy and interests statement, a future research
plan, and three reference letters by electronic mail to
Edwina Hunter, Center for the Study of Biolog-
ical Complexity, Virginia Commonwealth Uni-
versity, Richmond, Virginia 23284-2030 (e-mail:
ehunter3@vcu.edu).

Virginia Commonwealth University is an Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Employer. Women, minorities and persons
with disabilities are encouraged to apply.

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWS
Microbial Pathogenesis

Two postdoctoral positions are available to study
species of Mycobacterium and other bacterial patho-
gens for mechanisms of host-pathogen interaction using
systems biology, immunology, and bacterial genetics
approaches. Candidates should have a Ph.D. degree
and experience in bacterial pathogenesis using mod-
ern -omics approaches and/or bacterial genetics. Salary
will be commensurate with relevant skills. Interested
candidates should apply to: Dr. Jagjit S. Yadav, Uni-
versity of Cincinnati Medical Center, Cincinnati, OH
45267, USA. Telephone: 513-558-4806; e-mail:
jagjit.yadav@uc.edu.

The Department of Health Sciences in the College
of Public Health at East Tennessee State University in-
vites applications for an ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
position. Job Summary: teaching undergraduate lecture
and laboratory courses in Anatomy & Physiology I and
II and upper division Human Anatomy. Knowledge,
Skills, and Abilities: Previous teaching experience in
Anatomy & Physiology I and II and Human Anatomy.
MinimumQualifications: Ph.D. in related field required.
All applicants should upload curriculum vitae, cover let-
ter, teaching philosophy and history (Teaching Phi-
losophy), and a description of research interests and goals
(Other Document) atwebsite: https://jobs.etsu.edu/
applicants/Central?quickFind051458. Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

FACULTY POSITION in
Cardiovascular Physiology

The Penn State Heart and Vascular Institute is
recruiting an outstanding scientist in any area of
cardiovascular physiology, to have a tenure-track
appointment in the Department of Cellular and
Molecular Physiology at The Pennsylvania State
University College of Medicine. Applications are
encouraged from individuals at theASSISTANT,
ASSOCIATE, or FULL PROFESSOR rank.
However, applicants should have a strong com-
mitment to research as demonstrated by a strong
extramural funding and publication record. Al-
though all aspects of cardiovascular physiology
are of interest, we encourage applicants with a
background in vascular biology. A strong research
program in vascular biology would significantly
enhance the research mission of the Heart and
Vascular Institute through synergistic interactions
with existing research programs in diabetes/
obesity, heart failure, hypertension, and periph-
eral vascular disease. The intention is to recruit
an exceptional scientist who will interact with the
existing cardiovascular community at the College
of Medicine and Heart & Vascular Institute at
Hershey Medical Center. Questions regarding
the position can be directed to the Chair of the
SearchCommittee (Dr. Sean D. Stocker, e-mail:
sstocker@hmc.psu.edu) but applicants must sub-
mit curriculum vitae and brief statement of re-
search plans to e-mail: c&mphysiosearch@hmc.
psu.edu. Penn State is committed to Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity and the diversity of its workforce.

FACULTY POSITION in
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Duke University
Pratt School of Engineering

The Department of Civil and Environmental Engi-
neering in the Pratt School of Engineering at Duke
University is seeking an extraordinarily qualified can-
didate for a target of opportunity hire. The thrusts of
the Department include environmental nanotechnol-
ogies and fluid mechanics, ecohydrology, hydrome-
teorology and water resources, and sustainability.
Candidates working on the areas pertaining to (i) in-
teractions between the variability in the hydrological
cycle and climate; (ii) the consequences of such inter-
actions for water resources, energy, and ecosystems; and
(iii) the development of novel engineering solutions
for adapting to their effects on society are especially
encouraged to apply. The position is open at all ranks.
The successful candidate is expected to be involved in
Duke_s broader efforts in water resources, hydrology,
climate, ecology, and related interdisciplinary areas.
Opportunities to collaborate in cross-disciplinary ini-
tiatives with the Center on Global Change, Center for
Theoretical and Mathematical Sciences, Center for
Nonlinear and Complex Systems, Duke Global Health
Institute, the Nicholas Institute on Environmental
Policy Solutions, the Nicholas School of the Environ-
ment, and the Sanford School of Public Policy are
available. Qualified candidates must have a Ph.D. in
engineering or related physical sciences.
Letters of application (including names and contact

information of at least three potential references, curric-
ulum vitae, description of research and teaching interests
as a single PDF file) should be submitted and attached
electronically to e-mail: cee-faculty-search@duke.edu
with subject FCEE hydrology search_. The application
review process will commence on January 25, 2011,
and will continue until the position is filled. Duke Uni-
versity is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer that
is committed to increasing the diversity of its faculty.

POSITIONS OPEN

POSTDOCTORAL ASSOCIATE POSITION
Department of Human Genetics

University of Pittsburgh

A Postdoctoral Associate position is available in the
laboratory of Dr. M. Ilyas Kamboh for a qualified
person with a Ph.D. and/or M.D. degree with training
in genetic epidemiology/statistical genetics, including
application of methods in genome-wide association
studies, sequencing, and bioinformatics. Please send cur-
riculum vitae and arrange to send three reference letters
to e-mail: jnorbut@pitt.edu. University of Pittsburgh is an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
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A
number of factors will contribute

to transfection success as well as

the biological response of the trans-

fected cells. We recommend careful con-

sideration of each of the following param-

eters, and illustrate successful plasmid

DNA transfections using FuGENE® HD

Transfection Reagent.

Cell Health: Cells should be actively

dividing, passaged regularly in fresh

growth medium and not allowed to become

overcon�uent prior to or at the time of

transfection. Ideally, cells will be 75–90%

con�uent and greater than 95% viable (e.g.,

by trypan blue exclusion) at the point of

harvest for transfection plating, and typi-

cally 80% con�uent on the day of transfec-

tion using the FuGENE®HDTransfection

Reagent. Passage number should be mon-

itored because the cell’s biological respon-

siveness can be unreliable at very low or

high passage numbers.

DNA Quality: Plasmid DNA used for

transfections should be of high purity

(A260/A280 of 1.7–1.9) with low endo-

toxin levels to avoid unintended cellular

responses such as cytotoxicity or proin-

�ammatory cytokine production. Prepara-

tion of plasmid DNA using a method

quali�ed to produce transfection-grade

DNA(e.g., PureYield™ Plasmid Puri�ca-

tion Systems) will help you avoid these

issues.

Transfection Method: Lipid-based re-

agents tend to give the lowest toxicity and

have been used to transfect a wide range

of cell lines. Newer reagents involve a

single addition of DNA:lipid complexes to

cells with no subsequent medium change.

However, lipid reagents vary and the

maximum protein expression and cell vi-

ability achieved can vary greatly (Fig. 1).

A �nal comment on optimization is to

simplify transfection conditions. Choosing

a reporter that is easy to assay allows for

testing a range of conditions quickly with

minimal variability or potential complica-

tions. Ninety-six (96)-well plates are rec-

ommended because multiple variables and

replicates can be tested in a single experi-

mental plate. Small volumes minimize the

use of medium and compounds, and sensi-

tive assays are available to detect single or

multiple reporters and biological markers

in a single well (1,2). Once conditions are

optimized for a speci�c cell type, they can

be scaled to other plate formats.

Optimizing Transfections with

FuGENE® HD Transfection Reagent

Optimal transfection conditions for any

cell line should be determined empirically.

It is worthwhile to spend the time up front

to ensure maximal response from the cells

in all subsequent experiments. The

FuGENE® HD Transfection Reagent is

lipid-based, simple-to-use, and can result

in high transfection ef�ciencies with

minimal cytotoxicity. Figure 2 presents an

example of optimized transfection condi-

tions for the FuGENE® HD Reagent. Test

variables include the ratio of reagent:DNA

and volume of transfection mix added. The

FuGENE®HD volume-to-DNAmass ratio

(µl/µg) determines the charge of the mix

added to the cells (the negatively charged

DNA must be balanced by the positively

charged, cationic lipid of the reagent), and

the volume of this mixture determines how

much DNA is administered. More is not

necessarily better and may lead to reduced

protein expression and reduced cell health

(Fig. 3). Typical reagent:DNA ratios are

between 1.5:1 and 4:1 with addition of

2–10µl of transfection complex per well.

In this experiment, optimal conditions for

HEK293 transfection were 5µl of a 2.5:1

mix.

Controls should be included in optimiza-

tion experiments. Untransfected cells are

used as an indication of maximum viabil-

ity and no reporter expression; DNA- and

reagent-only controls are included to

monitor any unexpected effects of the

transfection mix components on the cells.

Multiplexing to Improve Optimization

Tracking cell viability along with reporter

activity is critical to determining optimal

transfection conditions. High reporter ac-

tivity may come at the expense of cell
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Fig. 1. Transfec�on method in�uences the maximum achievable protein expression and

viability. HEK293 cells were transiently transfected with psiCheck™-2 Vector (Cat.# C8021).

Lipid-based transfec�on reagents, A, B, and FuGENE® HD, were op�mized according to the

manufacturers’ instruc�ons. Cell viability (CellTiter-Fluor™ Viability Assay; Cat.# G6080) and

reporter ac�vity (ONE-Glo™ Luciferase Assay System; Cat.# E6110) were then assayed using

the GloMax®-Mul� Detec�on System Instrument (Cat.# E7031). Data are the average of

replicate samples ± SEM.

Optimize Transfections Using

FuGENE® HD Transfection Reagent
Trista Schagat and Kevin Kopish, Promega Corpora�on

Op�mal DNA delivery into mammalian cells depends on mul�ple factors. We recommend

op�mizing transfec�on condi�ons for all cell types to �nd the best balance between maximal

protein expression and minimal impact on cell viability. This report addresses the variables

that should be tested when �rst op�mizing transfec�on.
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Fig. 2. FuGENE® HD transfec�on op�miza-

�on experiment. Layout for a 96-well plate

to determine op�mal transfec�on condi-

�ons for FuGENE® HD Transfec�on Reagent.

Transfec�on mixes (100µl) as indicated were

prepared in a separate 96-well plate. Trans-

fec�on mixes were transferred to the trans-

fec�on plate a�er a 15-minute incuba�on

(RT). All test wells contained cells in growth

medium. Column 2: Control consisted of

medium (10µl), DNA (10µl, 20ng/µl), or

FuGENE® HD Reagent (10µl). Columns 3–11:

Transfec�on mix with FuGENE® HD Reagent

and DNA as indicated.

Fig. 3. HEK293 transfec�on op�miza�on

experiment. Op�mal transfec�on condi-

�ons for HEK293 cells with FuGENE®

HD Reagent were determined using the

protocol outlined in Fig. 2. Cells were grown

to 85% con�uency, harvested, and added

to a 96-well plate at 2 × 104 cells/100µl/

well. The next day, the pGL4.13 Vector

(Cat.# E6681) expressing �re�y luciferase

was diluted in serum-free medium (DMEM,

100µl) to 20ng/µl and mixed with FuGENE®

HD Reagent to achieve the indicated

reagent:DNA ra�o. A�er a 15-minute

incuba�on, indicated volumes were added

per well. The cells were mixed gently and

incubated for 24 hours at 37°C/5% CO
2
. Cell

viability (CellTiter-Fluor™ Viability Assay)

and reporter ac�vity (ONE-Glo™ Luciferase

Assay System) were assessed as in

Fig. 1. Data are the average of replicate

samples ± SEM.

health, and unhealthy cells are less likely

to exhibit consistent, physiologically rel-

evant responses.

Optimization is simpli�ed further by

using reporter and viability assays that can

bemeasured in the same sample. The ONE-

Glo™ Luciferase Assay System (Cat.#

E6110) and the CellTiter-Fluor™ Cell Vi-

ability Assay (Cat.# G6080) are compat-

ible assays (3). By multiplexing these two

assays, both reporter activity and viability

can be measured in the same well of a

96-well plate in less than an hour. No

medium changes or washing are needed.

Summary

Empirically determining optimal transfec-

tion conditions for any given cell type

allows for the best return from your cell-

based experiments. Optimal conditions

should yield maximum reporter activity

with minimum impact on cell health, thus

preserving the biology of the cells for sub-

sequent manipulation. By understanding

the keys to successfully transfecting

plasmid DNA, following a standard opti-

mization plate layout, and multiplexing

reporter and viability assays, ideal param-

eters can be determined with relative ease.
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Find cell-specific protocols and

transfection optimization tools at

www.promega.com/transfection.



GE Healthcare
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For every success there’s a successor. It’s called

progress. So while we knew we had something

special in Amersham™ ECL Plus, our Western

blotting team was quietly working on the next

generation of detection reagent. The result: a new

substrate that operates with superior levels of

sensitivity, signal intensity and stability than even

its famous predecessor, making it an excellent

choice for CCD imagers.Welcome to ECL Prime.

Amersham and ECL are trademarks of GE Healthcare companies.

© 2010 General Electric Company – All rights reserved. First published November 2010.

GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB, Björkgatan 30, 751 84 Uppsala, Sweden.

Find out more about Amersham ECL Prime at

www.gelifesciences.com/eclprime

Comparison of Amersham ECL Prime and Amersham ECL Plus

detection of ß-catenin in NIH 3T3 whole cell lysates using different

dilutions of rabbit anti-ß-catenin and HRP-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG.
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CLONING & MAPPING
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MASTERING CHANGE

Breakthrough in 5-hmC quantitation for epigenetics
Interested in simplifying the study of DNA methylation, particularly 5-hydroxymethylcytosine? Try the EpiMark™

5-hmC and 5-mC Analysis Kit, a robust enzymatic method for the locus-specific detection of methylated (5-mC) and

hydroxymethylated (5-hmC) cytosine. As the first commercially available PCR-based kit to reproducibly identify and

quantitate the presence of 5-hmC, this simple 3-step protocol will expand your potential for epigenetics research and

biomarker discovery.

Advantages:

• Reproducible quantitation of 5-hmC and 5-mC

• Easy-to-use protocols

• Compatible with existing techniques (PCR)

• Amenable to high throughput

Visit neb.com/epigenetics to learn more, and

explore the complete listing of EpiMark validated

products from NEB.

Analysis of the different methylation states in Balb/C mouse tissue samples

shows a variation in the amount of 5-hmC present at locus 12.

Identify and quantitate methylation states with the

EpiMark™ 5-hmC and 5-mC Analysis Kit
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Imagine if Otto Warburg

had a Seahorse XF

Extracellular Flux

Analyzer...

Finally, a real-time, kinetic measurement of the Warburg Effect, glucose &

glutamine addictions, and fatty acid oxidation of cancer cells in a microplate.

Measuring cancer metabolism is so easy now!

Seahorse’s award winning XF Extracellular

Flux Analyzers provide an easy way to:

• Evaluate the role of oncogenes and tumor suppressor

genes in energy metabolism and tumorigenesis

• Detect HIF-1 and drug mediated effects on mitochondrial

respiration and glycolysis

• Determine which energy substrates are preferentially used

by tumor cells

• Measure the dynamic contributions of OXPHOS & aerobic

glycolysis

• Validate genes that target tumor metabolism

www.seahorsebio.com • 978 671 1600 • info@seahorsebio.com

16 Esquire Road, North Billerica, MA 01862

Visit us at Booths 244 & 245

Palm Springs Convention Center

Palm Springs, California, USA

January 29th–February 2nd, 2011



Learn how current events
are impacting yourwork.
ScienceInsider, the new policy blog from the journal Science, is your source
for breaking news and instant analysis from the nexus of politics and science.

Produced by an international team of science journalists, ScienceInsider

offers hard-hitting coverage on a range of issues including climate change,

bioterrorism, research funding, and more.

Before research happens at the bench, science policy is formulated in the

halls of government. Make sure you understand how current events are

impacting your work. Read ScienceInsider today.

www.ScienceInsider.org

Breaking news and analysis from the world of science policy
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LABEL-FREE INTERACTION ANALYSIS
The innovative SKi ProT X1000 biosensor instrument is the newest 

addition to the SKi Pro platform for label-free interaction analysis. The 

SKi Pro is the world’s only label-free biomolecular interaction analysis 

platform that allows experiments in multiwell plates and fi ne kinetic 

measurements in fl ow cells, all using the same reader instrument 

and the same surface chemistry. This unique dual-format feature can 

save time in overall protocol development, and enable uniformity 

and better correlation of experimental results across various depart-

ments in drug discovery and development. The technology making 

the dual-format feasible is nanopore optical interferometry. With in-

tegrated robotics, SKi ProT X1000 also automates experiments in a 

96-well plate, all fl uidics-free, with eight wells read at a time. Interac-

tion analyses may be carried out at 15˚C to 60˚C, the widest range in 

the industry. In the fl ow cell mode, fl ow rates can be adjusted from 

1 to 100 µl/minute.

Silicon Kinetics

For info: 858-646-5444      www.siliconkinetics.com

CELL MIGRATION ASSAY
The new Oris Pro 384 Cell Migration Assay is designed specifi cally 

for fully automated high throughput screening using high-content 

screening and high-content imaging systems. The assay uses a non-

toxic biocompatible gel (BCG) to form a centrally located and tem-

porary cell-free zone on cell culture surfaces in a 384-well format. 

After cell seeding, the BCG dissolves and the migration of cells can 

be observed in the revealed detection zone, either in real time or 

after further experimental processing. This breakthrough product en-

ables researchers to capture and quantify cell migration data while 

substantially improving assay effi ciency and dramatically reducing 

assay costs. Measurement of cell migration enables researchers to 

better understand the impact of candidate therapeutic compounds 

on biological pathways and cellular behavior. 

AMS Biotechnology

For info: +44-1235-828200      www.amsbio.com 

MELTING POINT AUTOMATION
The SMP40 melting point apparatus speeds up purity and identifi ca-

tion testing by offering automatic, walk-away operation. The unit is 

available with optional full installation qualifi cation and operation qual-

ifi cation (IQ/OQ) documentation. The SMP40 uses digital video imag-

ing technology to detect and capture accurately the melting point of 

up to three samples simultaneously. The melt process can be viewed 

in real time or retrospectively on the full colour 5.7” VGA screen. 

Maximum footprint fl exibility is ensured by the split design so, for ex-

ample, the sample side of the apparatus can be placed at the back of 

the bench or even in a fume cupboard, while the control side detects 

whether it is being used upright or on its side and adjusts the screen 

orientation accordingly. Around 200 results in .avi video format of the 

melt process can be stored by the SMP40 for viewing on the unit’s 

screen, while USB connectivity enables fi le transfer.

Bibby Scientifi c/Stuart

For info: +44-(0)-1785-812121      www.stuart-equipment.com

AUTOMATED LIBRARY CONSTRUCTION 
SPRIworks Fragment Library System III automates the preparation 

of libraries for the Life Technologies SOLiD Sequencer. With the in-

troduction of this third system in a series, researchers can use the 

SPRIworks system to automate library preparation for the three ma-

jor next generation sequencing platforms. Combining Solid Phase 

Reversible Immobilization (SPRI) chemistry and Beckman Coulter au-

tomation, SPRIworks System III facilitates the construction of con-

sistent, quality libraries. Automating the library construction process 

saves researchers valuable time. Between one and 10 samples can 

be completed within three and a half hours, and the process pro-

vides several size-selection and nick-translation options. SPRIworks 

Fragment Library System III is a validated plug-and-play system: us-

ers simply insert the method card, samples, and adapters; select the 

run options; and press start. 

Beckman Coulter Genomics

For info: 800-526-3821      www.beckmangenomics.com

AUTOMATED MOLECULAR TESTING

The highly fl exible and automated QIAsymphony RGQ is a novel, integrated 

system that sets new standards for molecular testing and incorporates all 

workfl ow steps from sample to detection. QIAsymphony offers many fea-

tures that create exceptional fl exibility, such as continuous loading, random 

access, open channels for user-developed tests, and the broadest menu of 

commercial assays as well as the ability to process an almost unlimited range 

of sample types. This new and complete workfl ow solution is composed of 

modules that can be used as stand-alone systems or combined into a fully 

integrated system. The QIAsymphony RGQ system comprises the physical 

and data integration of three modules: QIAsymphony SP for sample prepa-

ration, QIAsymphony AS for assay setup, and the Rotor-Gene Q real time 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) thermocycler. QIAsymphony provides the 

broadest available PCR-based assay menu and offers workfl ow optimization 

with options for parallel runs and fl exible batch sizes as well as intuitive, easy-

to-use software. 

Qiagen

For info: 800-426-8157      www.qiagen.com
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Biokinetic.
Knock out your gene of interest with the power of

CompoZr® ZFN technology.

Generate knockouts faster than ever with the precision

of CompoZr® ZFN technology from Sigma® Life Science.
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